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ROLE OF 'GOVERNMENT LABS IN REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1984

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

1310, I,ongworth House Office Building, Hon. Daniel E. Lungren
(member of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representative Lungren.
Also present: Robert Premus, professional staff member. ,

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNGREN,
PRESIDING

Representative LUNGREN. Good morning. , -----
Research in Government laboratories provides an important

source of new ideas for the economy. These rum ideas have enor-
mous potential to spur entrepreneurial activities throughout the
Nation and in the regions where the labs are located. Many re-
gions, realizing this potential, are beginning to emphasize technolo-
gy transfer in their development strategies. The Stevenson-Wydler
Act, by requiring Government agencies and labs to transfer tech-
nology and disseminate information about the commercial poten-
tial of their research, is'aiding this process.

The hearing today will explore the technology transfer issue
from the perspective of Government laboratories. The committee is
particularly interested in possible barriers to entrepreneurial spin-
off activity from Government-funded research, and the type of en-
vironment within Government labs that is most conducive to tech-
nology transfer. Patent policies, licensing procedures, responsibility
for tec anology transfer, and joint venturing are topics that will be
discussed.

The central question concerning America today is how to encour-
age technological innovation so our economy can compete. The im-
proved flow of technology from Government research can be an im-
portant component of this national innovation policy. Finding ways
to improve technology transfer without sacrificing the mission re-
quirements of Federal agencies is the major focus of this hearing.

I am pleased to announce that we have appearing today a group
of nationally recognized experts and practitioners on these issues.
Mr. Clarence Brown is Deputy Secretary of the Department of
Commerce, a former Member of Congress and a former ranking Re-
publican member of the Joint Economic Committee. Mr. Brown, we
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are delighted at your appearance before the committee today, and
we are looking forward to your testimony. Other witnesses include
Colonel Paul Theuer, U.S., Army Construction Engineering Re-
search Laboratory; Mr. George Dacey, Sandia National Laborato-
ries; Mr. Charles Miller, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory;
and Mr. Edward Malecki, University of Florida.

Gentlemen, we welcome you to the hearing and look forwar,
your testimony.

First of all, we will hear from a former colleague, someone who
helped me when I first came to Congress, Mr. Clarence Brown.

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE BROWN, DEPUTY SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Mr. BROWN. Good morning, Congressman. I am delighted to have
a chance to meet with you this morning and with this historic and
significant committee which I served on for 13 years while 1 was in
Congress, and ,iiscuss the role that Government laboratories could
play in regional economic development. Because of the Commerce
Department's Governmentwide responsibilities for technology
transfer and r hent policy, I want to address the Federal laborato-
ry system as a whole in my remarks this morning:

The U.S. Government owns and operatesor has contractors op-
eratenearly 400 laboratories. These labs employ from 10 to over
5,000 employees, a total of over 200,000 people, 83,000 of whom are
full-time professional scientists and researchers. We are the single
largest employer of that class. The labs spend about one-third of
the Federal research and development budget or about one-sixth of

the R&D funds spent in the United States.
Although the labs are part of a rich tradition of Federal scientif-

ic activity dating back to the earliest days of our country, most of
the labs are relatively isolated from the private sector. This isola-
tion problem has been addressed in sever it reports, including the
May 1983 Report of the White House Science Council's Federal
Laboratory Review Panel, also known as the Packard Report.

Last February, the Department, of Commerce issued a report on
the Government's accomplishments under the Stevenson-Wydler
Technology Innovation Act of 1980. The report commends the Fed-
eral agencies for doing a valuable job of providing information,
advice and technical assistance to State and local governments and
to the private sector. The report points out, however, that the agen-
cies are not doing nearly as well when it comes to using their in- s
ventions as a basis for technology transfer and collaboration with
private industry, largely due to a lack of decentralized authorities
and incentives. Other recent reports present the same conclusions.

Several years ago, Congress passed a lawthe Dole-Bayh Act
which permits small businesses and nonprofit organizationsthat
is universitiesto own inventions that result from Federal R&D
funding. Under earlier policies, the Government took title to most
inventions it had funded, then for a variety of reasons did little if
anything to promote the commercial use of those inventions. The
new Dole-Bayh law allows universities to own inventions they
produce with Government funds and to pay a share of royalties to
the inventors, frequently professors and even students. As a result

6
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of these incentives, nearly all universities with significant research
programs are now marketing their inventions.

As the universities began to promote inventions, they found that
potential licensees were often interested in contributing to the
future projects of the university, faculty, or the inventors them-
selves. For many universities, this raised serious ethical issues
ranging from conflicts of interest to freedoms of inquiry and publi-
cation.

By and large, the universities have resolved these issues, and are
receiving ever-increasing amounts of private sector support related
to the inventive results of the Government funded research they
have done. The new law provided the four ingredients most neces-
sary for encouraging successful transfers of inventions to industry:

One. An incentive for an inventor to report an invention and
participate in its future development for commercial use.

Two. An incentive for a university to patent and promote com-mercial use of a federally funded invention.
Three. An incentive for a firm td invest in an invention derived

from federally funded research because of the protection provided
by a university license.

Four. Authorities for a university to negotiate a license and the
follow-on collaboration necessary to increase the chances that com-
mercial use will be a success.

The Federal laboratories are much like universities. Since they
can produce no products, their inventions must be transferred to
industrial concerns if the public or the inventor is to benefit in any
way. But the need for a Federal lab to transfer technology is no
assurance that the innovation will occur. The fact that a Federal
lab is involved is often a serious barrier to innovation.

At a minimum, a successful innovation requires a problem in
need of a solution; an invention that solves the problem; an effec-
tive advocate of the invention; the necessary investment for devel-
opment, production, and marketing; and the management skills to
put them all together. The innovation chain works best when all
the links are within a single private company and there is no
transfer at all and everybody has their job to do in the process. The
problem of transferring technology from a university or a Federal
laboratory to the private sector is difficult primarily because it 'n-
volves links between parties that are not accustomed to working to-
gether in the same way, frequently don't even speak the same lan-
guage.

Universities have found that the innovation chain cannot work
for their inventions unless they strive to make all links work as
well as possible. This often includes collaboration of the inventor or
the university laboratory directly with commercial firms in further
development. That's the concept for many universities and also the
concept in some cases for the private sector.

The best way to get more new technological products for regional
economic development, national growth and international competi-
t iveness we need out of the dollars spent on the Federal labs is to
open their doors to collaboration with the private sector.

In the Washington area, the National Bureau of Standards,
Montgomery County, MD, and the University of Maryland have re-
cently embarked on a joint effort called the Center for Advanced
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Research in Biotechnology. The center is designed to meet the sep-
arate objectives of all the participants more effectively than would
be possible by the parties working alone. The benefitsregional
and national economic development, improved education and train-
ing, and better service by a Federal laboratorywill all be made
possible through collaboration.

The Department of Commerce has recently announced it is now
allowing proprietary work and joint research to be conducted by
American firms in its National tureau of Standards facilities. For
example, we are currently underway on equipping the NBS reactor
o',A at Gaithersburg with a cold neutron source, one of three
planned in the world. The French have one, and the Japanese are
investing heavily in one. Ports on the source would be made avail-
able to other researchers including commercial firms on a full cost
recovery basis with compensation for the Federal employees.

Most Federal agencies do not believe they have the authority to
let their laboratories enter into such arrangements, or they fear re-
actions if they do. I must confess we had some second thoughts our-
selves. The National Bureau of Standards is unusual in that it has
the authorities it needs to enter into most of the types of joint ar-
rangements that are desirable.

Some other Federal laboratories recognize the problem and are
asking for decentralized authorities they do not have. Even in the
Department of Defense there are labs that could benefit the public
by involving industry in the development of products thb.t have
both civilian and military applications. They see that this could
spread the development cost, rEduce it for the Government. It could
also lead to more commercial products being made available to
meet DOD procurement requirements off the shelf, and generally
improve the process of getting the invention into private hands.

This is where regional economic development comes in. Many
States and localities are developing high-tech research and indus-
trial parks. For new businesses and jobs to be created, much of the
technological base will have to come from the Federal labs. This re-
quires allowing the laboratories to deal directly with business firms
in their geographic area or with firms that are interested in the
labs' fields of research.

Let me just conclude by citing a specific example out in my own
State of Ohio in the area that I used to represent in the Congress.

Wright Patterson Air Force Base has many of the more sophisti-
cated laboratories of the Air Force Systems Command, the com-
mand that develops weapons and avionic systems and so forth.

In the university community in the area and with the coopera-
tion of one of the communities and townships and one of the coun-
ties near Wright Patterson they are developing an industrial park
which will be used as a research center for spinoff of things discov-
ered at Wright Patterson Air Force Base.

Recently when the Canadian airliner caught fire because of ap-
parently some problem in the lavoratory of the plane, whether it
was induced by mechanical failure or a passenger smoking in the
lavoratory I'm not sure, but when that plane caught fire in the air
and was forced to an emergency landing and there was some loss of
life and injury, it occurred to me to wonder whether some material
that had bum-) produced by the materials lab of the Air Force Sys-



terns Command out at Wright Patterson had ever been transferred
to private usage. That was flame-retardant material which is used
in military aircraft and I must say that to this day I'm not sure
that that process ever benefited adequately the private airplane
sector. But it is a good example of the kind of thing that can be
accomplished by-opening up laboratories to this kind of relat;on-
ship with the private sector and we are going to try to see what we
can do in Commerce to develop it in all of our laboratories.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brown follows:]



PR vPARED STATEMENT CV CLARENCP SRO', ft*:

I appreciate the chance to meet with you today to discuss

the role Government laboratories could play in regional economic

development. Because of the Commerce Department's Government-

wide responsibilities for technology transfer and patent policy,

I would like to Discuss the Federal laboratory system\as a whole.

I believe that an overall view of what the laboratories might

contribute by way of technology transfer andprivate sector

collaboration should be Lseful to the Committee, especially in

view of the labs' potential for increasing the country's

International competitiveness. position.
ti

The Government owns and operat s nearly 400 laboratories.

These labs range in size from 10 to more than 5000 employees.

They employ over 150,000 people, so e 60,000 of whom are full-

time prcfessional scientists or res archers. Many of these labs

are pioneering in such fields as me icine, space, agriculture,

weather, forestry, defense systems, safely, environmental

sciences and basic research.

There are also more than 25 Government-owned laboratories

run by contractors for the Department of Energy that employ an

additional 62,500 people, nearly 23,000 of whom are professional

scientists and researchers.

Together these labs spend about one third of the Federal

research and development budget or about one sixth of all the R&D

(
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funds- spent in the United States. They are part of a rich

tradition of Federal scientific activity that dates back to the

early days of our country. Unfortunately, the tradition of most

of the labs includes relative isolation from the private sector.

This tradition of isolation must be broken if the laboratories

are to make a significant contribution to regional economic

development.

The'sproblem of the isolation of Federal labs has been

addressed in several recent repots. The May 1983 Report of the

White House Science Council Fedelkal Laboratory Review Panel

(the Packard Report) Recommendation Number 5-2 states:,

R&D interactions between Federal laboratories and industry
should be greatly increased by more exchange of knowledge
and personnel, collaborative projects, and industry funding
of laboratory work, provided an oversight meChanism is
established to prevent unfair competitive practices.

The Department of Commerce was required, by Section 5 of the

Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act, to submit a report to

the President and Congress on the Government's activities and

accomplishments under the Act. I include a, copy of the report as

an appendix to my testimony.

In brief, the report states th\ at although the agencies are

doing a creditable job of providing information, advice and

technical assistance to State and local governments and the

private sector, they are not doing nearly as well when it comes

to using their £atented inventions as a basis for technology

transfer and collaboration with the industry. As I will explain,

this is due, in large part, to a lack of decentralized



authorities and incentives, complicated by the centralization of

patent licensing activities.

There is precedent for doing what the Government has to do

to increase private sector collaboration. Several years ago,

acting on the example of the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, Congress passed a law--the Dole Bayh Act--that allows

small businesses and nonprofit organizations to own\inventions

thItt result from Pederal R&D funding.

Unier earlier policies, the Government usually took titletto

the, inventions it had funded, then for a variety of reasons, did

little if anything to promote their commercial use. The Dole-
\

BayhAct coincided with a general tightening of budgets, so

universities were quick to recognize inventions as assets that

could be licensed and converted into income. Nearly all of the

universities with significant research programs established

patent licensing offices to markqt their inventions.

The Act also required a portion of the royalties to be

shared with the inventors. This incentive broadened the interest

of university researchers from publication (which can sometimes

destroy the patentability of an invention) to seeing that their

ideas are actually commercialized.

Most of the universities established patent licensing

offices which began contacting private industry'to promote the

univeities' patented inventions. As these university-industry

relationships developed, the universities found that poten!ial

licensees were often interested in the future work of\the
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inventors. Sometimes this took the form of offers to support

additional developmental work to prepare the invention for

commercial use. At other times, potential licensees were

interested in supporting researcn beyond that which had led to

the invention.

For many universities, these offers appeared to create a

serious dilemma. The idea of direct involvement of university

faculty and facilities in commercial enterprises seemed to be a

violation of traditional independent study. Tt was feared that

privil'o lector funds provided as a result. of the profit motive

might nfluence the direction and independent.: of researchers.

Concerns existed abotic the conflict betwet 1 private inuustry

tw%: for confrIenliality Lo protect paentitbility and the

academics' sociJ! interest in advancing knowledge and the

personal desire to attain recognitionthe "publish or perish"

syndrome. Conflict of intcrest situations within faculties also

presented contemn, as did priorities of stuaent curricula versus

industrial investment in the institution.

I am riot diminishln.j the importance of these concerns when I

say that ':1 universities are fl_nding ways to manage them.

Polics developed to'handle these k.oncerns differ. Rut

,niversities have generally concluded that there is nothing

inherently incompatible with, on tne one hand, accepting private

sector funds from royalties on university patents or support for

profit- iotivat'd research, and, on the (dther hand, the training

of 3.:isiltists to meet society's needs. In some respects, private
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fuhds bring lets conflicts than Federal funds bring,

As the universities deve d policies relang to the

private sector, the private sector firms found the universities

to be much more business-like in two respects that are vital to

effective technology transfer, First, the university patent

licensing officers (who have come to fulfill a much broader role)

now negotiate from a better understanding of what the university

can and cannot do, If a Government f4nded invention is involved,

clear ownership of the patent allows the university to make

agreements without the uncertainty and time loss of review by a

Federal agency, This certainty is vital to successful

negotiations.

Second, if continued research involvement by an inventor or

the university laboratory in the innovation process is desired by

the licensee, the universities are now willing to work out

reasonable terms, In many cases, there is no substitute for the

inventor's special knowledge, insights and dedication.

I don't meant that Federal phtent policy can take all the

credit for bringing academia and business into closer

cooperation. For, years, a few farsighted universities have

pioneered the types of cooperation that have led to Silicon

Valley, Route 128 and the Research Triangle, In sone happy

situations, there has been close cooperation between universities

and industrial concerns for years, What the new Government

patent policy did was help and prod all universities to use the

results of Government funded research to promote the

14
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opportunities of industry colla;:.-ration.

The Federal patent policy of the Dcle -Dayh Act provided the

four ingredients most necessary for successful transfers of

inventions, to industry:

I. An incentive for an inventor to .report an invention and

participate in its future development for commercial use.

2. An incentive for a university to patent and promote

commercial use of a Federally-funded invention.

3. An incentive for a private firm to invest in a

Federally-funded invention based on the protection provided by a

university license.

4. Clear authority for a university to negotiate a license

and the follow-on collaboration necessary to increase the chances

that commercial use will result.

\5

The I. derai laboratories are much like universities. Since

they produce no products, their inventions must be transferred to

industrial concerns if the public is to benefit from them.

The research and development programs of the laboratories

and the inventions they produce fall largely into two broad

categories: rirnt, those to meet public needs in areas of

commerce, agriculture, public health and safety and environmental

protection; and second, those which have Federal responsibility

for the defense and space programs.

to the first category, which includes such items as vaccines

to L,owent diseases, there is a ready market for inventions.

Firms will compete for the right to produce and market such
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products. Relatively few Government laboratory inventions are in

this category since a small portion of the Federal R&D budget is

required to support this type of work. Improved governmental

collaboration and cost sharing.yith industies and universities

could allow Government laboratories to accomplish much more

without increasing budgets.

Since the Government is frequently the sole buyer--or at

least the primary purchaserof .and products using inventions in

the second category, tt is very difficult to establish a market

value for the patents because commercial usage may be slow to

develop if at all. In some cases, however, the inventions have

private sector uses that can be exploited without detracting from

their value to the Government. It is in the space and military

areas where the commercial economy appears to be missing out on

opportunities to benefit from some really important new

developments.

Transferring inventions for which there is not an obvious

and immediate market is sometimes a difficult matter in which the

Government has not done well so far. The Department of Commerce

runs a patent licensing program as a service for all agencies

wishing to use it. So far, nearly all the inventions licensed by

Commerce for private development have been the products of

research to solve significant problems where there was an obvious

waiting market.

Two conclusions are clear: Government is not as good a

marketer as the private sector, and the world does not always

1(3
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beat a path to the door of an inventor of a better mousetrap.

Sometimes, the private sector is not alert to the

significance of a new technology o: not willing to use an

invention that will improve or render obsolete their current

product before the expected end of the product's useful life.

Frequently, a company that develops and markets new

products has access to more ideas than it has capacity to use.

Such companies have established procedures to screen inventions

and select the few in which they can afford to invest.

Inventions often pass the screening process primarily because the

advocate is inside the companyperhaps the inventor himself.

It is important to remember about the innovation process

that invention is merely one of the first steps. The investment

that led to the invention is typically about ten percent of the

total investment that will ultimately be required to produce and

market a successful product.

The problems of transferring technology can present serious

barriers to innovation.

A successful innovation requires a problem in need of a

solution, an invention to solve the probleM, an effective

advocate of the new idea, the wherewithall to finance investments

in development, production and marketing and the management

skills to put these parapetetic processes all together.' Of

course, the innovation chain works easiest when all the links are

within a single company and there is no transfer at all. The

problem of transferring technology from a university or a Federal

AJ-039 o - 2 1'?



laboratory is difficult primarily because the chain Lnvolve6

links between parties who are not accustomed to working together.

The advocate sometimes does not even have the opportunity to

communicate with those who must be convinced.

To gain more out of the dollars spent on Government labs, to

achieve more regional economic development, and to produce more

technological products for national economic growth and better

\\international competition, we must open doors of more public

institutions to collaboration with the private sector.

In the Washington area, the National Bureau of Standards,

Montgomery County and the University of Maryland, have recently

'\barked on a collaborative venture in biotechnology. The new
c

venture- -called the Center' for Advanced Research in

Biotechnologyis designed to meet the separate objectives of the

participants more efficiently and effectively than would be

possible by the parties working alone.

In the partnership, the National Bureau of Standards gains

easy access to biological experts and facilities through

collaboration with universities and industry. Through this

means, the National Bureau of Standardb expands and diversifies

its services to U.S. industry, and improves its technology

transfer, all crucial to the development and commercialization of

biotechnology in the Nation as a whole.

This venture will also give the University of Maryland the

opportunity to extend its educational and training services to an

area of public need and high potential, in an arrangement which
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will also give it improved liccess to experts in measurement and

physical sciences who have ties to industry.

The benefits to derived--regional and Nar4ohil economic

development, improved education and training, better service by a

Federal agency are all m de possible through the pooling of

resources and unique stre gths.

As another example, he Department of Commerce hae decided

to allow proprietary workand joint R&D to be conducted by

American firms in the National Bureau of Standards facilities.

NBS has unique facilities
where proprietary work might he of

interest to the private sector. For exar,olem, in the materials

science area we are currently eviewing plans to equip the NBS

reactor with a cold neutron source.

Ports on the cold neutron source would be made available to

private firms for proprietary work in exchange for their

equipping the ports and making one third of the time available to

other researchers. A chance would also be provided for other

firms to conduct proprietary experiments.

NASA and several DOE laboratories have also decided to allow

use of their unique facilities by private industry for

proprietary work, and we yould encourage a',1 Federal laboratories

to make similar arrangements where it is possible.

For many laboratories, the main problem is the lack of

decentralized authorities. Many governmental agencies do not

believe they have the authority to delegate a technology

management role to their labs, or they fear reactions if they do.

19
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By technology management, I mean such responsibilities as

negotiating patent licenses, entering into collaborative research

agreements, assigning rights to inventions that may result from

collaborative Arrangements, and using royalties to reward

inventors, The National Bureau of Standards is exceptional in

that it has a tradition of privitte sector collaboration and it

has the authorities it needs to enter into many of the types of

collaborative arrangements'
}}e

believe are desirable.

Some other laboratories recognize the authority problem and

are seekirg the decentralized authorities they do not have today.

Even in the Department of Defense there are labs that want to

involve industry in the development of products which have both

civilian and military applications. They see that this could

reduce development costs and lead to commercial products

available off-the-shelf to meet DOD procurement requirements.

Here is where regional economic development comes in, Many

States and localities are developing high-tech research and

industrial parks. New businesses and jobs are being created at

record rates, Much of the technological base for this growth has

come from Federally funded research and development.

The growth is good, but the country needs more, particularly

in some regions, The U.S. leads the world in the percent of

Gross National Prodict that we spend on R&D. About half of the

total is private; about half is funded by the Federal Government.

Much of the Federal expenditure is inre defense and space

areas. Many of our present industries are founded on technologies

developed originally for military purposes, We must find wells to

get the new technologies that have potential civilian uses out

into the economy faster.

To do thio, technology transfer must be made as simple and

direct as possible to be compatible with the innovation process

of the American economy. This means allowing the laboratories to /

deal directly with businesses firms which are interested in their

fields of research,
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much for yourtestimony.
In the last page of your summary testimony you say that most

Federal agencies do not believe they have the authority to let their
laboratories enter into such arrangements or they fear reactions if
they do. Is it more a problem of perception or is it that we in Con-
gress have not given them the authority that's necessary?

Mr. BROWN. I think it's a problem of perception, but I think it
would help if the authority were spelled out. When we undertook
to open up the Bureau of Standards laboratories some months
agoand the process is not quite in action yet, but we have inter-
est expressed and have our rules laid down for how we will func-
tionwe based it on the approach that NASA took and the legis:a-
tive authority that they were given when they were created.

Not all the laboratories created by the Federal Government in itshistory have those same rights or authorities.
It seems to me that that ought to be spread through the Federal

Government generally and the best way to do that is Federal legis-
lation giving them that authority. But I think many laboratories, if
they just look, will discover that they already have' the right. It's
just that habit and background have meant that they haven't done
it because the laboratory may have been started for a. specific
single purpose and the idea of cooperation between the'rederal lab-
oratory and the private sector never occurred to them. Ado, there
are some conditions generally written in Federal law that need to
be addressed also, where the Federal employee is not supposed to
participate with the private sector in such effort.

Representative LUNGREN. Generally speaking, is the SteVenson-
Wydler Act sufficient to allow most of these agencies to be coopera-tive?

Mr. BROWN. Well, the Stevenson-Wydler Act certainly encour-
ages it. I'm not sure that it solves all the problems that we have in
the area, but it certainly is helpful in that regard and it makes it a
matter of national policy and that, of course, motivates tho Federal
Government.

Representative LUNGREN. You have already mentioned that in
your own former congressional district there was opportunity for
some of this cooperation between Wright Patterson and others. As
a general matter, in your opinion, is technology development for
the military transferable to the private sector?

Mr. BROWN. I think there's a lot that is. A list of some of the
laboratories, for instance, that are in that area would include fuels
and lubrication technology; as I mentioned, materials laboratory.
They do work in ceramics. If we could solve the problem of the ce-
ramic engine for automobiles and aviation, we might very quickly
seize back leadership in the automobile industry. And there are
other such laboratories that relate to the biomedical impacts of
flight and even space activities on individuals. All these are areas
that contribute to transferable knowledge that can be helpful both
for commercial use and also for medical activity.

Representative LUNGREN. You mentioned that collaboration be-
tween the public and private institutions is necessary to improve
technology transfer. Can you give us some specifics as to the type
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of arrangements that might be necessary to carry out that coopera-
tion?

Mr. BROWN. Well, first, there is the need clearly stated by the
Congress for authority to be granted at the laboratory level to ar-
range for these collaborative agreements with the private sector,
including such things as patent licensing authority to be allowed at
the laboratory level. That's usua "v not centralized in agency head-
quarters, and that means that the bureaucratic process tends to
slow it up. Conflict of interest rules now prevent Government em-
ployees from contributing to commercial development of their in-
ventions while employees remain in their jobs. It seems to me that
ought to be clarified. Many people who have a long-time invest-
ment in Federal service don't want to leave it, but they also don't
want to be denied the opportunity to benefit personally from their
efforts and their inventions.

The narrow mission statements for laboratories often include
pursuing commercial uses for technologies they create. Perhaps
that commission should also be given to the Defense Department
where obviously there are security issues involved. Such issues, of
course, existedat least were perceived to existwhen the space
program began.

I think both the Bayh-Dole and the Stevenson-Wydler bills pro-
vide the opportunity for those incentives. Perhaps a restatement of
them would help, in the legislative sense.

I understand there is legislation that's been introduced in the
Senate which is under consideration, and it would move toward es-
tablishing polity and procedures throughout the Government in
this regard that would be worthy of consideration.

Representative LUNGREN. As I understand it, the Dole-Bayh law
gives title to those inventions with respect to small businesses not
in the province of universities, therefore leaving out larger com-
mercial concerns. There has been some legislation to extend this to
all companies regardless of size, but to this point it hasn't moved
very far here in the Congress.

Do you have any impression as to what the impact would be if in
fact there were legislation on this.

Mr. BROWN. Well, I must say that when we decided to open the
Bureau of Standards laboratories for commercial use, some of us
hoped that the use of the laboratories would be solicited by the
"Little Sisters of the Poor" rather than some of the larger oil com-
panies on the theory that the public relations involved would be
more desirable. But Lho fact is that like the laboratories themselves
historically financed by the Federal Government, some of the
larger corporations are the ones most likely to have the problems
to solve as well as the resources to put into the laboratories.

I don't see how you can easily draw the line between large busi-
nesses and small businesses. As a matter of fact, if you wander
through the Government agencies and ask for a definition of small
business, you will get a variety of definitions. So I think it's going
to be a hard line to thaw in this regard.

We made the decision in the Bureau of Standards that we are
not going to limit availability to large or small, but rather on the
basis of a normal contractual bid. We don't want somebody to tie
up the laboratories indefinitely and prevent competition. So, in
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connection with the cold neutron reactor, we are building several
- bays so a number of private sector groups can work at the same

time. And we don't draw a line between universities who may want
to do pure research and the businesses that may want to do a spe-
cific kind of research for their particular need. We are going to do

- it on a full cost recovery basis so that there is no problem with
anybody being given a subsidy by the use of the laboratory because
it's paid for everything they want to use. Companies will be able to
hire, in effect, the personnel who run the equipment at the Federal
laboratory to do the work for them. That is, Federal employees will
contribute their normal pay, and the personnel in the laboratory
who is doing the work will leave the notes and his knowledge of
the activity with the company and not necessarily transfer it to the
laboratory itself, although that can be negotiated between laborato-
ries depending on the kind of work they do.

The objective of the proprietary use of the Bureau of Standards
laboratory is that the private sector institution, whether it is a el-
eemosynary institution or private institution, large or small, would
be able to use the laboratory for its own proprietary research and
ultimate development of an invention or patent to further advance
the technical knowledge it already has.

The reason for that is the NBS laboratory is so unique. We think
it is literally wrong at a time in which we have such intense com-
petition between American interests and other national interests in
the economic field, the trade field among others, to deny the use of
that very sophisticated laboratory to our American competitors.

Representative LUNGREN. You mentioned earlier about regional
laboratories and their cooperation with universities or businesses
in their area. Are we in government generally going about. it in
such a way as to ensure that folks outside the regional area get a
crack at it and an opportunity to know what's going on and have
an opportunity to participate? Obviously there are finite resources
and finite opportunities for participation as in many things that
the Government gets involved in. There are those who are lucky
enough to be selected and those who are not. Is there sufficient
knowledge out there within the business community to know of
these opportunities, at least to your satisfaction?

Mr. BROWN. NTS has that responsibility for the Federal Govern-
ment and it is a Commerce Department activity, one of the many
different organizations that are housed in the Commerce Depart-
ment. They do it through a series of different things such as publi-
cations which help businesses locate what they need in the way of
laboratories or in the way of fEcilities that are available in which
they might be able to participateboth university and Federal fa-
cilities.

We need more work done in this area clearly, and one of the dif-
ficult things that the Federal Government has to do and doesn't
always do very well is to relay information from the government to
the private sector.

I am amused by an unrelated example of how effectively U.S.A.
Today takes Census statistics and makes them interesting and
colorful, and we don't do that. The Federal Government document
that has those basic statistics looks about as interesting as the av-
erage telephone directory white pages, and the effort for us to be
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able to categorize things and do things is a continual effort within
the Department. I'm trying to spark that up a little bit as a person-
al matter.

But, in addition, our need is to use the networks available in the
private vector such as trade journals, trade publications, and the
trade associations themselves. I am interested sometimes to find
out that a trade association - -where maybe a major firm in that
trade association is using a government patentis unaware of the
process by which the transfer of information is made available. So
there's a lot of work to be done in the area.

Representative LUNGREN. Is there anything we need to do in the
Congress with respect to that or is that just gettir' 4"e process fur-
ther down the line?

Mr. BROWN. I think hearings like this help, but the thing that
the Congress could do is to look at further legislative enhancement
of the legislation that's already been passed to be sure that the
Federal laboratories themselves are now in the process.

What you did for the universities has been very helpful in this
regard in the Bayh-Dole bill and also in the Stevenson-Wydler Act.
Now we need a little boost for the Federal laboratories to be en-
couraged to do the same thing that the universities are doing and
for their mother agencies, their host agencies, to give them the au-
thority that they need to do that at the laboratory level.

Representative LUNGREN. You mentioned that one of the keys, if
not the key, to successful laboratory-private sector collaboration is
in the structuring of the deals to provide incentives for both par-
ties.

Do you have some general thoughts for us on how those deals
should be structured so we could encourage this type of collabora-
tion in technology transfer without undercutting or subverting the
mission orientation of the labs themselves?

Mr. BROWN. The variety of deals depends literally on the labora-
tory and private sector interests, but there are some basic rules, I
guess, or basic approaches.

First, the authority for the laboratory to enter into the arrange-
ments is important. It ought to be given to them at their level
rather than at the level of the agency headquarters as I indicated.

Second, it needs to include some private, sector arrangements or
clear understandings about how the private sector will make reim-
bursable use of the unique government facilities.

Third, the licensing of lab inventions to private firms has to be
covered as the agency would like to have that done or limitedin
the case of the Defense Departmenton security issues. Lab coop-
eration with general partners of research and development limited
partnerships to develop laboratory inventions ought to be author-
ized. Cooperation with State and local governments to develop
high-technology programs certainly could be related to the labora-
tories, and could be an authority the laboratory would be given.
This would allow laboratory employees to aid businesses in devel-
oping their inventions into commercial projects or products, and
would assist those firms that are developing laboratory originated
technology, or that are receiving incubator services from the uni-
versity or a unit of government. This ought to be spelled out in the
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authorities or in the agreement that is made with the private
sector.

There's a wide variety of posslilitin that we could go on aild onwith. But I would just say that the broadest authority possible for
the local laboratory would be what they need to develop the unique
kind of relationships that they could have with the various private
businesses that they would be working with.

Representative LUNGREN. I want to thank you for appearing and
being sort of our kickoff witness in this series of hearings.. As you
know, we're trying to look into the question of entrepreneurship
and innovatio9 and not trying to be repetitious of anything other
committees have done. One of the areas we wanted to focus on for
one hearing is Government labs. I think that's something that a lot
of us don't pay much attention to. Members of Congress have news-
letters and send out a lot of information on a lot of different
things, but I'm not sure many of us have ever sent out information
to our constituents about the possibility of information and coop-eration with Government labs. It's an area that I wasn't very
aware of and we can raise the level of awareness of many of themembers as well as people throughout the Government process.
Maybe we will assist in that. It is a resource obviously that ought
to be used in this whole area of innovation and one that has not
been used to the extent possible, at least to this point.

Mr. BROWN. As a personal matter, I think we are living in a very
exciting time. A lot of people are put off a little bit by what's going
on, the heavy competition going on in the world and the technolog-
ical development between our country and countries that lack the
resources unlike our situation. The Japanese qualify perhaps inthat regard, but also developing nations that have been considered
to be pretty slow in development historically, like the Koreans and
Taiwanese are now getting into technology development very rap-
idly. And for us to keep the leadership that we need, we need to
use all the resources we have available to us, and we have some
very fine resources in the Federal laboratories.

One of the problems is that historically the Federal labs have not
been motivated or excited by the kind of competition that we nowface in the world. That transference of excitement is done almost
on a man-to-man or person-to-person basifi. We think we get a lot of
that done by the example of NBS, and we are going to work at it. I
think we have got some of the folks at NBS excited about it, and
we think we can excite some other people in some of the other Fed-
eral laboratories. We appreciate your help and interest in it.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much for appearing.
Next we will have a panel of experts and ask them to come to

the table; Mr. George Dace, president, Sandia National Laborato-
ries; Mr. Edward J. Malecki, associate professor, University of Flor-
ida; Mr. Charles Miller, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory;and Col. Paul J. Theuer, commander, U.S. Army Construction En-
gineering Research Laboratory.

We'll just start from my left to right. Would each of you male a
presentation of somewhere around 10 minutes and then we can go
to questions and answers of the entire panel, and I certainly hope
you don't all agree. I'd like to get some disagreement here andhave you respond to one another s points of view. I have found it
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much more effective in hearings to have those who disagree to be
Q11 the same panel at the same time as opposed to me trying to re-
member what question I should have asked based on a comment
that was made by one of you an hour or 2 hours before. So if we
could start with Colonel Theuer and make a presentation of about
10 minutes and then we will go down the line and then go to ques-
tions and answers.

STATEMENT OF COL. PAUL J, THEUER, COMMANDER AND DIREC-
TOR, U.S. ARMY CONSTRUCTION.ENGINEERING RESEARCH LAB-
ORATORY [CEREA], CHAMPAIGN, IL, ACCOMPANIED BY LOUIS R.
SMFFER, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
Colonel THEUER. First of all, I'd like to introduce my technical

director, Mr. Louis R. Shaffer, who's largely responsible for a lot of
success our laboratory has had.

Good morning. I am Paul Theuer, commander and director of the
U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory located
in Champaign, IL. We are an element of the Army Corps A Engi-,
neers. I am pleased to be able to describe the role of a Fe%eral labo-
ratory in regional economic development through technology trans-
fer and I would welcome any questions you may have.

USA-CERL is one of four research laboratories in the Army
Corps of Engineers. My mission at USA-CERL is to find the best
ways to plan, design, build, operate, maintain and repair buildings
for Army installations worldwide. To accomplish this task, USA-
CERL must be an industry leader, advancing the state of the art in
engineering architecture, and all building construction related pro-
fessions, including management, economic and environmental sci-
ences. My mission, by its very nature, lends itself readily to tech-
nology transfer and innovation within both the military system
and the private sector. I plan to highlight several examples this
morning that show how our research contributes not only to our
military mission but also, through technology transfer under the
authority of the Stevenson-Wydler Act of 1980, to the enhancement
of the civilian sector technology base and to the creation of jobs in
the economy.

The concept of technology transfer means different things to the
public and private sectors. Within the military system, technology
transfer means taking that extra step in the R&D.process to assure
that the R&D product gets into the hands of the military user,
USA-CERL products include items of hardware, computer software
and technical information and data. Each of these are transferred
to the military user through commercialization or through building
specifications controlled by the Army. Computer software technolo-
gy or computer products are transferred through computer soft-
ware centers. Both Government and private sector users alike have
equal access to these centers.

Information or technical literature developed by the Defense De-
partment and other Federal laboratories is made available through
established information systems such as the defense technical in-
formation sybi,em and the national technical information system.

I believe that USA-CERL has been particularly successful in
making Government developed technology available for public use.
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For example, on May 25 of this year we issued the Army's first two
licenses for patents held by the Corps of Engineers. One licensewas for a device called the weld quality monitor developed at USA-CERL at a cost of $500,000. This device describes the quality of aweld as the weld is being placed. When te3ted in prototype form onthe a.isernbly line for the M1 Abrams tank in Lima, Ohio, the weldquality monitor demonstrated quality control savings of $4,500 rertank. Savings for the M1 tanks projected for fiscal year 1985 pro-curement, some 600 in number, are estimated at $2.7 million. Com-
parable savings are possible for other military vehicles and systemsas well as on pipelines and pressurevessels in the private sector.As a result of an artic which we submitted to a professional jour-nal describing the weld quality monitor, we were contacted by Na-tional standard Corp. of Niles, MI, which expressed intereq; in tl:odevelopment of the device. Our discussion with National S'...tadacuresulted in the issuance of a license which provides for a 6 percentroyalty to the United States. While National Standard is still inthe development stage of production, the license of the device willresult in 50 additional jobs by National Standard and should resultn significant sales revenues which would not have been possiblewere it not for the license arrangement between the Governmentand National Standard.

The second patent licensed by the Corps of Engineers on May 25was the Ceranode; a small Aligh technology device that prevents ca-thodic corrosion on buried pipelines, storage tanks, and waterfrontstructures. This device was licensed after publication in the Feder-al Register to APS Materials, Inc., in Dayton, OH, with whom wehad been working on other anodes. The license will also generate a5 percent royalty for the United States and will not only increaseAPS' work force from 30 employees to 142 in 1 year but also in-crease their sales by an estimated $8.5 million. That converted intoroyalties is $425,000 a year.
Thus, technology transfer not only results in reduced manufac-turing and operating costs by users of these licensed devices, but

also generates jobs in the private sector and royalties for the U.S.Treasury.
I'd like to cite, sir, from the Congressional Record of brie 7, pageE2694, comments by Congressman Dan Crane, our Congressman. Itexemplifies the relationship we have with the legislative branch

the elected branch, at the governor level, Senator Percy's level, and
also Congressman Dan Crane's level.

I quote:
Both the Army and the people of the United States will benefit from these inven-tions. 'These benefits will come in the reduced cost of this nation's construction, thereduced cost of maintaining metal structures, and more structurally sound struc-tures having a longer life.
'These licensing agreement3 are a good example of how the Department of theArmy can work hand-in-hand with private industry for the betterment of the.tion. By manufacturing Army-developed technology, private industry can makethose technologies available to both the Army awl industry alike. In doing so, industry can create new jobs and help stabilize local economies. Continued support ofArmy research effortssuch as those going on at the Construction Engineering Re-search Laboratoryis truly an investment in America through defense.
In the computer software area, USA-CERL does considerablework in the development of systems to expedite time-consuming
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processes such as are required for the preparation of environmen-
tal impact assessments and statements; energy efficiency assess-
ments; and facility management systems. One such system, called
"Blast", enables the building designer to assess building design
energy efficiency early in the design process. The system allows a
designer to obtain extremely, accurate data on building energy con-
sumption by inputing the thermal values of building materials, the
heat values of energy and light sources and the geometric structur-
al orientation of the particular design under review. "Blast" is a
system which can be used in virtually any building design under-
taken by the Department of Defense or, for that matter, any build-
er in the private sector. This system has been judged by the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards to be the "standard" for building
energy analysis and is currently being used in 47 computer centers
in the United States. These include such noted software firms as
McDonnell Douglas; Control Data Corp.; and Boeing Computer
Services. "Blast' is also widely used elsewhere in North America,
Europe, and Africa.

The Stevenson-Wydler Act of 1980 authorizes and directs Federal
agencies to make available federally funded technology develop-
ments to State and local governments, and to the private sector.
One way we have done this at USA-CERL is through close ties
with the university community, the Federal laboratory consortium,
professional societies, and the private sector. For example, 36 per-
cent of our $30 million program in fiscal year 1984 for research
will be conducted by university personnel. This relationship not
only helps us to do our job, but more importantly, provides us a
valuable two-way source of technology, and a natural outreach in
technology transfer. We have arrangements with no fewer than
nine major universities across the United States and we are negoti-
ating with others. The resources of our university connection is a
natural outlet for technical information and data of our products.
Among the professional societies, we have ties with major technical
committees operating in and outside the United States. The ex-
change of information and visitors enables us to integrate U.S. and
non-U.S. technologies to obtain the best of both worlds toward
meeting Army requirements for forces stationed in the United
States and throughout the world.

The bottom line in technology transfer, however, is getting full
utilization of what the Government has developed in the labs. At
USA-CERL, we are proud of our record of sharing federally funded
technology within the spirit of the Stevenson-Wydler Act. As a con-
sequence, the Nation as a whole has benefitted. We should bear in
mind, however, that while Stevenson-Wydler provides authority,
there also must be an incentive for the Government to transfer the
technology to the private sector and for the private sector to accept
the transfer. In my view, the best way to do this is to provide in-
dustry and the private tor with a vested interest in this technol-
ogy and allow cornmei :in; wation through the marketplace. This ul-
timately benefits the Amy as well as the economy in general.
After all, unless industi manufactures the item, be it a licensable
patent or nonpatentable technology development, the Army and
Defense Department cannot buy it. Furthermore, once the decision
to manufacture a product is made, there are secondary effects such
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as job, creation and the development of domestic markets which
promote regional economic development. The transfer of computersoftware technology requires similar incentives. In technical infor-mation and data, it is a bit more difficult, but not impossible toprovide incentives through the development of a private sectorvested interest.

Once the technology has been developed there is a continuingneed to provide service after the sale. At USA-CERL we have hadsucces§ with the establishment of industry run strategic supportcenters for several of the larger software systems we have devel-oped which provide access to both Government and private sectorsand also provide employment opportunities for local economies.I should point out that a Government laboratory, such as USA-CERL cannot do the task of transferring technology alone if region-al economic development is to be achieved. We need to work withthe States who themselves have begun to develop such organiza-tions, often around the university base, to find available technol-ogies in Government laboratories that are transportable to their re-spective States in support of local and regional economic develop-ment. The State of Illinois has at least one such activity in comput-er software established through a cooperative effort on the_part ofthe governor's office and the State's university system. The State ofOklahoma also has a similar effort devoted toward hardware whichemploys a permanent staff that seeks out new technologies whichcan be applied toward regional economic development these mayserve as models.
I might comment that we have had interaction with the State ofOhio, the State of Kentucky, and the State of North Carolina.The ultimate objective of USA-CERL is to make technologyavailable to tire Army. Once this is done, there is an inherent spin-off to the private sector which in turn promotes economic develop-ment. While attempts have been made to find a "universal model',there simply is no single model. It takes a concerned effort, on acase-by-case basis, working with some understanding of the eco-nomic forces then acting, to promote technology transfer in anyform. Lots of individual initiative is required. USA-CERL successesprove that point, While we h-ve been largely successful, there arestill opportunities do more.

The relationship between the Government laboratory and indus-try-licensee has to be recognized as being fundamentally differentfrom the classic-industry relationship. Rather, when we transfertechnology we have a "joint venture' arrangement. Simply stated,if our venture-partner fails, we fail; if he fails we cannot procurethe item; and if he fails, the royalty potential is diminished, This isan example of the Government's vested interest.And finally, we must all recognize, as we at USA-CERL have
come to appreciate, that the greatest ingredient required to maketechnology transfer work, be the beneficiary the Army, privata in-dustry, or an effort to promote and support regional economic de-velopment, is personal dedication of laboratory personnel. The ,...1-.vironment to provide for fostering personal dedication is essential.Thank you for your time and attention. I am prepared to answerany questions.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Davey.
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE DACEY, PRESIDENT, SANDIA NATIONAL
LABORATORIES

Mr. DACEY. Thank you, Congressman.
I am pleased to be able to talk to the committee this morning

since I think this is an enormously important topic. I want to put
my remarks in context in that I believe Sandia National Laborato-
ries is somewhat different than many of the other institutions you
will be hearing from.

In the first place, we have a very definite mission. We design the
nonnuclear parts of all nuclear weapons in the Nation's stockpile,
and we are responsible for these parts from the earliest ideas
through weapon retirement, including quality assurance. There-
fore, we actually do design a product which has to be manufactured
by several factories and for which we have the design responsibil-
ity.

We are also different in that we are primarily an engineering
laboratory. We have a technical 'staff of 2,500 people, about half
Ph.D. and half M.S., but mostly in engineering rather than in pure
science, which most of the other laboratories tend to emphasize.

Another difference is that we are operated by the AT&T Co.
under contract on the model of Bell Laboratories, so that we have
an industrial pattern rather than an academic pattern such as
exists in many other nationa laboratories operated by universities.

For all of those reasons, I believe the number of our technology
transfers is substantially greater than most of the other laborato-
ries because many of our things are closer to the marketplace
when we finish with them.

The Stevenson-Wydler Act did not really change our technology
transfer very much because it asked for a listing of technologies'
and required that -ve spend at least half a percent of our budget col
technology transite, which we were far exceeding already. So it
really didn't make much difference to us.

Since we have been counting for Stevenson-Wydler, we have
transferred 226 technologies to over 300 companies. To give you
some examples of these technologies, one of the oldest is the clean
room which we use to make very highly reliable parts for nuclear
weapons, but which is now the basis for the semiconductor clean
room industry used in making silicon chips. We invented the hot
solder leveler for making printed circuit boards. That soldering
process is now used in most printed circuit board production. In
just the last few years, a large number 61' other items have become
public property. A. new kind of drill but for the oil and gas industry
with diamond cutters located on the bit by computer analysis,
down-hole instrumentation for oil wells; a steam generator to facili-
tate down-hole production of oil; hardened semiconductor electron-
ics we are the national laboratory that makes radiation-hard sill-
con chips for weapons as well as for other uses; insulating glass
that lengthens the life of pacemaker batteries; and many other
similar kinds of things which are spinoffs from our weapon and
energy programs.
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I would like to spend a moment on one particular case because I
think it illustrates some of the barriers to technology transfer. One
of our people invented a pump which could be implanted in the
human body, and was externally controlled to deliver insulin to the
area near the pancreas. Clinical studies were done at the Universi-
ty of New Mexico jointly with us under a National Institutes of
Ilea Ith grant, and it was discovered that insulin delivered in this
way is a much better way to provide insulin to diabetics because it
mimics the body's method of providing insulin and can be comput-
er-controlled from the outside. It avoids side effects such as de-tached retinas and so forth.

When it became time to transfer that technology to the private
sector for manufacture, we held a symposium. We had open bid-
ding for the right to manufacture this device. The winning compa-
ny was Shiley, a Pfizer subsidiary, The contract was entered into
with the University of New Mexico and DOE, since vie are a gov-ernment laboratory and it was a joint activity. It took over 1 yearto iron out the legal problems of liability, for example; if someone
dies, who pays the bill? The legal questions raised by these joint
arrangements, even in this instance, with a university involved,
are very difficult when you get down to an actual case.

I'd like to mention one or two other points which I think are im-
portant. Sandia does, of course, manage certain programs from in-
dustry for the Department of Energy. An example of that is securi-
ty to aces around embassies or nuclear installations. The product, of
course, comes from industry. The management comes from us. As aresult, we must have no proprietary interest because then people
would not trust us, nor would we be able to choose indiscriminately
between suppliers.

It's therefore a little difficult, I think, to be carrying on at the
same laboratory and at the same time several. kinds of relatiOn-ships with industry, some of which are contractual, where you
must remain absolutely free of conflict; and others which could be
joint. So there are some natural problems when a large laboratory,
at least one like ours, gets into a variety of arrangements with in-
dustry.

One of the things I think is worth mentioning is that there 2re a
number of myths floating around about what the technology in na-
tional laboratories really consists of. There are a few cases, and I
have mentioned them, where technology is ready for production
and where a patent may be involved. But most of the technology in
our laboratories is not a finished product ready to gu .to industry.It is a piece of something; it consists of know-how about a particu-
lar process. It's a system which might provide a part of a product
in the industrial world. Therefore, I think, to put too much empha-
sis on patents per se is to miss the bulk of the technology which is
really there ready to be exploited. In my opinion, that technology is
best exploited by a sort of grassroots approach in which the scien-
tist or engineer who has knowledge missing in industry is able on a
one-on-one basis to consult with or transfer the technology to
people that need it.

The need, as has 'len mentioned several times, is a driving
force. There must be a .eceptor on the industrial side. There must
he someone there who can understand what's being said to them by
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the scientist in the laboratories. They must have a desire and a
need to exploit the technology or they will not want to receive it.

Let me give you another example from Sandia which I think il-
lustrates this point. At our Livermore Laboratory we operate a na-
tional facility called the National Combustion Research Facility. In
that laboratory, lasers are used to diagnose the temperatures and
chemical reactions that go on at the intersection point of two laser
beams. That has permitted U3 for the first time to measure, on a
noninterferring basis, what actually goes on inside an operating
automobile engine. What are the combustion products? What are
the temperatures inside. the engine as it operates, as a function of
both time in the cycle and space within the cylinder?

The results that came out of that were very interesting and ex-
citing, and tended to change the views that people had about the
way in which combustion products are formed. It was my observa-

, tion that the Japanese automobile industry took immediate inter-
est in this process, came to Livermore, and tried to understand
what we were doing. American industrial firms are now very inter-
ested, but for a while they were reluctant because they feared one
another more than they wanted the technology.

Now I think that means that the Nation needs to do something
about the way in which technology transfer is to be made. Are we
to make it indiscriminately available to anyone who asks, or should
we preferentially transfer the technology to companies within the
American sector? Because in many areas we are finding that some
foreign competitors are more anxious, or at least as anxious, to
obtain our technology as our own industry is.

Another point that may be missed is that there's a good deal of
emphasis these days on helping State and local governments. Local
governments are not interested in technology in general. They
have no way of exploiting it. What they are interested in is staff
time. They want someone to help them with a problem and in
many cases we are willing to do that.

I am also of the opinion that focusing only on regional startups is
a mistake. Our present national laboratories, like Sandia in a small
State like Nt.w Mexico, will automatically have a large regional in-
fluence. We are the largest laboratory in the national laboratory
system, and are one of the largest employers in the State of New
Mexico, so of course, we're going to have a regional influence and
we do have. However, when you talk about transferring technology,
it's our experience that most times the technology is best trans-
ferred to an existing company with an existing need. A new, small
startup company is a great thing and if you can make it work, fine;
but as I said, most of our technology has been transferred to 300
existing companies. They are not exclusively small businesses and
they are all over the United States.

I would like to say one or two things about what I consider to be
barriers to innovation and technology transfer. I think that one of
the principal barriers to new companies is the lack of supportive
climate for the entrepreneur. A good deal of attention is being
given to incubation centers, which are buildings where you have
cheap rent, construction and shop support, computers, secretaries,
and so forth, and that's very important. It's equally im nt,
however, that the center be associated with a source of tec nology,
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and I think therefore that the most successful incubation centers
are those associated either with universities or with a laboratory.
What the Federal Government can do to sponsor these centers I
don't know, but where they have come into existence, I think they
really do have an important effect.

Finally, I'd like to mention what at least to us represents a kind
of legal or conflict-of-interest barrier. As you know, the Economy
Act prevents a national laboratory from competing with private in-
dustry, and I think that's right- and proper. We cannot make a
product instead of going to industry under contract if that product
is readily available. Now is it competition if you form a joint ven-
ture? Is it competition if part of the revenues of the product come
back to the national laboratory? Is there a conflict with the Econo-
my Act?

I think these questions of conflict of interest need to be resolved.
I think that the rights of the national laboratories to behave much
like industriai laboratories need to be unambiguously stated in
public law if we are not to inhibit people from taking risks.

Thank you again for the opportunity to talk to you.
Representative LUNOREN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Miller.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. MILLER, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA, LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY

Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Congressman Lungren. I'm very happy
and pleased to be in Washington to talk about what has become
one of my favorite topics. For over the past 12-plus years, I have
been involved directly and indirectly with the technology transfer
programs at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory andhave spent almost 10 years in various positions with the Federal
laboratory consortium. I had the pleasure of putting in a 2-year
tour of duty at the National Science Foundation as program man-/ alter for the Federal laboratory program.

I want to base my views on technology transfer broadly over
these years of experience. I confess that some of my remarks may
also be colored by the fact that I am a proprietor of a small busi-
ness which is presently marginally successful, a small business
somewhat involved in technology transfer.

I thought it might be useful, as Mr. Brown did, to take an over-
view of the Federal laboratories in general and to look at some of
the changes over the last 10 years, as seen from the trenches. I'm alittle bit disappointed that so far I haven't found too much to dis-
agree with with my colleagues, though I'm sure that if we start de-
bating details we will find some areas of disagreement.

I thought it would be easy to readily pluck out some fine exam -
ples of what's been going on in the Federal Laboratory Consortium,
but I found it very difficult toll°. So many things have been going
on. I have selected a few things to draw upon and say that these
are good learning experiences.

Last week I found out that there are two other things that have
been recently created. I received notification last week from the
U.S. Conference of Mayors who are sponsoring a workshop-seminar
in Washington in September entitled "Unlocking the FutureFed-
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eral Laboratories: The Key to Successful Economic Development,"
where they are attempting to link mayors and others in city and
local government, along with the Federal laboratories and the uni-
versities, to address issues such as economic development.

Last r riday my friend at the National Bureau of Standards, Jim
Wycoff, called to tell me about an affair that he had attended last
week and about a program of which I was unaware. The NASA in-
dustrial application center in Pennsylvania had been contacted to
look at issues involving economic development in northeastern
Pennsylvania. They spent a year assessing the strengths and weak-
nesses in the multicounty area of northeastern Pennsylvania and
last week held their first workshop. There were eight laboratories
involved and something of the order of 100 representatives of in-
dustry trying to link technology sources with these local business
and industrial communities, sponsored by a local economic develop-
ment commission. He reported it to be a successful affair and it
evidently is the first of several.

I mention this because there are a lot of things going on, I think
it's good that there's a lot of things going on because even those of
us who have made most of the mistakes feel we still have addition-
al things to learn about how.this whole process evolves.

I will list briefly some of the things that I think we have learned
over the last 10 yearswe being a sort of collective group within
the Federal Laboratory Consortium.

One of the things we have learned is that we are living in a very
nonheterogeneous world. It's so easy for us in the laboratories to
speak of industry. Industry is very, very diverse, very, very com
plex..We have big business and-we have small business. We have
manufacturing industries and we have service industries and all
sorts of mixtures.

The other side of the coin, it's very easy for industry whoever
they are to say "Government laboratories" with a sweep of the
hands. It's also a very, very heterogeneous group. Big laboratories,
little laboratories, defense laboratories, agricultural laboratories,
laboratories such as Sandia where they have a fine collection of en-
gineers.

We also find that this whole process to move a technology or
know-how from the laboratory to another party requires a heck of
a lot of work both on the part of the technology provider and the
technology receptor. It takes a lot of effort and it takes resources.
To get this effort and these resources adequately allocated and
spent, we need dedicated, committed people. Where do you get
these dedicated, committed people? Well, where it seems to be
working best is where both parties mutual self-interests are being
met.

If we have a new process such as that developed in the laborato-
ry le machine precision optics, and we in the weapons business and
others need precision machined optics, we would like to buy these
from the outside world. But if industry doesn't have the capability
to produce these for us, it's certainly in the interest of the laborato-
ries to help industry adopt this technology so that they can
produce those parts we need in our programs. Certainly it's in in-
dustry's benefit to pick up this technology so they can sell not only
to the laboratories but they can perhaps find other uses for thin
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technology. This occurred a few years back. It was a win-win game,a very successful transfer of technology.
There was formal funding allocated in the Department of the AirForce to do this, individual firms budgeted money and a trade asso-ciation committed a good deal of money and effort in order to

transfer precision machining technology. In the end, everybody
won. This was an example of a case where you are almost assured
there will be a successful transfer because of minimal risks and the
probability that everybody is going to win.

Mr. Brown mentioned that laboratories and universities havesomewhat of a mismatch in terms of language and culture. It'sdefinitely true in terms of laboratories working with industry.These are two separate cultures and what do we do to get around
that? We've got to work hard, and we've got to learn to talk toeach other. I'm pleased to hear that you're holding hearings in myneck of the woods in Silicon Valley and will be speaking with in-
dustry folks. It would be nice if perhaps on this panel there wereindustry people. We need to be conversing at this level.

Another thought is that the proper role for the Government labo-
ratory in economic development should be a' support role. We are atechnical resource, but we are not the only available technical re-source. We do have certain resources available that can be drawnupon by others. The others include economic development commis-sions, and States working through universities to help establish in-
cubator facilities, or to help establish industrial parks. Very rarelyI think do we see a laboratory that would properly be in the leadrole.

In my prepared statement I talk about one of the New Mexico
laboratories, our sister laboratory in Los Alamos, which has indeedtaken the lead in cooperation with the State and other laboratories
in the State to develop an economic base in northern New Mexico.
They are motivated by self-interest. They now have to go to south-
ern California to get fabricated parts and why not have this inSanta Fe?

I don't think we will find a situation in many other places such
as New Mexico with a fine laboratory, an excellent university
system, supportive State government and industry willing to movefirms to the State because it's a desirable place to live and work.I think, rather, we will see sporadic things such as we find in
Pennsylvania where the Government laboratories will serve as aresource or we will see, rather than a regional economic, we will
see an industrial crosscutting type development such as in preci-
sion engineering where we dealt with companies across the country,
who were in a narrow industrial base.

I also agree with the previous speakers that the laboratory is not
a little warehouse where one can run in and grab this technologyand take it down to the supermarket for sale.

From personal experience, a good deal of the work that is com-pleted in the laboratories is not ready for the marketplace. Often-
times, it requires a considerable amount of engineering in order to
make it producable and put out a reliable product that can be ade-
quately serviced in the aftermarket by the manufacturing dealer.
A good deal of work must be done beyond releasing the reportdrawings.

1,1
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It was rather interesting when I was preparing to come back
here, I reviewed a lot of my old notes and some of my past books
and I went through hearings which were held by the House Sub-
committee on Science and Technology in 1979 'Pr several days look-
ing at Federal laboratories and the technology transfer, and I was
very pleased to have it brought home to me how much has Won
done in 5 years.

Now to those of us who don't have to be elected to their job every
2 years, 5 years is not a very long time, Congressman. I was quite
surprised to see how much had been done, looking at the redom-
mendations of the various witnesses and how much it was folded
into Stevenson-Wydler law in section 11 particularly.

So looking at where we were 5 years ago and where we are
today, I tried to address your questions as to has Stevenson-Wydler
helped? Yes, overall, it's helped. In some laboratories who were
active in technology transfer before Stevenson-Wydler, it allowed
them to come out of the closet a bit and provided them a little
more work because of reporting requirements. Other laboratories
who had been inactive in technology transfer are active now in
technology transfer.

Overall, on a national scale, the fact that we have section 11 of
Stevenson-Wydler means that we do have more activity in the Fed-
eral laboratories in technology transfer.

Some of the laboratories are still having some troubles with Ste-
venson-Wydler. Often there are complaints on the part of the lab-
oratories that there's not enough money available. We cannot do
our job because we cannot get budgeted funds. This is especially
true with smaller laboratories, those laboratories which are funded
on what's can an industrial basis. It's not much of a problem in
the large mule rogram laboratories because they can generate in-
ternal overhead funds.

There are those that advocate that we should/ have line item
funding for technology transfer. My personal feeling is that I don't
like line item funding for technology transfer because that's one of
the first things that could be cut out of a budget' when you get into
markup appropriations in order to save money. Section 11 does re-
quire each agency to set aside one-half of 1 percent of their re-
search budget to support technology transfer from laboratories.
That should be sufficient. If its not sufficient, if some of the labora-
tories aren't getting sufficient funding to do their job, then perhaps
something is wrong with the application of the law.

The law also requires larger laboratories to devote at least one
full-time person to these activities. There are reports that this isn't
being done. It appears that there are some administrative difficul-
ties in getting this provision properly applied.

We've also heard comments about lack of incentives and the
presence of disincentives on the part of the laboratories to encour-
age technology transfer not only for the people involved directly in
technology transfer but for the bench scientists and engineers.
There are proposals to pay awards and a share of royalties to the
individual laboratory inventors, but there are many nonmonetary
rewards and nonmonetary incentives that laboratory management
could offer. You get a lot of mileage out of an award in your per-
sonnel file.
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We al'') have found difficulties in implementing agency's wishesin tne steld. It's one thing for the headquarter people to say "wehave now a new ,broom and we're sweeping clean" and "we aregoing to do things differently," and "we're going to go on joint ven-
tures with industry." But by the time agreements are negotiatedand submitted for bureaucratic review and approval, one hits abrick wall. There are no incentives for a man in the field to be ad-ministratively innovative, to do something that isn't preciselyspelled out in his orders. There are a lot of disincentives, sanctions
and punishments, if he does new things and screws up; nothing if
he does new things and it goes well. We find that things tend to getbucked upstairs to a higher and higher level because of new things.Again, the law provides authority for this but there's agency
management difficulty. We trust this will be worked out with time
as we learn more about how to do these things.

Finally, I have been asked to make a statement about application
assessments. The application assessments are spelled out in theStevenson-Wydler Act such that each office of research and tech-nology applications should prepare technology assessments onthose technologies that are felt most suitable for transfer and com-mercialization.

On the one hand, I hear from industry that they don't want theFeds trying to decide what's good for them"let me come intoyour shop and I know what will fulfill my needs." On the otherhand, I hear from the people in the laboratories that, first of all,they are uncomfortable about trying to say that this is a good thingto go outside. They also are fearful of saying, "Gosh, when my per-formance appraiser is in here they just might count up all the ap-plication assessments I have prepared, so I'd better dump out awhole bunch of them."
The section 11 does have flexibility and I believe these flexibili-ties will allow each laboratory to determine the best application as-sessment, whether they put them out or not, and I believe the au-thority is there to do that.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Miller follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP CHARLES F. MILLER

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

It is an honor and a pleasure to appear before you today to express my

views on the role'of Government Laboratories in regional economic.

development. Thank you for the opportunity. .My views are based principally

upon my observations and experiences as a member of the Federal Laboratory

Consortium for Technology Transfer (FLC) and as Program Manager for the

Federal Laboratory Program at the National Science Foundation for two years.

FLC BACKGROUND

The FLC was formed just over 10 years ago, and its members now represent

over 200 federal laboratories fsvm 11 agencies. The overall objective of the

FLC is to assist member laboratories and centers and parent agencies with

technology transfer in response to members' needs and requests. Contrary to a

fairly prevalent misconception, the FLC does not transfer technology 221: se;

rather, the individual laboratories effect the transfer, ani often, the bench

scientist or engineer does the work, not the FLC member. The FLC acts to

create and test mechanisms and methodologies for technology transfer, to

broker requests for assistance or information, to aggregate needs, and to

represent the federal laboratory community to potential recipients of

laboratory technology.

Through the years, the FLC has sponsored a variety of activities in an

effort to facilitate the process of technology transfer to the private and

public sector. Many of these activities were designed as experiments or

learning activities--attempts to determine what works and OW. doesn't work.

A first major lesson learned was that this "system" consistin, of federal

laboratories (as technology sources) and state and local governments,

academia, the private sector, and others (as technology users) is exceedingly

diverse.

3 6
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The federal agencies with R&D laboratories vary greatly in their
missions, and the laboratories

vary too in missions and also in manpower,
budget, and other resoeeces. Also, as the Federal Laboratory Review Panel of
the White House Science

Council reported, ". . . the degree of interaction
with universities and industry varies among other laboratories visited. . ."
Some laboratories, especially the large, multi-program National Laboratories,
have long established formal

institutional or other programs in cooperation
with universities and the private sector. Other laboratories find such
interactions foreign and worrisome. Another fundamental finding is that many
of the federal laboratories do not seem to be able to identify who "their"
industry is, or should be. This seems to be true of laboratories with a
predominantly basic science orientation and also of major basic research
programs within the large, multi-program

laboratories.

Industry, tno, represents a very complex and multi-faceted target for
federal technology transfer efforts. As with the laboratories, industrial
firms vary in site and products (missions). At one extreme, the large,
Fortune 500 companies may have substantial corporate interest in keeping
abreast of new, federally-developed

technologies, and it is not uncommon for a
large firm to initiate a team visit to a laboratory for briefing on on-going
research. At the other extreme, the small or newly-emerging business is

typically out interested in applying part of its limited resources to what is
perceived as the long, tedious, and expensive process of dealing with the
government in any way.

FLC ACTIVITIES

With thi; hackiround of the many FLC projects and demonstrations and with
the desire of the laboratories'

management to increase relations with
industry, the FIX, chartered

an Industry-Federal Laboratory Interaction Working
Groon at its May, 1984 meeting.

This interagency group is charged with
deturminthl what laboratory transfer processes or mechanisms work, or are
expected to work, to achieve one or more of the following goals.



Transfer of information to industry.

Transfer of inventions to industry.

Industry/laboratory collaboration.

. Use of laboratory facilities.

The Working roulPs initial effort is to develop an evaluated database of what

transfer mechanism or processes have been used or are contemplated, which

ones have been effective, and what has been the cost. Industrial inputs will

be sought during the study phase.

The product of the Working Group will be a handbook which will

characterize successful processes or mechanisms and provide guidelines to

laboratories which As) to design and implement new initiatives. The

timetable for this effort calls for the data analyses to be complete in

spring, 1985 and for publication of the handbook by the end of summer, 1985.

We anticipate that the data-gathering phase will provide some insights into

barriers and other issues which may hamper or impede laboratory/industry

interaction. To this end, we are very interested in the results of these

hearings and are open to suggestions as to the conduct of the Working Group's

study. W, would also be very pleased to keep committee staff apprised of the

findings of the study.

At this paint, I would like to describe a few past activities of the FLC

which were attemptc form tighter links between the member laboratories and

potential technology Jsers.

'7Technology Action Center was established in Santa Clara, California, in

1978 as a joint effort of ,the Santa Clara Chamber of Commerce, the FLC, and

the Southwest Innovation Group. The Science Advisor to the City of Santa

Clara was appointed as part-time director to the Technology Action Center

(TAC) with offices in the Chamber of Commerce. The director served as a point

of contact for Silicon Valley industries and had direct access to the federal

laboratories. The project operated for a few years with mixed results.

Although some specific excellent transfers occurred, TAC was unable to mount

the sort of marketing effort necessary to develop and maintain a sustained

high level of user demand.
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Technology and Business
Opportunities Conferences were held in

Fiffladelphia (two conferences), Baltimore and Albu ,erque, These conferences
w!th associated exhibitions were designed to present to local and regional

business and industry community a wide range of technology transfer and

assistanco programs to stimulate economic development. The conferences were
end(,sed by the state's congressional

delegation and were co-sponsored by

ogenciel; such as, the small Business Administration, Federal Regional

Councils, local and state governments, and regional economic development
alent.ies. Cacti of the conferences was attended by dozens of laboratory

representatives and hundreds of business and inoustry representatives.

Positive results were reported from each conference, and it is believed that
the Albuquerque "Showcase for Technology" served as the kick-off for New

Mexico's,Progeam for Economic Development. With the exception of the

Albuquerque conference, past-conference
ilferactions tended to dwindle to a

few on-qoinq or sporadic activities.
Continuing, planned, and formal

follow-on e'forts seem to be required in order to build upon and enlarge

contact% made at ..diferences of this sort.

Industry /Federal Laboratories workshops have been held in cooperation

with a nonprofit corporation, Technology Transfer Conferences. At meetings in

St. Louis (?), Baltimore, and Los Angeles, some 30 laboratory representatives

met with over 100 industry people for detailed, two-day, one-on-one sessions

deiling with selected, specific technologies suitable for transfer. Based

upon the success to date of these workshops, Technoloq -Transfer ConferenCes
intends to continue the program.

Laboratory Interactions with Trade Associatio seems to be a promising

mechanism to transfer laboratory technologies whch are more generic in
nature. In one d. Ionstration program, the Mining and Reclamation Council of

America (MARC) developed a list of research needs of its members. When

teChnoloqieS were identified in the laboratories which wee relevant to those

needs, reports were submitted for review and distributed 'o MARC membership

via magizinen, newsletters, and special mailings. This experience showed that

this is an excellent-method of informing targeted industries of selected

available technologies, and this method seems to be most effective if the

material is presented in a short, concise form that is easily scanned

'11
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A Technical Volunteer Service (TVS) is now in place in many laboratories

and is planned for many more. The TVS cucept was developed at the Naval

Underwater System Center in the 1970's and draws upon active and retired

laboratory employees to provide needed technical assistance to their

communities and others. With funding support from the Department of Army

(DARCOM), the Department of Navy, and the Administration 'n Aging, the TVS

program was documented and replicated in a large number of laboratories. The

TVS programs are reported to be very well received both within the user

communities and in the labora' rtes. In recognition of these activities, two

labor '.oriel have received resident's Volunteer Action Award Citation.

The TVS programs seem tr be the best mechanism to meet the needs of state and

local government for technical assistance. In addition, schools and other

public agencies and small businesses are becoming active users of the services

of the technically trained volunteer.

A NEW INITIATIVE

For a moment, I would like to depart from FLC activities to report on a

new and unique program directed specifically towards regional economic

development. The Los Alamos National Laboratory has begun major initiatives

to promote technology-based economic development in Northern New Mexico, in

recognition of the central role of small-business innovation in the nation's

economy and the need and value of economic diversification and development in

its neighboring areas. The Laboratory has established as a goal to

"participate in development of an environment of high-technology and industry

and individual entrepreneurship in Northern New Mexico." To meet this goal,

the. Laboratory

Was a primary sponsor and organizer of a "Workshop in Small Business

Incubators" in April, 1984 as a service to local communities and

others from across the.U.S. interested in developing a supportive

environment for small business start-ups. One result of this

workshop is a community effort in Los Alamos to develop an incubator

facility and seed capital fund.
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. Encouraged members of the technical staff to engage in technical

consulting or personal business. Over 200 staff members now provide
a direct transfer of laboratory-developed

know-how into the private
sector.

. Has cooperated with several state-level efforts to create a technical

entrepreneurship network which represents the state's efforts in

technology-based economic development and university programs to

assist technical entrepreneurs.

Hosts a monthly innovator's forum to expose the Laboratory staff to

individuals experienced in technical entrepreneurship.

i Participates actively in the FLC, maling its technology available

nationwide through the FLC network.

. Cooperates with the Department of Energy, the University of

California, and the individual inventors to facilitate the commercial

availAhility of laboratory inventions. Resulting licenses or waivers

of title have been sought almost exclusively by small businesses.

. Has encouraged appropriate assistance to Small Business Innovation

Research (SBIR) program applicants and grantees, and has participated

in programs to pro',,`.! the SBIR program to potential applicants.

The new program at Los Alamos National Laboratory is one example of

several which are now being planned or implemented at various laboratories.

Many other examples exist of programs and projects specifically designed to

not only transfer technologir.: to the private sector but to include U.S.

industry as a partner in the federal R&D program. With these laboratory

activities and the activites of the FLC, it is possible to draw some general

conclusions as to the nature of successful technology transfer.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The chances for success of a technology transfor project are greatly

increased wnen the self-interests of both parties are met. Both the

laboratory program and the technology recipient must anticipate gains

sufficient to offset the sometimes subftantial investments required.

2. Successful transfers are also substintially dependent upon the talents

and commitment on the part of the/technology recipient as well as the

technology provider. It has now become a cliche that "Institutions don't

transfer technology, people do," and one cannot overstress the importance

of person-to-person interactions.

3. One of the most common barriers to technology transfer from a government

laboratory to the private sector seems to be ignorance: Laboratories

lack knowledge of the needs and capabilities of industry, and industry

can see little benefit in working with a government lab. This lack of

knowledge can lead to distrust, adversarial posturing, or, at best;

indifference. It is incumbent upon both parties to learn the culture of

the other.

4. Big business is very different from small business. Liekwise, large

government laboratories are different from small labs. Just as industry

varies from'sector to sector, so do the Federal agencies differ from one

another. In designing technology transfer programs, one must give full

attention to these differences.

5. With respect to regional economic development, government laboratories

can best be utilized as technical resources. In general, others should

take the lead in catalyzing economic development programs. Exceptions to

this could occur when there are identified direct, specific benefits to

the laboratory.

6. A ropular notion seems to be that government laboratories are stocked

with technologies ready to be plucked from the shelf and dropped into the

marketplace. Almost always, a technical innovation which adequately

meets the needs of the R&D programs requires a considerable investment in

time and effort to produce a romnerically attractive product.
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1. Resources allocated to technology transfer activities (on the part of the

laboratories as well as industry) must compete with and be balanced

against other demands for resources. Most often, only those activities

with the highest priority or the lowest risk are funded. There Is

imbedded in this some upper limit as to the extent and scope of

tech( (logy transfer.

ISSUES

In the late 1970's, considerable congressional interest in federal

technology transfer was evident. This interest resulted in Section 11 of

PL96-480, the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Act, ("Utilization of Federal
Technology"). A review of reports, papers, and hearings relating to

technology transfer shows a good deal of change and progress on the federal
level. For example, many of the recommendations presented at hearings before

thy. House. Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology in June and July,

1979, have been implemented in some form. Some issues remain,. however.

1. Many laboratory technology transfer practitioners feel hampered by a lack

of funding and advocate line-item appropriations for technology

transfer. Lack of funding cart be especially troublesome to smaller

laboratories wh" otherwise have difficulty generating in-house or

overhead funds. In addition, lacie\pf up-front appropriations seems to

automatically subordinate technology transfer activities to those

programs which do have appropriatel frds.

The down side-of line-item funding \s, of course, the vulnerability to

the blue pencil. In an atmosphere of preSsure to reduce federal

spending, an item labeled "Technology Transfer* in an agency's budget can

be a prime candidate for reduction or elimination. Section 11 called for

an agency to direct part of its normal appropriated funds to technology

transfer. Rather than line-item funding, perhaps this provision is not

in itself sufficient or is being inadequately administered.

2. There are few incentives for laboratory personnel to devote much effort

to technology transfer, and there are often disincentives. Proposals
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have been made for cash awards for patents and for inventors sharing

royalties from licensed inventions. But more attention can be paid to

non-monetary awards as a way to encourage technology transfer. For

example, the FLC recently established an "Award for Excellence in

Technology Transfer." The purpose of the award is "To recognize

individuals, not themselves FLC representatives, within federal

laboratories who have (Line outstanding work in transferring technology

and to encourage them and their management to continue to transfer

technology to outside users." Among the criteria for the award is that

"The individual or group has demonstrated uncommon creativity and

initiative in the ransfer of technology" and that "Benefits to private

industry or state and local government are significant."

At ceremonies held in conjunction with its May, 1984 meeting the first

FLC Awards for Excellence in Technology Transfer were presented to 25

individuals. The awards consisted of a commemorative plaque, a letter of

commendation (suitable for placement in a personnel folder) and a press

release. Judging from the enthusiastic response of the recipients, the

awards were welcome recognition of outstanding performance in technology

transfer. Similar laboratory or agency awards could be established

within existing authorities and budgets.

3. Many agencies have made major efforts to encourage new arrangements with

universities and the private sector. As one example, the Department of

Energy has published a "User's Guide to DOE Facilities" (DOE /ER -0174)

which lists "user facilities" and procedures for access to the

facilities. But Headquarters' wishes are often not wel: received in the

field. We find, for example, that attempts to enter into joint projects

with the private sector, where industry funding may be used t) pay for

research at the laboratory, are frustrated by administrative

Impediments. Deviations from the established way of doing business

results in long delays in obtaining requisite approvals and in

considerable ad( tional efforts by all parties. A cause for some of

these problems seems to be a lack of incentives. The perception is that

there are few rewards for administrative innovations, even when they are

dune well, but there are many penalties for failure. These barriers,
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however, can be resolved by agency management, and once the new ways of
doing business become part of the established way of doing business,
administrative impediments will be minimal.

4. Section 11 of Stevenson-Wydler
has increased federal technology transfer

efforts and, nationally,
has increased technology transfer.

Stevenson-Wydler has encouraged many more laboratories to establish
active technology

transfer programs than prior to the law, it has
increased awareness of the problems and limitations in technology
transfer programs, and it has made "technology

transfer" an established
part of the Federal vocabulary. Because of the recognized

diversities in
laboratories and users, the authors of Section

11 allowed for flexibility
in implementing the law. This flexibility has been shown to be of value
and should be maintained,

The most troublesome part of Section 11 seems to be that of dealing with
"Application Assessments."

Representatives from industry have stated
that they are not interested

in "some Fed" determining
what would be of

interest to their businesses.
Rather, they say that the laboratories

should "show me what you have; I'll decide what's of use to me."
Properly prenared assessments, hoWever, can be useful in an overall
marketing sense. Assessments can serve a examples of the types of
technologies available with the goal of inducing the

potential user to
learn more. If application

assessments are treated in tiiis light, if the
inherent flexibilities of Section 11 are recognized, and most
importantly, if the number of application assessments issued by a
laboratory is not used as a performance criterion,

then we should
continue to prepare

assessments at the discretion of each individual
laboratory.

I AM pleased for this opportunity to testify on the role of government
laboratories in regional economic development. The government laboratories do
have much to contribute to improving innovation and economic development in
the U.S, Rut government laboratories do not stand alone in these efforts. We
must continue to work towards a full partnership among

government, the private
sector, and universities. The Fit is dedicated to this, end, and we welcome
your advice And uirections on ways to proceed.
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Representative LUNUREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Miller.
Now Mr. Malecki.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD J. MALECKI, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

OF GEOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, GAINESVILLE

Mr. MALECKI. Thank you, Congressman. I appreciate the opportu-
nity to be here to discuss the connection between Federal laborato-
ries and Federal R&D and regional economic development.

We have heard a lot this morning about technology transfers,
technologies on the shelf and off, Government labs, research activi-
ty, but virtually nothing about regional economic development.

I suppose because my view will be from the ivory tower rather
than from the trenches, I expect to be a contrast to some of the
other witnesses you have this morning.

What I would like to do first is summarize some of my prepared
statemen which gives an overview of what Government laboratory
R&D loo s like from a national or regional economic development
picture.

When e look at Federal R&D we see that it's very concentrated
in relati ely few places. Obviously, there has been a lot of what we
wuld c ll pork barreling in the location pattern in the labs over
the las few decades, but generally most Federal R&D, whether
within the Federal laboratory system or otherwise, is in three
areas f the countrythe Northeast, which is a swath from Virgin-
ia thr ugh Massachusetts; the west coast but most notably Califor-

nia; d a kind of isolated case in New Mexico with its rather large
and rominent labs.

The reasons for these are complex and have been fairly well doc-
umented in various reports and hearings over the years. An inter-
esting thing that needs to be pointed out, whether looking simply
at intramural R&D or funding through industry and universities,
is the rapidly increasing share of defense R&D. And when I looked

up some figures in preparing fol this hearing I noted that in the 5-
year. period from fiscal year 1979 to 1984 the Pentagon's share of
total United States R&D was to have increased from 45 percent to
65 percent. So when we talk about Federal laboratory R&D, de-

fense R&Dand that means that done at the weapons test centers,

at CERL in Champaign, IL, but predominently really at the large
missile and weapons related research laboratoriesis getting the
bulk of the money.

Most of those innovations or techn fogies involved will not be

readily transferable perhaps during our lifetimes, at least in the
shortrun, for regional, much less national economic development
pu rposes.

The other pattern that's interesting to note is that of industrial
firms performing R&D. These also seem to take place within two
general regions of the country, noticeably avoiding New Mexico.
The Northeastern part of the country and California are the loca-
tions of the firms which are most directly related to Federal R&D
either from the laboratory technology transfer system or from de-
fense and other R&D activities.

We can also compare Federal R&D, whether done at laboratories
or not, with industrial R&D and what we find is that for the most
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part industrial firms tend to concentrate within the same regionsof the country.
So I look at this, as a geographer and researcher, for not just

what could happen from technology transfers of R&D, but whatdoes happen. We see that there ere some major concentrations of
R&D in the South. We have Federal R&D laboratories in places
like Pensacola, FL, Atlanta Nevi Orleans, Oak Ridge, TN, which
have generally failed to attract, to spawn, or otherwise generate
any significant level of industrial R&D. They tend to be oases, so tospeak, of R&D that remains strictly Federal.

For the most part the growth of the Sun Belt, if you look at the
entire Southeastern United States which has boomed, has been
completely unrelated to the growth of R&D at places like Oak
Ridge, the Air Force base near Pensacola or even the military work
around Orlando.

Why do we find an imbalance between industrial and Federal
R&D? In general, we find that industrial R&D tends to generate
spinoffs. We also tend to find a large range of industrial sectors. On
the other hand, Federal R&D tends to be much more concentrated.
It's concentrated in two industrial sectors if we look at the indus-
trial classifications: Aerospace and electrical and electronic equip-
ment. These industries are those that are highly concentrated in
the West and Northeast and to a large extent, explain that simple
locational pattern.

Second,. within these sectors, Federal R&D goes overwhelmingly
to very large firms. Some data from the National Science Founda-
tion industrial R&D report indicates that over 82 percent of Feder-
al R&D goes to firms with over 25,000 employees compared to just
about 67 percent of industrial R&D by firms of that size. So Feder-
al R&D, both direct and indirectly through these technology trans-
fer methods, has tended to be much more concentrated on larger
firms. We have fewer companies with pe haps a large number of
sites but a distinct pattern of location involved in them.

We do have some similarities also in the location of industrial-
Federal R&D, and again the Northeast and California stand out.I'd like to probably preempt a little bit of what's going to go on inthe field hearings to look at what has taken place from my ivory
tower view in these two regions that could occur somewhere else inthe country.

What we have in those two areas is a long period, probably nowapproaching about 40 years or more, of R&D largely funded by the
Federal Government in these two regions. They have very strong
universities where state-of-the-art research continues to be done
and involves both small and large firms that support the military
R&D effort as well as the rest of the Federal R&D effort. Strong
and superior universities are the unique strength in the two areas.Nowhere else in the country is there the number of ranking re-search institutions and the per capita level of R&D performed.

There also isand this has been a subject of a number of other
hearings and studiesmore venture cap tal present in these two
regions than elsewhere in the United States. Where there is ven-
ture capital, where there have been successful entrepreneurial ac-tivities in the past, venture capital continues to flow. I believe that
even if we had a Federal laboratory in a city such as Champaign,
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IL, there isn't the venture v.apital present there, and there will be
little or no regional economic development that Can be attributed
to a laboratory in Champaign. I'm not trying to pi on my friends
in that part of the country, but there will be very ittle entrepre-
neurial activity that could be considered to be a dire relationship
between the Government laboratory activity and regio al economic
development in that area.

Venture capital is a catalyst only, I must point out, w re a pool
of talented people are present to develop commercial s 'nos of
technology, and the unique characteristic of both the Bos n and
San Francisco Bay areas is the combination of academic, cor rate,
and Federal personnel providing the initial spark for dyna c re-
gional development. They have provided the history and exper nce
of entrepreneurship and they continue to attract people, capital,
and ideas.

I think it is in particular the agglomeration effect, an agglomer-
ation of different types of R&D, that allows regional economic de-
velopment to occur. In the growth of these two prominent regions,
the role of Federal R&D has been most important in indirect
rather than direct ways and, in that sense, does not really apply to
the specific context of this hearing.

In some regions universities seem to be critical, but we can also
find examples where they seem to play minor roles and the impor-
tance of universities seems to be a direct influence only in the two
regions that we are talking about here.

Within a setting of what we could call free enterprise, generating
spinoff opportunities and so on from technology transfer, what spe-
cific role can the Federal R&D play? I'd like to suggest three for
this hearing and then I will conclude.

First, even if the nature of the R&D is classified, esoteric or oth-
erwise not commercially exploitable immediately, Federal R&D at-
tracts highly skilled people who bring with them a set of values
that complements entrepreneurial activity. The importance of sci-
ence and technology and education and of a job market that re-
wards learning are common to all clusters of scientists and engi-
neers. When the Federal R&D adds to an existing agglomeration of
existing R&D personnel, such as the Route 128 or the Silicon
Valley area, it also enhances the pool of technical workers who can
potentially be lured to other, usually industrial, opportunities. This
raiding of employees' by other employers is part of the renowned
dynamism so widely publicized in the Silicon Valley case.

Second, firms account for most Federal R&D and much of that -
from spinoffs which are the topic of this particular hearing. These
firms, whether they're doing R&D directly for the Defense Depart-
ment or another agency, tend to do their R&D at a relatively small
number of locations where they can attract personnel easily. This
need to attract workers is why only large urban regions are pri-
mary R&D complexes in this country, the only places where, I
would suggest, Federal R&D has any notable effect on regional eco-
nomic development. These highly educated peopleas Mr. Miller
called them, dedicated, committed peopleprefer to have the diver-
sity of professional, cultural, and recreational opportunities. Alter-
native jobs with similar employers in the same area are increasing-
ly important as two career families or two professional-career fami-
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lies find it difficult to move long distances frequently. A larger
urban area, especially one with a large number of R&D jobs, alsohas a cultural/leisure economic base with shops, restaurants, and
services that appeal to an educated and well-paid population. An
infrastructure of air transportation, communication, and business
services, needed by firms and their employees, are also enhanced in
large cities.

Third, and possibly most important in the long run, is direct Fed-
eral support of R&D at universities, or perhaps the stimulation of
university relationships in technology transfer of Federal R&D. As
Roland W. Schmitt of General Electric wrote recently in Science
magazine, Federal support of university research is a critical and
unique part of Government science policy. It is at research univer-
sities that new ideas and techniques begin, and where they become
part of the training of new generations of researchers. Not all uni-
versities are going to spawn spinoff firms and most will not. How-
ever, if an area is a source of university basic research, of firms
where local graduates can find employment, and to which research-
ers from elsewhere can be attracted, the economic development ofthat area will be based, at least in part, on those R&D activities.
Where there are many universities and firms doing R&D in close
proximity, this agglomeration effect is most significant.

I believe we cannot overstate the importance of university-based
R&D and by this I mean dispersed university-based R&D. My first
reaction to Colonel Theuer's remark that there were nine universi-
ties around the country which were getting transfers from the
CERL lab, was to guess that a significant fraction of them would be
on either the west coast or east coast. I'd like to find out which
those would be in just a moment.

For the most part, as I said, from a national-scale set of studies
on Federal R&D, it seems that the smaller isolated labs and their
universities may be the site of a small amount of innovation, some
of which may contribute to regional growth, but the significant
ones are going to take place in existing clusters of entrepreneurialactivit;

While I am not an expert on technology transferand I'm glad
that the other three gentlemen with me at the table areI would
like to emphasize a second observation that again might be at odds
with the experience of these other individuals. And that is that the
large firms, which do not have to wait until an innovation or new
technology reaches the trade journals, are more likely to hay.: a
network of people who are in touch with people at the Federal lab-
oratories. The R&D labs of these firms are likely to be in the are
regions, generally the Northeast or the west coast, and it is there
that the commercially applied techno ogy would be refined and pre-
pared for some commercial applicatio

The examples of Sandia's clean r m and the circuit board as- ".
sembly are two cases in point. We on't find very much circuit
board assembly or chip manufacturing in New Mexico. In fact, we
find it now increasingly in Taiwan and Korea or Singapore or Ma-
laysia, inducing I would say the regional economic development of
those regions or countries as opposed to those in the United States.
It's that kind of view that is perhaps at odfds with what those gov-
ernors and mayors and representatives throughout this country
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would be concerned about, but it is perhaps one that points out the
fact that regional economic development is something that needs to
be thought of at the regional level, and it also is something that
needs to be contrasted with the dispersal which can so easily take
place away from these regions.

In sum, Federal laboratories tend to either reinforce other exist-
ing R&D capabilities or serve as an oasis of R&D within an area.
The advantage of the long-standing R&D complexes are many, and
America's major corporations operate with efficiency and flexibility
in and among these areas. Innovative activities take place, of
course, outside these regions in many cities and towns throughout
the Federal laboratories, by being large and in few places, can
be a resource to local firms in those few places. The prospects for
innovation and technological progress in. our country are bright,
but not primarily through the limited range of activities conducted
in Federal labs. Support of R&D in universities and in small firms
has a greater chance of dispersing benefits to firms find people
throughout America.

Thank you for the opportunity to be here this morning.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Malecki follows;]
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PRIPARID P/TATIOdliNT Or EDWARD J. MALUCKI

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the connection between federal

R & D and regional development. It is, I believe, a tdric that has received

relatively little attention. I have done series of studies on the location

and effects of R 6 D -- public and private -- over the past several years. I

will attempt to summaries the pertinent portions of those studies as they relate

to the concerns of this Committee and this hearing.

The Geography of Federal R & D

First, we can examine the geographical patterns of federal R 6 D patterns

that, for the most part, have been persistent for at least twenty years. The

most evidunt pattern is that of concentration in three areas: (1) the Northeast

(from Massachusetts to Virginia), (2) along the West Coast, especially in California,

and (3) In Now Mexico. There are several reasons for these concentrations.

Strengths in R 6 D for military
purposes developed' during and after World War II

in both New England and California, and corporations in these areas remain major

contractoCa forty years later. The universities in California, Washington, and

New England are established research institutions, and pt 'orm abovt-average per

capita levels of federally-funded research. In addition, government R 6 D facil-

ities, notably the large energy laboratories, are fey and far between, but several

of the largest are located in either New Mexico or California. Further, a large

concentration'of federal agency intramural R & D is agglomerated in and around

the Washington area in the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia. In all,

70%'of all R & D at federal laboratories is done in just 10 states (including the

District of Columbia).

ti
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In any assessment of federal R & D. it is important to note the dominance

of the Defense Department. From 45% in Fy 1979, the Pentagon's share of total

U.S. federal R 6 D grew to 56.6% in FY 1982, and to an estimated 65% in FY 1984

(using data from NSF's Federal Funds for Research and Development, vol. 32).

This suggests that patterns of government R i D now are shifting fairly rapidly,

away from states where energy, environmental, and other R 6 D are conducted, and

toward the traditional and growing concentrations of defense R 6 D. The top ten

states in FY 1982 received 79.2% of all defense RDT 6 E contracts, and the level

of concentration has been increasing in recent years. California alone received
(

39% of all defense RDT i E contracts in 1982. Once again, New England, California,

and Washington are the beneficiaries, along with the Mountain states (Arizona, New

Mexico and Utah).

Although defense R 6 D and its patterns begin to overwhelm the overall federal

R 6 D picture, it is useful to briefly examine the patterns of the other major

R 6 D agencies. The second - largest, the Department of Energy, funds less than one-

fourth the level of defense R 6 U, and most of this (580 is done at the major

national energy labortories. The four largest, and seven of the, ten largest, fed-

eral laboratories are Energy Department facilities, mainly in Western states,

'according to a recent directory by the National Bureau of Standards. Blomelical

research within the Department of Health and Human Services' National Institutes

of Health accounts for 10.8% of the total federal R 6 D effort, This is done

primarily at colleges and universities across the country, although a large portion

is conducted at federal intramural facilities, such as the NIH complex in Bethesda.

NASA, at 8.4% of the federal total, is the last of the four largest agencies that

together account t.r over 85% of all federal R & D. It combines two geographical

patterns, one similar to Defense for. R 6 D contracted to aerospace firms, and the

other similar to Energy in that 18% of its R 6 D is done at a small number of NASA

facilities, most in the South.
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The geographical pattern of federal R & D, then, has three component/. The

first, and by far the largest, la the concentration at the locations of large

defense.routractors. California Is by far the principal state, followed by

Masserhuserte, Washington, Florida, Maryland, and New York. The second pattern

is that of federal R b U facilities, especially Energy Department and Defense

installations. A few 0.: these are located in large, isolated laboratories in

/state., where little other R 6 D is done, but many of these large facilities rein-

force the location of R 6 D by large firms doing fecleral or private R & D. The

third, and smallest, pattern is that related to t latioe's universities, Health-

related NIB research and scientific research of all kinds sponsored by the National

Science Foundation is dispersed among many major research institutions, but Is

rather c.orenttated geograp'sically in states with clusters of great universities,

su,h AS California, New York, Massachusetts, and Maryland. The top 100 or so

universities ptform most of the R 6 D from every funding source, and twenty states

act-meted for 811% of all federally- funded uniuersity R & D in FY 1982. In so

the industrial firms performing defense-related R 6 D determine mast of the lora -

tonal pattern of federal R 6 0 amid/rig. 'he other two patterns -- of federal

fartlities and of t iversity research -- broaden the geographical distribution

somewhat but Also reinforce and complement
the clusters of industrial R 6 D.

If we compare the geogrephiral distribution of federal R & D with that of

industrial R A U In the U.S., Hone major contrasts stand out. The most prominent

dIfferedre between the two sectors is the coneentratim of industrial R 6 D in

the Mornufaeturing Relt, from Massachusetta to Wisconsin, and the relative absence

of it in the South. The larger concentrations of federal R 6 D in the South,

such AS Fenrs:ola, Orlando, New Orleans, Oak Ridge, and the Research Triangle of

North tlerolins, have failed to attract, spawn, or othrrwise generate a significant

level of Industrial R 6 D. Hunreeille and Houston rime, perhaps the only places

outside the Northeast or the Vest Coast to do so.
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Why does this imbalance between. industrial and federal R & D exist? The

first reason is the conceatration of federal 1111 D -- and especially defense

R 4 D in only n few industrial sectors. Over three fourths of all federal

R & D goes to firms in only two industrial categories; aerospace and electrical

and electronic equipment. The industries are highly concentrated in the West

and Northeast. Second, within theee sectors, federal R & D goes overwhelmingly

to large firms: d2.6% to those with 25,000 or more employees, compared to 67.6%

of industrial R & D by firms of that Giza. Therefore, relatively few firms account

for the entire geographical pattern of federal R & D, whereaa industrial R 6 D

is much more dispersed both across many industries and across the country. Having

said that, the extremely low level of industrial R 6 D in the Southeast must bo

emphasized. In that region, n few large federal R 6 D facilities generally have

failed to gererate or attract industrial R 6 D.

Some wimilaritien in fhe location of industrial and federal R 6 D also are

atriking. Again, the Northeast end California stand out. What is it about those

regions, and not the rest of the country, that allow° industrial and government

R & D to coexist and even to mutally support each other? To answer this question,

one must begin to look at the dynamic.. of R & D and the generation of economic

activity within an area.

The obvious examples to .Ito are Silicon Valley and Route 128, which are

America's beacons of entreplen nrehtp for other areas of this country as well es

for the rest of the world. Federal -- chat ie, defense -- R 6 D played an import-

ant role in the formative development of both region during the 1940's and 1950's

(Dorfman, 1983). However, the R 6 1) capability in regions rests on the com-

bined strengths of very strong uni,ersitiea, where state -of- the -art research

continues to be done, and of a diverse base of small as well as large firms that

support the military R & D effort. Strong, indeed superior, universities are the

unique strength of the two areas. Nowhere gee in the country la there the number
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of ranking research institutions and the per capita level of R 6 0 performed

(Malecki, 1980, p. 12).

in addition to federal R 6 D and universities, ,n element that hai been

common in Northern California and Massachusetts is ventrue capital, which allows

innovative entrepreneurs to transfer their ideas itno a commercial reality.

Venture capital has traditionally concentrated in these areas and apparently is

entirely absent from some other parts of the country, as various studies and

hearings have indicated. Venture capital alone, however, is a catalyst only

where a pool of talented people are present to develop commercial spin-offs of

technology. At the foundation of all technology transfer and, indeed, regional

development, is people who tore able and willing to adapt technology and ideas to

other applIentions. Of all the regions of the country, the Boston areas and the

an Francine° Bay area have the combination of academic, corporate, and federal

pornonnel who provide the initial spark for dynamic regional development. Finally,

there is also the role og history and experience. In those regions (and few others),

. .successful technology-based ventures have attracted people, capital, and ideas on

a scale not matched elsewhere, and they continue to attract them.

Regional Impacts of Federal R 6 D

What effect does federal R 6 0 have on the process of regional development?

in a study I completed a few years ago, three types of effects were investigated.

The first, local income and multiplier effects in local areas, was statistically in-s

significant. Trite, a portion of the job market in major federal R & D locations

will ccnaist of professional jobs, 'aft this effect is swamped by the similar

impacts at larger industrial R D clusters around the country. Federal R & D

helps to rrpatp manes of higherpaying professional labor markets in n few areas

that woold not have them otherwise.
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A second effect in the possible redistribution of R 6 P spending vie sub-

contracting, In two examinations of this, using Defense and HASA data, it was

found that subcontracting primarily reinforces
(minting concentrations of R 6 D

and little widespread dispersal takes place.

The third type of Impact is the most complex and difficult to measure, but

at the same time probably is the moat important. This T. have called agglomeration

of R 6 D, The location in the same place of several different R 6 D performers --

federal, industrial, and university -- gives to an area the breadth of eapabilities

and opportunities that can evolve into self-generating complexes of R 6 D and its

outputs. These egglemerations, however, are few. In earlier work, for example,

I identified 11 metropolitan areas in which both federally-funded and industrially-

funded R A n ere found on an above-average per capita basis: the four major Ameri-

can R 6 D complexes (Boston, Lor Angeles, San Francisco, and Washington), three

industrial cities where large federal facilities are found (Dayton, Houston, and

Pittsburgh), two major university towns in the Midwest (Lafayette, Indiana, and

Madison, Wisconnin), and two Sunbelt locations of federal defense-space facilities

(Huntsville and Santa Barbara).

The agglomeration effect of R 6 D hna the greatest potential for altering a

regional economy, but only if a sufficient number of R & P activities are present

to create n critical mass of people and activity, In such an environment, R 6 D

and its output of ideas, new products, and new markets provide opportunities for

entrepreneurs to form new firm (perhaps even in new industries) to take advantage

of those opportunities, This spin-off from established companies represents the

dynamic self - generating economic activity that is nnIgnoly related to R & D. For

several 1,40WI related to the presence of such opportunities, high-tvelinology

Industries are most likely to grow through spin off.
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The agglomeration of several different kinds of R 6 D activity is a hallmark

of both the Route 128 and Silicon Valley regions. Eon in the growth of those

regions, the role of federal R 6 D has been most important in indirect rather than

direct ways. spin-offs of new firms are moat likely to occur from other, est-

ablished companies, and were least likely to be started by individuals working

at federal laboratories (Cooper, 1971). Even universities vary in their "spin-

off potential." Sometimes universities seem to be critical, and other times

they play only minor roles. However, new business opportunities are more likely

to develop out of large university research programs that are identifying new

opportunities than can be exploited commercially. Small-scale programs at smaller

schools are less likely to cover a range of basic and applied research topics.

Moat important is the corporate and entrepreneurial activity in an area. New firms

serve as al eapl 14 to other would-be entrepreneurs, and their success can attract

the venture capital that is essential to the recurring ability of firms to get

start-up capital. Although a region can develop via R & D without all of these

ingredients, it remains true that our two shining examples include all of cheat

a big-city environment, superior research universities, federal R & D facilities,

defense and other federal R & D contractors, and plentiful venture capital.

Within a setting of free enterprise generating spin-offs and opportunities,

what specific role can federal R 6 D play? I would suggest three in particular.

First, even if the nature of the R & D is classified, esoteric, or otherwise not

commercially exploitable, federal R & D at a place attracts highly skilled people

who bring with them a set of values that complements entrepreneurial activity. The

importance of science and technology, of education, and of a job market that rewards

learning are common to all clusters of to-fantiote and engineers. When federal

R 4 D adds to an painting agglomeration of R 6 D personnel, it also enhances the

pool of technical workers who can be potentially lured to other, usually industrial,
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oppurturities. This "raiding" of employees by other employers ie part of the

renowned dynamism found in the Silicon Valley region. The importance of a supply

of technical peuple, both already employed end those being trained at local uni-

versities, ie usually at the top of the list of location attractions of high-tech

firms.

Second, firms account for most federal R b Dt and most of it is from defense

projects of various kinds. Thetis firms nontinue to concentrate this R 6 D In

metropolitan Arco where they can attract the large numbers of scientists and

engineers which they need. Even though substantial defense R & D is done at remote

facilities, the major defence contractors tend to do their R 6 D at a relatively

small numher of locatiuns Where they will be easily able to attract personnel.

Thin need to Attract workers is why only large urban regions are prominent R & D

complexes In this country and in most other countries. Highly educated people

prefer to have a diversity of professionAl and cultural/recreational opportunities.

Alternative jobs at 'tattier employers in the same local area is in fact, increas-

ingly important no two-career families find it difficult to move long distances

frequently. A large urban area, especially one with a large number of R & D jobs,

All also have a cultural/leisure economic base with shops, restaurants, and ser-

vites that appeal to an educated and well-paid population. An infrastructure of

air transportnaon, communication, and business services, needed by firms and their

employees, are also enhanced in large cities.

Third, an possibly most important in the long run, ie federal support of

R & D at universities. As Roland W. Schmitt of General Electric wrote recently

in Science magazine, federal support of university research is a critical and

unique part of government science policy. It is at research universities that

new [dens end techniques begin, and where they become part of the training of new

generations of researchers. Not all universities era going to spawn npi t firms.
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and most will not. However, if an area is S source of university basic research,

of firms where local graduates ..en find employment, and to which researchers from

elsewhere ran be attracted, the economic development of that area will be based, at

least in part, on those R 6 D activities. Where there are many universities and

a

firma doing R 6 D in close proximity, the agglomeration effect is most significant.

The importance of university-based R 6 D cannot be overstated. Dr. Schmitt's

remarks focus on the long-run benefits of university research to the development

of American science and technology. Few cow,tries Lave ur....:.raity system as open

as ours to students of all types. The research and training of personnel represent

the essential and general relationship between universities and industry. But it

is also true that the location of concentration. of university R 6 D attracts in-

dustrial R 6 D. In some research that I have completed recently. federally-funded

university R 6 D was highly significant as an influence on the location of indust-

rial R 6 D. whereas direct federal intramural or laboratory R 6 D were nob. The

broad geographical patterns described earlier support this. States and urban areas

with several top-notch universities are also the areas of concentration of R 6

in industry, whether from industrial or federal funds,

Technology Transfer, Spin -offs. and Regional Development

While I am not an expert on the Josue of technology transfer, as are the

other witnesses at this hearing. I would offer a few comments regarding its role

in regional development. Clearly, technology transfer can take place anytime or

anywhere, as a firm or an individual taken a technology and lutes in a commercially

innovative way. But can federal R 6 D, as it presently is constituted, serve as a

aignificant source for technology transfer that can lead to prolonged regional

development?
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There are two modes of technology transfer, each quite different from the

uther. One is based on large firma attempting.to apply federally-sponsored R 6 D

to commerical application. This mode of transfer is strewn with failures, 411

an Arthur D. Little study demonstrated several years ago. Even where there are

prominent examples, most occur after the large firm takes the technology back to

its own labs. From a regional development perspective, this moves the benefit of

the transfer to another region. Only in large, multi-faceted R 6 D environment

is the transfer likely to result in the ereat4on of jobs as the technology is

further developed. All of our country's innovative firms have well-honed networks

to gather information on technological opportunities from federal labs and elsewhere,

but those are most often refined at one of the firms' own principal R & D locations.

The second mode of technology transfer is t'ne more exciting, but less likely

cos In the current policy environment. It begins ten a small firm or, rather,

several small firms, are able to wnrk on a succession of innovative technologies

that can be commercialized. The early work on microelectronics during the 1950's

and 1960'a exemplifies trio pattern, when small firms were as likely as (or more

likely than) large fitne to be the innovators. Necessarily, these dynamic environ-

ments were few, and the Roston and San Francisco Bay are were the most prominent.

However, I believe that other areas could, under the right conditions, be seedbeds

of new technological ectiuity, whether directly from federal R 6 D or indirectly

from univetaity research. Usually, it is easier for a small firm to develop and

thrive in n large, technologically based urban area than in a email city, because

of access to expertise, capital an,: personnel, and these advantages militate

against widespread R 6 D-related development throughout the nintry.

Coul frleral policy be used more effectively to promote regional development?

Even a ?ergs -kale program would primbly not have that outcome. To focus on s

few federal fecAlities or a few technologic° would be lean effective than to allow

the researchers and their t"trepreneurial counterparta to choose and develop those
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ideas that appeal to them. Federal support of that research and of its embryonic

products would moat closely recreate the aura of the 1950's and 1960us that are

Heed in thia regard, Under any circumstances, the regions that have the potential

to develop are those with the job markets, air service, and university research

that have proven supportive of innovation-based economic growth. In addition, not

many places can be seedbeds of a new technology; the strongest will ries to the

top just as they do in corporate competition.

Must studies of technology transfer from ,:ederal labs and projects have

emphasized the need for market orientation, both of the technology and of the means

by which it can ultimately ha commercialized. The government's' relatively poor

record of participation in directed technology transfer seems to be related to the

lack of nn explicit responsiveness to the market. However, the general problems

of technology transfer, its failures and its successes, ignore the specific con-

text of regional development,

Fmderally-oponsored technolcgy whether in federal laboratories or in contractor

laboratories, ie monitored and participated in primarily by large firms. Only

large firms have the necessary technical staff to acquire, analyze, and adapt tech-

nology from outside sources, ouch as federal laboratories, In addition, large

firms can afford to have a long-term outlook that allows them to keep informed

ab,,m11 technologies with no immediate application. Middlemen, such as university

resvAr:;lers, can, at times, help small firms to become aware of, or utilize, such

information, especially the small, incremental technological improvements that can

be especially important to a small firm.

The different nature of large and email firms in technology transfer is crit-

ical in the context of regional development, Large firms can monitor activities

at the many federal laboratories conducting R 6 D of interest to them. Small firms

are nearly always local, operating in the vicinity of a single laboratory, on which

it relies for information. The small firms will tend to utilize the technology

locally, aa recent examples around Oak Ridge and Los Alamos National Laboratories
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suggest. But large firms absorb such information into their existing R & D

networks, which tend to be concentrated in the traditional regions -- the Northeast,

California, and a few other places. At the same time, the regions where small

firms are best suited to technology transfer activities are the same R & D complexes,

where Infrastructure, universities, and support facilities are readily available.

The issues of information transfer and of absorption and adaptation of tech-

nical knowledge are complex, and that is why large corporations are beet equipped

to deal with them. In addition, largo firms can afford to wait and watch while a

small firm makes early use of new technology, and then acquire either the tech-

nology or the entire innovative firm. In either event, the most likely geographical

scenario is that much innovative activity will be transferred to a corporate R & D

center.

In sum, federal laboratories tend to either reinforce other existing R 6 D

capabilities In some regions or serve as oases of R & D within an area. The ad-

vantage of the long-standing R 6 D complexes are many, and America's major corpor-

ations operate with efficiency and flexibility in ..nd among these areas. Innovative

activities take place, of course, outside these regions, in many cities and towns

throughout the U.S. Federal laboratories, by being large and in few places, can

be a resource to local firms only in those few places. The prospects for inno-

vation and technological progress in our country are bright, but not primarily

through the limited range of activities conducted in federal labs. Support of

6 D in universities end in small firms has a greater chance of dispersing benefits

to firms and people throughout America.
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much.
Colonel Theuer, maybe you could respond to the comment made

about the universities and where they are located, if they are on
the east or west coast.

Colonel THEUER. First of all, we have relationships with universi-
ties in general in three different wayswith students, with faculty,
and with universities on a contract basis. Those with which we
have formal relationship. are Illinois, Purdue, VMI, the University
of Mississippi, University of Texas at El Paso, Georgia Tech, Con-
necticut, Pittsburgh, and Michigan.

We also have relationships in other areas with Carnegie Mellon,
with Penn State, with whom we will soon sign a contract, and Mr.
Shaffer within the next week or so will be meeting with the Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin. We also have people in contact with
MIT. So that would be a total of 13.

Representative LUNGREN. I was hoping you were going to men-
tion California.

Colonel THEUER. We attract a number of students and faculty
from Stanford.

Representative LUNGREN. Let me ask a question that doesn't
relate to the present point but we will get to some of those points
as well.

One of the points raised by most of you is the need for incentives
if we are going to make technology transfer work, and there seems
to he a suggestion that we need to focus more on incentives, both
from the standpoint of the private sector and from the standpoint
of the Government lab or agency.

I wonder if the first three of you might comment on what specif-
ic incentives you believe would be most effective. I believe all three
of you mentioned that there has to be an interest on the part of the
private sector party to the joint venture, some incentive interest
there. I wonder if you would address that and also address what
the incentve would be to the Government agency and not just the
Government agency but the person working for the Government
agency. Is there something that is needed more than just the sug-
gestion that once we have this technology we obviously have to
have a supplier who's going to manufacture something that takes
that technology and actually puts it into production form. We need
to go further than that and have some incentive of a financial
nature or some other nature to the individual scientist or engineer
that's working for the agency.

Second, are you suggesting that you need incentives so that the
money that's returned for licensing or similar type matter, at least
a part of it, would go to the agency involved as opposed to it going
to the U.S. Treasury?

Colonel THEUER. These views are mine based on experience at
USA-CURL. Talking first about the laboratory. The incentive at
the laboratory level is to, as I mentioned in my statement, to get
the product out and make it available to the Army user. The re-
quirement comes to us from the defense user primarily to solve a
general or specific problem. The incentive from the laboratory's
point of view it; to take the requirement to the point where the so-
lution is workable or pragmatic from the user's view as opposed to
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only publishing ,t report. My incentive as the lab director is to
serve and meet the needs of the user. That's the first incentive.

On the part of the Government agency, I would interpret Gov-
ernment agency here to be the "State." I don't think the Federal
Goverment can do much to assist in the process of getting the
technology out there in a practicai, usable, profitmaking sense, Ithink the focus and the impetus has to come from the State. States,
by definition, work to attract busines,, `o their respective jurisdic-
tions. The process .is best portaged us a triangle. The triangle in-
volves the lab on the one part is a resource; the elected Senators
and Congressmen and the State legislators on the other part; and
the industry that might have an interest. And the incentive must
be with the State to provide the focal point to draw the three parts
together. We can't do it alone at a laboratory.

On the industry part, especially from the standpoint of a smallbusiness, but even from the standpoint of a large business, how
rims any size of industry come to learn of ava::able federally devel-
oped technology? Let's say you're a raanufEicturer, you have 25
people in your firm in Long Beach. I ask you the question, "How do
you learn for example that the Naval Research Lab is developing atechnology that you could use in your company? How do you know
that the technology even exists?" The incentive in this instance is
for industry to somehow link up with available applicable technolo-
gy.

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. llacey.
Mr. DACEY. Well, my view, based on 30 ...'ears at Bell Laboratories

and a total of about 6 now at Sandia, is that incentives are of sucha variety of kinds that you can't focus on any one. Monetary incen-
tives I think are least important. There may be an occasional
patent that makes a millionaire out of someone, but most patentsdon't give that much money. And as Lr as monetary rewards are
concerned, scientists and engineers are reasonably well paid.

I think that the major incentive comes from the feeling of accom-
plishment, from the _feeling of contribution, from the feeling that
you're doing something that is expected of you both by your compa-
ny, your country, and your peers. And then I think it's a question
of management style and somehow getting across to the laborato-
ries that it is a good thing to transfer technology, and they in turn
making their people feel that it's a good thing to transfer technolo-
gy.

At Bell Laboratories, for exam ile, a young engineer signs apatent agreement and for $1 all ie patents that he ever makes
will go to AT&T. That doesn't stop 'him from patenting. The record
at Bell Labs is more than a patent a day. The patent portfolio has
more than lo.000 important patents in force. The reason is because
a person gets a kick out of making a contribution and of seeing his
work actually result in something useful to people. I think thatthat kind of incentive may be missing in some of the national lab-
oratories. The feeling you get when you can see that what you did

',ally results in something useful to somebody is a cultural
matt r. and not a money matter, in my opinion.

That's not to say that patents and even patent royalties and re-
wards of various kinds aren't important. They are important, be-
ause they give a signal Oiiit this is something that is a good thing

GJ
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to do. It's not the money itself; it's the fact that the company cared,
that the country cared, and some recognition was given of this
kind of activity rather than just the purely scientific activity.

Representative LUNGREN. Are there, however, additional incen-
tives in your view of whatever nature that we need to look at with
respect to accelerating the process?

Mr. DACEY. Yes, I do. I think that if you look at what's in it from
industry's standpoint, industry will be interested in exploiting a
technology or an invention if' they feel that there will be a contri-
bution to the bottom line, and an important part of that is a pro-
prietary right which prevents others from :ornpeting unfairly after
one company has made a major investment.

In my opinion, the Government could couple some sort of propri-
etary rights to technology with the willingness to invest, so that
companies which invest will get more rights to these technologies
coming from the Government than those which do not. If you make
it all free for everybody, it tends to be worth exactly that; exactly
what people have put into it. From the standpoint of private indus-
try, I think the incentive is the ability to nuke a profit. That, in
turn, depends on proprietary access to the technology.

I think a lot could be done if there were some incentive to the
national laboratories for having their technologies transferred,
some sort of recognition, some way of reassuring them that this
kind of activity is given importance and appreciation by the coun-
try, and perhaps also a greater degree of freedom for money gener-
ated by such technical activity to come back to these laboratories
and inspire even more work along the same lines.

For example, we at Sandia have a program which we call "Dis-
tinguished M-eters of Technical Staff." People who are well along
in their caret rs nd have made significant contributions, including
those to tecanology transfer, get a new title, "Distinguished
Member of Technical Staff," a $1,000 grant, and a plaque which
they can put on the wall.

Those kinds of incentives, while not enormously valuable from a
dollar standpoint, make it of y clear to people around those who
get these awards that they have done the kind of thing which man-
agement thinks is good.

So I think there's a whole variety of different things we could
think of to provide incentives, but we have to mean them. We have
to mean that we really want people in the laboratories to do those
things because, you see, they are to some extent in competition
with other things that ar's expected of people in the lab. After all, a
lab has a mission. They're supposed to do certain things. They are
14upposed to meet a certain date on a piece of hardware. That's
their principal job. Those other things are spinoffs.

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. Miller.
Mr. Mtuxit. It was very interesting to me to hear the command-

er of CTRL and the president of Sandia reflect on their personal
views of what incentives are because I think you need top manage-
ment commitment to send these signals down through the ranks
that, yes, indeed, this is important to our organization and, more
importantly, this is a part of your job and if you do it well you will
be rewarded for doing this well as you do everything else.
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wish I had more current knowledge about what is going on
with respect to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. You may be
aware that Martin Marietta recently assumed responsibility for op-
erating the Oak Ridge Laboratory for the Department of Energy. I
heard several weeks ago that contract negotiations were ongoing
such that rights to licenses and patents will be assigned to Martin
Marietta. They, in turn, would attempt to license these out to local
businesses. Part of the royalties would accrue to the inventors and
part would accrue to Martin Marietta as an incentive to transfer
technology. These royalties to Martin Marietta would be used only
in support of like activities. They wouldn't go back to the corporate
treasury.

Mr. DACEY. Well, yes, I think that's right, with one slight correc-
tion. That contract, as far as 1 know, has not yet been signed. At
least,it wasn't last week, because it does contain some of these con-
troversial features.

One such feature was the notion that Martin Marietta's fee
would be increased if there was a spinoff of technology into the
local regional area, and I can imagine that that's controversial to
people outside that area.

At any rate, there are a number of features in that contract
being discussed which deal with the question of technology trans-
fer. It will be very interesting to see what form it takes when the
Department of Energy finally gets around to signing it.

Representative LUNUREN. I wonder if the first three of you might
^espond a little bit to Professor Malecki's point. Although we didn't
:onfine this hearing to the question of regional development, that
is a part of it, and Professor Malecki makes a point that, in fact, if
you get outside of California and the Northeast area, laboratories
do not do much, as I understand his testimony.

Perhaps Mr. Dacey could respond to that because you seem to be
in the unique position of not being on either coast and in an area
that would not really come to mind to most people. Unfprtunately,
they don't recognize the eminence of your institution or its loca-
tion.

Mr. DAMN. I would certainly agree with what Professor Malecki
says about the importance of synergism between laboratories, uni-
versities, and industrial companies. An existing infrastructurea
sort of ferment of activity and technologyclearly provides a seed-
hed that any one of those elements alone cannot provide as well.
Therefore, I completC.y agree with the fact that if you have a good
university system, if you have a good laboratory system, and if you
have an existing infrastructure of industry, :iou're more likely to
have a growth of innovation than if one or more of those ingredi-
ents are missing.

With respect to New Mexico, I think that we are on the verge of
seeing it happen there and in the Southwest generally. The univer-
sity system in Arizona is being substantially increased right now.
We now have in Albuquerque a large new Intel tient where they
will make their newest 6-inch wafer design on the most leading
edge of the technology. Sperry has a plant there. GE has a plant
there. These are relatively new. So we are beginning to get an in-
frastructure of industry coming, primarily because of the climate
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and to some extent because of labor conditions and living condi-
tions, but to some extent because of the existing labs there as well.

The university system is in the process of trying to improve
itself. I think its fair to say that at the moment, if an industrial
company were choosing between going, let's say, to the Austin area
or to the Albuquerque area, they would, and in a couple of in-
stances recently, have chosen to go to Austin because that universi-
ty is more eminent and more wealthy than the University of New
Mexico.

The State has recognized that and there is right now, a funded
attempt called the Rio Grande Research Corridor to establie.
within the New. Mexico University system some centers of techni-
cal excellence with the explicit purpose of trying to draw compa-
nies and high tech industries into the Rio Grande corridor.

It's a kind of historical development. I would hope that 20 years
from now when Mr. Malecki gives his testimony at another con-
gressional hearing which is still trying to accomplish technology
transfer, he will be able to cite three regions.

Representative LUNGREN. Let me ask you this question. Do-ybu
have any doubt in your mind that at least part of the evidence for
the development of that infrastructure or the further development
of that infrastructure and improvement of the university system is
from the existence of your institution?

Mr. DACEY. I think it would be very' difficult to do without it be-
cause it's all a kind of bootstrap operation which does require the
presence of a number of educated people who care about education,
who care about learning, as Professor Maleoki said. The existence
of the national laboratories, with several thousand Ph.D.'s and
wi`h their concern about educating their own children, with the
natral spinoff of the cultural and intellectual things which their
inter eats provide, I think would be essential to a region. Some start t
has got to be made and I think the national labs in New Mexico
are an asset which will enhance this growth.

!t requires more than that, however, It requires dedication on
the part of the State government, on the part of the university
people. In New Mexico, for example, if you look back in history,
Los Alamos National Laboratory was established there to design
nuclear weapons because it was an isolated place where security
could be maintained. It also happened- tiWe a pike Which Oppen-
heimer liked. So they went there. That laboratory grew and it was
an oasis as far as any other technical activity was concerned.

The university system then had essentially a rural kind of orien-
tation. New Mexico historically has had extractive industries, plus
farming and ranching, and therefore the State population didn't
have much appreciation for development. And that's important,
too. People have to want industries to come to their State or there
won't be a ho6pltable climate and industries won't come. That has
been changing. It takes time to build on the national laboratories,
but the companies are coming now, and ultimately the university
will get better, and it will happen, but it takes a long time, If you
had looked at. Route 128 or Silicon Valley 40 years ago, you
wouldn't have seen very much either.

Representative LUNGREN. I wonder if you might talk about the
problem that we have, at least it was alluded to I believe by Mr.
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Ducey and perhaps Mr. Miller, of foreign companies from foreigncountries apparently either are more interested or more persistent
in their pursuit of technology transfer from U.S. Government agen-cies. Do we have notable examples of an instance where that, infact, has occurred? I just heard this said nTany times, that they doa far better job and that they get this information, or at least seemto pursue this information at the beginning more aggressively thando American firms. Has that actually been the case?

Mr. DAcEY. I can give you two examples of where that is, in fact,the case. As we said earlier, the industry which is receiving thetechnology has to be somehow ready and anxious to receive it, inwhich case the national laboratories will be more anxious to giveit. It takes two to tango, so to speak.
The Japan se are organized as technology receptors. There's noquestion about that. They have, through MITI and other infra-structure organizations, organized a kind of Japan, Incorporated,

approach for competing in the world. They recognize, I think, morethan most, that getting high technology is important to Japan ifthey are going to continue to thrive and, therefore, I believe theyare ready to receive it.
I think some of our own industries, including the more smoke-stack industries, do not have a tradition of research, a tradition ofreceptivity to new technology. The steel industry is a good case inpoint. The Department of Energy right now is trying to arrange anexperiment in which the national laboratories' ing materials sci-ence of interest to the steel industry will, in some sort of consorti-

um arrangement, provide a formal means of spinning off technolo-gy to the steel industry. Well, while all of this is going on, while weare trying somehow to form a scientific attitude in our steel indus-try, some of our people from Livermore went to Japan on a scien-tific exchange visit and visited Nippon Steel and found that theyare now using the laser technology that we talked about a momentago to look at the temperatures in their steel mills and to controlthe formation of slag. They think that's very important and theyare not able to get it quite working right so they want to come toLivermore, which is the center of this technology, and get us tohelp them make their system work. I doubt that you would find alaboratory in the American steel industry that even knew what"Roman Spectroscopy" was all about. So it takes a kind of anxietyto acquire technology.
Now, as a counterexample to that, in our work on hardenedmicroelectronics, there's a good deal of interest on the part ofAmerican industry to learn this technology. In fact the HarrisSemiconductor Co. put out. a broth re recently in which they saythey now have available this and that chip based on Sandia's tech-nology. But that's because they do have that receptive attitude.So I think that one has to work on both sides. One has to workon it on the side Gf laboratories, to make them heroes if they trens-fey technology; and on the side of industry, especially the older in-dustries, to convince them that science and leading-edge technologyis in fact the key to their competitive future.
Representative LUNGREN. Just one further question I have is, ifthe Japanese or other foreign companies are seeking this informa-tion, it is there for people to obtain. If there's a shortcoming in the
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process somewhere on the side of our own industry, and I guess
that's one of the questions that's posed, how do we increase the
awareness of this opportunity and these resources for technology
transfer within the Federal laboratory system? Do you feel that the
information mechanism we have is sufficient; that is, the National
Technical Information Services mechanisms?

Mr. MILLER. If I could address that for a moment, I don't know if
anybody is still here from the Department of Commerce who could
back me up on this, but I was told last week that the largest cus-
tomer of NTIS reports is Soviet Russia. That's sort of common
knowledge. I then was told that the second largest customer of
NTIS reports was Mitsubishi Corporation. I think perhaps that's
sort of indicative of the role that NTIS plays with U.S. industry.

Representative LUNGREN. So we are doing a good job with region-
al development in other parts of the world?

Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir.
Representative LUNGREN. Profer Malecki, you mentioned the

sort of oasis concept and the reinforcement of already existing in-
frastructure that may be performed by these Government laborato-
ries, but one of the questions I have deals with the Midwest. The
Midwest has a rich tradition in universities, well-established uni-
versities, some established for much longer periods of time than
those we have in southern California or throughout California and
in some areas of the Southwest where we have some of these areas
of research development now coming to pass.

They have large corporate laboratories, many corporations for a
long period of time have been involved in those areas of the United
States with large urban environments. Why hasor maybe I mis-
understood your testimony, but from the tenor of your testimony it
appears that this region has been unable to generate significant
spinoff from their Government labs? If in fact that is a conclusion
that you have reached, do you have any clues as to why that's the
case?

Mr. MALECKI. Yes, I think there are two components to it. One of
them is that the industries are the wrong industries. The industries
in the industrial Midwest are largely wnat, we now call smokestack
industries, a phrase I didn't hear until about 8 or 4 years ago at
all. They are largely smokestack firms which, as has just been
mentioned, rarely are interested in technology at all, but certainly
not the technologies of the type coming out of basic research of
Government labs. That's one part of it.

It's this mismatch of interests that the firms that are nearby,
that are close to these very vibrant university environments and
that are in close proximity to Federal labs, are in essentially the
wrong mind set to mesh together in the way that would promote
technology transfer in the sense of economic development.

Representative LUNGREN. Well, you talked about Route 128 up
there in Massachusetts. If you were here in Congress 10 years ago
or 12 years ago you would have heard the outcry of the textile in-
dustry going down the tubes and the shoe industry going down the
tubes. Those were not smokestack industries, but they were similar
in their rapidity of decline in terms of their relationship with re-
spect to the entire economy. You don't hear that any more. Now
you talk about the fact that it'sI guess they don't like to be called
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another Silicon Valleyit is an area of vibrant activity. It did have
the universities. But the Midwest had the universities.

Is there any reason why that can't be replicated in the Midwestand that the Government labs can't play a significant role?
Mr, MALECKI. There's no reason, but what I would want to em-phasize is that it wouldn't happen in very many places. It probablywouldn't happen in more than two or three places in the whole ofthe industrial Midwest, Pittsburgh is a metropolitan area that 'I'slikely to be one of them because of the research at CarnegieMellon, because of a large amount of research, the names of whichin the scientific jargon I can't even pronounce, but a large range oftremendously important research for the future, for as you say 20years down the line, has taken place at some of these universitiesand at a high level that would match that that would take place atHarvard, MIT, and Boston University in the Boston area. It takesthis agglomeration of researchers on like topics, not necessarily the

same topics.
Let me get back to the second reason why I think the industrial

Midwest has not been a seed bed, let's say, of entrepreneurial re-search activity. One of the main problems is that both the Federal
labs are not the largest of the Federal labs. The largest labs tend toall be around Washington, in California, in New Mexico in a fewisolated cases. The smaller labs are the ones that are in the indus-
trial Midwest. Even Argonne National Lab, one of the fairly largeengineering labs, is really not big enough to make a dent in theChicago metropolitan area.

In a recent informal study I did for a group of businesses in the
Chicago area, they were despairing over the fact that here's this
tremendous university 100 miles downstate from them in Cham-paign, IL, that had no effect on the Chicago metropolitan area inspinning off new firms that would be able to grow within the Chi-cago infrastructure, in a metropolitan area that would normally bea place where it would be as important economically as San Fran-cisco or Boston. So there's a gap here, a geographic gap, of some-times 100 miles and sometimes even more that makes a great uni-versity in a State have no effect on the metropolitan area that'sperhaps 100 miles away and vice versa, They need to be in thesame place.

That's the unique thing about the Bosco and the San FranciscoBay area, that massive metropolitan cor..plex. Austin could be asmall version of one. Albuquerque could be a small version of one.
Representative I_ UNGREN. Colonel Theuer, maybe you could give

us your insight, being from the Midwest.
Colonel TtiEuxe. Let's start with the midsixties. When USA-CERL was established as a laboratory in the midsixtiesthe crite-ria for selection was published and 50-plus institutions submitted

their bid. The University of Illinois was selected for several reasonsand I will list three or four of them here.
The Corps of Engineers was looking for a strong engineering

school, one that was closely attuned to the mission which I readearlier, one that had a strong capability in conotruction manage-ment and in computer technology, and had a strong graduate col-lege and technical library.
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About !36 percent, r-tighly a third, of our technical capability is
obtained from the u Iversity community. We were designed to be
university affiliated,'E,nd have a large flavo. of academia.

The second effect that the laboratory has' had on the university
is in the attraction or recrutment of facult . to the University of
Illinois. We recently had a gentleman froM Harvard join USA-
CERL and the University of Illinois. He clnie to Illinois with
tenure as an associate professor. His reason r deciding on the
University of Illinois was because he would have the opportunity to
work with my laboratory. We have many faculty members from
several universities on a shared university-laboratory contract
basis. We have people at USA-CERL on a 50-50 basis, that is, 50
percent university and 50 percent USA -CERL.

So we, Nith the university community share a "magnetism."
Indeed, we complement each other in many ways.

In terms of the State, the State of Illinois, Governor Thompson's
office primarily, has come to realize that there's a capability out
there in the university community and in the last session legisla-
tion was passed that puts the university at the focal point of pro-
viding assistance and startup and grant. money for the provision of
facilities, for the startup and/or expansion of high tech industries.
Initial implementation of the legislation is for medical-related re-
search activities. The spirit of the legislature recognizes the tech-
nology coming available from the university and the use of that
technology to bring industry into the State and to aid industry al-
ready there by emphasizing the university influence in State eco-
nomic development.

So the university now has a role and it's becoming the base, in
effect the drawing card to bring industry into the State and into
the region immediately around the university.

Representative LUNGREN. You mentioned the first two patent li-
censes that took place with respect to the Army and both of them
involved going to corporations in the Midwest, one in Niles, MI,
and one to Dayton, OK You mentioned that you developed it with
testing done on the Ml tank in Ohio as well.

Are these just aberrations that we have of these two patents or is
this something we expect to see more of as a direct spinoff from
your operation from patent licensing?

Colonel TIIEUER. Those are the first two. 4/e have one additional
item which is in the corrosion area, a corrosion monitor, that's cur-
rently ',patent pending, and as soon as the patent is rece.ived in
hand we will then explore and proceed with patent licensing.

I might point out, as was noted earlier, we in effectI'll use the
term in quotes"protect" the industry involved by issuing an ex-
clusive license. So that any investment that industry makes is in
effect protected from its competitors and its recognized. That's
why it s in the Federal Register, so that anyone wishing to appeal
or contest that arrangement can do so. So there is a public an-
nouncement.

So the answer to the question on patentable items is yes. l'he
answer on nonpatentable items is also yes. We're using the
medium of the Commerce Business Daily to announce what we
have. It's not patentable as such and we are looking for a manufac-
turer because we've had calls from both the Army and the Air
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Force asking to use this device. The device I am talking about is a"Voice Activated Inspection System."
Representative LUNGREN. Let me ask you this. I don't know if

yc,u can answer this. Where would you say we are in terms of im-plementation of the Stevenson-Wydler Act, not just limiting it tothat, but the major purpose of the Stevenson-Wydler Act? In youroperation, are we ten percent along the way where we want to bein terms of access to technology that you develop? Are we 50 per-cent of the way? I'm not talking about number of patents out, butin terms of where you would like to be and where you think wecould be in terms of technology transfer. Are we just beginningthat or are we pretty well along the line?
Colonel THEUER. Let's use the term, sir, degree of attainment.No. 1, the authority to transfer technology. I haven't heard toomuch about the real importance of that. The real importance ofthat cannot be understated. There is the authority to physicallygive out the technology. You ask and it can be passed out. That'sfactone.
The degree of attainment long preceded the Stevenson-Wydler

Act of 1980. There are four laboratories right now in the'Corps ofEngineers. Each one of them has been guided by the following interms of published results, in terms of deeds, in terms of physically
doing things for other Government agencies and for the private
sector: published reports, passing of technology to industry, work-ing cooperatively with industry, and perhaps the easiest one to seeis the software systems that are operated through service centersin terms of equal access to unclassified systems, equal access toGovernment operationsI don't care if they're States or otheragenciesor the private sector.

-So the Stevenson-Wydler Act in effect has formalized that aspect.Thei.e's always been a large amount of involvement. We have as-sisted municipalities with specific problems. We are working withthe league of public administrators and city managers in the Stateof Illinois. We are working with our sister city in Champaign.her laboratories have done similar things. In a formal sense,e h of our laboratories have an ORTA. Each of them have desig-
nr persons who reach out, so to speak, on a "push" basis by at-nding meetings, working with local communities, becoming pro-fesslowilly involved, both in the Government sector, local and State
government, and in the private sector.

There's also been an awful lot of publishing. For example, in arecent article in the E. Llineer News Records, the accomplishmentsof the Waterways Experiment Station, one of our sister labs, werereported. The Engineering News Record Article addressed the useof the "sand grid system, an expedient type of treadway beingused by a construction industry in Alaska. Thus, the products andaccomplishments of the labs are not only reported by our peoplepublishingand that's really the biggest way we get the informa-tion out, the publishing of specific accomplishmentsbut major industry and trade publication solicit information fromiv:, as well.
A Me' in point. You've heard about CERL. We have an experi-ment station with really a single capability that does a lot of hy-draulic work. They do work throughout the United States in the
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inland waterway system, do a lot of modeling of hydraulics, and
most major city works construction efforts are modeled to check
them out, to verify calculations often before these works are actual-
ly constructed. The cold - region laboratory does an awful lot of
interaction through technology transfer. The construction of the
Alaska pipeline is an excellent example. Our cold-region lab in this
instance had technology that was otherwise not available else-
where in the United States.

Our labs capabilities represent in many cases a unique capability
that often times doesnl exist in the private sector.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you. k

Mr. Dacey, where would you say we are in terms of from your
perspective implementing the spirit of Stevenson-Wydler Act?

Mr. DACEY. Well, I would agree with what Colonel Theuer said
about being pretty well along that road already before the Steven-
son-Wydler Act came along.

My impression of what Stevenson-Wydler has done is to put
more emphasis on technology transfer, to make a more formal
shall I sayimplementation of funding; that is to say, set aside a
half percent of your funds for technology transfer specifically; to
require reporting in the larger places to have a technology-transfer
officer, as we have at Sandia. His name is Bob Stromberg, if any of
you want to get more information from him about this.

But I don't think it addressed many of the other problems we
talked about today: Problems of incentives, problems of proprietary
interest, problems of transfer to large industry instead of small in-
dustry. I think that as far as Stevenson-Wydler went, it was a good
thing. I think that it has at leak, as I think Professor Malecki said,
focused on the problem and mad people aware of it.

One of the reasons for having such hearings as this one, I sus-
pect, is that the nature of the problem becomes better understood
than it was before.

But, in my opinion, the Federal Government can go further in
legislation which stimulates domestic technology transfer.

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. I think I'm mostly in agreement. I don't know

whether to say the glass is almost filled or partially empty. There
were indeed before Stevenson-Wydler pockets of excellence that
were essentially performing well in these areas that the law in-
tended. The Army Corps of Engineers is notable and many of the
national laboratories, and certainly NASA and many of the agri-
cultural research stations.

But there's been also some evidence of a retrogression from 1980
to the present in certain of the non-Army defense laboratories
where there's been a lessening of emphasis on the laboratory level
in terms of level of staffing.

So along with the good news, there's some bad news; but I would
say it hasn't been fully attained but it's largely attained, perhaps
the glass is SO percent full.

Representative LUNGREN. Professor Malecki, as I understand it,
you believe that the Federal labs do not produce the primary pros-
pect for innovation and technological progress in the country with
respect to sphoff, but I gather from your testimony you don't think
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it's an insignificant contribution that they make to innovation and
technological improvement in the private sector?

Mr. MALECKI. Sure. Obviously, the mission of the Federal labora-
tories is not to promote regional economic development or to spin-off new firms or to create commercially applicable innovations.
None of those is the mission of any of the labs that I'm aware of. In
fact, they're very far from the mission of most. But each of them
has a significant impact on its region by bringing in a different set
of people than would be employed and resident in that area other-
wise.

In the regions where there are other researchers, engineers, sci-
entists, other innovators, they add to the entire aura of innovation.
The whole topic of innovation is one cloaked in mystery and in fact
one of the prominent authors on this topic, Nathan Rosenberg, re-
cently wrote a book called "Inside the Black Box," on the topic of
innovation in which he said some of the things we don't know. But
some of the things that we do know is that innovations, whetherthey come out of Federal labs or anywhere else, are likely to create
the kinds of regional inducements for economic development in
major places more than in smaller places, in areas where there is avariety of people, variety of research and educational activities
that we find in the larger places. Unfortunately, we focus on Route
128 and Silicon Valley. Perhaps it would make sense to make morestudies of the smaller areas. The few that have been done don't tell
us very much.

Representative LUNGREN. Your testimony reminds Me of the sit-
uation we are dealing with in the medical profession. If you want
to know why you don't have highly super specialists in some small
little town where there's nothing else, it's because individuals of
that sort by and large like to have regular comtnunic: Mons with
their peers and do enjoy some of the things that you mentioned
They like to be close to universities and things of that sort, and I
guess it's not surprising in the field of innovation and entrepre-
neurship as well as in Medicare.

I want to thank all four of you for taking time to be with us. As I
say, this is going to be a series of hearings on the whole question of
innovation and entrepreneurship and how that fits into our efforts
to increase economic growth, in this country, and we wanted to
make sure that we didn't overlook the area of Government labs. I
assure yot: we are not trying to say that the whole effort is to be
placed on the shoulders of Government labs. That would certainly
be inappropriate, but it also at the same time ought not to be over-
looked, and I think your testimony has helpe4 us to begin to take alook at it from the perspective of the overall hearings. I want to
thank you very much.

The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the ('hair.]
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STATE INNOVATION STRATEGIES

THURSDAY, AUGUST 9, 1994

CONGRESS OP THE UNITED STATES,
JOII4T ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 1310,

Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Daniel E. Lungren
(member of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representative Lungren.
Also present: Charles H. Bradford, assistant director; and Robert

Prom us, professional P4tff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNGREN,
PRESIDING

Representative LUNGREN. Good morning.
Many States and regions are experimenting with new approaches

to spur economic development. They are beginning to recognize
that innovation offers a more promising path to economic develop-
ment than perhaps their old job pirating strategies. Innovation ex-
pands the regions economic base and modernizes existing

i
indus-

tries by lowering cost and improving product quality, and innova-
tion holds the key to competitiveness, job creation and the future
health and prosperity and health of the. Nation, as well as its re-
gions.

In the past, the entrepreneur and the development and applica-
tion of technology to American industry have all too often been ig-
nored, particularly on the Government level, especially here in
Washington.

Fortunately, the new wave of State innovation strategies that
we're experiencing has brought them back into the forefront of na-
tional and regional public policy discussion.

Today's hearing will focus on what actions State governments
are taking to encourage entrepreneurship and improve their cli-
mate for innovation. In particular, those State actions aimed at re-
moving technological, labor market and financial barriers to inno-
vation will be explored. These actions of States, when viewed indi-
vidually, could by some seem insignificant, but in their totality,
they represent a significant and welcomed effort to improve the
Nation's environment for entrepreneurship and innovation.

The factors behind the new tech movement, as the State innova-
tion strategies are often called, will also be explored.

Are the States now looking inward to targeting the process of in-
novation, or is this just an illusion? Have they really given up their
smokestack chasing or job pirating practices? What is the Federal
role, if any, in promoting State innovation strategies? The commit.

(7'7)
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tee is interested in seeking answers to these and related issues in
today's hearing.

This is the second in a series of nine Joint Economic Committee
hearings on the climate for entrepreneurship and innovation in the
United States. I just might say that often times we are supplied
with many charts and esoteric arguments by economics as to what
makes the economy move, but too little of the attention is given to
what makes people move and how we can encourage their ingenui-
ty and their imagination in the spirit of entrepreneurship,

The witnesses before its are well qualified to speak on the sub-
ject. Governor Matheson of Utah and Governor Thornburgh of
Pennsylvania, States in the forefront of the recent hig tech
moment. Mr. Beilman of North Carolina will speak on w at his
State is doing to encourage innovation. North Carolina ith its
famed Research Triangle Park has a long established recd d of suc-
cessfully encouraging high-tech development. And fi ally, Mr.
Brennan will share his expertise, which he gained thro gh numer-
ous interviews with,entrepreneurs and State developm nt officials,
on what motivates entrepreneurs to locate in certai areas to de-
velop their innovative company.

Gentlemen, we welcome you to our hearing toda , We look for-
ward to your testimony 1. nd to the: question and. answer session
that will follow.

I would now have Governor Matheson and Governor Thornburgh
give their presentation. I would mention that your prepared state-
ment will be made a pail of the record, but you may proceed as
you wish.

STATEMENT OF HON. SCOTT M. MATHESON, GOVERNOR, STATE
OF UTAH

Governor MATHESON. Thank you, Congressman Lungren.
It is always a pleasure to have the opportunity to appear before

the Joint, Economic Committee of 'he Congress, and I am particu-
larly pleased to be invited to share the discussion in one of your
nine hearings on improving the climate for innovation and econom-
ic growth. It's also a .pleasure to share the discussion this morning
with my friend and colleague, Dick Thornburgh, from Pennsylva-
nia. We seem to run into one another often these days, and it's a
pleasure to appear with such an outstanding Governor as Dick,

I'd like to take just a few minutes to summarize the prepared
statement which you have received into the record, Congressman
Lungren, and each of us will, I'm sure, present some perspective of
the efforts which I'm sure each State is pursuing to find ways to
innovate and improve their economic clipate in their respective
States.

And I think it is fair to say the competition these days among
the States is about as intense to attract the kind of business we're
talking about, as I can remember, and every Governor is spending
a great deal of his time to attract, develop, and nuture that kind of
business. And it has not always been thus in the State of Utah, We
were pretty much asleep, in terms of economic development, until
Gov. Calvin Rampton was elected Governor 20 years ago, we really
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did not ,v, an aggressive promotion of economic and industrial
developm.it in our State.

He recognized, however, in 1965, that whenever Kennecott
sneezed, the economy of the State of Utah fell to its knees. And I
remember a 6 months' strike in our State during the time that he
was Governor at Kennecott and the economy of the State literally
came to a standstill. He recognized that you simply can't rely on
one or two industries to provide the continuing economi 41 race,
when the problems of growth continue to face the State, particular-ly in Utah, where we have but one interesting fact that no other
State can claim. We have the 1.-aghest birth rate of any State in the
United States. As a matter of fact, it's twice as high as the national
average, and I was looking at some statistics the other day, and I
see no reason that we will not continue in first place in the yearsahead.

But Rampton realized that we simply had to start changing the
historical approach to the way we managed our economy, and he
decided that we needed to get into the diversification, and that has
simply been the means by which we've been able to survive.
example, I mentioned that copper was our mainstay. We're tatethat grew up with minding hard rock metals. And I j presidedover the next stage of Kennecott laying off an additional nearly
2,000 employees within the last few weeks. I remember when they
used to have nearly 7,000 employees. They're now down to about
2,000. So we've decided that no single entity or single approach can,do the job in the States any longer. And we had to link our re-search to our development, our education and our training into de-
velopment and a cohesive strategy was the only way we cou'... pro-
ceed.

We also discovered the partnership concept between the public
and private sectors, which is now very .popular, but we've been
working on that for a long, long, time, The record has been a suc-cessful one, and I've attached to my testimony a list of the indus-
tries that have come into the State and their impact on jobs since I
have been Governor. And the way we have had to develop our eco-nomic base in our State to keep up with that massive growth which
I mention, is to target potential industries and companies for ex-pansion. We simply can't go out with our limited resources and

ihave a successful impact by attempting to do a generic approach to
innovation and technological growth.

Now in doing that, there are always many barriers to overcome,
There are financial barriers, labor market barriers, and it is atough challenge. But our goal has been to improve the climate, and
to do that we simply have to go out and show the people of the
country what we are offering.

Now we have approached it both in a traditional way as well as
in a nontraditional way. The traditional approach which we have
followed involved exempting the tax on inventories in transit, to
begin with, but then we eliminated the inventory tax in our State
altogether, and now we are called, as many Western States, a free
port State. And anyone who wishes to bring their goods into ourState can store them there for a year and not pay any taxes on
those goods. And if they take them out within that year's time,
they pay no taxes at all. And the common carriers have now de-
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vised a transportation concept -whereby you only pay one freight
from your °rig, to your ultimate designation outside the

State of Utah. That has revolutionized the State of Utah, in terms
of transportation opportunities, and thousands of jobs have come
in. for that reason.

We then enacted a research',and d'evelopment tax credit, and
w're currently considering the el nination of sales taxes on new
manufacturing machinery. I have the interesting experience of
dealing with a company that makes diapers. Incidentally, that com-
pany has found a ready market in the State of Utah for that prod-
uct. 'Laughter.'

But that company is interested in having the machinery that
makes the diapers exempted from the sales tax, and if we are going
to be competitive, it turns out that all of the St:-.tes surrounding us
alreacy have exempted that machinery. So I attnooking at the pos-
sibility, in a special session, of exempting that sales tax.

We then developed a capital budgeting ystem in the State of
tftah. I might suggest that for the Federal vernment it is ngt a
bad system to use, and we have found that that s had a profound
impact 0,. the way that financial experts look at t e &ate of Utah.
They look at the way we do our budgeting, and when we went to
the capital system 3 or 4,years ago, we inched up our credibility in
the financial markets dramatically. Now that has really, on a tra-
ditional basis, helped us dramatically.

But in a nontraditional way, we've attempted to try and find
techniques that would really aid in the innovative and technologi-
cal field. For example, we have a small business revitalizeim pro-
gam which we have inaugurated for small business in the State.

i
We wbr rnee the first in the Nation to participate, and we have

Ntsmall revitalization program loans and grants in combination
than any other State in the Union.

I was very interested in pursuing the support for high technology
ileas v taking an idea and converting that into a small company
ind developing it. and to show our intkt to do that, I submitted a
bill to our ;islature a year ago in January to create atUtah tech-
nology fia.,ce corporation. That's a high sounding phrase to create
a public corporation, served with a board of directors made up of
private citizens who are experts in the field. We appropriated some
funds Secretary Pierce helped me with some additional funds. And
they examine ideas and put equity money into that corporate op.
potunity. We don't manage the company, and if it's a success, we
rid«. our equity back. If it fails, we go on to the next idea. But that,
as seed money. is becoming a means by which companies that can't
()them Ise gvt the funding, have been able to stat,their new busi-
nes,ies.

We then passed another item of legislation earlier this year
called "Privatization." We are now able to bid sewage systems, for

xa m pie, and transportation of sewage systems, out to private en-
/ yl:1.111`111S We are now instead of going out and bonding, going
r Ii bids Private companies are corning in and L.:9ing the traditional

ertnnental services. and were finding that the cost of doing it
through the privatization approach is startlingly lower than the
traditional ways that we've ht. er. putting those businesses forward.
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We then amended our State retirement fund statute to allow ourretirement board to invest in venture capital pools. We're starting
out with a small $20 million program, and up to now, the invest-
ments they have made have shown tremendous promise.

We also allow State tax credits to encourage rr,-rch and devel-opment.
Just to give you some of the ideas of nontraditilal ways that wehave attempted to attract and develop a broader base for our high

technology opportunities in our State.
We have found that labor availability and skills are critical fac-

tors in regionalizing the location of high-tech companies. We cer-tainly realize that if we are going tc be successful, we are going tohave to sustain our higher educational commitments. In fact, theonly reason we have any success at all in high tech is because 25
years ago, we invested heavily in research in our three universitiesin our State and we are now reaping the rewards of that 25-yearinvestment with interesting and productive concepts. For example,
we have usedduing the economic downturn of the past few yearsa good share of our Federal mineral lease royalties, and we singleout one of the disciplines on one of the campuses. For example, the
minesand minerals department required a new buiding, and weset aside mineral lease money to put together tl-e necessary capital
formition to construct the new building which, in turn, precipitat-
ed rZ;search grants into that department equal to about double thecost of the building, the first \year.

'I did the same thing' to build a new chemistry building, and as aresult, we now have the third best chemistry program, I am told, inthe United States.
We did the same thing for engineering up at Utah State Univer-sity.
In other words, we target those limited funds to the areas whichwill produce the opportunities in the innovation and high techfield.
Last year, 1,000 undergraduates and 5,000 graduates, from ourUtah universities arid colleges, received degrees in et sneering and

computer science. We are continuing to highlight the areas which
will produce the people that are required in t:e field we're discuss-
ing. I might point out that while we are doing that, our neighbors
are certainly not sitting idle.

My good friend and competitor in Arizona, Bruce Babbitt, has de-cided he wants to have the best engineering school in the United
Sttifes clown at Tempe, and so he has put a $30 million program
into engineering and has actually taken funds away from other tra-* (lit tonal sources on the campus. In fact, I was talking to the dean of
the law school, and he was very upset about it, because they tnok
some of his legal funds away to put it over in engineering. And he's
pretty serious about. it, and I know it, because he happens to be ahrot lwr I Laughter.

And he didn't have a kind word for Governor Babbitt. But the
dean of the engineering schooh,is absolutely delighted.

The net effect of all that is that we are all competing to get the
training in the areas that will feed the innovation area, the subjectof this discussion.

5 I
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km, the Jobs Training Partnership Act is a good example of how
the public-private partnership can really work. But we have at-
tempted to do that in every area where the impact of the State gov-
ernment falls upon private business and we have found .that by
doing that kind of an interface that we are able to solve our prob-
lems much more dramatically and much sooner.

I think it's fair to say that we are very competitive in terms of
establishing a climate to innovate and to develop the proper eco-
nomic growth in our State. It's not fair for us to be placed in the
same category as Silicon Valley or North Carolina and other States
which have great reputations. But we are a solid, committed State
in the field and over the years have been able to develop a success-
ful and innovative program, and this will continue.

We are very pleased to be a part of the opportunity to present
those views to you here today, Congressman Lungren, and I will be
very happy to respond to questions whenever you get around to
that part of the program. Thank you.

IThe prepared statement of Governor Matheson, together with an
attachment, (011ows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. SCOTT M. MATHEHoN

STATEsra!AtrRiptiprk2L3

I4NOVATn57175TTNNTt GROWTH

cr irman Lungren, Senators end Representatives of the Joint
Lconomi Committee, I apprecia e the opportunity to present
testimo y here today on the suuject of Utah's strategies for
improving the climate for innovation and economic growth. We
believe that the state or Utah has developed some creative and
effective programs in this area and I hope that succeeding
administrations will continto to build on our efforts. We have,
through practical apolcation of these innovative programs,
attracted new industrial development to ',cah, and I am pleased to
present some of our experiences-for your onsideratiun here today.

BACKGROUND

About 20 years ago, under the leadership of Gov. Calvin L.
wampton, the ,tote or Utah began to aggressively promote economic
and industrial dkveloPment. It is important to emphasize at the
beginning that yteh is somewhat unique in its economic development
nerds. A% youwmay know, our population rate is the highest in the
nation. Obviously, we need to provide jobs for our citizens, and
,inder the circumstances, we must provide them at a very high rate of
Increase.

Gov. Pompton made some exceptional progress in infusing the
state's economic development effort with new programs and ideas. In

the years since I took office, we have realized that Utah's economy
must be di,ersified. For example, the copper mining and refining
industry A considered for meny years to be one of the mainstays of
Our economy. AS you probably know, the copper industry is troubled
these days. kennecott Copper Co. recently laid off nearly 2,000
employees in utah. A well divefiified econoa.c base helps us absorb
shocks like this.

Olversification also helps us survive some of the major problems
over which individual states have little control. An example is the
monumental deficit under which our nation currently is struggling.
The overall deficit problem, and more specifically, high Interest
rates and trade deficits, hay* serious negative implications for our
international trade etrurt._:.
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there is no singly governmental entity, nor any single approach
that provides the total answer in our quest for diversity in
economic development. I believe that statement would apply to any
state with similar goals in mind. States must adopt comprehensive
approaches linking research and development, education and training,
and small business uevelopmbnt into a cbhesive strategy. A recent
report ' the National Governors' Assuiation suggests that
"broaL aultifaceted, comprehensive approaches provide the best
oppori.inkies for actualizing state potentill for technological
innovations," Infrastructure development, education reform,
manpower training for displaced workers, state and federal support
of research, financial management assistance, and strong
partnerships between the public and orivate sectors are all integral
parts of successful state plans to bolster economic development.

I believe the record shows that we have been quite successful.
we have developed a creative national campaign to promote the
advantages of our highly educated and productive work forte, our
abundant natural resources, and our positive business climbte. Our
initial efforts were directed simply at bringing in new industrial
activity, but over the years we have oecome more knowledgeable,
putting into place a sophisticated research effort designed .to
gather relevant economic development data and to target potential
industrie end companies for expansion in Urah. For example, we
were one of the first states to do target studies and marketing on
high growth technology companies and companies needing to expand
office space.

OVERCOMING tHt HARRIERS

You have asked for my comments on how Utah is overcoming
financial, labor market end technologicel barriers to innovation in
high-technology growth. This is a tough challenge and it is not
solely a state responsibility. It requires the closely coordinated
efforts of federal, state and local governments, and the private
sector. Attacking these barriers, the state has made a concerted
effort over the years to not only improve Utah's business climate,
but to make it among the best in the nation.

we have tried to do this by utilizing both traditional and
non-traditional approaches. Our traditional activities have
emphasized tax reforms, and our non-traditional approaches have
tn:luded the creation of soma innovative new programs.

THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH

with respect to financial initiatives, we review the state's tax
structure each year to Keep it in harmony with the needs of econcmic
development. Initiatives in this area have included the exemption
1; 1167 of taxes on inventories in transit, and eliminating the
Inypot,)ry tax altogether in 1973. In 1914 we convince(' the Utah
Ledislatr,re It would be a good Idea to enact a research and
deveic,oment tax credit, end we are currently considering exempting
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the sales tax on new manufacturing equipment. Our cerporide income
tax is among the lowest in the nation, and our overall business tax
structure, at both the state and local levels, is ranked 40th among
the states, according to a recent study by the National Tax Jourual.

we also have made a strong commitment to make substantial
investments in our public Infrastructure by developing a capital
budget system. These coordinated investment strategies hove served
wall to support our long-range economic development objectives, and
we expect they will continue to do so.

SOME NEw IDEAS

In the area of non-traditional activity, an important focus of
the second term of my admin'stration has been the identification and
implementation of various policy initiatives designed to enhance the
availability of capital for private sector economic development, and
to find solutions to the long-term financing gaps faced by our small
business entrepreneurs.

These initiatives include a Small Business Revitalization
program, creation of the Utah Technology Finance Corporation,
enabling legislation for the privatization of some public services,
legislation to allow the State Retirement Fund to invest in
professionally mnnaged Utah venture capital pools, and state tax
credits IP encourage investments in research a-d development
partnerships.

212 BUSINESS REVITALIZATION PROGRAM

utah was one of the first states to participate in the federal
Small Business Revitalization Program which makes SBA 503 loans and
Urran Develcpment Action grant funds available to the states. We
have just entered the third year of participation in thiS program,
and of toe 34 states now involved, Utah ranks first, on a per capita
basis, in the amount of money placed with small businesses.

THE UTAH TECHNOLOGY FINANCE CORPORATION

The utah technology Finance Corporation encourages and assists
the establishment and growth of new high technology business in
,itah. The corporation has received money from both public and
private sources, including federal and state funds. Its trustees
include representatives from the private sector, university and
Publ.,: officials. The corporation will continue to concentrate on
developing home-grown business in Utah by providing seed money in
several important areas.

These Include research contracts, program giants, equity
Investment, convertible loans and venture financing. The

irooreinn will, in effect, be a revolving accnunt where money is
invested and reinvested.

a
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Thq corporation, created in 1983, will provide start-up moniyand receive royalties on successful research, or Lake a position
which will allow for conversion into equity at 9 iater stage. Insome ,_aces the corporation will make direct equity investments.

it has also resulted in a State Small Business Innovation
Research Program similar to the Federal SBIR and will provide
research and development finance to meritorious applications onlypartially funded by federal programs.

LABOR MARKET BARRIERS

with respect to labor market barriers, a study entitled, "TheLocation of High Technology rims and Regional Economic Development"
was done by your staff in June 1982. It found that labor
availability and skills were the most important factors influencing
the regional locction of high-technology companies. Traditionally,our labor force has been very reliable and well trained. Our
colleges, universities and vocational schools will continue to
supply trained workers for high-tech Indust les. Utah has made asignificart financial commitment to the dev lopment of the relatedoiscinlines so critical to the success of gh-tech firms. Anexample of this is our use of the state's here of federal mineral
lease royalties for rusearch buildings and equipment.

IT 1982-8;, Utah's siStem of higher education awarded 1,000
undergractuate and 500 graduate degrees in engineering an6 computer%clunco. The u,14ersity of Utah in Salt Lake City has the largest
engineering progon in the state. Our major private school, 3righam
young University, which is also the state's largest privateemployer, has a very successful electrical engineering program, and
Utah State university in Logan is actively involved in the nation'sspace programs.

utah's four-year bachelor programs and two-year asoociate degree
programs are providing Increased training for students wishing towork in high-tech industries. Thus, Utah's four universities and
two technical institutions, all located along the Wasatch Front, the100 -mile careidor stretching from Logan on the north to Provo on the
south, have been instrumental in meeting the skilled manpower needs
of existing high-tech firms In Utah, and in creating employment
conditions bttractive to high-tech firms seeking new locations.

proqu.ms must be expanded, but we have made excellent progress
In the area of training.

In addition, the U.S. Oepartment of Labor has funded a pilot
Program called the Wasatch Front Enterprise :enter, to assist new
business owners in learning about the labor and management skills
they need to put their ideas to work. Associated with the center,
the Wasatch Front South Private Industry Council is a cooperative
effort between governmint and private business to train and place
qualified individuals .n today's dynamic labor market.
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the council is composed of a wide variety of business and
government leaders who volunteer their time and expertise for the
improvement of training and employment ooportur,ities in our
communities. Finally, we have attempted to coordinate federal Job
Training Partnership Act funds in a way that maximizes training for
the needs of new and expanding businesses, and emphasizes
jobcreating activities.

I decided to place our JTPA programs under the jurisdiction of
the Department of Community and Economic Develop' ent to ensure that
the resources were coordinated with and enhanced ongoing economic
development efforts.

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INITIATIVES

Utah is also addressing the technological barriers to innovation
through both private and public sector initiatives. We hove a
s'Aence advisor and an advisory council on science and technology to
advise the governor and the legislature. In addition to the'
research and development tax credit, the state's university system
provides a research environment which fosters n mutually beneficial
partneeship between the university and nigh -tech industry. There
are numerous examples of the academic cLmmunity's decimation to
coilauoration on research and technology, and a good one is the
College of Engineering at the university of Utah which has become a
center for high technology research. Covernment and private funding
for this effort totals $8 million amially, and the colle4t. is now
ranked in the top,20 natic,a11,.

The University of Utah's Department of Bioengineering has become
a national center for artificial organ research with such
develOplentS as the artificial heart, eye, ear, and the wearable
kidney. Research is Also being undertLken in electronic diagnostic
monitoring and thareputic devices, as well as on biocompatible
materials. Other high-tech are of emphasis include research into
composite materials and computer inteactive applications.

Beside Iroviding facilities tc Jevelop technology, both Utah
State Universiti and the University of Utah have established
effective channels to transfer new products to private use. The
university of utah's Patent and Product Development office actively
recruits firms to license university technology. One uniqUe aspect
or the university's program is that It will accept equity interest
In a company as payment for a license. Through this strategy the
university has made it possible for 20 small start-up companies to
obtain licenses since 1981.

The university of utah has also developed a research park to
facilitate the interaction of university knowledge with industry. A

critical Pict ,r in establishing the research park wns the
willingness of 'he military to declare certain undeveloped land near
For Douglas, which is located adjacent to the camDus, os surplus,
and allow For the trans,"er of the land to the university following a

91
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pattern set in 1951 by Stanford University's research park. A
management plan was developed to provide a carefully thought out
Physical environment to promote private sector high technology
activities. Since 1970, 17 buildings have been completed andoccupied.

The park currently represents an investment of more than $85
million. Three thousand employees are involved and their payroll of
more than $100 million annually is a significant factor in Utah's
economy.

One of the residents of the park is the Utah innovation Center.
It was established in 1977 with funds from the National ScienceFoundation. Thu primer./ purpose of the center is to develop
start-up high technology companies. In return for an equity
position, or a share of interest in a firm's technology, the center
Provides venture capital, management assistance, technical libraryoffice space, and secretarial and legal services. Since 1982 when
federal funding ended, the center has become a private firm
consistent with NSF's hopes that it would evolve into a
self-sustaining entity.

At Utah State University in Logan, plans are underway to begin
construction of a research park and a branch of the Utah Innovation
Center. Recent successful spinoff from USU's research includes the
development of small, inexpensive communication satellites launched
from the space shuttle, the development of infrared instrumentation
which .rew out of a contract with the U.S. Air Force, and
integration if computers to diagnose and provide interactive
training for the handicapped.

John Naisbitt, an advisor to firms on business trends and the
author of the best-selling book, Megatrends has identified Salt
Lake City as one of the ten "new cit Trgireat opportunity". Henotes that its strategic resources are brain power and quality of
life. In my 1963 State of the State address, I observed that
fundamental changes In the job market are transforming both tne
worker and the work place. High technology companies depend on
intelligence as their raw material rather than access to new
markets, energy sources or climate. I believe Utah is uniquely
situated to benefit from emerging economic trends. Our quality of
life has been, and will continue to be, a key factor in attracting
and retaining professionals in high technology companies. Our
colleges and universities, the research perk, and the innovation
center, provide an intellectual nucleus where ideas flourish.

I do not believe there is any danger that the academic mission
of utah's universities and colleges will be overshadowed by their
economic research and development efforts. Associate Dean Robert E.
Stephenson of the university of utah's College Engineering says
that cooperation on retiarch of joint interest to the university and
to industry are mutualy desirable and are to be encouraged.
However, it is important that the federal government and the states



continue to preserve the spirit of basic research which, In the end,
provides the basis for most technological ideas

COPING WITH REGULATIONS

Another matter 0 concern to us has been the regulation of
business. It is no secret that many in the world of business and
industry would like 'o see drastic: reductions in regulation, end
government has usually responded to these requests by talking in
terms of regulatory reform and/or deregulation. The track record
shows that neither effort has been very successful.

The failure of most regulatory reform efforts can be attributed
to the unrealistic premise that regulation is unnecessary. On the
contrary, some regulation is necessary. Therefore, the challenge is
to achieve effective management by demanding governmental
accountability.

In response to the needs of buSiness, especially small business,
I supporteJ legislation enacted last year that involves the
formation of a partnership between business and government in the
regulatory decision-making process. The measure provides, among
other things, that agen:ies may set fees administratively but it
requires tnat the fees must reflect the cost of conducting the
action, Each fee is determined by using a simple formula to
determine what costs may be passed through. The proposal also
provides that business assist government in determining the fee by
defining how much regulation is desired.

When we discussed this proposal with representatives of 42
licensed professions and trades they unanimously supported it.
without exception, these individuals gated that this measure would
help maintain high standards.

I have also approved an extensive training program for state
agency personnel which focuses on the role of the executive branch
in the regulatory framework, particularly in our rulemaking
efforts. Beside providing a background in administrative law, the
training makeS employees aware that rulemaking cannot be done in a
vacuum. It is part of a much larger process that begins with the
lelislature and may end in the courts. Therefore, it must
continually review its efforts in order to respond to changing needs
and situations.

In addition to the advice available from such groups as the
Private Industry Council, the Department of Community anC Economic
Development assists businesses in dealing with governmental red tape
at the local and state levels, and we are attempting to make state
diewies more cognizant of the problems fa J by Small buSlneSS
entrepreneurs.

9 3
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PUBLIC /PRIVATE COOPERATION

While the role of the private sector in providing
entrepreneurial ideas and most of the capital necessary to implement
these ideas is still paramount, locel, state, and federal government
support can make a difference. At the federal level, it isimportant to continue research contracts and grants, including basic
research which provides the foundetion for many productive
entrepreneurial ideas. I think it is also uteful to examine surplusproperty located near universities which have the capability for
developing research parks similar to the one at the University ofUtah, The Small 8uness Administration Innovation Awards areanother way the federal government can encourage new ideas.
Research and development tax credits and accelerated depreciation
also or. .%da incentives for companies wanting to begin, or expandnew businestes.

It is also Important that states realize their strengths anweaknesses. Utah is not trying to become a Silicon Valley or
massachussetts Route 128, but we are attempting to establish a
reputation as a high-tech center in bioengineering, in medicine, andIn certain natural resource areas. We would rather build on our
strengths than attempt to compete with all states in all areas of
development. We simply do not have the resources to play that game,
aid in my' opinion attempts to do so may prove counter-productive in
U eh and any other state that might try it./

At the federal Level there is no more critical role for any
business expansion, including high technology, than tovrovide a
stable fiscal policy. This, I believe, Includes a concerted
commitment to reduce foisting federal deficits in such a way that
interest rates decrease without spurring inflation. No amount of
federal money spent to encourage high technology industrial
development is more important than the solution of this most
difficult dilemma.

CONCLUSION

again, let me emphasize that the successes we enjoy in Utah are
the cumulative results of veers of effort by state and local
government, chambers of commerce, public and higher education, and
many private companies. I believe that our successes can be a model
for others, and I hope that other states, through the findings of
your committee, will be encouraged to learn from our experiences as
we have learned from theirs.

Mr. Chairman, I again thank you for inviting me to preselt
testimony to this Joint Economic Committee. I am also submitting
rot your con,ideration supplemental materials regarding some of the
activities I have mentioned in my testimrny. I hope they will be
helufuI to the committee and staff.



DATE

JAN 77
FEB 17
APR 77
MAY 77
MAY 77
MAY 77
MAY 77
IRE 77
JUNE 77
JULY 77

JULY 77
Ask 77
AUG 77
ALI; 77

,Epr 77

APT 77
(kr 11
VI 11
i()V 17

Noy 77
Em 78
MM 78
AFR 70

MAY /8
MAY 70
MAY 78
MAY 78
JuN 78
..1.A.Y 78

Aut. 78

AuG 78
SEPT 78

NOV 78
Nov 78
JAN 79

FEB 79
MAR 79
uLY 79
AUG 79
AuG 79
AUG 79
Au; 79
A.:G 79
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COMPANY LOCATIONS IN UTAH

COMPANY

wEYERHAUSER, INC.
TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.

OSMOFO STUDIOS
FACET AUTOMOTIVE FILTER CO.

BONOAEE
VARIAN, INC.
ENERGY FUELS
AGR1-CORP
PIPE ALLOY COMPANY
RAYLOC Div. OF GEAU/NE
RANTS.

APPLIED OIGITAL OATA
BRISTOL FOODS, INC.
PIPER INDUSTRIES
BOURNS, INC.
ACME. ELECTRIC COMPANY
wIlLINAS RESEARCH
(JAR CAhby MAKERS
ENERGY RESERVES GROLP
PLATEAU RESOURCES
ENPAELLEIS, INC.
POtyluX COMPANY
LA -Z-BOY AAIR
mIPBY BUILDING SYSTEMS
WERNER -wALDORF CORP.
RIVERSIOE
CURTIS NOLL
WESTERN ZIRCONIUM
BERTEA, INC.
STONE CONSTRUCTION EQUIP.
NATTER MANUFACTURING CO.
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
G.T.E. TELECOM SYSTEMS--
GROLP
CONTINENTAL LIME, INC.

AMERICAN GREETINGS
INTERSIL CORPORATION
GENERAL BATTERY CORP.

BOLRNS, INC.

NUCOR CORPORATION
MARTIN MARIETTA CEMENT DIV.

SPERRY UNIVAC
WHEELER MACHINERY
STAR 0151. CENTER
ASPEN DISTRIBUTING

(7

CITY

LOCATION

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
OREM
SALT LAKE
ST. GEORGE
SALT LAKE
BLANOING
NIBLEY
OGDEN

PAYSON
SALT LAKE
CLEARFIELO

CLEARFIELD
LOGAN
SALT LAKE

OGDEN
NEPNI
SALINA
SLANGING
PROVO
WEST JOROAN
TREMONION

SPANISH FORK
SO. SALT LAKE

CLEARFIELO
CLEARFIELD
LITTLE MOUNTAIN
NO. OGDEN
PLEASANT COVE
WEST *MOAN
SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE
BLOOM
BRI6HAM CITY
NORTH OGDEN
CLEARFIELD
OGDEN
PLYMOUTH

EPWAIM
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE

COUNTY

SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE
UTAH
SALT LAKE
WASHINGTON
SALT LAKE
SAN JUAN
CACHE
WEBER

UTAH
SALT LAKE
DAVIS
DAVIS
CACHE
SALT LAKE
WEBER
JUN)
SEVIER
SAN JUAN
UTAH
SALT LAKE
BOX ELDER
UTAH
SALT LAKE
DAVIS
DAVIS
WEBER
WEBER
UTAH
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE
mILUVIO
BOX ELDER
WEBER
DAVIS
WEBER
DAVIS
JUAB
SAEFETE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE

EMPLOYED
1ESTIMATED AS OF
1 ORIGINAL MARCH
EMPLOYMENT 1984

5

150
120
120
10
45
20
20
30

150

250
55

300
,300

100
zo
00
16
75

10
350

1 0
5

45
10
Addd

46
50D\

500)
0

106
4

'

250
10
ADO 1

250
300
100
60
40
50

18

270
70

200

680

9

96

443

150
425-,

200

400

90

64

47C

155

17
188

53D

400
33
190

2)0
310
100
400

460

20
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ESTIMATED
EMPLOYED
As OF

CITY ORIGINAL. MARCHrulTE COMPANY ,LOCATION COUNTY EMPLOYMENT 1984

ALL 79 THIOKOL BRIGHAm CITY BOX ELDER 700 5,600EPT 79 HEW JONES LOGAN CACHE 150 145NOV 79 (TSC) TECHNOLOGY SERVICE
CORP. SALT LAKE :ALT LAKE 80DEC 79

JAN 80
RIVERSIDE INDUSTRIES
SOUTTUIRE

LITTLE MOUNTAIN
LITTLE MOUNTAIN

WEBER
WEBER

200
250

05
MAR 80 LIFTON INDUSTRIES SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 400 868JUN 80 NUCLEAR FUELS BLANDING SAN JUAN 125JUN 80 IDEAL T .IC INDUST. DEVIL'S SLIDE 50 1JULY 80 ITT CONTINENTAL BAKING CO. OGDEN WEBER 350AUG 80 RAMCO STEEL SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 12. 12SEPT 80 GALIGHER ELASOMERS SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 293OCT 80 OONTINENTAL LIME CO. MILLARD
OCT 80 SCOTT PLASTICS CO. .33

23NOV 80 EASTON ALUMINLN
SALT LAKE 200 130DEC 80 R. S. SLPPLY CO. A

K/LSBY TUBE SUPPLY
SALT LAKE,/ 200

32JAN 81 AMERICAN EXPRESS SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 1,500 1,400JAN 81 FOREIGN TRADErZONE SALT LAKE SAM LAKE 1FEB 81 LA-2-80Y (Expansion) TREMONT0N 00X DER 014
FEB 81 KREMCO, INC. OGDEN 200 20"EB 81 EKTEK, INC. SALT LAKE $A T LAKE 30OA 81 )3HNSONmATHEY, LTD. SALT LAKE 100 50MAR 81 GRAPHIC ARTS PUBLISHING SALT LAKE ,/SALT LAKE 4MAR 81 DawSON PIMP CO. SALT LAKE SALT LAKE
MAR 81 FRONTIER ENGINE SALT LAKE / SALT LAKE 10MAR 81 NASCO NORTH CENTRAL SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 4MAR 81 GE LOCOMOTIVE SALT LAKE Alf LArE 20 3APR 81 VERMONT AMERICAN COPP. OGOEN tosisER 60 8APR 11 THE THREE WAY CORP. SALT LAKE // SALr LASE
WI )1 AMERICAN PARTS SYSTEM SALT LAK ' SALT LAKE 50 15MAY 81 LONG-AIRDOX CO. HUNTINGTON SD 81MAY 81 AIR PRODUCTS & CHNICALS 35 10MAY 81 TRI-STATE OIL TOOL Im3. VERNAL' UINTAH 30 6MAY 81 GOLDEN GRAIN MACARM1 SALT LAKE SALT TAKE 20:JUNE 81 10mEGA CORP. OGDEN WEBER 200 447
JUNE 81 CROSS COUNTRY P1PT I/Nf

SLPPLY SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 15
JUNE 81 WEATHER SHIELD wFG. LOGAN CARBON 200 25014E81 MX:RAFT BRIGHAM CITY BOX ELDER 26O 234JOE 81 LONGVIEW FIBRE CO. 10
JUNE 81 CHEVRON RESEARCH CO. 6

CHEVRON SHALE OIL CO. NO. SALT LAKE DAVIS 125JAE 81 PARAHO DEVELOPMENT CO. VERNAL UINTAH
JUNE 81 GREAT NATIONAL CORP. SUANYSIDE CARJG.
JULY Cl PERMALOY OLDEN WEBER 200 20JULY 81 LEEDS 6 NORTHROP CO. SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 2U0 72
AUG 81 SwINNEY ENTERPRISES SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 20

n

42 -0 19 0 - T35 - 7



DATE ZpireANY

SEPT 81

DaT 81

SEPT 81

%PT 81

SEPT 81

OCT 81
OCT 81
NOV 81
DEC 81
MAR 82
MAR 82
APR 82
APR 82

MAY 82
MAY 82
JUN 82
IN 82

JAN 83
IAN 83

JhN 41

14N 83
JAN 83

JAN 83
JON 83

JAN 83
JAN 83
JAN 83
JAN 83
FEB 83

FEB 83

MARCH 83

MARCH 83
MARCH 83
MARCH 83

!ARCH 83

MARCH 83
MARCH 83

BLUER CORP.
TuBuLAR SERVICES WEST
ONEIDA COLD STORAGE/
CURTIS TRUCKING
SKAG(IS TELECOmmUNICATONS

SERVICE
R.P. SHERER CORP.

SORENSON OEV.,
ROADWAY EXPRESS, INC.
LENTS REFRIGERATION CO.
SPERRY UNIVAC MINI.CDIVUTER
mcLEAN TRUCKING CI'.

MASON DIXON LINES, INC.
FaoNTIER AIRLINES
A.L WELDING PRODUCTS
RAMRAS SPECIALTY CO.
WESTERN AIRLINES
EVANS 8 SUTHERLAND
METAL GOODS SERVICE CENTER
(DIv OF ALCAN ALUMINA( LTD)
TALBERT CORPORATION
COMET CLEANERS
CSI (COMPUTER INPUT
SERVICES, INC.)
ALc0 OF DENVER
AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
CUSTOM TOUCH ELECTRONICS

DELUXE CHECK PRINTERS
DIGITAL EQUIPWNT
NAALAND CO., JOHN H.
MILLER, E. A. (Expansion)
ROM.EY, INC.
FEROULES AEROSPACE Olv.
(RESEARCH 8 DEv. LAB.)

(Expansion)
METAL GOODS (DIVISION OF
ALCAN ALLMINLM)
DOL AIRWAYS/WORLDWIDE
COLRIEn EXPRESS
ROHE CABLE
UTILIMASTER
VALVE 6 FITTING, INC.
u.S. mJmE mANUFACTuREO
HOUSING
R, C. BOTTLING CO.

CISI (COMPUTER INPUT
SERVICES, INC.)

9/

94

CITY
LOCATION

MORGAN
SPRINGVILLE

SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE
SPRINGVILLE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE .

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE

SALT LAIed

SALT LAKT
SALT LAKE

MURRAY

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE

SPRINGVILLE

SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE
WEST JORDAN
OGOEN
SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE
WEST VALLEY CITY

SALT LAKE

COUNTY

MORGAN
UTAH

SALT LAKE

ESTIMATE°
ORIGINAL

EMPLOYMENT

45

255

SALT LAKE
UTAH 200
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE 20-25
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE 10
SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE 100
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE 25
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE 150-200

SALT LAKE 20-30
SALT LAKE 35-40

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE 30.35

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE 90

CACHE 700

UTAH 40-50

SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE 60
SALT LAKE 70

WEBER 55

SALT LAKE 15-20

SALT LAKE 300

SALT LAKE 30

SALT LAKE 90

EMPLOYED
AS OF
MARCH
1984

b5

10

243
26
100
70

122
50
40

168
11

13

2,000
700

25
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ESTIMATED
EMPLOYED
AS Of

OATE

qPR1L 83

COMPANY
CITY

LOCATION COUNTY
ORIGINAL
EMPLOYMENT

MARCH
1984

MORTON - THIOKOL

(expansion) BRIGHAM CITY CACHE 50-100
APRIL 83 SPERRY (DEFENSE DIV.)

(Expansion) SALT LAKE SALT LAKE
APRIL 83 SENCO FASTENING SYSTEMS SALT LAKE SALT LAKE
APRIL 83 SCHENKERS INTERNATIONAL SALT LAKE SALT LAKE
APRIL 83 SALT LAKE CIRCUITS SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 35-40
APRIL 83
MAY 83

B 4 L MANUFACTURING
DISER, INC.

PROVO
OREM

UTAH
13030

MAY 83 THIOKOL (BRIGHAM APPAREL
BLDG.) (Expansion) SALT LAKE SALT LAKE

MAY 83 SPECIALTY ENGINEERS 8
JUNE 83 PEN-TEC ENTERPRISES WEST VALLEY CITY SALT LAKE 16-24
JUNE 83 ROCKY MOUNTAIN BANK NOTE

(Expansion) SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 106 -381
JUNE 83 UNIVERSAL CONCRETE SANDY SALT LAKE 30440
JUNE 83 PRIDE ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLIES SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 45-150
JUNE 83 UNITED AIRLINES

(New Facility) SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 17
JULY 83 J. R. CONTROLS SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 9
AUG 83 CATHETER TECHNOLOGY SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 318
VG 83 KASTLE USA

40
APT 83 EN)OTEK GROLP, INC. SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 18
SEPT 83 URS CORPORATION SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 9
SEPT 83 W. H. FREEMAN CO. SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 90
SEPT 83 WELLS CARGO OGOEN WEBER 104
SEPT 83 LEVELOR IORENT2EN OGDEN WEBER 1,245
SEPT 83 ENOOTEK GROUP, INC. SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 18
SEPT 83 URS CORPORATION SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 9
SEPT 83 !swam, INC. SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 59
SEPT 83 RIVENDELL WEST VALLEY CITY SALT LAKE 199
OCT 83 UNISTRUT 40
OCT 83 RADIX CORP. 59
OCT 83 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR WEST JORDAN SALT LAKE 1,225
OCT 83 STOUFFER FOODS SPRINGVILLE UTAH 1,200-1,700
OCT 83 LITTON INDUSTRIES SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 572
NOV 83 SELECT TELEPHONE SYSTEMS SALT LAKE SALT LAKE 2,200
NOV 83 G. H. INDUSTRIES 258
NOv 83 FIRST CONTINENTAL LIFE 104
NOV 03 AMERICAN EXPRESS 481

93
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Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Governor
Matheson.

Governor Thornburgh.

STATEMENT OF ZION. DICK THORNBURGH, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
PENNSYLVANIA

Governor THORNBURGH. Congressman Lungren, I greatly .ippreci-
ate the opportunity to testify bjore you today on a subject of great
importance to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. I'm very
pleased to appear on the same panel with the distinguished Gover-
nor of Utah, Scott Matheson, who, as you know, is a past chairman
of the National Governors Association.

There's a unique tie between Governor Matheson and myself in
that he and I, in our prior incarnations, were corporate lawyers
and have some insight into some of the frustrations the private
sector has in dealing with government in all levels.

I'm pleased to share with you my views on State strategies to im-
prove the climate for innovation and economic growth. My pre-
pared statement, which has been submitted for the record, outlines
the strategic planning process that has been utilized in the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania and sets forth the elements of our
overall economic development strategy which is designed to meet
the challenge of the somewhat wrenching transition of our econo-
my from its traditional heavy industrial base to the industries of
tomorrow.

In order to increase the time to respond to your questions, I will
focus during my remarks on only our advanced technology efforts,
relating them to the overall strategy outlined in my prepared state-
ment.

In February 1982 1 proposed to the Pennsylvania General Assem-
bly a working partnership between academic, governmental, and
private sector resources to help stimulate the development and ap-
plication of advanced technologies within our State. I hoped that
this partnership would spark an aggressive drive to diversify our
State's economy, spur entrepreneurship, and assist our educational
and training institutions in preparing youth and adults for the jobs
of tomorrow.

i called this program the Ben Franklin Partnership, after that
famous Pennsylvanian who excelled as a scientist, inventor, educa-
tor, businessman, and, yes, statesman. Four Ben Franklin Partner-
ship Advanced Technology Centers have been established at major
universities in our State since that time. Each represents a consor-
tium of business, labor, research universities, and other highet. edu-
cation institutions and economic development groups.

Our centers are headquartered at Lehigh University, Pennsylva-
nia State Universityour land grant institutionPhiladelphia's
University City Science Centeritself a consortium of a number of
educational and private sector groupsand jointly at the Universi-
ty of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University in my hometown
of Pittsburgh.

These are not programs simply to subsidize more academic re-
search. They are designed to move advanced technology initiatives
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out of the laboratory and on to the shop floor to create new jobs
and business opportunities for Pennsylvania.

Nor are these jobs just for those with advanced scientific or engi-
neering skills. Somehow the myth has grown up in some quarters
that every Mr. Goodwrench would have to become Dr. Advanced
Thinker to participate in Advanced Technology job growth. The
record clearly indicates that the majority of these jobs will be blue
collar in nature and require at most a high school diploma and up
to 2 years of technical training.

Our centers began operation in March 1983 with $1 million in
initial financing from the State, matched by more than $3 million
from the private sector, colleges and universities, foundations, and
other sources. During this physical year we will exceed the $100
million level in public and private financing committed to what is
now the largest annual State technological innovation program inthe Nation. In addition, some $12 million in venture capital has
been attracted to Ben Franklin supported programs. We also have
in operation the largest number of small business incubators ofanyState in the Nation.

The key to the success of this endeavor is the fact that the pri-
vate sector is its driving force. Private sector representatives serve
on the policy and advisory boards of each center volunteering serv-ices, facility, and equipment, providing a significant amount of the
matching funds and helping to set the priorities for specific re-
search and development work.

Our Ben Franklin Partnership builds on one of our State's great
assets, our major research facilities. We have 4 of the top 50 gradu-
ate research universities in the Nation in Pennsylvania. In addi-
tion, 80 of the State's 135 colleges and universities and more than
than 1,700 businesses, representing both small and large firms, are
involved in more than 300 projects sponsored by the partnership.

In my prepared statement I have set forth specific examples ofthe type of projects that are being carried out and I earnestly
invite the committee and its staff to take advantage of our offer to
visit any of the Partnership Advanced Technology Centers for fur-
ther details.

The Federal Government has undertaken, and must continue to
undertake, a major role in funding basic research because benefits
of this research do not accrue simply to one State or region and it's
only the Federal Government which has the variety of revenue
sources available to provide significant financial support for basic
research. However, as you've heard from Governor Matheson and
others, I am sure, States can and must plan and play an important
supporting role as catalysts in technology transfer, in applied re-search and development, encouraging partnerships between busi-
ness and higher education, and in making better use of our educa-
tional assets.

Among the most critical factors attracting technology oriented
firms are a skilled work force, a high quality of life, positive com-
munity attitudes, and access to higher education and related re-
search facilities. States which make investments in their communi-
ties, in their educational systems, in support for the arts, culture,
library, and recreational facilities, in clean air and water, in anti-
crime measures, and in creating overall a favorable environment

u
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for new entrepreneurs will be those which attract the new and ex-
citing prospects for the economies of tomorrow. We have made
these our priorities in Pennsylvania. A war between the States
which concentrates on these factors rather than random smoke-
stack chasing will benefit all of us.

A final important part of our overall economic development pro-
gram is concentrated on increasing available capital. In June of
this year our General Assembly approved my proposal for a 10-per-
cent reduction in our corporate net income tax which will free an
anticipated $180 million over the next 3 years for new investments.

Our Pennsylvania Industrial Development Authority, or PIDA,
has served since the mid-1950's as a role model for other States in
the allocation of low interest loans for business expansions, In 1980
this program was altered through legislation to provide additional
incentives for firms with fewer than 50 employees,

Since then the number of small businesses receiving PEDA loans
has more than tripled and today nearly half of all these loans go to
small businesses. In addition nearly $50 million of PEDA funding
has gone to advanced technology firms which currently are target-
ed for 25 percent of its resources.

Another source of capital was made available by channeling
State-controlled Federal Appalachian Regional Commission funds
to a newly created Pennsylvania Capital Loan Fund. This year an
additional $15 million in State funds were earmarked to supple-
ment ARC dollars over the next 3 years.

Recently I also signed legislation permitting the use of up to 1
percent of our State public school amployee and public employee
retirement funds to provide up to an additional $100 million in
venture capital for the birth and expansion of small entrepreneuri-
al firms.

Finally, Pennsylvania voters this spring c pproved by a 2 to 1
margin a $190 million bond issue to fund a variety of other new
initiatives, such as providing loan assistance to employees who
wish to buy out firms that otherwise might close or move else-
where, increasing aide to our Pennsylvania Minority Business De-
velopment Authority, providing loans and grants for business infra-
structure improvements associated with major industrial expansion
and supplementing existing small business incubator and educa-
tional programs.

Pennsylvania's economic development strategy has been careful-
ly designed to ensure that our State capitalizes on the potential of
advanced technology growth so as to become a full participant in
the Nation's economic recovery. The National Governors Associa-
tion Task Force on Technological Innovation, of which I serve as
vice chairman, found that nearly all States are undertaking similar
initiatives to address their particular economic problems.

Technological innovation, as Governor Matheson has reminded
us, has been found to be a critical element in nearly every State's
economic development strategy. These strategies rely on the strong
American traditions of entrepreneurship and innovation. For me
there can be no better historic example of this spirit than our own
Ben Franklin. As one French admirer said of Franklin, he
snatched the lightning from the heavens, literally and figuratively,



We should strive to be as bold in our strategies at both the Fed-eral and SLit.e levels in developing sound economic programs.Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to bewith you today.
[The prepared statement of Governor Thornburgh follows:]

102
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PRIMA= STATflIZNT Or HON. DICK THORNBURGH

STATE STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE THE CLIMATE

FOR INNOVATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Ladies and Gentlemen, Members Of the Joint Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you today

on a topic of great importance co the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania. I am pleased to share with you my views on

"state strategies to improve the climate for innovation and

economic growth."

Since I became governor of Pennsylvania in January 1979,

economic development has been a top priority of my adminis-

tration.

Even before the recent recession, we recognized that

Pennsylvania would ,e facing major challenges in the years

ahead -- particularly as we began the %ecade of the 1980s--in

managing tb: transition of our economy from its reliance on

traditir,nal heavy Industries to the industries of tomorrow.

Soon after my election, I asked our State Planning Board to

initiate a new strategic planning effort for the Commonwealth

to cope with these challenges.

te called this effort "Choices for Pennsylvanians" in the

belt.: that the choices affecting our future economic develop-

ment could best be made moat uffective15,-not by government

alone, but by all Pennsylvanians: by business, labor, civic

leadership, educators and private citizensby the private

,,tor la c6njunction with, and not at the direction of, state

and local governments. Our purpose was to identify the role

yhich government could play as a catalyst, not a dictator, in

helping to fashion the economic future of our Commonwealth.

103
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More than 185,000 PennsyNanians participated in the

"Choices" process through regional meetings, public opinion

surveys and a statewide public television documentary. The

final "Choices" report reflected the deliberations of a State

Planning Board corposed of cabinet members, legislators and

private citizens, including the presidents of both the

Pennsylvania tanufacturers' Association and the Pennsylvania

AFL-C10.

We hc.ieve our exercise in strategic planning has

provided an agenda for action which will enable us to compete

effectively at home and abroad during the balance of this

century.

T40 important premises underly our strategy. First, we

eaturnily recognize, that, to a great extent, our state

economy is a:pendent upon national and international economic

conditions and forces beyond our direct tontrol. Second, in

the final analysis, it is private-sector decisions--decisions

to invest, expand or relocate--which will dictate whether our

effort- to stimulate economic growth will succeed or fail.

Our strategy, therefore, is designed to enable state

government to capitalize on positive changes in national and

international economic trends. At the same time, we have not

succumbed to the false notion that government itself can

create meaningful and permanent jobs. Rather we have recog-

nized that solving the problems of an economy in transition

hnn less to do with throwing tax dollars at these problems

104
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than with implementing policies and programs to create an

environment conducive to favorable private-sector decisions.

The first priority identified by our economic development

strategy was to assist existing Pennsylvania firms to stay in

business and expand. Our second priority wee to encourage the

start-up of new firms, particularly small businesses on the

cutting edge of technological innovation where most new job

growth will develop. And our third priority was to selectively

recruit new plants and investment, especially from those

industries which would help diversify our economic base and

offer long-term growth potential.

Thlq strategy is one which we believe makes sense for

large industrial states like Pennsylvania, a strategy designed

to keep wir businesses in business, while at the same time

Attracting, and developing new enterprises to provide new jobs

for our working men and women.

We have pursued a non-traditional set of approaches in

implementing our strategy. Each element involves specific

programs and actions that relate to the three parts

of our overall strategy. These six basic elements are:

* Creation and preservation of a positive business

climate

* Lnhreeement of our traditional industrial base

* Capitalization on advanced-technology opportunities

* Development of joh-training and retrnining programs

* investment in infrastructure improvements

1 5
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* Encouragement of excellence in our quality of life.

So that I may h:ie time to respond to your questions, I

will focus during my remarks on only our advanced-technology

efforts and relate them to the overall strategy I have

outlined.

In February 1982, I proposed to the Pennsylvania General

Assembly a working partnership betueen academic, governmental

and private-sector resources to help stimulate the development

and application of advanced technologies in our state. I

hoped that this partnership would spark an aggressive drive to

diversify out state's economy, spur entrepreneurship and

asaist our educational and training institutions in preparing'

youth and adults for the john of tomorrow.

I called this program the "Ben Franklin Partnership,"

after that famous Pennsylvanian who excelled as a scientist,

inventor, educator, businessman and--yes"statesman.

Four Ben Franklin Partnership advanced-technology centers

have been established at major universities in our state since

that time. Each represents a consortium of business, lator,

research universities and other higher-education institutions

and economic development groups. Our centers are head-

quartered at Lehigh University, Pennsylvania Stlte University,

Philpdylphia's University City Science Center, and jointly at

the University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie-Mellon University.

These are not programs simply to subsidize more academic

research. They are designed to move advanced-technology

1 °6
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initiatives out of the laboratOry and onto the shop floor to

create new jobs and business opportunities for Pennsylvanians.

Nor are those jobs just for those with advanced

scientific or engineering skills. Somehow the myth has grown

in some quarters that every Mr. Goodwrench would have to

become Dr. Advanced Thinker to participate in advanced

technology job growth. The record clearly indicates that the

majority of those jobs will be blue-collar in nature and

require, at most, a high school diploma and up to two years of

technical training.

The centers began operation in March 1983 with $1 million

In initial financing from the state, matched by more than $3

million from the private sector, colleges and universities,

foundations and other sources.

During this fiscal year, we will exceed the $100 million

level in public and private financing committed to what is now

the largest annual state technological innovation program in

the nation. In addition, some $12 million in venture capital

hal been attracted to Hen Franklin-supported programs. We

also 1,avc in operation the largest number of small business

incubators of any state in the nation.

The key to the success of this endeavor is the fact that

the private sector is its driving force: Private-sector

representatives serve on the policy and advisory boards of

each center; volunteering services, facilities and equipment;

providing a significant amount of the matching funds; and

1 0 /
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helping to set the priorities `for specific research and

development work,

Our lien Franklin Partnership builds on one of

Pennsylvania's great assets--our research facilities. In

fact, we have four of the top SO graduate research univer-

sities in the nation, In total, 80 of the state's 135

colleges and universities and more than 1,700 businesses,

representing both small and large firms, are involved in more

than 300 projects sponsored by the partnership. For example:

* Carnegie Mellon University and United States Steel

are developing an automatic control, computer-operated

system for an integrated hot rolling mill to be

utilized at four Pennsylvania mill sites, A total of

310 jobs should be retained through this process.

* The University of Pennsylvania and a private research

firm developed toots and cures for bovine leukemia, a

frequently malignant disease of cattle and one which

affects dairy cattle in Pennsylvania.

* American Robot Corporation and Carnegie Mellon

University are developing direct digital drive robots

to meet the express needs of large users, such as auto-

mobile companies, machine tool builders or electronic

r-mpanies. More than 600 jobs are antitipated to be

generated through this venture.

Tht rniversity of Scranton and a local glass firm are

using CAD/CAM to develop technologies to optimize glass

log
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cutting yields. The technology developed should also

ho applicable to the cloth cutting any needle trade

industry.

Edinboro State University in providing a training

program for minorities in hospial medical equipment

repair.

Ninety percent of the nation's knowledge in the physical'

biological and other basic sciences has been rained since

'..rid War il. The application of this kn wlodgo is resulting

in emerging technologies which are reshaping our traditional

industrial base lane all occupations.

re,hnology can create Jobs in high-growth areas, such as

electrentc, computers and telecommunicatince, In addition,

techo 0 can nf:nct the service sector of car acoLumy, which

is hemming increasingly more Infarmation-be,LA a.,e knowledge-

based, Post -high school technical train...1g, In pnrticnlar,

will be cr: 111y imporinet in this techno.ogien1 ago.

The Ins, governmont has undertaker, and taunt continue

to underte, the major role in funcitto3 baIc research because

benefits of this research do not accrue simply to one state or

region, and tt is only the federal government which has the

variety of revenue sources n.cesuary to provide aiLnificant

iltancial support, llowevet, states can and must ploy an

icportant Lupporting role as catalysts in technology ttansfer,

in applied research and development, in encouraging

1O)
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partnerships between business 'and higher education, and in

making bettor use of our educational ascots.

Among the most critical factors attracting

technologyoriented firms are a skilled work force, a high

quality of life, positive community attitudes and access to

higher education and related research facilities. States

which make investments in their communities; in their

educatineal systems; in support for the arts, culture,

llbrares. and recreational facilities; to clean air and

water; to anti-crime measures; and in creating n favorable

environment for new entrepreneurs will be those which attract

the new and 11:4citing pronpectp for the economies of tomorrow.

1141VV made there our priorities in Pennsylvania.

"A w.ir between the states" which concentrates on these

factors and not random "smokestack chasing" will benefit us

all.

At the same time, we must continue to provide support

el.'hanIsms for advanced-technology growth, Pennsylvania was

the first status to develop end implement a set of

sparkle advanced-technology policies.

i.e eutoblish,d the Governor's New Product Award Program

and the Covernor'e School for the Sciences, which provides an

intpnHve %orr,er program of college-level instruction for

outtanding sophomore and junior high school students. Our

SrAl Rt,rle,,ss Research Seed Grant Program provider research
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and development funds directly.to small firms active in

technological innovation.

We have initiated a threefold increase In high school

science and mathematics graduation requirements. We support

the nation's premier technology transfer organisation in the

Pennsylvania Technical Assistance Program (PENNTAP). We also

have earmarked federal and state funds for technology

training, including computer literacy In the schools and the

upgrading of mathematics and science skills of our public

school teachers.

In addition, an important part of our overall economic

development program is concentrated on increasing available

,npitel. In June, the General Assembly approved my proposed

10 percent reduction in our corporate net income tax, which

will free nr anticipated $180 million over the next three

years for new investment.

Our Pennsylvania Industrial Development Authority (PIRA)

has served since the 195Gs as n role model for other states in

the 4ticn of lo-intetist lonns for business expansions,

In 19140, this program was altered through legislation to

provide additional incentives for firms with fewer than 50

employeee,

thtn, the number of smell businesses receiving PIRA

loans has more than tripled, and todny nearly half of all

iheqp le,nrin go to burinesres. In addition, nearly $50
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milli..a of PIDA funding has Ole to advanced-technology firms,

which currently are targeted fir 25 percent of its resources.

Another source of capital was made available by

chanelling state-controlled federal Appalachian Regional

Commission (ARC) funds to a newly created Pennsylvania Capital

Loan Fund. This year an additional $15 million in state funds

was earmarked to supplement ARC dollars over the next rhree

years.

Recently I also signed legislation permitting the use of

up to 1 percent of our state public school employees re.ire-

ment funds to provide up to an additional $100 million in

venture capital for the birth and expansion of small

entrepreneurial firme.

Finally, Pennsylvania voters this spring approved by a

2-1 ma,.gin a $190 million bond issue to fund a variety of

other new initiatives, such as providing'loan assistance to'

employees who wish to buy out firms that otherwise would close

or move elsewhere, increasing aid to our Pennsylvania Minority

Dusinosr. nevelopment Authority, providing loans and grants for

business infrastructure improvements associated with major

industrial expansions, and supplementing existing small

business incubator and educational programs.

Pcnnnylvaniale economic development strategy has been

carefully designed to insure that our state capitalises on the

potertfal of advanced-technology growth so as to become a full

participant in America's economic recovery.
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The National Governors' Association Task Force on Techno-

logical Innovation, of which I strve au vice chairman, found

that nearly all states are undertaking similar initiatives to

address their particular economic problems. Technological

Innovation has boon found to be a critical element in nearly

all state econumic development strategies.

These strategies rely on the strong American traditions

f entrepreneurship and innovation. For me there can be no

'ester hi,.t.rtc example of thin spirit than our own Ben

Franklin. As one French admirer said of Franklin: "He

snatched the lightning from the henvenq." We should strive to

he As bold in our stratogion for economic development.

lhank you

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Governor, and
to both of you. I want to thank you for your testimony, for the time
that you spent in coming down here, and presenting your testimo-
ny.

You both alluded to it somewhat but I'd like maybe specific com-
ments on it. To what extent do you believe State and local govern-
ments are getting away from the beggar-thy-neighbor job pirating
strategies that many of our States engaged in in the past, and are
now concentrating more on the strategies you spoke of here today,
that is, as I understand it, developing strengths in your own States,
assisting the startup of new firms and the expansion of already ex-
isting firms?

Governor THORNBURGH. I think the overall concensus of State
governments today is to get away from smokestack chasing. I think
even a look at the statistics would indicate that very few major op-
portunities for industrial expansion arise from that particular
strategy. My recollection is that statistics show that less than 5
percent of the new jobs created nationwide result from shifts in
business location.

In our State we have enunciated a specific strategy which has
three components. The first priority is to assist existing Pennsylva-
nia firms to stay in business and to expand. The second is to en-
courage the start up of new firms, as I mentioned in my testimony,
particularly small businesses on the cutting edge of the technologi-
cal innovation. And our third priority is to selectively recruit new
plants and investment, especially from those industries that might
help diversify our economic base and offer long-term growth poten-
tial. With two emphases: One on attracting more foreign invest-
ment, that is, investment from abroad, and, second, effectively com-
peting for some of the advanced technology opportunities that are
going to be there without smoke stack chasing.
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The best example of that, Congressman Lungren, I think is afirm from the Silicon Valley, Z-Beck [phonetic', from Ed Chiles dis-trict that wan looking for a locale on the east coast to establish
their operation. Having been attracted to look at Pennsylvania
through our Advanced Technology Center at Lehigh at Bethlehem,
they established their locale and hold out the promise of about athousand new jobs there that will give them a foothold in the east
coast markets.

It's a kind of a leap from the Silicon Valley to the Lehigh Valley,
which we think is indicative of the kind of opportunities that areavailable in a State like ours.

Representative LUNGREN. Governor Matheson.
Governor MATHESON, I think that traditionally it would be fair tosay that there was a time when we would go out and capture

bodily and bring any job into the State, regardless of what the
nature of the job was, simply because the need to have that par-ticular piece of business was so great. But you learn very quickly in
the world of reality that you have end up targeting your Statepolicy on how you survive in the economic broadening of yourState's base.

And so, while we traditionally sought employers in the tradition-
al way, the targeting concept of what we have uniquely to offer to
those we wish to join us has become the public policy in our State,
One of the things that we have discovered, interestingly enough, isthat while we all love to go out and court major new businessbut
they don't come into your State very often.

The way you really make this work is you go out and you devel-
op an atmosphere that attracts little pieces of businesses that come
over a period of time and over 80 percent of all of the jobs in our
States come from very small businesses.

We made an interesting discovery. If you can find ways to help
that small businessman, give him a small business revitalization
loan, if you can give him some incentive at the State level through
legislation, if you can give him some inducement, if you can pro-
vide him with trained people in his business when he needs them,
then your base suddenly begins to broaden. So we have attempted
to develop our resources directed in a Oramatic way toward that
small businessman who produces over 80 percent of those jobs and
we have attempted to do that by encouraging business that is al-
ready there to expand and modernize, but we are still anxious to
bring new business into the State.

The idea of going out and recruiting another Kennecott or a new
Geneva Steel, those things simply don't happen in the real world
today and those are industries that are being squeezed down. So,
the strategy now is to target and to try and go into the areas where
you can find measurable successes.

Just one example. We have one of the major Federal installa-
tions in our State, Hill Air Force Base, and they do about $40 mil-
lion of business a year with contracts with small business. Much to
my dismay, when I looked at the list, most of that business was
going to small business outside of my State. And the reason we dis-
covered was because the people in the State didn't know how to ef-
fectively prepare the bids and compete for the business. So we de-cided that we would train our small businessman to go out and do
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the things that he had not traditionally done and that's the kind of
relationship that we want the small businessman to have in the
State and now we're starting to pull off some of that business.

And that., basically, I think is the atmosphere that we've used.
Representative Lurwitm. Obviously, there's a general agreement

that the old practice of smokestack c.iasing doesn't make sense in
today's environment. But, let me just ask you about the episode we
had with MCC, that joint venture of a number of high tech firms to
establish a research and development center. Is that smoke stack
chasin with a new twist? Is that high-tech chasing?

Governor THORNBURGH. Chip chasing.
Re presentative LUNGRF.N. Chip chasing? Is that unique or is that

a suggestion that perhaps we're going to fall into the old trap again
of trying to take something from other States as best we can? I
mean, obviously, the company wants to come in. You're going to do
everything you can to bring them in, but that's different than a
strategy of specifically going out and trying to pick off the fruit
from trees of other States.

Governor THORNBURGH. Yes, I think both Scott Matheson and I
would agree. We wouldn't turn anybody away and the MCC thing I
think is somewhat illustrative, but unique. We were among those
who talked to that organization at the time that they were kind of
up for grabs, but obviously the Texas commitment was so heavy in
terms of financial commitment that we didn't feel we could get
beyond the first or second round.

And I think we're a little bit wary of those propositions. In the
mid-1960's in a great deal ofor mid-1970's in a great deal of flour-
ish we attracted a major foreign investment, Volkswagen, in Penn-
sylvania. Held out the promise of some 5,000-7,000 jobs and made
substantial commitments in terms of tax abatement, financial aide
from the State, and attracted a good deal of attention.

Today that facility is struggling and the job projections have not
been realized, and while we have extended every bit of assistance
we can in terms of job training and modernization, I think there is
the hint of a lesson there about putting all of your eggs in one
basket.

But we have tried to learn, as Governor Matheson indicates the
policy is in Utah, of being more diversified, focusing more on small
business, adopting specific strategies that are designed to help the
entrepreneur. That I think is the keystone of what we are looking
at, of giving a menu to the prospective entrepreneurial investor
and actor that enables him to take advantage of what we can do.

Let me just mention a couple of examples if I might, Congress-
man Lungren. We mentioned, both of us, I think, in passing, the
small business incubator concept. This provides a physical facility
where a number of small businessesin fact, in many cases one
personcan headquarter himself or herself and use joint and
common facilities for stenographic services, for photocopying, for
computer terminals, and the like, when they are getting started,
when they don't have a million dollars in venture capital socked
away.

Second, programs of technical assistance. How do they keep their
books? What kind of contract form should they have? The kind of
things that are cranked out for major multinational corporations
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by giant legal and accounting staffs simply aren't available to the
one-man, two-man, what have you operation.

So those kinds of things that can be furnished, the technical
bases.

The other is what Scott mentioned, about regulatory review. Wehave a small business action center, one phone number where asmall business person can call and get help in working through the
maze of the bureaucracy without being fobbed off one after anotherto 12 or 15 different agencies where forms, permits, regulations,
and the like have to be dealt with. We have had some 30,000 phone
calls to that number, and I think about 29,995 satisfied customersfrom that service.

Representative LUNGREN. Probably only get the letters from thefive that were not satisfied.
Governor THORNBURGH. Well, that is right. I hear from them.
Finally, another thing that I couldn't agree more with Governor

Matheson on, and that is this business of procurement. Small busi-
nesses that ought to be encouraged and helped and aided and in-fbrmed about the Government procurement process so that they
can participate, No. 1, for their own good but, No. 2, for the good of
Government because more competition is going to produce lower
prices and lower cost to the taxpayer if some of these smaller, more
efficient, cost-efficient operations are participating in the procore-tnent process.

Those kinds of specific strategies, it seems to me, are targeted di-
rectly at the small business entrepreneur about which you have ex-pressed your principal concern.

Representative LUNGREN. Let me ask this question to both of
yoU, and that is, you both mentioned the centrality of the universi-ty and college community toward not only basic research, for
Which you both suggested the Federal Government has primary re-sponsibility, but in terms of the transfer of that basic research intoreal use, help to businesses and so forth. There is no doubt, it
seems to me, that this is something that is necessary, but in many
ways it is a nontraditional role for the universities and colleges.We had hearings about 1 year ago on a slightly different subject,
but somewhat related, on the question of the training and retrain-
ing of the American work force. We had testimony .''rom a number
of different States as to how they had some resistance on the partof the college community toward allowing the private sector tocome in and give them not only just some advice but some real di-
rection as to where they should be training people because it wouldbe an insult to train someone for a job that doesn't exist.

Have you experienced any reluctance or any problems on thepart of the universities in this nontraditional role of technologytransfer, if' I might just use a very general term, as opposed to
basic research?

Governor Matheson.
Governor MATHESON. We have had several years of productive

experience with our institutions of higher learning. However, the
main support comes from that portion of the university family thatis in the technical field. Those who ire experienced in doing the job
and who have been in the basic research are usually quite sophisti-
cated about sharing and developing processes with the State and
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the private community. The adm: )istrative people sometimes, the
managers are sometimes a little bit difficult to deal with and like
to keep jurisdictional lines fairly separated.

But for example, I went to one institution of higher learning and
had lunch in the research park and the president of the institution
had never been in the research park. And that kind of example
kind of shook me 'ip a little. That has all changed, and we sudden-
ly realized that all of the pieces of action at the institutional level
on the campuses and in the research park have to fit into all of the
things hat are going on in the Government and in the private
sector and all of us have to work at this very closely together be-
cause we can't waste anything any more. And so the public/private
partnership concept, which I absolutely think is the key to how you
fit this all together, is beginning to make more sense.

May I just point out last, you mentioned the role of the Federal
Government in basic research. I am absolutely convinced that if we
don't maintain our commitment to basic researchand I don't
meant the Federal Government ought to pay all of that bill, but
that is one place the Federal Government is very, very helpful and
valuable in this equation we are talking about today because if you
don't have ideas this whole thing fails. Yvu got to convert ideas
into whatever we do, and so I encourage you when you are looking
at what recommendations you might wish to extract from your
hearings, that basic research commitment from the Federal Gov-
ernment I think is absolutely critical.

Representative LUNGREN. Governor Thornburgh, please comment
about the question of the difficulty, if any, of the university and
college community in filling this role.

Governor THORNBURGH. Well, there is an awkwardness on occa-
sion when pure academe comes up against the realities of the free
enterprise system, but there is a tried and true technique that we
have used in funding our Ben Franklin partnership centers; that is,
funding them on a competitive basis, and the basis for judging how
we divvy up the State share of the appropriation is not the basis of
how much basic research or laboratory work that can be done but
what is being done to transfer the technology into the marketplace
and create jobs, which is the prime indicator that we utilize. And
thus far that process has worked very well.

I think at the outset there was, frankly, on the part of some
actual or potential participants in this program a view that this
was just one more subsidy for further academic research that could
be used as the university or college chose to do so. But I think that
has been dispelled, and in fact there is a very positive response
from the universities and a recognition that this interaction with
the real world of entrepreneurial growth is a positive thing from
their point of view.

On job training I think there is a real untapped potential. I have
submitted to the committee this morning a report issued just yes-
terday in our customized job training program in Pennsylvania.
This, it seems to me, is one of the most exciting things for an econ-
omy whose base is in such a transition as we are.

We have communities in our State where generations have
worked in the coal mines, the steel mills, heavy industrial plants
that were long the hallmark of Pennsylvania's industrial base, and
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those jobs aren't there any more. Because of increased efficiency,
technology, and frankly a good deal of unfair foreign competition,
those job pools have shrunk, and the challenge of training and re-
training those individuals who grew used to relying on the industry
is enormous.

The traditional job training technique used in our State, and I
suspect in many others, was to take a pool of able-bodied men and
women, train so many of them as carpenters, painters, electricians,
and welders and when they were through tell them to go get a job.
Through the customized job training process we have gone to m-
ployers and said:

What do you need, and if we train them will you guarantee them a job at the end
of the process, or if you have a current work force which needs to be upgraded in
skills and talent to operate in the new technology that you have in your plant, if we
pay the tab will you commit to stay here and continue to provide that kind of em
ployment?

Over the last 2 years, as exemplified in this report, we have seen
some 4,500 Pennsylvanians at a very low cost provided with that
kind of job security and job enhancement, simply on the basis of
saying we are not going to train you for jobs that may not be there,
but we are (going to absolutely ensure that those jobs are going to
be forthcoming.

Now, that process has in turn involved a lot of our smaller com-
munity colleges and other educational institutions because the
plant that I was in Pittsburgh yesterday, at Union Switch and
Signal, which has been one of the major participants in this oper-
ation, they found simply that they couldn't do all the training with
their in-plant personnel, and that has brought them into contact
with the Allegheny County Community College in Pittsburgh,
which has provided a lot of the training personnel, and a spinoff
there of their further insights into the techniques that can be uti-
lized, in this case computer-assisted design, computer-assisted man-
ufacturing programs, and you are creating a whole new community
out there which is supportive of the transition that we have to un-
dertake.

Representative LUNGREN. The other day we had hearings as part
of this series on an area that I really wasn't that conversant in,
that of Federal labs, and although they can't be the primary source
of technology transfer or technological innovation they are a re-
source that we ought not to ignore, and I think that many of us in
Goveinment mi the Federal level have not understood their impor-
tance. The individuals who testified, representing the Federal labs,
indicated that a catalyst was needed to bring together all the play-
ersprivate companies, universities, the Federal Government and
the Federal labsand they seemed to suggest that the States
would be the natural level or entity to play that role.

I might ask both of you what your experience has been with the
Federal lab system and what you think the States might be able to
do to encourage the technology transfer from these laboratories,
recognizing they won't provide a majority of it but that it is a re-
suarce that we ought not to forget about.

Governor MATHESON. I think the idea of folding the Federal lab
overall technology into the operations at the State level is a pro-
ductive thought. W do not have a gloat deal of association with
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the Federal labs, but frankly they are very helpful to us with re-
spect to grant requests, They make their equipment accessible to
us at our institutions of higher learning basically on request. We
have an excellent working relationship with them, Where there is
research that is compatible we often do that jointly.

One of the interesting ways that we have been able to utilize
them is to send graduate students from our institutions of higher
learning into the labs on a transfer basis where they have had pro-
ductive learning experiences. I don't think we have really devel-
opcd that relationship in the sense that you are describing, but I
certainly think that we have the basis upon which a pt 3ductive re-
lationship of that kind could be developed.

Representative LUNGREN. Governor Thornburgh.
Governor THORNBURGH. We have eight Federal labs in Pennsyl-

vania and through the Federal Laboratory Consortium are able to
develop a fair idea of what use can be made of those facilities, and
in many cases they have proved to be extremely valuable.

There are two things that I think perhaps are worth mentioning
in this regard. Earlier this year I testified before the Senate Judici-
ary Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights, and Trademarks in sup-
port of Senator Dole's bill S. 2171, which would widen the potential
for use of patents developed with Government funds, and in con-
nection with that the U.S. Commerce Department under thi3 pend-
ing legislation would be given overall responsibility for 'reating a
climate favorable to the commercialization of the results of federal-
ly funded research.

How that relates to the labs, I think, is that while we are aware
of and in contact with the eight labs in Pennsylvania we have very
little idea of what the other labs outside of our region do, and if
there was a centralized clearinghouse and a loosening of the ability
of entrepreneurial efforts to capitalize on some of this Federal re-
search I think you would see a veritable explosion in the use of the
very important research and development work that is done by
these Federal laboratories.

Representative LUNGREN. One of the intriguing things we found
out in our discussion was that there is a center of information that
is supposed to then make available this information to businesses,
State governments, and so forth. They indicated to us that the No.
1 user of that information at the present time is a small, little, tiny
company you probably never heard of called Mitsubishi.

There seems to be a lack of information that that information is
available, and I think those of us in Congress are probably as
guilty as anybody and one ofI guess it is called the National
Technical Information Serviceone of the things I want to do after
these hearings hopefully is to make Members of Congress aware
and make State authorities aware of this fact because if Japan is
using it and then actually applying it in terms of their indus-try--

Governor THORNBURGH. They probably don't feel constrained--
Representative LUNGREN [continuing]. Then obviously it is

worthwhile and we are not using it.
Governor THORNBURGH. I don't think they feel particularly con-

strained by our patent laws in that regard either. That may have
something to do with it.
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Representative LUNGREN. But this is information that is avail-able, readily available, publicly. But I think you make a good pointthat we ought to do a better job of making sure that not only youknow what is going on in the eight national labs that are in yourState but also others.
I know that your time is short, Governor Thornburgh, and I

know, Governor 'Matheson, you have to leave as well. Let me justask you one quick question, and if we don't have time for you to gointo it maybe you could submit an answer to it.
Recently the voters of Rhode Island soundly defeated a proposal

of industrial policy for their State. I think the vote was somethinglike 80 to 20, which is about as strong a commitment you are evergoing to get from the voters in any direction. And some had sug-gested that that proposal that was defeated was the blueprint for
economic development in that State.

I wonder if you might be able to contrast your own experience
with that of the Rhode Island case, suggesting perhaps where that
went wrong and where your State's approach tow irc. that develop-ment is different from that.

Governor Thornburgh.
Governor THORNBURGH. Well, far be it from me to expertise onthe Rhode Island experience. I have got enough problems--
Representative LUNGREN. I know that is kind of a dicey thing to

ask you to do, but it certainly hit with a thunderbolt here around
those who were talking about a national industrial policy.

Governor THORNBURGH. Yes; I can certainly tell you this, that in
Pennsylvania our voters approved by a 2-to-1 margin a $190 millionbond issue, which was just short of the amount that was talkedabout in Rhode Island, that had been developed on a consensus
basis with bipartisan support, with private sector input, in a verycareful and deliberate way that we felt built upon and supplement-
ed our ongoing efforts that I have described here today rather than
attempted to overlay what we thought was a careful and methodi-
cal program with something called an industrial policy.

I think you can gather, Congressman Lungren, from my remarksand I suspect Scott's today that being in the governmental business
ourselves we are somewhat wary of delegating to elected or ap-pointed officials the direction of our economy. I cannot reiterate
strongly enough how much of our success in adapting to the need
for change in Pennsylvania has depended upon the enthusiasm ofthe private sector. I mentioned that we have now committed over
$100 million in our Ben Franklin program. That was supposed to
be done on a 1-to-1 basis, one public dollar, one private dollar. In
point of fact, private response has been about $3 private for every$1 public, and that is a fair measure of the degree of enthusiasm
that has been expressed for the entire project.

So I think that government's role as a catalyst rather than a dic-
tator of economic trends is far more productive, and my guess
would be that at least in perception part of the problem in Rhode
Island might have been that difference.

Representative LUNGREN. Governor Matheson.
Governor MATHESON. We went through an interesting exercise

called The Agenda for the 1980's and we tried to sit down and
disect what the industrial future of our State ought to be and input
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came in on a broad basis and we received a whole series of recom-
mendations for bonding and for other things to do.

The interesting thing that I now in retrospect see is the level of
success of the recommendations of the agenda for the 1980's is di-
rectly proportional to how much homework we put into getting
that implemented. If you get the business community to support a
bond issue or whatever we think ought to be a part of that policy,
we've been able to, on a case-by-case basis, market those ideas.

Occasionally, where you want to do something of that sort and
you don't go out and do your homework, you can lose. That hap-
pens occasionally as well, but, for example, bonding is a major part
of investment in your public infrastructure which, of course, is a
part of your economic base and I've gone before my legislature
nine times and they've bonded nine times since I've been Governor,
which is three times as much as all of the bonding in the State's
history.

So, I think that we're maturing in our State, in the sense we're
yilling to go out and gamble a little more in those specific areas
..ind I applaud that. But, I have something going in my State that
I'm sure that Dick has as well.

We have a tradition of investing in our own future and building
and working. It's something that everybody takes for granted. So, if
I can harness those attributes into an industrial concept it has a
good chance of success simply beer use of the background of the
State.

Representative LUNGREN. Well, I want to thank both of you for
appearing here. I've got a whole host of questions I could continue
to ask on this issue. It's obviously a very interesting one and one
that hopefully the Congress will pursue.

As I said, sometimes we forget the human element here. How do
you encourage the human element? How do you encourage entre-
preneurship as opposed to just viewing things? How do you take
somebody or some company from some other State and take care of
your problem short term?

I know both of you have to leave. I want to again thank you, and,
Governor Thornburgh and Governor Matheson, enjoy the Olympics
and if you happen to see volleyball, remember its in my district.
[Laughter.]

Governor THORNBURGH. Thank you, Congressman Lungren.
Governor MATHESON. Thank you, Congressman Lungren.
Representative LUNGREN. OK. At this time I'd ask Mr. Donald

Beilman, the president of Microelectronics Center of North Caroli-
na, and Mr. Peter Brennan, a partner of Brennan & Garson, to
come forward and appear on the same panel.

To both of you, I would like to extend greetings and thank you
for the time that you spent in preparing your testimony, as well as
the time to be spent here. We could go on and on this for hours
and days. Unfortunately, we have the press of time of about an
hour and, so, I would ask that your prepared statements will
appear in the record as they are and ask you to proceed as you
wish.

And perhaps if you could try and limit your opening remarks to
between 10 and 15 minutes, we could then get into questicais and
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answers. Hopefully, questions would be prompted by your testimo-
ny this morning. So, Mr. Beilman, if you'd like to begin.

STATEMENT OF DONALD S. HEILMAN, PRESIDENT,
MICROELECTRONICS CENTER OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. BEILMAN. Thank you, Congressman Lungren, for this oppor-
tunity to express my views on North Carolina's strategies for im-
proving the economic climate for innovation and growth. We hope
our experiences and approaches will be of value to the committee
and others interested in this strategic area.

As I prepared this statement I've tried to incorporate my views
currently as the president of the Microelectronics Center of North
Carolina, as well as from my prior 30-year career experience as a
business executive in high technology industry.

The United States has maintained it's leadership in technology
by providing a permissive environment in which to foster new
ideas and innovations. I think the challenge before us now is to de-
velop a hightened permissive environment to meet the more inten-
sive international competition, and this requires business, educa-
tion and Government to work together in new and creative ways.

My comments today will focus on how States in general and
North Carolina in particular become full partners in promoting
and supporting nondefense technology innovation for maint-Aning
world economic leadership. I say nondefense, recognizing what de-
fense outlays for R&D are very substantial, 65 to 75 percent of
total Federal R&D funds.

The predominant motivation for State action is to develop condi-
tions within each State which provide more and better jobs for
people. The result is that State governments are assuming more re-
sponsibility for technological innovation.

In 1982, North Carolina Gov. Jim Hunt stated that:
in matters other than defense and space, the center of gravity for technological

innovation must shift from the Federal Government to State governments.
This process is well underway in North Carolina and it has con-

tinued to be the policy of our State.
The evolution of the State of North Carolina to the position of

leadership in technological innovation is the result of a consciously
structured, coherent, statewide strategy. I use the word "strategy'
as contrasted to industrial development policy because I believe
States can have some influence on the direction of their economic
development from an industrial point of view, rather than just in-
dividual acts to stimulate business activities in the State.

This approach is in contrast to the old fragmented efforts by De-
partment of Commerce shotgunning for any and every segment of
industry. North Carolina's new technology initiative began nearly
30 years ago with the establishment of the Research Triangle Park
which is a cooperative effort between the three major universi-
tiesDuke, North Carolina State, and Chapel Hill. The $1 million
in seed money has led to what is now a $1 billion investment.

The establishment of the park was based on several continuing
realities.

First, North Carolina universities, at great expense to the State,
were turning out many highly qualified graduates in science and
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engineering who were leaving the State because few employment
opportunities existed.

Second, North Carolina was experiencing erosion of its basic in-
dustries of apparel, textiles, tobacco, and to some extent, furniture.
The recognition of these realities and the farsighted convictions
and aggressive attitudes on the part of public officials, universities
and private industry has been an essential element in the formula-
tion of an integrated North Carolina strategy for technology inno-
vation.

The North Carolina long-term strategy for modern economic de-
velopment is based on three general principles. First, a healthy
economic environment based on a constitutionally mandated bal-
anced budget. We find that companies coming in regard that as a
very positive factor. Second, a carefully structured program to
ensure an adequate 'eternal structure for the support of industry.

And, third, and t...e subject of my comments this morning, a
major set of programs to support all elements of education with
lipecial programs to reinforce high priority research and technelogy
and the environment thereof, with universities in the Atr.zte. The
Joint. Economic Committee report on industry location stressed the
importance of the academic element in new plant locations and
technology development. As an individual who has been responsi-
ble for locating high technology industry, I found that to be an ex-
tremely important element,

Th,. North Carolina General Assembly has supported the State
education and technology strategy with very substantial funding
commitments. Recognizing the reinforcement of the public school
system as a basic foundation of economic development, the general
assembly added $280 million to the $1.4 billion annual base budget
for this new fiscal year. That is a supplementary budget addition.

Special technology innovation programs launched by North Caro-
lina leaders since 1983 include new State appropriations of more
than $160 million. In the 1984-85 fiscal year alone the State has
committed $106 million to expand technology related research, edu-
cation and training programs.

The total 2-year expenditures include these three major ele-
ments. The first element of modern technical education included
$88 million for the community college system. The North Carolina
Community College system includes 58 campuses across the State;
90 percent of the population is within commuting distance of one of
these community colleges and 600,000 citizens participate each year
in their educational programs.

The programs are continually updated to include the skills neces-
sary to support new technology industry. Working closely with in-
dustry, individual training programs are custom designed for exist-
ing and new industries to prepare workers for specific high technol-
ogy jobs. I might add that when I located a major integrated circuit
facility in North Carolina they promised me I d have all the talent
I needed when we opened the doors and they met that promise and
made it a very successful start up.

The second element is higher education and training; $27 million
has been provided in the last 2 years for new university engineer-
ing computer science buildings. A major goal has been established
to improve quality and quantity of graduate programs in science
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and engineering at North Carolina universities by accelerating new
building programs. These new facilities are essential for providing
talent for supporting innovation requirements in basic industry as
well as new high technology industry.

The third element is State-sponsored research centers and we're
somewhat unique here I believe; $32 million in the last 2 years for
the North Carolina Biotechnology Center and the Microelectronics
Center of North Carolina, related facilities, research programs and
operations. North Carolina has established two major research cen-
ters. The Microelectronics Center of North Carolina and the Bic,.
technology Center.

I direct the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina where
we've established a major national resource for modern electronics
by combining the microelectronics resources of five universities;
the three triangle universities, North Carolina University, A&T,
the black university at Greensboro, and the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte. Our consortium also includes the Research
Tria.Igle Institute which is located in the Research Triangle Park.

With State support of $46 million today and strong industrial
participation, the center is a unique technology transfer mecha-
nism dedicated to achieving next generation microelectronics man-
ufacturing technology that will benefit North Carolina and the
Nation. I might point out that this is a unique State funded situa-
tion. There is no national laboratory for microelectronics even
though it is a most pervasive technology and influences many seg-
ments of American industry.

I might add that I'm now evaluating a Canadian proposal to es-
tablish two such university based centers specifically for technolo-
gy transfer to industry. The use of separate entities for this pur-
pose tends to obviate any undesirable impacts on the university
educational roles.

While the North Carolina microelectronics program has been
achieved without Federal support to date, but there are opportuni-
ties for creative Federal involvement, particularly with regard to
technology support for small businesses. With minimal incremental
Federal support, existing technology centers such as ours in coop-
eration with universities such as MIT, Cornell, Arizona, Texas,
Stanford, Carnegie Mellon, Rensselear, Utah, and others could play
an even more important role of meeting the international chal-
lenge to U.S. supremacy in technology innovation in the important
field of modern electronics.

Such a program colld support the technology needs of the hun-
dreds, if not thousands, of critically important emerging small busi-
nesses in modern electronics P nd related areas. These small busi-
nesses cannot afford involvement in the expensive joint develop-
ment companies being formed by large U.S. electronic firms to
maintain their own competitive positions. The same needs and op-
portunities for small business will evolve in other fields, such as
biotechnology in the future.

With regard to small business innovation, for nearly 30 years the
State of North Carolina has implemented one of the most effective
programs for technology ir.rovation and industrial development.
The State has already ex,,etit, iced considerable success in attract-
ing high technology indu, try +..) the State. Over the past 5 years,
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high technology industry has invested over $3 billion in new plants
and facilities. I might add, since the MCC location competition,
North Carolina was one of the final four contestants, North Caroli-
na has acquired over $300 million of new high-technology industry
capital, in just a little over a year, and 3,000 jobs without having to
buy companies to come into the State.

Public and private investment in research and development in
North Carolina now total more,than $600 million per year. Those
investments in R&D must also result in increased development of
new spinoff companies in order to stimulate additional use of tech-
nology to further economic growth.

Therefore, the next phase in our development strategy is greater
emphasis and entrepreneurship in small business innovation. We
are encouraging the startup of new firms through three basic
mechanisms: A State initiative, increased support of a Federal pro-
gram, and private investment. We have developed and established
a Technological Development Authority which is currently helping
local communities establish incubator facilities to nurture new
firms and to provide innovation funding, as some other States are
doing, and our budget will be double this coming year.

The State also helps North Carolina firms participate more effec-
tively in the small business innovation research, SBIR program. In
the first round of the program, North Carolina firms won 18
awards amounting to almost $800,000 with an award ratio of one in
six, one of the best in the Nation.

By the way, the SBIR program could benefit from even more
active State involvement. As the Federal funding for SBIR expands
by more than a factor of 10 by 1987, to $450 million, to support
small business, there's a major role for the States to encourage and
to help educate people in making more effective proposals.

The private sector is also recognizing the tremendous potential
that exists in the technology change taking place in North Caroli-
na. Venture capital funds from outside the State are now showing
interest and there are internal initiatives to develop capital, but in-
creased availability of venture capital is a continuing need in
North Carolina as in other technology growth States. North Caroli-
na is also examining the appropriate use of State pension funds for
venture support as other States are doh'''.

And now some comments concerning the Federal role in innova-
tion. The Government must insure the opportunity for all its
wople to function effectivu:y in today's society. State and local gov-
ernments are closest to the people and therefore have the primary
responsibility to provide the environment for technological innova-
tion and the resulting jobs.

Not .:h Carolina's very substantial investment and technology
structure have provided the essential base for the facilities pro-
grams and environment essential for its own technological vitality.
The collective efforts of all the States results in the vitality of the
Nation.

So, what then should be the Federal role? I believe that the F
eral Government should be supportive of technological innovat on
in the commercial sector, that Federal policy should be support:ve
of State initiatives and contribute to the °serail environment that
encourages innovation.
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Federal policies and programs generally bhould do the following:
First, provide increased support to basic, nondefense research atour universities that leads to new discoveries, expands our knowl-edge hse, and supports national objectives of continued world lead-ership in technology and its application.

Second, develop new mechanisms for the accelerated transfer oftechnology from the enormous R&D expenditures in the national
laboratories, national defense, and space to commercial uses with
major emphasis on making this technology accessible by small busi-
ness. It'r interesting to note that the 700 national laboratories,
have a budget of approximately X6 billion, which is approximately
the entire amount spent by the top 50 universities in research and
development across the country.

Third, selectively leverage State investments, with industry sup-
port, to achieve faster results in technology development and appli-
cation, particularly where States cannot fund the total level of ex-cellence to support key technologies of national interest.

Fourth, through tax and other incentives, encourage industry toprovide broader support to university research well beyond the 4
percent industry currently supports. Consider tax provisions thatwould give full recognition to the value of new structural mecha-nisms such as university related nonprofit educational and re-search organizations.

Fifth, support modern technology education and research equip-
ment requirements at, universities where today the equipment iswoefully obsolete, with little hope of this critical situation being
rectified in the short term. The resolution of this issue is extremely
important if we are to develop the quantity and quality of talent to
support the increasingly complex job of meaningful technological
innovation and economic development.

Let me conclude my testimony by emphasizing that North Caro-
lina's investments in technology innovation are regarded just asfundamental business investments in the future of the State. Indi-
vidual and collective 1 "adership by governors, State legislators and
university and business executives continues to be the primaryfactor in North Carolina's success in supporting such investments
for technological innovation and economic redevelopment.

I thank you for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bei lman follows:]

1 ()<4, J
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PREPARED STATIMENT OP DONALD S. DELMAN

MR, CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE THANK YOU FOR THIS

OPPORTUNITY TO EXPPESS MY VIEWS ON STATE STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING

THE ECONOMIC CLIMATE FOR INNOVATION AND GROWTH, WE ARE PROUD OF

OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN NORTH CAROLINA AND HOPE OUR EXPERIENCES AND

APPROACHES WILL BE OF VALUE TO THE COMMITTEE AND OTHERS INTERESTED

IN THIS IMPORTANT STRATEGIC AREA,

AS I HAVE PREPARED THIS STATEMENT, I HAVE TRIED TO

INCORPORATE MY VIEWS CURRENTLY AS THE PRESIDENT OF THE

MICROELECTRONICS CENTER OF NORTH CAROLINA, AS WELL AS MY RECENT

EXPERIENCE AS A BUSINESS EXECUTIVE IN HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY,
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INTRODUCTION

IT IS GENERALLY ACCEPTrD THAT INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION FOR

TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP HAS NEVER BEEN MORE INTENSE,

THE UNITED STATES HAS MAINTAINED ITS LEADERSHIP IN TECHNOLOGY

BY PROVIDING A PERMISSIVE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH TO FOSTER NEW IDEAS

AND INNOVATIONS. THE CHALLENGE NOW BEFORE US IS TO DEVELOP A

HEIGHTENED ENVIRONMENT TO MEET THE MORE INTENSIVE INTERNATIONAL

COMPETITION, TOGETHER, GOVERNMENT, BUSINESS AND EDUCATION MUST

DEVELOP THIS NEW ENVIRONMENT AND MEET THIS SCIENTIFIC AND ECONOMIC

CHALLENGE,

REQUIREMENT FOR IECHNOLOGY INNOVATION.

MAINTAINING U..S, SUPREMACY IN TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION IS OF

MAJOR NATIONAL AND STATE INTEREST FOR THREE REASONS.

THE FIRST TWO RELATE TO MAINTENANCE OF A LEADERSHIP POSITION

IN THE WORLD ECONOMY:

THE U. S. HAS MAINTAINS A FAVORABLE BALANCE OF TRADE IN

HIGH TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, THIS INDUSTRIAL

SEGMENT IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT TO U. S. ECONOMIC

HEALTH, ESPECIALLY WITH THE CONTINUED FOREIGN EROSION OF

SOME-OF OUR BASIC INDUSTRIES SUCH AS STEEL AND TEXTILES,
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.
THE CONTINUED INTRODUCTION OF TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION IN

OUR BASIC INDUSTRIES FOR IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY IS

ESSENTIAL FOR MAINTAINING SIGNIFICANT SHARES OF WORLD

MARKETS IN THESE INDUSTRIES,

THE THIRD MAJOR REASON IS MAINTAINING OUR NATIONAL DEFENSE AND

SECURITY WHICH IS HIGHLY DEPENDENT ON TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION,

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE DEFENSE OUTLAYS FOR R&D ARE A

VERY SUBSTANTIAL 65 TO 7U% OF TOTAL FEDERAL R&D FUNDS,

MY COMMENTS TODAY WILL FOCUS ON THE FIRST TWO

REQUIREMENTS... HOW STATES IN GENERAL, AND NORTH CAROLINA IN

PARTICULAR, HAVE BECOME FULL PARTNERS IN PROMOTING AND SUPPORTING

NON-DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION FOR MAINTAINING WORLD ECONOMIC

LEADERSHIP,

STATE INITIATIVES

EACH STATE HAS IMPLEMENTED PROGRAMS WHICH VARY FROM ONE

ANOTHER, AND SHOULD, TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEIR UNIQUE RESOURCE

BASE, A DISCUSSION PAPER RECENTLY PRESENTED AT THE NATIONAL

GOVERNOR'S ASSOCIATION IDENTIFIED FIVE COMMON ACTIVITIES THAT ARE

INTEGRATED INTO MOST STATE PROGRAMS INCLUDING NORTH CAROLINA'S'
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1, SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING RESOURCES WITHIN UNIVERSITIES

ARE BEING BROUGHT INTO CLOSER WORKING RELATIONS WITH THE

PRIVATE SECTOR

2. STEPS ARE BEING TAKEN TO STRENGTHEN QUALITY OF RESEARCH

AND EDUCATION AT STATE INSTITUTIONS

3, STATE RESOURCES ARE BEING MATCHED WITH FUNDAMENTAL

ADVANCES NEEDED IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING TO DETERMINE

AREAS MOST ADVANTAGEOUS TO THE STATE

4, SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS FOR SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ARE

BEING DIFFERENTIATED FROM THOSE ESSENTIAL FOR LARGER

COMPANIES

5, IMPROVEMENTS ARE BEING MADE IN THE INSTITUTIONAL AND

PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

THE PREDOMINANT MOTIVATION FOR STATE ACTION IS TO DEVELOP

CONDITIONS WITHIN EACH STATE WHICH PROVIDE MORE AND BETTER JOBS

FOR PEOPLE, THE RESULT IS THAT STATE GOVERNMENTS ARE ASSUMING

MORE AND MORE RESPONSIBILITY FOR TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS.
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IN 1982 NORTH CAROLINA GOVERNOR JAMES B. HUNT STATED THAT "IN

MATTERS OTHER THAN DEFENSE AND SPACE/ THE CENTER OF GRAVITY FOR

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION MUST SHIFT FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO

STATE GOVERNMENTS," THIS PROCESS WAS WELL UNDERWAY IN NORTH

CAROLINA AT THAT TIME AND HAS CONTINUE.) TO BE THE POLICY OF OUR

STATE,

THE NORTH CAROLINA EXPERIENCE

THE EVOLUTION OF THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA TO A POSITION OF

LEADERSHIP IN TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IS THE RESULT OF A

CONSCIOUSLY STRUCTURED/ COHERENT STATEWIDE STRATEGY, THIS

APPROACH IS IN CONTRAST TO THE OLD FRAGMENTED EFFORTS BY

DEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE SHOTGUNNING FOR ANY AND EVERY SEGMENT OF

INDUSTRY, NORTH CAROLINA'S INITIATIVE BEGAN NEARLY 30 YEARS AGO

WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK/ A

COOPERATIVE EFFORT BETWEEN THE STATE AND THE RESEARCH TRIANGLE

UNIVERSITIES (DUKE U'AlERSITY, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY/

AND THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL), ONE MILLION

DOLLARS IN SEED MONEY HAS LED TO WHAT IS NOW NEARLY A BILLION

DOLLAR INVESTMENT,
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK WAS BASED ON

SEVERAL CONTINUING RELEVANT REALITIES. FIRST, NORTH CAROLINA

UNIVERSITIES, AT GREAT EXPENSE TO THE STATE; WERE TURNING OUT MANY

HIGHLY QUALIFIED GRADUATES IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING WHO WERE

LEAVING THE STATE BECAUSE FEW EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES EXISTED.

SECOND, NORTH CAROLINA WAS EXPERIENCING EROSION OF ITS BASIC

INDUSTRIES OF APPAREL, TEXTILES, FURNITURE AND TOBACCO. THE

RECOGNITION OF THESE REALITIES AND THE FARSIGHTED CONVICTIONS AND

AGGRESSIVE ATTITUDES ON THE PART OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS, UNIVERSITIES

AND PRIVATE INDUSTRY HAS BEEN AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT IN THE

FORMULATION OF AN INTEGRATED NORTH CAROLINA STRATEGY FOR

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATIONS.

THE NORTH CAROLINA STRATEGY FOR TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION HAS

DEPENDED ON AND BENEFITTED FROM SEVERAL FACTORS:

STRONG TOP -DOWN STATE LEADERSHIP GOVERNORS AND GENERAL

ASSEMBLY MEMBERS

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF UNIVERSITIES

STRONG BUSINESS COMMUNITY SUPPORT
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THE STRONG LEADERSHIP DEMONSTRATED BY EACH OF THESE SECTORS

SEPARATELY AN') IN COLLABORATION HAS BEEN THE KEY TO NORTH

CAROLINA'S SUCCESS,

THE NORTH CAROLINA STRATEGY FOR MODERN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

IS BASED ON THREE GENERAL PRINCIPLES:

1ST - A HEALTHY ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT BASED ON A

CONSTITUTIONALLY MANDATED BALANCED BUDGET,

2ND - A CAREFULLY STRUCTURED PROGRAM TO INSURE AN ADEQUATE

INTERNAL STRUCTURE FOR TRANSPORATION, UTILITIES AND

FINANCE,

AND 3RD - A MAJOR SET OF PROGRAMS TO SUPPORT ALL ELEMENTS OF

EDUCATION WITH SPECIAL PROGRAMS TO REINFORCE HIGH

PRIORITY RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY WITH UNIVERSITIES IN

THE STATE.

THE NORTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS SUPPORTED THE STATE

EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY WITH VERY SUBSTANTIAL FUNDING

COMMITMENTS. RECOGNIZING THE REINFORCEMENT OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL

SYSTEM AS A BASIC FOUNDATION OF ECONOMIC REDEVELOPMENT, THE
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY ADDED $280 MILLION TO THE $1,4 BILLION ANNUAL

BASE BUDGET FOR THIS NEW FISCAL YEAR,

SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION PROGRAMS LAUNCHED BY NORTH

CAROLINA LEADERS SINCE 1983 INCLUDE NEW STATE APPROPRIATIONS OF

MORE THAN $160 MILLION. IN THE 1984-85 FISCAL YEAR ALONE THE

STATE HAS COMMITTED AN AppiTioNAL $106 MILLION TO EXPAND

TECHNOLOGY-RELATED RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAMS. THE

jOTAL TWO YEAR EXPENDITURES INCLUDE:

MODERN TECHNICAL EDUCATION - $88 MILLION FOR THE

COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM,

THE NORTH CAROLINA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM INCLUDES 58

CAMPUSES ACROSS THE.STATE, 90% OF THE POPULATION IS WITHIN

COMMUTING DISTANCE CF ONE OF THESE COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND 600,000

CITIZLNS PARTICIPATE EACH YEAR IN THEIR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS,

PROGRAMS ARE CONTINUALLY UPDATED TO INCLUDE THE SKILLS NECESSARY

TO SUPPORT NEW TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY, WORKING CLOSELY WITH

INDUSTRY, INDIVIDUAL TRAINING PROGRAMS ARE DESIGNED FOR EXISTING

AND NEW INDUSTRIES TO PREPARE WORKERS FOR HIGH TECHNOLOGY JOBS.
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NIGHER LDUCATIOP3 AND TRAINING - $27.4 MILLION FOR

UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE BUILDINGS

A MAJOR GOAL HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED TO IMPROVE QUALITY AND

QUANTITY OF OUTPUT OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN SCIENCE AND

ENGINEERING AT NORTH CAROLINA UNIVERSITIES, THIS IS ESSENTIAL FOR

PROVIDING TALENT FOR SUPPORTING INNOVATION REQUIREMENTS IN BASIC,

AS WELL AS NEW HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY,

STATE NR - $32 MILLION FOR THE

NORTH CAROLINA BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTER AND THE

MICROELECTRONICS CENTER OF NORTH CAROLINA RELATED

FACILITIES' RESEARCH PROGRAMS AND OPERATIONS

NORTH CAROLINA HAS ESTABLISHED TWO MAJOR RESEARCH CENTERS,

THE MICROELECTRONICS CENTER OF NORTH CAROLINA (MCNC), AND THE

NORTH CAROLINA BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTER, MCNC, WHICH I DIRECT' HAS

ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS A MAJOR NATIONAL RESOURCE FOR MODERN

ELECTRONICS BY COMBINING THE MICROELECTRONICS RESOURCES OF THE

FIVE UNIVERSITIES (DUKE UNIVERSITY, NORTH CAROLINA A&T STATE

UNIVERSITY' NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY' UNIVERSITY OF NORTH

CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL' UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT
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CHARLOTTE) AND THE RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE, WITH STATE

SUPPORT OF $46 MILLION TO DATE, AND STRONG INDUSTRIAL

PARTICIPATION, MCNC IS A UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER MECHANISM

DEDICATED TO ACHIEVING NEXT GENERATION MICROELECTRONICS
ad

MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL BENEFIT NORTH CAROLINA AND THE

NATION, WHILE THIS HAS ALL BEEN ACHIEVED WITHOUT FEDERAL SUPPORT

TO DATE. THERE ARE OPPORTUNITIES FJR CREATIVE FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT

PARTICULARLY WITH REGARD TO TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT FOR SMALL

BUSINESSES,

WITH MINIMAL INCREMENTAL FEDERAL SUPPORT. EXISTING

TECHNOLOGY CENTERS., SUCH AS OURS, IN COOPERATION WITH UNIVERSITIES

SUCH AS MIT, CORNELL, ARIZONA, TEXAS. STANFORD, UTAH. CARNEGIE

MELLON. RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE. AND OTHERS, COULD PLAY

AN EVEN MORE IM:;.4TANT ROLE IN MEETING THE INTERNATIONAL CHALLENGE

TO U. S. SUPREMACY IN TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION IN THE IMPORTANT FIELD

OF MODERN ELECTRONICS,
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SUCH A PROGRAM COULD SUPPORT THE TECHNOLOGY NEEDS OF THE

HUNDREDS OF CRITICALLY IMPORTANT EMERGING ANL, :MALL BUSINESSES

T:iAT CANNOT AFFORT) INVOLVEMENT IN THE EXPL.SIVE JOINT DEVELOPMENT

COMPANIES BEING FORMED BY LARGE U, S. ELECTRONIC FIRMS TO MAINTAIN

THEIR COMPETITIVE POSITIONS, THE SAME NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES

WILL EVOLVE IN OTHER FIELDS SUCH AS BIOTECHNOLOGY IN THE FUTURE,

SMALL BUSINESS ANLINNOVATION

FOR NEARLY THIRTY YEARS) THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA HAS

IMPLEMENTED ONE OF THE STRONGEST PrWGRAMS FOR TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATION IN THE WORLD, THE STATE HAS ALREADY EXPERIENCED

CONSIDERABLE SUCCESS IN ATTRACTING HIGH TECHNOLOGY TO THE STATEJ

OVCR THE PAST FIVE YEARS HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY HAS INVESTED

OVER $3 BILLION IN NEW PLANTS AND FACILITIES,

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN

NORTH CAROLINA NOW TOTALS MORE THAN $600 MILLION PER YEAR,

44140SE INVESTMENTS IN R&D MUST ALSO RESULT IN INCREASED DEVELOPMENT

OF NRW SPINOFF COMPANIES IN ORDER TO STIMULATE ADDITIONAL USE OF

TECHNOLOGY AND FURTHER ECONOMIC GROWTH,
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THEREFORE. THE NEXT PHASE IN OUR DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY IS GREATER

EMPHASIS ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION,

THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA IS ENCOURAGING THE START-UP OF

NEW FIRMS THROUGH THREE BASIC MECHANISMS; A STATE INITIATIVE.

INCREASED SUPPORT OF A FEDERAL PROGRAM AND PRIIATE INVESTMENT,

NORTH CAROLINA HAS ESTABLISHED A TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

AUTHORITY (TDA) q9ICH IS CURRENTLY HELPING LOCAL.

COMMUNITIES ESTABLISH INCUBATOR FACILITIES TO NURTURE NEW

FIRMS, LAST YEAR. ITS FIRST YEAR, IDA INVESTED STATE

MONEY IN FIVE NEW VENTURES ($225,000 IN TOTAL), THE

BUDGET HAS MORE THAN DOUBLED THIS YEAR, AND THE INVESTMENT

WILL BE RECOVERED WITH INTEREST WHEN THE VENTURES ARE

SUCCESSFUL.

THE STATE HtLPS NORTH CAROLINA FIRMS PARTICIPATE IN THE

SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH (SBIR) PROGRAM, IN THE

FIRST ROUND OF THE PROGRAM. NORTH CAROLINA FIRMS WON 18

AWARDS AMOUNTING TO $778,265. THE AWARD RATIO WAS 1 IN 6,

ONE OF THE BEST IN THE NATION, BY THE WAY. IN THE
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OPINION OF MANY, THE SBIR PROGRAM COULD BENEFIT

FROM MORE ACTIVE STATE INVOLVEMENT,

THE PRIVATE SECTOR IS ALSO RECOGNIZING THE TREMENDOUS

POTENTIAL THAT EXISTS IN THE 'TECHNOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

a

OF NORTH CAROLINA, VENTURE CAPITAL FUNDS FROM OUTSIDE THE

STATE ARE NOW SHOWING INTEREST IN NORTH CAROLINA AND

INITIATIVES TO DEVELOP INSTATE VENTURE CAPITAL ARE

UNDERWAY, INCREASED AVAILABILITY OF VENTURE rAPITAL

IS A CONTINUING NEED IN NORTH CAROLINA AS IN OTHER

TECHNOLOGY GROWTH STATES,

aDERAL ROLE

GOVERNMENT MUST INSURE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL OF ITS PEOPLE

TO FUNCTION EFFECTIVELY IN TODAY'S SOCIETY, STATE AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS ARE CLOSEST TO THE PEOPLE AND THEREFORE HAVE THE

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVIDE THE ENVIRONMENT FOR

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AND THE RESULTING JOBS, NORTH CAROLINA'S

VERY SUBSTANTIAL INVESTMENTS IN TECHNOLOGY STRUCTURE HAVE PROVIDED

THE ESSENTIAL BASE FOR THE FACILITIES, PROGRAMS, AND ENVIRONMENT
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ESSENTIAL FOR ITS OWN TECHNOLOGICAL VITALITY, THE COLLECTIVE

EFFORTS OF ALL STATES RESULTS IN THE VITALITY OF THE NATION,

"WHAT THEN SHOULD BE THE FEDERAL ROLE?"

I BELIEVE THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD BE SUPPORTIVE OF

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE COMMERCIAL SECTOR, THAT FEDERAL

POLICIES SHOULD BE SUPPORTIVE OF STATE INITIATIVES AND CONTRIBUTE

TO THE OVERALL ENVIRONMENT THAT ENCOURAGES INNOVATION,

FEDERAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMS GENERALLY SHOULD:

1ST, PROVIDE INCREASED SUPPORT TO BASIC NON-DEFENSE RESEARCH

AT OUR UNIVERSITIES THAI. LEADS TO NEW DISCOVERIES,

EXPANDS OUR KNOWLEDGE BASE AND SUPPORTS NATIONAL

OBJECTIVES OF CONTINUED WORLD LEADERSHIP IN TECHNOLOGY

AND ITS APPLICATIONS.

2ND. DEVELOP NEW MECHANISMS FOR THE ACCELERATED TRANSFER OF

TECHNOLOGY FROM THE ENORMOUS R&D EXPENDITURES IN

NATIONAL DEFENSE AND SPACE TO COMMERCIAL USES WITH

MAJOR EMPHASIS ON MAKING THIS TECHNOLOGY ACCESSIBLE

BY SMALL BUSINESSES,
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3RD. SELECTIVELY LEVERAGE STATE INVESTMENTS, WITH INDUSTRY

SUPPORT, TO ACHIEVE FASTER RESULTS IN TECHNOLOGY

DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION WHERE STATES CANNOT FUND

THE TOTAL LEVEL OF EXCELLENCE TO SUPPORT KEY

TECHNOLOGIES OF NATIONAL INTEREST,

4TH, THROUGH TAX AND OTHER INCENTIVES ENCOURAGE INDUSTRY TO

PROVIDE BROADER SUPPORT TO UNIVERSITY RESEARCH WELL

BEYOND THE 4% INDUSTRY CURRENTLY SUPPORTS, CONSIDER

TAX PROVISIONS THAT WOULD GIVE FULL RECOGNITION

TO THE VALUE OF NEW STRUCTURED MECHANISMS SUCH AS

UNIVERSITY RELATED NON-PROFIT EDUCATIONAL AND

RESEAPCH ORGANIZATIONS,

5TH, SUPPORT MODERN TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS AT UNIVERSITIES WHERE TODAY

THE EQUIPMENT IS WOEFULLY OBSOLETE, WITH LITTLE HOPE

OF THIS CRITICAL SITUATION BEING RECTIFIED,

THE RESOLUTION OF THIS ISSUE IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

IF WE ARE TO DEVELOP THE QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF
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TALENT TO SUPPORT THE INCREASINGLY COMPLEX JOB OF

MEANINGFUL TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AND ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT.

we/

LET ME CONCLUDE MY PREPARED COMMENTS BY EMPHASIZING THAT

INVESTMENTS IN TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION ARE JUST FUNDAMENTAL

INVESTMENTS IN THE FUTURE OF EACH STATE AND THE NATION,

THE KEY TO 3UCCESSFUL INVESTMENT IN TECHNOLOGY IS LEADERSHIP,

INDIVIDUAL LEADERSHIP BY GOVERNORS, STATE LEGISLATURES

UNIVERSITY AND BUSINESS EXECUTIVES CONTINUES TO BE THE PRIMARY

FACTOR IN NORTH CAROLINA'S SUCCESS IN SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGICAL

INNOVATION AND ECONOMIC REDEVELOPMENT,

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOI' TODAY,

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Beilman.
Mr. Brennan.

STATEMENT OK PETER J. BRENNAN, PARTNER, BRENNAN &
CARSON, NEW YORK NY

Mr. BRENNAN. Thank you, Congressman Lungren.
You'll be pleased to know that your opening remarks have con-

siderably shortened mine.
I will touch upon the varied nature of advanced technology in-

dustry as this relates to site selection. I will mention a few case
histories to both challenge and support the conventional wisdom
and show that almost any place can generate new industry provid-
ed the area appeals to the right person.

My prepared statement covers these matters in much greater
detail than these remarks.

To generate a true advanced technology center of any size, even
to make an area attractive for a high technology assembly organi-
zation, is a long-term job. Institutional attitudes do not change over
night. School s:,stems are not built in a day. Conservative bankers
whose horizons extend only to home or farm mortgages usually do
not suddenly become venture capitalists. Skilled mechanics whose
previous practice involved tractors and combines may take a while
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to learn how to maintain high vacuum pumps under clean room
conditions. Former textile millhands may at first be a little clumsy
with printed circuits and microchips.

There's high tech and there's high tech. You have to define
which kind you're talking about and trying to attract or generate
and what you hope that type of industry will do for your region. It
makes a big difference to a community whether the technology in-
dustry is locally innovated or transplanted from elsewhere.

Three factors give birth to and nurture advanced technology in-
dustries, These are: One, the innovative individual; two, finance;
and three, the community. Other factors are important. As a study
by the Office of Technology Assessment says, it doesn't hurt to
have a major university.

Leaps in technology require first the quantum jumps and imagi-
tuiion of which a few remarkable people are capable. Recognition
of this factor seems conspicuously absent from most of the studies
and reports I have seen. This innovative individual can exist any-
where and go anywhere. The climate or environment that produced
him or her and in which he works may or may not be important.

Ken Susnjara, founder and president of Thermwood Corp., a ro-
botics manufacturer in Dale, IN, has strong opinions on these fac-
tors. He says:

The top one half of one percent of research people produce the new ideas. The key
to success is to latch on to one of them. Then it takes a half dozen people to make
the concept work.

He's not alone. For Cliff Williams who established International
Senson Systems in a cow pasture near Aurora, NE, the key was im-
ported talent. He paid high salaries to a cadre of five experts from
all over the country to help set up his company. Another promoter
I knew in San Diego once said to me, "Give me a superb engineer
and a good idea and I'll found a successful company anywhere, but
he has to be a superb engineer,"

The second essential is capital. One wonders some times if the
importance of local availability of large capital pools has not been
overemphasized. And which came first, the technology or the cap-
ital? In the beginning one suspects it was the technology, financed
by the inventor's friends and relatives. It has been said that wher-
ever there is a good idea, capital will be found to fund it. Ken Susn-
jara, as well as many others I have talked to, agree. He says, for
the entrepreneur money is at the top of the hierarchy, which ex-
plains the general emphasis on venture capital.

But then, he went on to say, personnel comes second, but since
the money is available anywhere, he says, contradicting the coven.
tional wisdom, we must go where the people are who can do what
we want. Once you have the people, the capital follows.

Most of the rapidly growing companies I talked to in out-of-the-
way places bootstrapped their companies and successfully acquired
debt rather than equity financing.

The third factor is community. Any community can provide the
infrastructure to attract and maintain companies that manufac-
ture goods based on advanced technology developed elsewhere.
These are assembly operations which are not site-dependent, When
an area seeks to attract such industries, it competes with every
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other State and a couple of hundred nations. Each can and will ma-
nipulate and tailor its local attributes to match the competition. A
region will attract some industries and lose others on factors
beyond its control. The site location manager might prefer surfing
to mountaineering or ti,e chairman likes golfing, hunting, canoe-
ing, or trout fishing.

Mr. Harold Lonsdale started Bend Research, which works with
exotic membranes, in tiny Bend, OR, because he is an avid fly fish-
erman. James Jubb moved to his vacation land, Montana, to estab-
lish Spectrum Enterprises. Why Montana? "Mid life change," he
told me.

How does a development agency divine and capitalize on a bud-
ding entrepreneur's midlife change?

The conventional wisdom says that first-rate universities are es-
sential to sparking the innovative explosion. The university connec-
tion may, indeed, be essential to the eventual rise of a technology
cluster, but it is not clear that universities are essential to the
spontaneous budding of new companies.

Edward Moore, cofounder and president of Wilmore Electronics
in Durham, NC, told me lots of companies like Wilmore end up
where they are because there is an educational institution. On the
other hand, says Thermwood's Susnjara, "Universities are not im-
portant until you're a $100 million company, except as a source of
people. In the earlier stages, you're not paying much attention to 7
years ahead where the university is thinking."

Tom Moore, chairman and founder of Intelect Corp. in Honolulu,
speaking of the University of Hawaii, said to me: "We look upon it
as a potential resource."

James Jubb of Spectrum Enterprises considers the Pick of a
nearby. university a minor drawback. "The nearest one is 400 miles
away,, he said. "We can't take evening classes or attend semi-
nars.'

Let's look at some entrepreneurial companies that defy the con-
ventional wisdom by locating in lesser known places.

Interestingly, the governors of State development agencies put
me in contact with most of these entrepreneurs, hoping, I expect,
that the interviewees would say great things about their States.

They were disappointed. Most of these people said little or noth-
ing about State programs. If there is a common thread to their in-
dividual decisions to locate where they are, it reflects a highly per-
sonal desire for a quality of life which is quite beyond any quick fix
a State can make.

The smaller growing company may not have much interest in
the traditional incentives. Thermwood, for example, paid little at-

.
tention to them. "Startup companies don't make much money for
the first 5 years," the president told me, "So tax incentives don't
help much. Rent incentives, job training, would be useful to the
mature company, but not to us."

Not-yet-born companies are not usually the target of develop-
ment agencies, partly because no one can foretell them. Nor do
budding entrepreneurs move from one location to another just to
start a company. Some do. Cliff Williams did, to Nebraska. So did
James Jubb. But Edward Moore started his business in North Caro-
lina because he got his graduate degree there. Tom and Lucille
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Moore in Hawaii didn't want to go home to New Jersey. It wasn't
incentives that attracted these people but personal imperatives
that drove them. They're awfully hard for an industrial develop-
ment department to identify before they start.

One factor a development agency can control is attitude. An
eager attitude won International Data Systems for San Diego,
while an offhand air did not attract ETA Systems from Minnesota
to elsewhere.

Lloyd Thorndyke, president and chief executive offices of ETA,
recently spun off from Control Data to develop supercomputers,
said of other areas, "They took the attitude that if we wanted to
locate there, it was okay with them, but they didn't bust them-
selves for us."

Says Harold Georgems, founder of International Data Systems,
"The key factor in our decision was the willingness of the commu-
nity in San Diego to help, not with material incentivesthere were
nonebut the degree to which the San Diego economic develop-
ment people worked with us."

In North Carolina, Edward Moore of Wilmore Electronics has
!merited from the infrastructure generated by the Research Trian-
gle. A native of Virginia, a graduate of Virginia Tech, Moore went
to North Carolina's Duke University for his doctorate. There a
group of professors and graduate students dreamed up a company
to manufacture power suppliers for computer systems.

Dr. Moore said:
It was really the university situation which got things started, and without the

Research Triangle, we would not have the airline connections. It has created a pool
of trained and skilled technical people that we don't have to educate to our needs.

Others have to create their own environment. Cliff Williams
runs International Sensor Systems from a former cow pasture in
Aurora, NE. The company is at the very leading edge of hybrid
thick-film technology. Williams, who came originally from the
State and graduated from the University of Nebraska, told me he
had some real qualms about moving there. Then a Connecticut
resident, Williams planned to start his company in Connecticut
and had even begun negotiations with the Connecticut Develop-
ment Corp. He came out to Nebraska on a family visit.

Says Williams:
Local bankers wanted me to start the business in Aurora. I couldn't even think of

it. Nobody knew the technology. I got a call from Harold Edgerton, inventor of the
stroboscope, and a native Nebraskan. The banker had put him on to me.

I agreed to look the State over. The main thing would be peoplenot even the
university had ever heard of thick-film technology. But as I examined the area, I
became impressed with the attitude of the people. So I called Edgerton and said if
he would be on my board, I would start the company in Aurora. He agreed, and
here we are.

Thermwood, in Indiana, is where it is and remains there, because
Indiana is home. But the company does its R&D and marketing
from Dallas, TX. As a new factor in a frontier industry, robotics,
Thermwood needed to find the right people for its R&D. "We used
an executive search firm to determine where the people we wanted
are," Mr. Susnjara told me.

Jim Jubb moved from St. Louis to Montana to set up his
company.
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Electronics companies aren't really sensitive to geography. The cost of freight for
electronic products is negligible. We have no trouble getting competent people from
all over.

Nor has Spectrum had difficulty obtaining money. The company
has been financed almost entirely by loans from the local Security
State Bank.

Montana's efforts to attract and develop advanced technology in-
dustry had nothing to do with Jubb's decision to locate there.

We could have financed part of our capital assess through revenue bonds, but the
timing was wrong. We can also get fixed interest loans through the Build Montana
programs, but we haven't done so.

Hal Georgems of Long Island, NY, gradually migrated westward.
When at Bell & Howell in Pasadena, Mr. Georgems decided to start
his own company to make small tape drives. "We started in rented
space across the street from Bell & Howell, because that's where I
was," he said.

Five years later, the company filled three buildings.
We would have to relocate. We looked at Oregon, Austin, Boulder, but it didn't

seem to make any sense to move that far. We drew a 100mile radius around Pasa-
dena. What with one thing and another, we set up new facilities in San Diego and
phased a it the Pasadena operations.

Pasadena is the site of' the California Institute of Technology and
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, tremendous technical resources.
International Data would have been happy to stay there, but Geor-
gems told me the city gave little encouragement. There is a moral
there.

Geographic isolation is no bar to advanced technology industry.
You can't go much further and still be in the United States than
Hawaii. Hawaii's legislature has established a high technology de-
velorment corporation and has also established at the university,
the Pacific Internal Center for High Technology.

But the founders of Intelect Corp. didn't care about all that. New
Jerscy natives, Thomas and Lucille Moore started the company on
returning from assignment in Singapore. Mr. Moore told me:

All of a sudden, we could see that it no longer mattered where you were with the
microchip, we had a modest pool of capital and didn't want to go back to the main-
land. If you stay with high technology products, you can build them anywhere.
What makes the real difference is how clever the people are. And we found here a
hidden pool of talent.

Other than as a once-removed source ci engineering staff, howev-
er, the university has not been important to the company.

When routine quality control is a step beyond what rigorous sci-
entific procedures were a few years ago, what must be the level of'
science needed to support and advance today's manufacturing proc-
esses? Do those who devise quality control procedures have ad-
vanced degrees, what level of people must the company have to im-
prove the manufacturing process or devise new ones? With whom
do these people wish to associate? What do they do in their spare
time? How do they renew and update theiw basic skills and knowl-
edge? What serendipitous associations and contacts spark their
imaginations and lead them on to breakthroughs that are the es-
sence of innovative technology?

The best answer to those questions is community. That means all
the factors taken together that appeal to, cradle and stimulate the
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creative talents of exceptionally gifted people. For some that's a
beach, a trout stream or Glacier National Park. For others it is
proximity to a major urban center or to large numbers of their fel-
lows. A great university is not essential. A good one that is of and
not merely in the community, certainly is.

Perhaps the distinguishing feature of a true innovative technolo-
gy center is, indeed, a university, but not one in the usual sense. If
a university is a community of scholars, then perhaps an advanced
technology center is itself a university, a community of scholarly
companies.

The usual incentives will attract, to any region, its fair share of
transplanted technology. To attract more than its share of innova-
tive technology, however, an area must foster any environment
that will attract and hold the people who dream it up It can't be
done overnight and possibly not at all artificially. No one planned
the existing innovative centers.

That concludes my testimony.
IThe prepared statement of Mr. Brennan, together with an at-

tachment, follows;
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PREPARED STATEMENT ON PETER J. BRENNAN

Some Encouraging Examples
that

Challenge The Conventional Wisdom

Thank you Congressman Lungren. It is indeed a

pleasure to be part of so distinguished a,company.

I hope that my remarks may add something of value

to the current national debate on how best to increase

the net sum of jobs and industry throughout thi United

States, not just in a few well-favored areas.

Since I do not represent any state, my presenta-

tion will not directly address the questiono suggested

for witnesses that the Committee distributed earlier.

Nor will I repeat the data generated by the many ex-

cellet reports and studies on this subject prepared by

the staff of the Joint Committee as well as those of

the Nat.Wnal Governors Association, the Office of

Technology Assessment, the Council of State Planning

Agencies, the National Association of State Development

Agencies and those of the many states themselves as

well as private organisations much as the Fantus Com-

pany in Chicago.
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Rather, I will touch upon the varied nature of

advanced technology industry as this relates to site

selection by these industries. I will mention a few

case histories that both challenge and support the

conventional wisdom and show that almost anyplace can

generate new industry, provided the area appeals to the

right person.

The concern with advanced technology, entrepren-

eurship, fostering of homegrown companies rather than

buying-in of industry from other states and localities

is a fairly recent one. In interviews only last month I

was told that the primary mechanism for increasing in-

dustry and developing new jobs remains the package of

economic incentives that one state or locality hopes

will lure an existing industry from another state or

locality.

States and localities have always competed vigor-

ously with one another to attract industry from other

areas. Competitive incentives are standard. But many

have begun to question the national and even local

benefit gained by merely moving an established enter-

prise from one area to another -- promoting runaway

industry -- often at great cost to taxpayers, in both

old and new locations. "Persuading an established comp-
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pany to move from one location to another is a zero-sum

game with no net gain for the nation," said one Gov-

ernor at the 1984 National Governors Conference here in

Washington. I am sure that many witnesses before this

committee have addressed this very point.

I know the concerns of many states, which fear

being left behind on the high technology wave of the

future, which look with envy at the accomplishments of

such area as the Santa Clara Valley in Califolonia,

better known as Silicon Valley, and the Route 128

phenomenon in Massachusetts. I see many misconceptions

about high technology itself -- its nature, where it

flourishes and where not, even its applications.

I see much of conventional wisdom, a lot of which

is correct. But it also falls short because it occa-

sionally overlooks the role of the individual and fails

to distinguish between the various stages of high

technology companies. Nor does it always indicate an

understanding that technology is not an end in itself

but a means to improved productivity, lower costs, a

better standard of living.

High technology is improving the shoe industry in

Maine, the automotve industry across the country, ag-

riculture in North Dakota. Governor Allen I. Olson of
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North Dakota said it well in a letter to me earlier

this year. "North Dakota has comparatively few high

tech industries," Governor Olson w'ote. "Rather, the

state has been more of a high-tech user, applying ad-

vanced technology to production proceLses...much of the

innovation expressed in north Dakota appears in farm

machinery produced in the state. I recognize that this

is not considered high tech, blit it has enabled the

employment of North Dakotans, which is, of course, the

goal of technological development and growth."

Over the past several years, as I have researched

many articles on domestic and international industrial

development, I have interviewed hundreds of people in

many countries and in all sorts of industries frog

amusement parks to cement, from autos to semiconduct-

ors. I have also talked to industrial development

people, bankers, venture capitalists and public offi-

cials. The object was to determine the ingredients of a

successful high technology area,

The programs instituted by many states, designed

to identify potential entrepreneurs, nurture them and

give rise to healthy local Industries are steps in the

right drection. But their proponents shouLd not expect

quick results, nor should they expect to replicate
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Silicon Valley and Route 12R. Each of those is unique.

Each new center is unique and all those to come will he

unique. The task the states face is to define for

themselves those characteristics that they either have

or can develop which will allow new businesses to ger-

minate, take root and grow on their own soil.

The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) of the

U.S. Congress cites several factors for successful

nurturing of high technology. These include a strong

research university; skilled labor pool; available fi-

nancing; the presence of corporate headquarters;

transportation; good climate; cultural amenities. "All

may be desirable or necessary factors," says OTA, "but

they are not always enough." Indeed, usually, they are

not nearly enough.

The OTA study suggests a most important additional

factor: identify and focus on local needs and resources

rather than copy other states.

To generate a true advanced-tee.nology center of

any size, even tJ make an area attractive to a high-

technology assembly organization, is a long-term job.

Institutional attitudes do not change overnight. School

systems are not built in a day. Conservative bankers

whose horizons extend only to home or farm mortgages do
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not suddenly become risk-taking venture capitalists.

Skilled mechanics whose previous practice involved

tractors and combines may take a while to learn how to

maintain high-vacuum pumps under clean-room conditions.

Former textile mill hands may at first be a little

clumsy with printed circuit boards and microchips.

Probably best known of the created technology

centers in the country is the North Carolina Research

Triangle. But it has been nearly thirty years in the

making. Even its most ardent supporters acknowledge

that only now is the concept first implemented in 1956

at last starting to generate its own growth.

There's high tech and there's high tech. You have

to define which kind you're talking about and trying to

attract or generate and what you hope that type "f in-

dustry will do for your region.

Some high technology industry is indeed innova-

tive, generative, the seed for future growth. But a

great deal -- most -- of it is no more than tomorrow's

assembly line. Jobs, to be sure, but often lower

skilled jobs with less community input than the tra-

ditional industries they supplant. It makes a big dif-

ference to a community whether the technology industry
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is locally innovative or transplanted from elsewhere.

Understanding the distinctions between trans-

planted and innovative technology is am essential key

to well-planned area development programs. The first

brings prosperity but not roots; the second is seed for

a future built on products that don't exist or are yet

a tiny factor in the economy.

Robert Ady of Fantus Corporation divides high

technology industry into three sectors (though his

definitions would do for any industry at some stage).

He says industries are either theory driven, product

driven or market driven.

The first is highly dependent on innovative indi-

viduals and a source of scientific input close to hand.

The second can be at some remove from the technology

base, and is the type of industry most communities

think they are getting when the go after high technol-

ogy. The product-driven industry produces products for

market at the leading edge of the technology. Its pro-

duction facilities still depend on technology input,

emp'ay high levels of engineers and scientists and are

usually located reasonably close to the company's re-

seaxh and development facilities.

1 5 1
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The market driven company, regardless of Ats level

of technology, is cost conscious. It is manufacturing

of high technology products in commodity quantities.

These facilities do not develop technology, they use it

to manufacture products containing it. They are assem-

bly plants. The market driven company employs by far

the larger number of people and is least dependent on

local technology. It is footloose, far more so than the

old smokestack industries.

With exceptions -- aircraft for one -- market

driven companies can not only go where they please,

they can pack up and move on when local conditions no

longer suit them. Witness Atari's shift of manufactur-

ing from California to the Far East.

The traditional industrial bases of many regions are

shrinking or moving out. Some areas simply cannot ex-

pect their traditional industries ever to recover ful-

ly, if they do not fade away completely. Many regions

must adapt to, welcome, invite something else, some-

thing new.

Today something else invariably means advanced

technology. That covers just eight industries: pharma-

ceuticals, computers, communications, semiconductors,

aircraft, and medical, scientific and control instru-
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ments. There are smokestack components to each of

these. The highly advanced sectors uf each actually

account for a small percentage of their total output.

But the latter are where the future lies.

Once the automobile was high technology. Today, that

industry uses technology and is a leading innovator in

its own right. In robotics, manufacturing processes,

specialized electronics, the automotive industry is an

innovator as well as a customer. It is developing a

base of knowledge with applications far beyond its own

needs. That base is an asset that can lure other in-

dustries to auto-making regions. Indiana, for example,

has attracted numerous electronic companies to service

its automotive-based industries.

Similarly, other industries develop their own ap-

plications technology as well as buying it from tradi-

tional vendors. No one knows the needs and problems of

the food, brewing (among the first mass users and de-

velopers of bio-industrial processes, by the way),

chemical, mining, forest products, metals, building and

furniture industries better than those in it. If these

industries don't push the technology to protect their

future bottom lines, their competitors will.

Three factors give birth to and nurture advanCed
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technology industries. These are: 1) the innovative

individual; 2) finance; And 3) the community. Other

factors are important. As the OTA report says, it

doesn't hurt to have a major university with lavish

research budgets and world-famous faculty in the vic-

inity, but it's not essential. Well-funded research

laboratories can also spew out new technology. Research

parks with many research institutes contribute their

bit too.

Leaps in technology require first the quantum jumps

in imagination of which a few remarkable people are

capable. Recognition of this factor seems conspicuously

absent from most of the studies and reports I have

seen. This innovative individual can exist anywhere, go

anywhere. The climate or environment that produced him

or her and in which he works may or may not be import-

ant.

We can't predict where the seminal innovators, the

real geniuses, will appear. We don't know who they

might be or what conditions of nature and uurture cause

them.

What we do know is that some environments and not

others produce more people who carry on and expand the

seminal work, the derivative innovators. These people

I 5
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are one step below the authentic and original geniuses.

It is not the single genius but large numbers of these

second-level innovators that leads to an area's being a

center of high technology, of art, science, music or

whatever. The environment produces them, sustains and

attracts them from elsewhere.

Kenneth Susnjara, a founder and president of

Thermwood Corporation, a robotics manufa tuner in Dale,

Indiana, has strong opinions on these very facte,rs.

"The top one half of one percent of research people

produce the new ideas," he told me. "The key to success

is to latch on to one of them. Then It takes half a

dozen people to make tbe concept worm."

Susnjara is not alone. For Cliff Williams, who

established International Sensor Systems, Inc., in a

cow pasture near Aurora, Nebraska, the key was imported

talent. He paV1 high salaries to a cadre of five ex-

perts from all over the country to help set up his

company, t-hich is at the leading Adige of hybrid thick-

film technology. Another promoter I knew in San Diego

once said to me: "Give me a superb engineer and a good

idea and I'll found a successful company anywhere. But

he has to to be a superb engineer."

The second essential is risk capital. If there is

1 5 3
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one factor that all the innovative compared to deriva-

tory advancod technology centers share it is the ready

availability of risk or venture capital. But one won-

ders sometimes if the local availability of large cap-

ital pools has not been overemphasized. And which came

first -- the technology or the capital? In the begin-

ning, one suspects, it was the technology, financed by

the inventor's friends and relatives.

It has been said that wherever there is a good

idea capital will be found to fund it. That's true.

Everyone has a family and friends. And Kenneth Susnjara

as well as many others I have talked to agree.

"For the entrepreneur, money is at the top of the

hierarchy," Susnjara told me, which explains the gen-

eral emphasis on venture capital. But then he went on

to say "Personnel come second. Since the money is

almilable anywhere," he says, contradicting the con-

ventional wisdom, "we must go where people are who can

do what we want. Once you have the people, the capital

follows."

Cliff Williams got all his financing from kanks.

Indeed, most of the rapidly growing companies I talked

to in out-of-the-way places bootstrapped their compan-

ies and successfully acquired debt rather than equity

15, f
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financing, nor did my have to give their companies

away to venture capitalists. My sample is admittedly

small, but it is an extraordinarily self-reliant one.

beyond the startup level, there must also be ex-

perienced and venturesome
investment bankers. These

take a fledgling company across the barrier between

local risk capital for a small but growing company to

the wider capital sources and services needed by a maw

turing growth company. Venture capital helps startups;

investment capital helps keep them from flying the nest

when they grow up.

Venture capital -- the money itself -- need not be

local. Money knows neither state nor nationality, only

opportunity. Venture money flows into the U.S. from

abroad. Thermwood at one point sold 20% of its equity

to European investors, which the company later bought

back. Money surges from East to West and trickles from

money-center cities to small towns. The funds funnel

through established venture capital firms into new en-

terprises wherever those firms are. Local investment

companies provide local knowledge and technical exper-

tise as well us willingness to take risks that more

conventional funding sources shun.

1 6
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The third factor is community.

Any community can provide the infrastructure to at-

tract and maintain companies that manufacture goods

based on advanced technology developed elsewhere, i.e.,

transplanted technology. The components inside most

home computers or TV tete have "Made in Taiwan, or

Singapore, or Malaysia" marked on those tiny, critical,

high-technology chips and boards.

These are assembly operations, albeit critical ones

that require quality and process control an order of

magnitude or more beyond that of the old smokestack

industries. These operations are not site dependent. An

established manufacturer in any of these advanced

technology industries has no compelling reason to put

his plant in any one place rather than another.

When an area seeks to attract such industries, it

competes with every other state and a couple of hundred

nations. Each can and will manipulate and tailor its

local attributes to match thu competition.

A region will attract some industries and lose

others on factors beyond its control. The site location

manager might prefer surfing to mountaineering. Or the

chairman likes golf, hunting, canoeing or trout fish-
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ing. Dr. Harold K. Lonsdale started Bend Research,

which works with exotic membranes, in tiny Bend, Ore-
1 gon, because he is an avid fly fisherman and there are

some excellent trout streams in the area.

James R. Jubb, Sr., moved from St. Louis to his

vacation land, Montana, where his wife's family lives.

Why Montana? "Midlife change," he told me.

How does a development agency divine and capital-

ize on a budding entrepreneur's midlife change?

The presence of many high-technology manufacturers

does not necessarily mean that an area has become or

will become a high-technology center. Some nations are

sinking under the weight of advanced technology manu-

facturing industries that their economic development

agencieu managed to attract. But though many computers

hive "Made in Ireland" stamped on them, few products

have "Invented in Ireland" figuratively stamped on

them.

The step between a center of high-technology man-

ufacturing and one of advanced-technology innovation is

a long one No one has adequately defined all the in-
.

gredients needed to make that leap.

Some call it critical mass, certainly a term often
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ectronics in Durham, North Carolina, told me.

On the other hand: "We have some cooperation with

local colleges but we don't do a lot with the univers-

ities," says Thermwood's Susnjara. "Universities are

not important until you're a $100-million company, ex-

cept as a source of people. In the earlier stages,

you're not paying much attention to seven years ahead

where the university is thinking. You want a product

now and your time frame is 1 to 3 years."

Tom Moore, Chairman and founder of Intelect Corp.,

Honolulu, speaking of the University of Hawaii, said to

me: "We look upon it as a potential resource, while the

University itself projects an aura of benign indiffer-

ence."

James Jubb, Sr., of Spectrum Enterprises in Mon-

tana, considers the lack of a nearby university a minor

drawback to his rural location. "The nearest one is 400

miles away. We can't take evening classes or attend

seminars," he told me.

Let us take a look at some entrepreneurial com-

panies that defy the conventional wisdom by locating in

lesser known places, doing without venture capital and

the like. These companies exemplify the nature of in-
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dividual decisions that often reflect personal predi-

lections as much as sound business analyse.

I interviewed their officers because I wanted to

know why they located where they did and why they stay

where they are. Interestingly, the governors or state

development agenci-3 put me in contact with most of

these firms, hoping, I expect, that the interviewees

would say great things about the states.

They were disappointed. In most cases, these

people said little or nothing about state programs. If

there is a common thread to their individual decisions

to locate where they are, it reflects a highly personal

desire for a quality of life which is quite beyond any

quick fix a state can make.

Established and growing companies can and do ra-

tionally evaluate and decide tin new sites. These firms

are the proper target of state and regional development

agencies.

The smaller growing company may not have much in-

terest 11, the traditional incentives. Thormwood Corp-

oration, for example, puid little attention to them.

"Startup companies don't make much money for he first

five years," the president told me, "so tax incentives

1 (3 4
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don't help much. Rent incentives, job training, would

be useful to Cie mature nompany, but not us."

Not-yet-born companies are not usually the target

of development agencies, partly because no one an

foretell them. We know of no de% ,lopment organization

that says, in effect, "Entrepreneurs. Start your new

business here" as well as "Put your new plant here."

Nor do many budding entrepreneurs move from one loca-

tion to another just to start a company.

Some do. Cliff Williams did, to Nebraska. So did

James Jubb, Sr., to Montana. It wasn't incentives that

attracted them but personal imperatives that drove

them.

Edward Moore sterted his business in North Caro-

lina because he got his graduate decree there. Tom and

Lucille Moore (no relation to E..) in Hawaii didn't want

to go home to New Jersey, but Cliff Williams in Conn-

ecticut did. Jim Jubb went to the land of his in-laws,

Montana. David Packard met a girl in California and

changed his college plans from Colorado. Hal Georgens

moved across the street from his former employer in

Califoruia while Terry JohLson did about the same in

Colorado. Neither is a native of those states. Ken

Susjnara and Emyre Robinson never left Indiana or Texas
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resepectively.

These people started new advanced-technology-based

companies where they happened to be or wanted to be.

They are not unique. They represent a tiny kut ,epical

fraction of the new-technology companies that now gen-

erate an ever larger portion of U.S. employment. They

exemplify the smaller businesses that employ most U.S.

workers. And they are awfully hard for an industrial

development department to identify before they start.

Large, established corporations are different.

Market factors and internal corporate dynamics deter-

mine their moves. When most factors are equal, incent-

ives do play an important role. But the mature company
will more likely base its decision on factors inherent

to the destination and beyond the control,of the eco-

nomic development office.

One xactor the development agency can control is

attitude. Like a smile, it costs nothing but can close

the sale, An eager atti Jde won International Data

Systems or San Diego while an offhand air did not at-

tract ETA Sy-I:ems from Minnesota to Elsewhere.

Says Lloyd M. riorndyke, president and chief ex-

ecutive officer of ETA, recently spun off from Control
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Data to de'velop super computers: "They took the atti-

tude that if we wanted to locate there it was OK with

them, but they didn't bust themselves for us."

"The key factor in our decision," says Harold

Georgens, founder of International Data Systems, "was

the willingness of the community in San Diego to help,

not with material incentives -- there were none -- but

the degree to which the San Diego economic development

people worked with us on plant site location."

In North Carolina, Edward Moore of Wilmore Elec-

tronics Company has hetefitted from the infrastructure

generated by the Research Triangle. A nktive of vdstern

Virginia, where he obtained his bachelor's in electri-

cal ,engineering from Virginia Tech, Moore went to North

Carolina', Duke University for his doctorate. Duke is

one of the Research Triangle universities. There in

1964 a group of professors and graduate students con-

ceived the idea for a company to manufacture power

supplies for computer systems.

"It was really the university situation that got

things started," said Dr. Moore, who has a high regard

for the importance of universities in seeding advanced

technology industry. "Lots of high-technoLlgy companies

are started by people not too long out of school," he
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observes.

The Research Triangle per se has had little mean-

ing for tLe small eectronics company. But its presence

has proved increasingly important in many ways. "With-

out the Research Triangle," says Dr. Moore, "we would

not have the airline connections. It has created a pool

of trained and skilled technical people. We don't have

to educate local suppliers to our needs."

Wilmore is where it is because it started there

and has no good reason to move. "Once you put down

roots, it's really agony to consider moving," says Dr.

Moore. Nonetheless, the growing company has moved much

of its manufacturing to another site -- Hillsboro,

N.C., a few miles away "still a Research Triangle

area." And it is the conbtant recipient of invitations

from other areas. "We just finished responding to an

approach from the area where I grew up," says Moore,

"and I'd love to be there but there's no business rea-

son to go there. Until you get large, it doesn't make

sense to be a multi-state operation."

Federal Government R&D facilities are often cited

as major resources and potential nuclei of advanced

technology centers. For reasons not well understood,
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substantial spinoffs from the Government sector to the

private economy often fail to develop or are minimal.

Numerous areas, however, have moved to make their local

government operations substantial technology centers.

Among these areas is Dayton, Ohio, which centers

its technology development on the Wright Patterson

Airforce Base complex and local universities, the Ten-

nessee Technology Corridor centered on the Oak Ridge

National La,oratory and the University of Tennessee,

the Argonne National Laboratory and the Fermilab in

Illinois, the Los Alamos and Sandia Laboratories in New

Mexico, the Huntsville space technology complex in Al-

abama, the many Department of Agriculture Experimental

facilities and of course the National Aeronautics and

Space Administratiou operations in Houston, Florida,

Maryland and elsewhere.

In all there are some 280 Federal laboratories,

all major employers of scientific and technical per-

sonnel, developers of new technology, users of local

goods and services and frequently the major conduit for

the expenditure of over $80 billion annually in Federal

R&D funding. Universities and private corporations op-

erate many of these facilities.

Whether the Federal laboratories efficiently
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transfer Federal R&D to the private sector is a con-

tinuing argument. As one speaker at the 1984 National

4 Governors' Conference said: "When a commercial advant-

age appears, the technology will transfer very rapidly.

Government is better at discovering information. The

private sector excels at developing it." (For a further

discussion concerning government funding of private

sector R&D, see "Industry in a Changing World," United

Nations Industrial Development Organization, Vienna,

Austria, 1984.)

Few question that a major government terhnulogy-

facility is a local resource. Such a facility generally

creates a ring of technically-sophisticated suppliers

ready to handle the needs of new and expanding techno-

logy companies. They are the infrastructure that is so

important to smooth day-to day operations.

Wilmore found the environment it needed where it

was, Others have to create it. Cliff Williams runs

International Sensor Systems, Inc., from a former cow

pasture in Aurora, Nebraska, The company is at the very

leading edge of hybrid thick-film technology, the heart

of computer disk drives and solar cells, "I had some

real qualms about moving here," recalls Williams, who

came originally from the state, graduated from the Un-
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iversity of Nebraska and spent most of his working life

in various places with te3ecorimunications companies

and, finally, IBM.

Williams' entrepreneurial days started with a

patent on which he founded a company called Transcom in

Hartford, Connecticut, where he then lived. He sold

Transcom. Then he studied the technologies and settled

on hybrid thick-film technology. It looked like a

comer, there were few people in it and one could enter

the business with modest capital.

Williams planned to start up in Connecticut and

had even begun negotiations with the Connecticut De-

velopment Corporation, a state agency that helps en-

trepreneurs bring products to market in return for part

of the profits. He had a business plan and

four purchase orders as he shopped for capital.

"That summer of 1972, I came out to Nebraska,"

says Williams. "A local banker wanted me to start the

business in Aurora. I couldn't even think of it. Nobody

knew the technology there. I got a call from Harold

Edgerton, inventor of the strobos )pe and of EG&O and a

native Nebraskan. The banker had put him on to me.

"I agreed to look the state over. The main thing
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would be people -- the University even had never heard

of thick film techralogy. But as I examined the area, I

4 became impress( , with the attitude of the people --

they were agressively eager to learn. So I called

Harold Edgerton and said if he would 6e on my Board of

Directors I would start the company . Aurora. He

agreed and here we are."

The company raised money from 15 local investors,

no venure capitalists, and had a small business ad-

ministration (SBA) commitment. Williams started with a

cadre of five experts hired from all over the country.

The cadre is gone now and the staff is locally devel-

oped and hired. "In 1975-76, I Got on the Dean of En-

gineering's Advisory Board at the University of Ne-

braska," sass Williams, "so we now have three or four

courses in solid state technology being taught. That

ties in with our personnel needs."

Located in the southern part of Indiana, far from

the industrial area of the north, Thermwood Corporation

is a fine example of adaptation to changing situations.

Two colleagues working for Alcoa started the company to

make plastic parts for aircraft in a barn about 13

years ago. One Kenneth Susnjara, now president, was

still in college at the time.
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When the price of raw materials soared, the firm

looked for another line of business. "Our plastic pro-

:Am; was uniqve and we had designed and built most of

our own machinery," says Kenneth, Susnjara, a native of

South Bend and graduate of Rose-Hulman Institute of

Technology in Terre Haute. "When we switched indus-

tries, we built on our experience in designing and

building equipment. Robotics was a logical

progression."

Thermwood is there it is and remains there because

Indiana is home. "Once you have developed and are going

well, you won't move," says Susnjara, "though you might

have a branch." Thermwood does its R&D and marketing

from Dallas while manufacturing in Dale.

As a new factor in a frontier industry, Thermwood

needed to find the right people for its R&D. Thermwood

took a people approach to site selection. "We used an

executive search firm to determine where the people we

hted are. Their survey showed the primary areas to be

L e Angeles, San Francisco and Boston. Next are Denver,

Dalla.4, Houston, Boulder, Minneapolis/St. Paul and

Philadelphia. The primary areas are too far from In-

diana, so we considered only the secondary ones. Then

we looked at other factors -- quality of life, cost,
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traffic, transportation, availability of people. In

Dallas, we felt we could get right into the infra-

structure."

Thermwood is firmly committed to Indiana for its

manufacturing. "We're far enough advanced so that pro-

ducing a quality product is important," says Ken

Susnjara. "Workers in South Indiana are good and de-

pendable and produce a good product. The work ethic in

this rural area is good. If we went somewhere else, we

don't know what we'd get."

Most entrepreneurs don't go somewhere just to

start a business. As Sam Irwin founder of Irwin Inter-

national in Ann Arbor, Michigan said: "Companies start

wheoe people are." But Cliff Williams did move back to

Nebraska. And James R. Jubb, Sr., moved from St. Louis

to his vacation land, Montana, where his wife's family

lives.

Jubb founded Spectrum Enterprises in 1978 in Poi-

son, near Glacier National Park. "Our basic capability

is production and some development of navigation and

guidance control equipment for the military," says Mr.

Jubb, "though we are developing products for the con-

sumer and medical markets."
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"Electronic companies aren't really sensitive to

geography. The cost of freight for electronic products

is negligible and Montana has good freight service to

the rest of the country and the world, We don't have

substantial disadvantages. We have no trouble getting

competent people from alt over," Mr. Jubb told me.

Spectrum has had no trouble obtaining money. The

small company has been financed almost entirely by

loans from the local Security State Bank. "One advant-

age of starting with military programs," says Mr. Jubb,

"is the immediate cash flow. Of course, everything I

own is collateral."

Montana's efforts to attract and develop advanced

tehnology industry have been well publicized and

strongly pushed by Governor Tee Schwinden. But these

programs had nothing to do with Jubb's decision to lo-

cate there. Though he has made little use of the

state's incentives, Jubb gives high marks to the ef-

fort. "We could have financed part of our capina asq

sets through revenue bonds," Jim Jubb told me, "but the

timing was wrong. We can also get fixed interest loans

through the Build Montana prorrams. But we eaven't done

so yet.'

Thy rural location is sufficient .1.n most respects
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for the growing company, currently 35 employees, and

going to 50 in a year. "We have thought about employee

availabiiity," says Jubb. "We have no difficulty at our

present rate of growth. But if we suddenly needed 100

people next year, we would move a production facility

to an urban area."

The common impression of an advanced technology

center is one where major companies began life, then

spawned new, entrepreneurial companies. Boston and San

Jose are the prototypes.

Some areas, initially expansion sites for estab-

lished companies, have indeed accreted enough industry

and high-powered people to become themselves self-gen-

erating technology-centers. One such is Colorado, ihose

high-technology history began with a Hewlett-Packard

expansion from Palo Alto.

"Most of Colorado's high-tech and medical-tech

industries grew up amidst a balanced economy," Governor

Richard D. Lamm told me. "Since that time, the economy

has shifted away from agriculture, mining and tourism

toward the industries of the future. We are adapting to

the changes by competing for the jobs of the future

while stabilizing the basic industries that have served

us so well for so long...The Colorado Advanced Techno-

/1'
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logy Institute was recently established with the sole

purpose of guiding Colorado's higher education estab-

lishments as support agencies for technological

change."

Having established the nucleus, the state wants to

keep it and help it grow. One of the offshoots is

MiniScribe Corporation, a manufacturer of Winchester-

technology disk drives, founded in 1980 by an alumnus

of another Colorado company, Storage Technology.

Founder Terry Johnson himself moved to Colorado from

San Francisco, Memorex and IBM. "It was just logical to

start the businesr where he lived," remarks Robert J.

Gantflr, vice president for engineering. "He converted

his basement into a startup operation." But that in

itself indicates the value to an area of new companies.

Spin -off,

Winchester disk technology is an extraordinarily

complex and competitive business, with many wall-es-

tablished and well - finances factors. The industry was

just beginning when Johnson attended a national com-

puter conference and saw a hole in the product lineup.

"It looked like there was room for someone else," says

Ganter. "You respond to the need and keep trying.

That's how you make it in this business." Echoes

1 7
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Thermwood's Susnjara, "Entrepreneurs don't fail. They

give up."

Colorado is not the center of disk technology,

which Ganter considers a benefit. "There's an advantage

to being in a cow field. You don't hear all the reasons

why this or that can't be done. Unlie Silicon Valley,

we have excellent staff stability. And there is good

infrastructure in the front Range now with some 600 new

technology companies in the area. There are all sorts

of people to do circuit boards, special machining. nut

we still vend a lot of things in California."

While a certain distance has some advantages, the

company relies on several mechanisms to keep up with

its industry. "We go to California often," says Ganter.

"As a public company, our investment Walkers are privy

to information that's useful to us. We attend trade

shows and participate in major industry reports. Lots

of us have been at it long enough so that we eave many

friends and there is much cross-pollination. Our sap-

pliers supply our competition. And while California is

the center, the community there can be inbred. We keep

current by having to compete."

California's high-technology industry is not all

in the Santa Clara Valley. Much site around Los Angeles
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and San Diego. A bit more of it graces San Diego be-

cause the city made a newcomer feel truly welcome.

Hal Georgens, of Long Island, New York, a graduate

of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y.,

"gradually migrated westward, as vice president at

Motorola in Phoenix, then Bell & Howell in Pasadena."

When at Bell & Howell, Mr. Georgens decided to start

hid own company, International Data Systems, to make

small tape drives for the computer industry. "We

started in 1974 in Pasadena in rented space across the

street from Bell & Howell because that's where I was,"

save Mr. Georgens.

At five years old, the company filled three

buildings. "We would have to relocate," recalls

Georgens, who Is chairman, founder and chief executive

officer. "We looked at Oregon, Austin, Boulder, but it

didn't seem to make any sense to move that far. We drew

100-mile radius around Pasadena, which ran from Santa

Barbara to San Diego. What with on thing and another,

we set up new facilities in San Diego and phased out

the last of the Pasadena operations last year."

Pasadena is the site of California institute of

Technology and the Jet Propulsion Lacorauory, tremen-

dous technical resources. But International data notes
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no iA k. "There are excellent resources in San Diego,

which is doing very well in the computer science area.

, We are one of seven companies funding the Magnetic

Recording Research Center at the University o' San

Diego and I am on the advisory board to that center."

Georgens started the company with his own money

and the help of friends. "In 1974, there weren't any

venture capitalist. -- we had to bootstrap," he says.

Since then the company has had three rounds of venture

financing. The initial investors still own over 50%.

Venture capital has been important to the company's

growth, but its local availability was not a factor in

either the initial siting in Pasadena or the move to

San Diego.

A spinoff of a different sort is ETA Systems of

St. Paul, Minnesota. The well-endowed developer of

supercomputers is a child of Control Data Corporation,

spun out of the parent with staff and financing in

1983. Control Data owns 40% of the company. The product

to be ready in 1986 is a 10-gigaflop computer (it can

perform ten billion FLoating-point OPerations per sec-

und).

ETA Systems did not Just naturally settle down

next door to its parent. The company conducted a na-
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tionwide search before deciding on St. Paul. One would

have to wonder a little about the total objectivity of

the search since the staff, all former CDC people,

lives in the area and would have had to move if the

company settled elsewhere. Minnesotans are notorious

for their fidelity to their home state.

"In any case," says ETA's Thorndyke, "the design

would have been done here. We were looking for another

manufacturing site. There are several other companies

that do their design work in Minnesota and manufacture

elsewhere. We looked at California. We also looked at

Texas where the Mici,o Computer Center (MCC) went.

The MCC was initially a Minnesota !Jlitiative, with

much input from Minnesota companies, including Control

Data. The organization conducted a nationwide site

search before finally settling on Texas. "The MCC had

already done the work," says Thorndyke, "and we had

that data to work with. But in the final decision, it

was the relevancy of locally available technology that

decided us. Control Data, Cray and Star all make big

computers. Minneapolis/St. Paul is a computer center."

What does "ETA" stand for? "Nothing," says Thorn-

dyke. "Any name remotely connected to technology or

computers IR already used. So we picked the first three
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letters of a linotype keyboard." ETAION SHRDLU.

Geographic isolation is no har to advanced tech-
.

nology industry. You can't go much further and still be

in the United States than Hawaii, which many people

would think an unlikely place for high technology.

Governor George R. Ariyoshi doesn't agree. Neither do

Thomas and Lucille Moore.

"Hawaii has attributes ideal for companies and

agencies seeking a base for current or expanding ad-

vanced technology," Governor Ariyoshi told me. "ItR

location in the middle of the North pacific permits

same-day Tokyo-New York communication. The University

of Hawaii's Electrical Engineering Department is con-

sidered by some to be among the nation's top ten. Most

of its graduates reluctantly leave for the mainland

because of the scarcity of high technology jobs in the

Islands -- meaning there is available a highly quali-

fied labor pool for new firms to tap.

"Hawaii's legislature has established a High

technology Development Corporation and has also estab-

lished Rt the University the Pacific International

Center for High Technology."

The founders of Hawaii's largest advanced techno-
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logy firm, Intelect corp., didn't care about all that.

Thomas and 1,uctlle Moore, Chairman and President, lived

in Hawaii and didn't want to be anywhere else. A native

of New Jersey and graduate of the University of Illi-

nois, Tom Moore had been in the telecommunications

business all his life. He ran factories in Malaysia and

Singapore, with Hawaii as home base. Moore, iho once

was an engineer for Hawaii Telephone Company, started

the present firm in 1976 on returning from Singapore

after a stint with Northern Telecom. "All of a sudden

we could see that it no longer mattered where you were

with the microchip," he says. The company makes micro-

processor-controlled voice communications 'ystems for

air traffic control and air defense. "We had a modest

pool of capital and didn't want to go back to the

matriand."

"The location is no handicLd to doing business all

over the world," says Mr. Moo. e. "It's an advantage for

marketing to the Pacific Basin. Wesy) inside the U.S.

customs barrier. People in Asia know us and 85% of our

business is international. If you stay with high tech-

nology products, you can build them anywhere. What

makes the real difference is how clever are the people.

We found hero a hidden pool of talent.
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"The state has a false image," says Moore, "of

leisure and laziness, sun and sand. The reality is it's

a hard-working place. People don't like to leave. We

found one man with a doctorate driving a pedicab and

anothe) pumping gas. Sometimes we need a specialist.

One advertisement in a mainland newspaper drew 265

replies.

The University graduates 100 to 125 electrical

engineers but there are jobs for only 25. They go to

the mainland. When they come back, they've had some

experience and the itch to see the world is gone. We

don't hire straight from school. When you're small,

you've got to have seasoned people."

Other than as a once-removed source of engineering

staff, the University has not been important to the

company. "The faculty saw its mission as ttaining for

Silicon Valley. But the University people are political

animals and are taking a better look at where they
should be going. We're coming together."

The company initially started without benefit of

venture capital, but growth demands capital. "Last De-

cember we sold 20% of the company to Castle & Cook (one

of llawal 's legendary corporations). The company is

building a technology pare and wants Intelect as a
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model. They also look on us as a venture capital in-

vestment.

"One of the problems is in getting companies to

move to Hawaii. Can you imagine your now MBA telling

his Board 'I want to locate our new plant in Hawaii'?"

Conclusion

When routine quality control is a step beyond what

rigorous scientific procedures were a few years ago,

what must be the level of science needed to support and

advarce today's manufacturing procPsses? Where the

people who devise quality control procedures have ad.

vanced degrees in physics, chemistry, electronics and

the liko, what level of people must a company have to

improve the manufacturing process or devise new ones?

With whom do those people wish to associate? What do

they do in their spare time? How do they refresh and

update their basic skills and knowledge? What seren-

dipitous associations and contacts spark their imagin-

ations and lead on to the breakthroughs that are the

essence of innovative technology?

The best answer to those questions is community.

That means all the factors taken together that appeal
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to, cradle, support and stimulate the creative talents

of exceptionally gifted people. A great university is

. Ant esser,tial. A good one that is of and not merely it

the comunity certainly is.

Perhaps the distinguishing feature of A true in-

novative technology center is indeed a university, Rut

not one in the usual sense. If It be true that a uni-

versity is a community of scholars, then perhaps it is

true that an advanced-technology center is itself a

university -- a community of scholarly companies.

The usual incentives will attract to any region

its fair share of manufacturers based on transplanted

technology. To at'.ract more than its share of innovat-

ive-technology companies, however, an area must foster

an environment that will attract and hold the people

who dream it up. It can't be done overn'ght, and pos-

sibly not at all artificially. No one planned the ex-

isting innovative centers.

**********************
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Appendix

Further Comments On Infrastructure

As states and localities turn to advanced techno-

logy for the jobs of today and tomorrow, many organiz-

ations prepare studies and reportu. These are designed

to help government and industry understand advanced

technology, examine ways in which it COW be attracted

and nurtured, detail what has actually been done and

review the effectivesnese of specific programs.

One of the more prolific producers l studies has

been the Joint Economic Committee of the CNIgress of

the Witell Sates, under the direction of economist Dr.

Robert Premus. In 1982, Dr. Premus produced a seminal

paper "Location o! High-Technology Firms and Regional

Economic Development," which was based on a survey of

691 Lompanies. This report ranked the factors that en-

trepreneurial hightechnology companies consider most

1 t
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important.

More recently, Dr. Premus's group has 'urveyed

venture capital firms. This report has not yet been

published.

Another important study was that published in Oc-

tober 1983 by the Nattcnal Governors' Association. En-

titled "Technology and Growth: State Initiatives in

Technological Innovation," the report is based on a

detailed survey of, and responses from, all fifty

states. It is probably the most complete compendium of

what states are actually doiug to foster advanced

technology industry within their borders. The report

itself is narrative analysis that reaches conclusions

and makes recommendations.
It is accompanied by an ap-

pendix that lists state by state the various initia-

tives aEd organizations, with names und addresses.

The NGA Task Force on Technological Innovation

followed the report with a discussion paper for the

National Governors' Winter Meeting in 'asbington last

February.

Follcwing up the NGA study, the Office of Techno-

logy Assessment (OTA) of the U.S. Congress examined
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industrial developmew, initiatives. In a background

paper on technology, innovation, and regional economic

development entitled "Encouraging High-Technology De-

velopment," OTA identified six general categories into

which the hundreds of hightechnology initiatives

spawned by the states and localities fall. These are:

Technology transfer -- usually focused on improv-

ing linkages between universities and industry;

Human capital -- training and education;

Entrepreneurship training and help -- including

technical and management assistance, exemplified Is? the

Minnesota Cooperation Office (See "Minnesota: Techno-

logy Wellspring," Scientific American, October 1980.

Financial capital -- tax breaks and venture cap-

ital funds;

Physical capital -- infrastructure improvements,

research and science parks, best known of which is

North Carolina's Research Triangle complex;

Information gathering dissemination -- in-

cluding the high-technology task forces that the most

states organized recently.

The OTA study, while categorizing state initia-
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tives, also said most are too new yet to show much re-

suit. But if one were to pl...3 all these initiatives in

a single category, that one meet likely would be "In-

frastructure."

Dr. Premus's work, updated in another paper "Urban

Growth and Technological Innovation," finds that in

general high tech firms will set up where the support

structure* exists. As my own surveys find, that includes

an array of services ranging from educated machine

Ehopu to dependable and adequate electrical power.

Indeed, the local power company is a most import-

ant part of the infrastructure, not unly because it

provides energy htic because it is an industrial devel-

opment resource in its own right. Unlike footloose

high-technology companies, utility companies are tied

to their service areas. They grow only when their areas

develop. As industrial factors themselves, they often

have a feel for the area, land availability, local

custom, taxes and the like that government agencies may

lack.

*4141**********1011**********
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Strategies
for Corporate Growth

Innovation, development, and mature manufacturing at the edge
of knowledge need different kinds of support.

Where to find that support is basic to corporate strategy.

Peter J. Brennan and
Development Counsellors International, Ltd,
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Innovation, development, and ma
Lure manufacturing at the edge of
knowledge need different kinds of sup
pert Where to And that support is be.
tic to corporate strategy

It was (NU David Packard was a
young engineer, newly graduated from
Stanford University. working for one
of the world's largest technology Arms
tie employer was Oanoral Morin
Company to Schenectady. New York, a
pleasant and longestablished industri
al city a continent away from the sea
ny Slants Clara Valley, between the
bay and the see.

The Valley had two main exporta
fruit and college graduates At 'Man.
ford, the late ProfOssor 1P14.11111M

mono Termini, a tireless mater of
nee Curler's, of Stanford. it the Santa
Clara Valley and or the beginnings of
electronic triennially embodied then
in fretted over the Ion of his
brightest students The Professor
found them Juba. leo often somewhere
else like Schenectady When he could,
ha found financing and research con.
tracts to keep his graduates in Califor
Ma, close to home

Thus William Hewlett stayed on to
do graduate work His friend, Mudd
Packard. married to a Californian,
could be persuaded to return on a fel.
lowehip Hewlett invented an audio
oscillator and Taxmen, himself a trans.
planted Midwesterner, suggested Hew.
lett and Packard try marketing it. In
early 1540, they did. from the garage
at Paekard's rented house

From Orchards
to Technology

Thus did the Valley begin to change
to on economy based on new technolo'
Si' It was not planned tors were no
consultants' Studies Ni' one was per-
funded to Shut down at, uneconomle
plant somewhere else and move It to
cheaper California. No economic dove'.
opMent organisation promoted Palo
Alto to all parts of the country.

Anther, as is true for most univalentl
advanced technology centers, a local,
ppoasessibly unique, combination of people.
Facilities and circumstances combined
to yield an unforeseen result.

StanfOrd had excellent electrical en.
Wearing and physics departments,
poised at the edge of practical applica,
tams fur eleetronirs technology. In
Plod 'human. the knot and the locale
had a teacher, an organiser, A man of
vision and determination, a superior
tethnologiet with A Arm grasp of the
reel world I la was the essential inns.

i11 -039 0 fl5 LI

try.university.community linkage.
David Packard, a Coloradan, was

prepared to go to the University of Col
outdo but " the time I spent in Palo
Alto in the summer of ling convinced
me that I should apply to Stanford."

Like most human adventures, the
process begins at it point no one then
present can identify Through a series
of eitetittistaneeS find serenthintleS, it
gathers momentum. The phenomenon
acquires shape, becomes large enough
to have Its own center of gravity. Like
a black hole It begins to attract and
enlace new Ingredients. A new.laeh-
nology center appears amid the prune
yards, on the swampy land above a salt
bed, on the prairie, strung out along a
highway ...

Most important, the world notes
that the new technology center is a net
gain for both its region and the nation
as a whole. Like a seed dropped on the
forest floor, It hums germinated, grown
to maturity. gains its subsistence from
roots mush deeper than the surround
ing shallow plant. to which it gives
shelter and sustenance. In time, it
drops Its own semis, which grow to
form a grove.

1.111

Cultivating Technology
Businaits

We long Age Irgrtad how to 'area
trees so that we no inflget depend on
Walnuts of nature for tintbie We can
anklyte after the fat what pfutneten
dente at edvanced technology to ger.
rmasio and grow in the wild. We have
been less successful in transplanting
those condition* so that we can start
did grow new technology centers
'ohs rover we Want.

Technology Is the key to inorening
praltetivIty of both capital end labor.
A producer made most efficient by

itputeraided deelha MAD), Stalse0f.
thwart Instrumentation and control.
&monk data pruesigni for Mau
tory and materials management and
modern telecommunication Is not rut
vulnerable 1111 his less toChnology.in.
Lenitive. less efficient anfriptithet,

Advanced technology Is thus vital to
the cempetitivenesa of older Indus.
trim which will continue to flint and
expand. Whether they telnduttriAllso
In the United States or migrate entire.
ly to other parts of the world largely
depends on how well they Adept new
technology to their own ends Survival
Also hangs on how well the idghteth
nology Industries 'herniate.* All the
needs of their nonhigh.teehnology ste,
celled smokestack industry customers.

Stale governments regognized long
ago that advanced technology Is the
key to None prosperity. The mionamlo
vitality of Silicon Volley and the Mln

The virtual rebirth of the rtraehu.
neapolisSt Paul area ere wIlit known.
The
setts enemy based on seven high.
technology industries that often
started out In the abandoned (Relentd
of tom/gone unakestnek Industries has
not gone unnoticed. Neither has the
symbolism. Recent economic history,
however, has greatly concentrated the
attention of both stale governments
and businesses.

Traditional regional. 'tete or I
' development programs have elmid at

painting an attractive picture for. any
kind of industry. Development of eery
largely were marketers tether then
developers. Their Salle MileAP wee
and often still Is financial ittetnitIvei.
The longterm objective was en In'
crease In local and state tee bus and
simultaneous (America ih employ.
meta.

The strategy works we eninigh in a
rising economy when ettattoM to Irk
dltional nonighteohnology. to
tries, whose reetitreffienti ire blefd Oh
the products they mete, the memos.
risk they rind and the MORI& they
carve. However, tf a rising We
all boats, it is equity true. edit a II.
In( one °spew the rooks And Imps

few of the larger mule, which WIII
never goat Nein. More than any
In the past twenty yam, the lfre4g
recession exposed the (coke In the
A nick ce n In- ustrlel economy.

a a...60.w%

High `y`yeahe
is Olitetent

will
when addressed to high techne Is.

The strategy does not work

duettist. Measured egilnit the tore
that traditional induritleit ritual etia.
eider, high technology indueirtei are
virtually illeindepandent. They fie
bet up just ubout iltlywheiii, And they
do, all itro often.

Area development anicitge Meet kik!
who are the ilawlettPakerdi of way
end what do they need?

pantile that help corpotetiorti
dhow sited for new fie111O have
patted to And that Aware
M. Ady, executive vice
The Pantui Company, a (alga
site location Arm, Wit w
with a traditional Industry, Use fortyp
ny's short list of prefers nui will CU VI
In the same region-44y Teleal Oda.
home and Loulstene. But when We
dent with high technology companies,

192
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the preferences will be scattered Er 4
the countryCalifornia, Tease and
!forth Carolina "

States. regions and localities have
started to recognise this furniamental
difference between high technology
and traditional industriot Further,
they recognise that there are differ.
Inca within the high-technology
industries themselves. The most
technology-intensive of all industries.
guided missiles and spacecraft (Sten-
dard Industrial Classification ISICI
J761 has some of tho *mecca of a gull.
tional industry. At Ito manufacturing
level. this industry deals with big
items that need plenty of spect
/owing the largest single menufactur.
Ing facilities in the world are aircraft
plants in Texas, Eansas, and coastal
Washington.

Hi Tech
a Definition

According the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. n high technology manures-
tu.mg Arm is one in which engineers
an scientists comprise more than five
pilretni or the total work force. That,
however. in too loose a definition. It
Includes transportation equipment In
general, for example. or which afro.
spice a a part, and chemfcals, rf which
pharmaceuticals are a part.

Advanced technology industries are
home defined as those that require
high levels or continuing Innovation
and whose markets con change over.
night These arms typically have 10
petsent or more sr lentists and sniff.
nears Firms working at the leading
edge or technology have 16 percent or
in,ro engineers and scientists on gaff.

Only Its industries qualify. These
and their SIC codes are Pharmareutl-
talc (283), Computers (367t, Semicon
doctors (361i, Communications am,
Aircraft (3721, and Instruments (381
through 364).

Instruments includes medical. con-
trolling and scientific instruments.

One must oleo include the service
sectors that are so increasingly impol-
tent In the U S economy. More than
most manufacturing sectors, such ser-
vice industries as finance, banking,
communications. software develop.
meat. Insurance, medical italicises and
eataprocessing are fastgrowing users
or advancedechnology products and
the driving force behind the rapid cont.
mercialitation of new ones. Commerce
is more and more a market for indus-
trybut commerce basically services
industry

A high.lechnology company typical.
ly goes through three distinct phases.
Fentue's Robert Ady defines these as
the theory'driven, product-driven and
market-driven stages. A successful in.
novelly' end productive company will
excel on all throe levels. However, each
phase requires a different set of cit
cumetances at its beginning. Ac each
phase becomes a continuing level, It
requires still another set of conditions
to prosper end grow.

The Three Drives

First is the Initial scientific discos,
try and the follow-on work that con-
vett* the discovery to a commercial
product. A lone and brilliant inventor,
a Hewlett or an Edison, may well
make the initial discovery corking in
his basement far from any known tech-
nology center. He may even carry the
discovery to the point of commercial
viability. But as the frontiers of know).
edge have expanded, wresting new se-
crets from science and moving them up
the scale to commercial practicality
has become an expenelve effort.

The second product-driven stage en-
talk development and first.level man-
ufacturing. Once a scientific idea has
been proved and Its practical applica.
lions divined And defined, a company
will exploit It. The company may be a
new one formed out of the basic ro
search group that developed the idea,
or. It may be A large established one
teeing opportunity In new technology.

The classical view in the United
States is that small. entrepreneurial
Arms bring moot new technologies to
market. And In fain, most new jobs
produced in the U.S. economy toms
from .mall companies ex; lofting new
technologiet However, large compa-
nies with large R&D budgets and ex.
Melva facilities spend fat more on
R&D than do small new firms. So do
universities. which, says the National
Science Foundation (NSF), perform
half of all basic research in the U.S.

During the product-driven stage, a
company depends on its source of basic
science and technology, which may be
the company itself. More likely,
though, the source will be a nearby
university, research institute or large
it hnology.oriented corporation from
which the company's founders came.
As the company expands and increases
its R&D expenditures, it will become
lees directly dependent on external
technology. Ideally, It will Itself be-
come a technology source in a growing
technology center.
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Outgrowing
Home Base

As the growing firm's manufactur.
Mg capacity expand., its need for
space and other eervices grows. Menu.
lecturing remains closely linked to
research and development mural..
Consequently, if manufacturing and
R&D cannot be at the same place, any
new site must be within easy meth of
the RAID center. The manufacturing
site must have locally available nearly
the same level of technology as doge
the home site. To attract and hold en
gingers and *Minibus, the new location
must offer similar amenities.

Few people, not Hamlett, not Pack
ard, not Samuel N. Irwin, deliberately
move to a location specifically to fourd
a company. "Companies start where
people are," says Mr. Irwin, founder
and president of Irwin Internationel in
Ann Arbor, Michigan. The founder.
may be there because of a university,
an employer, research foundation, goy-
ernment installation or were born
there. Having started the firm, local
factors keep tne founders in the ere*,
at least through initial succew and
early expansion.

Local factors may enable a newborn
company to grow to a certain point In
Its productoiriven phase. However,
this stage is a critical time In a compa-
ny's life. Further expansion may pro-
duce new needs that the local economy
cannot fill. In its early years, any fat-
growing company is locked In to Its
location by its need for cash to finance
growth. It must generate most of that
cash Internally. Venture capitalists
may fund a company only through
startup. Equity markets want to see a
track record. Conventional bankers
prefer more established, less risky ven-
tures.

When the Company
Should Move

When a company outgrows the local
supply of brain power, cannot attract
the people it needs, encounters too
much red tape in continuing financing,
it moves to an area where the commu.
tiny understands and Is prepared to
'serve its needs.

Ore company may outgrow its man-
ilaclorIng space. Its first satellite Is
likely to be nearby in an area that
offers most or all of the benefits of the
headquarters location. Since the com
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pony can now choose its new site, man
agement will look more closely at fac
tors the founders could not control.

Taxes Are Important

There is it misconception that tax
structure is important only to large
scale. large.employinent smokestack
uncial/mei industries. To justify this
view. people point to California and
Manachusetts, the top advancedttch.
nology states but far from the bottom
of the list on overall tax burden.

Not so "Teas are very important to
small, expanding high.technology corn.
panics." says Dr. Robert Premue. Day.
tonborn staff economist of the
Aubrummittee on Monetary and Fiscal
Policy of the Joint Economic Commit.
tee Prams is the author of a recent
report entitled "Location of High.
Technology Firms and Regional Eco.
manic Development." based on a
survey of 691 companies.

"Small companies in particular rank
the tax burden high." mud Dr Puma
in an interview "Cash flow is critical.
Local taxes can take cash from a corn
pony when it most neede it." At the
sera tune, they are locked Into their
location fly the time they can afford to
move, the tax burden has become sec.
ender, They may even move to e
more heavily taxed Jurisdiction.

The founder of one hightechnology
company explained that paradox. Wil.
Item C Norris, chairman of Control
Data Corporation in Minnesota, said
that the State of Nehraska's willing.
nen to increase both the tax base end
rate was a powerfid factor In the corn
pony's decision to locate a new facility
there "Nebraeka demonstrated that it
meant to provide the tangible and In.
tangible facilities and services that (we
sought)." said Norris "Without such e
change in philosophy." the Nebraska
native continued, "we likely would
hey° gone elsewhere."

The MarketDriven
Facility

The third stage identified by Robert
Ady is the mature manufacturing or
market driven level The company and
its products lino now grown to a point
whir,' enole are paramount The com
',oily I. qt outgrown its older facilities.
ici and products are mature
ran aim" 'cal financial incen

fives and tax structure, availability of
low coat and trainable labor ell assume
greater importance in the site seise.
tion decision.

The merketdriven Arm's products
are high technology But menufactur
ing is essentially an assembly process.
The technology and 'china le In the
maintenance of the manufacturing
systems and In quality control of raw
materials and finished items. Engl.
airs and scientists are a email per.
cent of total employment.

This third stage plant will have d1f.
Went needs thr n the earlier stage
one. This new facility Is still not tied
much to natural resources, nor overly
dependent on market proximity. Such
inteindependent plants can serve Mr.
keta In North America as easily from
Taiwan or Malayeie as they can from
Tennessee. Beyond minor input by to'
cal managers, all technology is gen
erated elsewhere. New technology
arrives dilly, by telephone and corn
puter network or encased in the latest
model of manufacturing systems
equipment _but It comes from some
where eke.

Such are the plants that site devel
opment managers seek. They are
clean, reasonably kind to the environ.
ment. Their demands on the local In.
freatructure are easily met If there Is
adequate electrical power and water.
I hey provide Jobs for local people with.
out placing great Oman& on the local
services and amenities. They do not
bring In large numbers of people who
are accustbmsd to more than the corn'
munity provides.

However. since theee plants are es
antially assembly operations, they
commonly do not have the same ties to
their location as does the company's
technology base To quote Dr. Robert
Premus's Congreolonal report "1 he
survey ... Indicators) that highlech.
nology companies are 'footloose .. ac
ass to raw materIals . markets and
transportation are not major location.
al determinants. Nor are ... water ...
energy . and climate Important de.
terminanW hIghtechnology coma.
nies are drawn more to highly
epecialited resources such as labor
skills and education and to factors that
make it taster to attract and maintain
a skilled labor force, most notably
State and local taxes ..."

The survey also indicated that mat
hIghtechnology companies prefer an
urban to a rural environment. The
cent' ipetal effect of an urbancentered
location bring. in more pet and
companies and encourages nology
transfer Indeed. if a university In the
traditional sense Is a community of

scholars, then a hIghtechnology on
ter may itself be a university -a com'
munity of scholarly companies.

Dynamics of
HighTech Industry

Most states Materially understood
little about the dynamics of high.toh.
nology Industry. To attract such am
panics, they did little analysis and Use
development. In effect, the state
rounded up what already existed and
packaged it attractively for itinerant
Industry. The package did little for rise.
(dent burialeses and lea mill for ne.
scent ones.

Miles Friedman, Executive Director
of the National Association of State
Development Agencies (NASDM,
note the changes In the attitudes of
state development people. "It is still
true that many state agencies see it as
their jobs to move plants from other
states to theirs. But a common bush
new complaint is that the state fon.
des Ignore the Nutria.es they already
have. Now there Is big emphasis on in.
state development and the Incubation
of new businesses."

Some states and localities years ago
tried to develop conditions that would
permit advanced technology centers to
flourish, Not until 19$1 did the Na.
tIonal Oovernors Association (NO
establish a Task Force on Technologi.
cal Innovation. Local generation of
high.technologY Industry Is clearly an
Idea whose time has coma.

Partially as a result of the NOA'e
Initiative, many states from Maine to
Hawaii atablithed high.tohnology
study group.. Eventually, some state,
will take all potato steps to establish
and strengthen the structural fie
menu needed to breed high.tichnology
Industry. Some few may decide that
their future economies will depend on
maintaining the major base of their
present economies. The states' new
awareness of high technology on help
direct technological resources to ap.
proprlete economic sectors, whatever
their place on the technology epic.
WM.

The Governors'
Survey

In late 1992, the NOA Task Force
surveyed every state governor on orga.
nItatIon of state efforts, economic

19 ,1
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incentives, local universIty.industry
cooperation end worker training pro-
grams The survey report in July 1983
will have two sections One organised
by state will describe state policies and
programs in technological innovation.
The other, organised by program caw
gory, will make it easy to compare
state approaches to particular aspects
of economic development and technol
ogy, by various methods.

Among tit, early findi nes; st least 11
status have appointed task forces or
boards as overall policyKletormining
bodies on technology. Thew are Cali.
form*, Illinois, lows, Kansas, Michi'
gen, Maryland, New Jersey, North
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Vir
girlie. Most set these up in 1982,
though North Caroline was way ahead
of Its time, having established Re
Board of Science and Technology,
chaired by the Governor, In 1963.

Twenty.two slates have advisory
groups outside the state government.
Their scope and linkage to the govern.
ment varies greatly. Georgia, for ex.
ample, recently set up the Advanced
Technology Center at Georgia Math
tut, of Technology The Governor and
legislature created the Center In 1980.
but it is not a government body.

Stab money and privatector
matching funds Amino the Maine De.
velopment Foundation, which the
state legislature enabled in 1977. A
governor's advisory committee pro-
poised the cooperative business and
government approach In 1978. In Min
nesota, twenty.fight prominent people
established lest year the Minnesota
Wellspring. Tholovernor is honorary
chairman. New Harnpehire, which has
developed a highechnology service
center bawd on publishing and cow
puter soft, are around the town of Pe.
terlforow,n, has the Conte for New
}temp.:ape's Future. This is a private
orgraisation established in 1979.

not.for.profit Indiana Cor Pore.
non for Science and Technology was
authorlud by the General Assembly in
1982. The Governor appoints a 24.
member board representing the pri
vote. public and educational sectors.
California has the Commission on In.
duettist! Innovation: Maryland Its Gov.
ernor's Advisory Council; Michigan
the proposed High Technology Corp
ration; New York the Science and
Technology Foundation; Pennsylvania
the Governor's Council on Science and
Technology; and South Carolina a pro.
posed Industrial Research Board. The
City of Chicago and The State of 1111.
note, together with Chicago univor
sines, have created an "Illinois
Technology Partnership"

t itt
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The Early Starter

Few programs were as early or as
ambitious as North ..'sroline's. As
George Herbert, president of North
Caroline's Research Triangle Institute
describes it, the state in the midfitties
was neer the bottom in per capita In.
come and too dependent on "old.line
segments of its economy: agriculture,
textiles, tobacco manufacturing, furni
tuts and brick and tile." At the same
time, the stets ranked among the top
ten In numbers of college* and univor.
skies. But for their graduates there
were few local opportunities.

North Carolina looked enviously at
the centers in Massachusetts and Call.
Willa and noted that the desired in
dustry existed in areas of strong
research concentration. Further, most
important research center* lived in the
shadow of major greduatelevel u Myer.
cities. The state had at least three such
schools aloe, together; Duke at Dur
ham; the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill; and North Carolina
State University at Raleigh.

The state In 1986 deolded to *state
lish a research park in the triangle
formed by the univenitiee, thus the
Research Triangle. The concept was
not an instant mimes', nor did the
founders expect it to be. As Mr. Her
bert soy*, "They knew they were work.
ing for returns that would not be truly
significant for 15. 20 or 28 years." And
he cautions newcomers to the high
technology stakes, "This is a reality,
too often ignored by many of the
groups that visit us today looking for a
quick fix for 1983's economic V/001."

No one really knows the optimum
elm and mix of the critical mass that
tuns a highachnology manufectur
ing center into a truly innovative one.
Few doubt that it takes many years to
reach that mlf.ignitIng concentrated
mix of research amen, universities
and heorporiented industry.

The planners Ant established the
Research Triangle Foundation to sc.
quire land and develop the 8,700mrs
park. They also set up the Rematch
Triangle Institute In close association
with the universities. None of these is
a state agency.

Despite an early capture of a major
industrial laboratory in 1969. others
were slow to follow. By 1968, there
were only nine laboratories with a to
WI employment of 1,000. But then
things began to pick up. IBM bought
400 acres. The Notional Institutes of
Health established lie National Meth

lute of Environmental Health Sol.
ences Another major industrial lab
oratory moved in and the project was
off and running.

The most recent addition is the
statasponsored Microelectronics Con
tor of North Carolina, established in
1980, The legislature appropriated the
Ant one million dollars for startup,
and the stab is providing the first 24.4
million dollars for ongoing support.

North Caroline's experience has
minty lemons for others, But It is not
yet clear that the state has managed to
produce an industrial rival to Silicon
Valley or Route 126. The location is
high on everyone's short het when
looking at possible new location, The
universities and RTI itself us well's*.
puted basic research centers. But the
bubbling ferment of entrepreneurial
activity that is the true mark of a self.
generating advancedtechnologY ten'
ter Is not yet evident.

A Downtown
Research Park

Another research center started on
different premise but at about the
same time Is the University City Sel.
ante Center in Philadelphia, Pa.
There, the University of Pennsylvania
and Drexel University were situated In
deteriorating neighborhoods. The uni
versifies, business and community con.
eeived The Science Canter as a way to
improve the city's Ischnolgo Wee and
reveres urban blight. Under the our
pica of tome 28 member Institutions
that own it, the Center began ln 1964
In a renovated building. It is now an
urban research center covering some
19 acres with over seventy 'cientee
bared organisations in its nine build.
Mgt Some of them organisations are
new to the city while, more important,
the Center encourages others to re
main them.

The University City Science Center
Is so far the nation's only downtown
research perk, though Detroit and
Wayne State University in Michigan
are starting a similar concept In the
Detroit.based Metropolitan Center for
High Technology.

The University City Science Center
has a relatively small Research
cute* Division. The Research Triangle
Institute is a much larger, fotestand.
Mg organisation similar to such.older
institutions as Battelle Memorial Iftsti.
tuts at Columbus, Ohio; Stanford Re.
search Institute in Menlo Park, Coat
Midweet Research Institute in Kansas



City. Santos: IITRI in Chicago; South.
west Research Institute In San Anto-
nio, Texas, and many more.

For smaller companies and even
larger ones faced with selentine qua,.
lions that they have none r line nor
staff to handle themselves, the re
search institutes are an important re.
source. As do most companies, the
research Institutes often specialize in
technologies that reflect their gee-
graphical location and the Interests of
their major clients.

Subdivisions for
Technology

Clean hightechnology industry new
ally does not need large and heavy in.
stallatione. One can develop industrial
parks for such industry just as one de
velups residential sulilvielons for pea
pie. A well laid out Industrial or
research pork with room for expansion
can be an important factor In site se.
tenon, particularly for a smaller,
hightechnology company making its
first move out of Its basement.

Successful developers present la bol
anted facility. If the park Itself does
not contain a research Institute and
university campuses, these will be
within easy reach. The park will oleo
have conference facilities, hotels. shop
ping center" and restaurants. A large
development may be a completely
planned community.

The Huron Center near Ann Arbor,
Mich., Is such a real estate develop.
rnent. A joint venture between Milan
bishi and Morgan Stanley. the Center
is a 393.scre multuse development
eight miler from the University of
Michigan and 25 mile" from Detroit.
When completed, it will contain reel.
dancer as well as research lab*, hotels
as well as light industrial plants.

Utah, recently in the news for the
artificial heart work at the University
of Utah Medical Center, has a growing
advancedtechnology center In what
one publicist refers to as "Bionic Val-
ley," near Salt Lake City.

Montgomery County, Maryland, cap.
nettles on the e why concentration of
Government medical research
ties embodied In the Notional Ineti
tutee of Health. Bethesda Naval
Hoticital and many nedically.oriented
companies In the area. The county has
established the 262.acre Shady Grove
Medical Park, which has reserved 146
acres for medical sciencerelated bull.
nett*. and Institutions.

Also in Montgomery County is the
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IN HIGHTECH NEW JERSEY,
WE NOT ONLY WORK HARDER
...WE WORK SMARTER!
New jersey has more scientists,
engineers, and technicians per
capita than any other state in the
country. also the number one
state ht private R&D funding. And
Almost one in every ten research
dollars spent nationally is spent
in New Jersey's 700 industrial
and academic laboratories.

New Jersey is where you'll find
the leaders in aerospace research
and telecommunications...
leaden ht the development of
faster and smeller computer
chips and the development of
plastics lighter than aluminum
and stronger than steel...leaders
ht virtually every hightech field.

FREE NEW JERSEY FACT BOOK
If you're a young etwarthriented firm or esublished
innovetive cowpony, thew ate many redeem Ay you'd
be Wet off In New 'eters team moss abnut New
Petty and ks Nemeth envfmne mt. Foe s (me copy of
the "New Jersey Feet Book" and other materiel, writes
Sow Kam, Area Development, PSE4.0, 80 Perk
Flab, Newark, NJ. 01101.0 psigG:recbleicanscl.

Company
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Technology
isfin a state.

Tennessee is closer to the
moon than it looks: much ci
the technology launched Into
apace wee researched in Ten.
nessee. But space Niue one
side of Tennessee's technol
ogy story. Elect -Weiland
computer scienceare major
industries. The University ci
Tennessee is becominga na
homily recognized energy
research center, and we're,
making important break-
through. in medical technol.
ogy. When it comes to high
technology. Tor nesse. is get.
tine down to brass tacks and
giving you the moon, and
more. For more information.
write or cell Mike DuBois,
Tennessee Department ci Eco
nomic and Community Devel
oprnent, Andrew Jackson
Bldg., Box 999, Nashville, TN
37219. 1.800.2514094.

©Tennessee
We y 'down to Bran Tacks.
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planned city of Columbia with both
residences and work places for people
In high technology. Columbia mirrors
to some extent the planned city of Res-
ton across the river in Fairfax County,
Virginia, another sits fo- much high
technology industry.

The Planned City

An ambitious development that has
learned much from Columbia, Reston
and the Research Triangle is The
Woodlands near Houston, Texas, This
project of the Mitchell Energy Comps
ny is a wholly integrated 25,000cre
residential, research and light menu
facturing community. The developers
intend that everyone who works in the
Woodlands can afford to live there.
Several thousand people already do. In
that, the community differs little from
the traditional concept of the small,
selkontained town, which it is.

The research forest has four ale.
mints. There will be a 400acre cam.
pus for the University of Houston. The
Texas Medical Center Inc.. has 150
acres for a research campus. One .n
dred acres belong to the Houston Area
Research Center (HARM a research
institute under the auspices of Texas
MM, Rice University and the Univer
sky of Houston. Some 1,300 acres are
set aside for highechnology business
ea and their suppliers.

While developers take pristine land
and turn it into parks, in many parts
of the country suitable sites lie fallow,
These are deactivated military bases.
Though these sites are frequently MT
the beaten path, companies can turn
their existing infrastructure to cow
mercial use at low cost. Many were air
butt In Chippewa County, Michigan,
for example. marketdrive Arms can
set up on 41 acres of lighted concrete.

Other states end regions hope to use
what they already have to generate
new technology industry. Illinois, for
example, has the Argonne National
Laboratory, Fermileb, the Illinois In.
...tut* of Technolocy Research !natl
tuts the many fine universities
around Chicago and the University of
Illinois at ChampaignUrbant A tech.
nology corridor extends westward from
Chicago toward Fermilab. The area
has en enormous base in existing med.
feel And electronics technology. It has
some of the more active and venture
some venture capitalist* Rut it has
lacked the university.industrycommu
nity links that have been so important
to theorybased entrepreneurial meth
ty elsewhere, which explains recent
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Task Force development of significant
educationawl local cooperation.

The GOCO
Connection

Many localities with government
highechnology installations now we
that these facilities are pert of the
community's technology ben, They
employ thousand of scientists and en.
'Instrs as well as equipment and In
strumentatiun that only the wealthiest
of industries and few universities can
afford. These are the GOCO (Govern
mentChvned, Contractor-Operatedi fa.
OKI... Much of their technology I. in
the public domain.

A government highechnology facile
ity linked to local universities creates

highechnology center all its own.
With proper encouragement, avallabli
ity of capital, extended relationships
with local business's*, 0000e become a
factor that expanding high technology
companies must consider as well, u
potent centers for local development,

Tennessee. recognising the 'nor
moue science and technology base at
the Union Cerblde-operated Oak Ridge
National Laboratory and the Unlverel
I,. of Tennessee a few mils west at
Knoxville, has undertaken major
program to develop a technology comb
dor. Tennessee is not widely thought of
as hIghtechnology ital. Yet there
are over 2,000 Ph. D. level profusion
ale in the Oak Ridge area alone, in.
chiding the largest concentration of
doctoratstlevel biologists in the world.

Simlly GOCOs and even 00130s
(Govern .nentChvned, OovernmentOp
'rated, redline across the country
provide ready.made advanced technol.
ogy centers to which aspiring comp
nies might well attach themselves or
from which new ones might spring,
Dayton. Ohio, for example, rightly con.
elders Wright Patterson Air Force
Base, the Air Force's major technical
center, to be a community high tech.
nology resource.

The benefits to Celifornia of such
0000e as the Jet Propulsion Labors
tory and the Livermore Laboratory are
substantial. Florida's technology has
gained from the space flight operations
at Cape Canaveral and the Industries
that have sprung up to serve them. '

NASA's contribution to the technol.
ogy base in Houston is incalculable.
Joseph P. Loftus. Director of Technical
Planning at NASA, Houston, recalls
the moonshot days when thousands of
eager engineers and scientists necked
to Houston to be at the leading edge of



something exciting. "I see 15,000 snag
neers and scientists who once worked
here and stayed. They have effected en
enormous transfer of material and
management technology from the very
leading edge where NASA works Into
the everyday business of the region."

New Mexico has university-operated
Los Alamos National Lalmratory and
AT&T.run Sandia National Labors.
tory These and other LOCO facilities
of the Department of Energy work in
many economically significant areas
such as geothermal research, 'yawl,
solar and new and renewable energy,
as well as nuclear fission and fusion.

The Federal government's primary
laboratory for western coal and lignite
research is at Grand Forks, North Da-
kota. It is now owned by its former
contract operator, the 100.year.old
University of North Dakota, and re .
named the University of North Dakota
Energy Research Center. It will contin-
ue to handle government projects but
will also conduct programs for other
sponsors. The Center could be the nu
cieus of a technology center.

University-Industry
Linkages

Successful technology transfer from
research to commerce generally re
sults from good linkages between the
universities and industry. Such link
egos do not always exist. In maintain.
Ing something of an ivory tower
attitude toward the real world, some
universities have forbidden their (awl
ties to engage in commerce. But as
manufacturing technology approaches
levels of Science once found only in the
academic research laboratory, and as
only industry aid government can a
ford the equipment needed to probe
the outer reaches of knowledge, more
universities participate in the market,
place.

At the first meeting of the NOA teak
force. Dr. George A. Keyworth. Science
and Technology Adviser to the Preel
dent, remarked about the problem;
;he resistance of the flow of technolo-
gy from our research laboratories to
the marketplace is abysmal," he mid.

"There was a decoupling of universi.
ties and the business community,"
says Robert Premus. 'The universities
sought Federal money for their pro.
grams, which were for Federal pur
poses. That reduced the flow of
technology into U S. industry. But the
government cut back support to uni
verstnes We see the universities get.
ting anxious and talking to the
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corporate community again "
A respected university has value to

an expanding firm, because it supplies
a talented labor pool, is an educational
and technology resource for the com-
pany's staff, and beamse it attracts a
continuing flow of talent Indeed, basic
to technology transfer is the flow from
other univereity-tentered areas of pia
pie who like birds carry seeds of tech-
nology sown elsewhere.

Many People recognise the problem
of attracting development support
from academia end are doing sort
thing about it. Solutions rang. from
organised industry-university linkage
organisations through busineee tau-
bation programs at unlversitiee to loos-
ening the rules so that faculty may
more easily talk to`bueiness.

The University of Wisconsin at Mad-
loon has had the University-Induotry
Research Program (UIR) since 1966.
UIR helps develop relationships be-
tween UW faculty and Industry and
helps Industry and faculty identify
programs, facilities and people with
mutual research [Moretti.

The Oregon Graduate Center, a non-
university degree granting organist-
don, pc forms a similar function. The
Center has been an important lector in
the state's success In attracting spinoff
advanced technology composts..

In Pennsylvania, the aptly named
Ben Franklin Partnership program
concentrates on irritants. College end
university patent policies cover new
developments through the advanced
technology centers. Policies concern
consing in the state, royalties and A-
er fees to support advanced technology
centers.

Incubating
New Businesses

At Carnegie Mellon University in
Pittsburgh. Prof. Dwight M. Baumann
has been trying a somewhat different
approachthe Incubator. He lit up
the Center for Entrepreneurial Det.t1.
opment at Carnegie Mallon in 1971.
Since a common feature of successful
advanced technology centers is a grow-
ing cluster of entrepreneurial comps-
niet passing on through several
generations, Prof. Baumann wanted
"to see if we could create a cluster"

Prof Baumann's Pittsburgh Center
has been responsible for 16 firsgener
short high-technology companiee and 9
aetondgeneretion ones One sold for
68 million Prof. Baumann acknowl-
edges the importance of venture capi-
tal. but not necessarily where the
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entrepreneur is: "Venture capital fol-
lows innovationnot precedes It." he
points out.

Where The Money is

Moil states recognise that venture
capital and follow-on financing are inn
portant. Some have innovative pro-
grams to channel funds to new
companies. Connecticut has a unique
concept In the Connecticut Product De.
velopment Corporation (CPDC). This
publicly-funded, stattchartured corp*.
ration's mandate is to invest In innova-
ties new .sroducts. CPDC borrows from
the state to share the Coats of develop
ment with the company. CPDC earns
royalties and repays the state tree-
sury. The funding is not a loan, but
neither Is it equity. On a successful
product, CPDC can recoup five times
the development funding. If the prod-
trot fails. CPDC loses Its money, so far
about 3 percent of Its total investment.

Michigan has begun to move Into ar-
eas when privet* capital has been ab-
sent. The state has venture capitalist.,
notably Doan Resources of Midland,
but they are not suflicient to the de.
mend. So the state legislature passed
new laws that allow state retirement
funds to make equity investments In
Michigan busintem. Over $360 m11-
lion Is thus available to high technnlo-
gy rompanies.

Untie, new legielation proposed by
Governor 'red Schwinden, Montana
will Invest ray percent of certain tax
proceeds In new and expanding Mon-
tans firms, about 13 million dollars
the first year. Some 20 percent of the
state's own Investment portfolio will
be in new or expanding Montana
firms, about 140 million dollar* per
year. The state will also create a prl-
vatesec.r venturcipital Montana
Development Credit Corporation.

Maryland take. a somewhat more
conventional approach. The Develop.
ment Credit Corporation of Maryland
DCChit does not take an equity posh

tion; rather it lent soney to fledgling
firms that have oh n some evidence
of managerial abilil, o operate at a
profit.

Different States,
Different Styles

As the competition to attract ad.
canoedtechnology industry intensities
among advanced technology centers,
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the states and regions have begun to
resemble the Arms they seek Econorn-
is development departments are be.
coming analogous to profit centers
They raise money. mount marketing
efforts, devote more attention to such
quality introls as cutting out bureau-
cram red tape and honestly analyzing
themselves to isolate specific benefits
and competitive advantages.

The mode and philosophy of °mom
is development varies greatly from
state to state, as the NGA survey
makes clear 'the governor himself,
however. is the chief economic develop-
ment officer Staters Panto's Robert
Ady "The Governor is the ultimate
spokesman. He makes a profound im
pression by his personal involvement
in the economic development process."

Some states maintain a relatively
low-key, lowbudget effort. There may
be a email office burled in another de
partment or attached to the Office of
the Governor. Cities and counties may
have only the businessfunded local
chamber of commerce

Others rival ninny countries. A well.
funded central organization may have
a cabinetlevel director and control of a
huge budget for everything from ad
vertiaing to financial aid. Such an or.
institution may well have branch
offices in other states and in foreign
countries.

Some states that believe they have a
special focus maintain relatively small
organisations. Delaware, for instance,
seeks high-technology industry but is
more oriented toward technolcdpus-
mg service industries like banking and
finance, a route North Dakota has also
taken. Delaware Is one of only four
states with a court devoted entirely to
business law, the Court of Chancery.
Other states, says D:Iaware, can
change their systems to match. But
nothing can match Delaware's eighty.
year history of case law In business
affairs.

A few states have publicly.funded
municipal and county development or
Itemisations that are nearly as prom'.
nent or more so than the state
organisation A gain for the county or
city to of course a gain for the state.
Rut once a county or city organisation
learns of a prospect, the rivalry and
competition can be As fierce as any
between nations.

Utilities
Eager to Help

Companies need adequate and de-
pendable utilities. Among the factors'

that influenced the government's deo.
sion to install Fermilab's huge particle
accelerator in Illinois, for example,
was Commonwealth Edison's ability to
satisfy enormous instantaneous power
demands at is reasonable price

Dependable power seldom a prob
lam in the United States In any me
utilities are not a deciding fact( t for
most high-technology companies. -low.
ever, in many states the utility corps
nies are a valuable resource in another
way. They are literally wired in to
their state or region. As investor
owned companies, they are invaluable
information stances.

Sometimes the utilities do more
state promotion than the states. As
John H. Maddocks, General Manager
for Area Development at New Jersey's
Public Service Electric and Gas Com.
pany puts it: "We're part of New Jar.
say. The vitality of our company is
related to the economy of the state.

Michigan's Consumers Power Corn
patsy gives prospective Michiganders
extensive information. Not only does
the company help select a site, its
training program for Michigan cam
munities shows them how to retain in.
dust ry and attract new ones,

A new company or an expanding one
thus has many places to turn in seek.
Ing those factors that will best suit Its
unique needs. Company management,
particularly when looking for new
sites for marketoriented plants, can
not easily rule out any location. It Is a
truism that every place will uniquely
match someone's needs. And, to quote
Florida's promotional motto, "People
like to work where they like to live."

Venture Capital
High-tech Nutrient

Most government financial incen-
tives have little to do with getting the
shaky embryonic Arm with a great
Idea out of the basement, garage or
university laboratory and into the
marketplace. That function is truly
the province of venture capital. A few
states have made some provision to
help guide state funds into venture
'landing. But it is not yet clear what
form these initiatives will eventually
take.

They might be repaid out of profit,
to an extent beyond the Initial sum.
Such a form, similar to that of the
Connecticut Product Development
Corporation, is a grant whose raim
bursement Is contingent on the sweet
of the enterprise. Maximum reins
hursement is limited to five times the
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amount of the original grant.
Venture capital is equity money in.

vested in the early stages of a comp..
ny's life to help it grow beyond startup,
While the initial money will have
come from principals and their fem.
Hies. venture capital generally comae
from outsiders, who take shares in the
company and will become part owners.

Relations between venture capital.
late and company founders are corm
plea. They can be difficult depending
on how much control the venture cap
titian demands and ,the founder la
willing to yield. (For an excellent
discussion on this point see "Raising
Venture Capital: An Entrepreneur's
Guidebook," published by the New
York accounting firm Deloitte Harkin
& Sells.)

A U S bated high technology comm.
ny in the theory or productdriven
stage would not usually locate Re oper.
cons overseas. There are exceptions,
especially in biomedical technology.
An oversees location can allow such a
company to bring a product to market
sooner under perhaps more relaxed
regulatory procedures then those in
the U.S.

When a hIghtechnology product
reaches the marketdriven commodity
stage, however, and costs and market
access outweigh most other factors,
management must look os closely at
overseas sites as domestic ones. A tom.
pony will usually consider offshore
manufacturing If it also has or expects
to develop markets abroad. However,
foreign production occasionally makes
economic sense even when all output
goes to the U S. market.

Many countries are eager to attract
highteehnology manufacturer*. Coon,
tries want these Industries for the
some reasons the states and localities
of the U.S. do. They provide jobs, help
upgrade local skills and eventually in.
crease the tax base More Important in
the view of many countries is the po
tentisl for technology transfer. Sadly,
the latter expectation is usually a vain
one unless a country already has
mono technology babe of Its own.

That has not deterred most of the
world's nations from competing for
highechnology industry Just as have
the several state!, many have set up
special economic development age
ties designed to bypass much goven.
rent red tape and deal directly and
efficiently with highechnology CO/A.
ponies Some of these such as the
Northern Ireland Industrial Develop.
meat Organisation th.1111)0) are virtu.
oily autonomous and empowered to

In the
Last Analysts

A management's decision on when
to put the new highechnology menu.
fecturing plant can rest on intangibles.
Among the factors Bob Premus'e ea.
vey found was the company founder's
place of birth. As says Cs.lorado-born
David Packard, "I have always had a
high regard for the University of Colo
redo and it may have something to do
with my Interest in our location in
that part of the country."

HewlettPckird's first expansion
beyond Palo Alto was to Colorado.

Managements want to increase prof.

deal with new companies on a range of
issues far beyond those that most do
mettle development agencies can ham
die on their own authority.

Oversees organisations like NIIDO
offer as incentives the some range of
financial anJ personnel benefits as do
the U.S. organisations. And as do the
U S.'statee, other development seen
ties such as the industrial Develop.
mint Authority of Ireland (IDA), the
French, German, Italian, Danish, Lux.
embourg, Malaysian, Singapore, Sri
Lankan and more will try to match
thee. Incentives. Indeed, as agents of
sovereign governments, not govern
mental unite, that overseas organise
done can compete at an awesome level,
one few states could match.

Though location per se is seldom the
primary factor for markstdriven fa.
oility, It can be Important if the mar*
ket is an export one and the company
has extensivt oversees interests,

Northern Ireland give, ready access
to the European market and partial.
lady to the British and Britishtlepen
dent markets from within the political
boundaries of the United Kingdom.
Ireland Is an Engliishpeaking jump.
Ing off place for all Europe from within
the Common Marks'. Luxembourg is a
money center. Austria is the gateway
to Central end Eastern Europe and
Hungry le the stepping stone.

Caribbean dependencies of Europe.
an countries. such as the Netherlands
Antilles, allow favored access to the
Common Market from bate clear to
home. Special agreements allow other
countries like Trinidad and Tobago
such access too, Puerto Rico end the
U.S. Virgin Islands confer tax benefits
no state can match. A hightahnology
firm can serve markets in Asia better
from Sri Lanka or Malaysia.

Mature managers will consciously
examine every facet of their company's I
position within Its own evolving incluse
try and the company's own stage of
development. Those In the theory.driv.
en phase may also make all the right
moves more out of instinct than raw
coned strategyone mason so many
company founders find themselves
ousted as the company enters the prod.
uct and market.driven phases.

But instinctive or planned, any high
technology firm must encounter, tom
eider and deal with thee' many factors
governing the right location at the
right time in the company's history.
No advanced technology business in to
day's fastahanging markets can stand
entirely alone.

Most nations has active Invest.
ment.promotion programs. In some, as
in many U.S. states, local units such as
Glenrothee In Scotland work in pare!
lel with the national agencies, As In
the states, the degree of skill, re.
sources and commitment each nation
brings to Its promotion effort varies
enormously.

Profit is no longer a dirty word in
many countries, Foreign investment,
once shunned, is now sought. But old
attitudes die hard. As one skeptical
participant in recent Investment pro.
motion conference said "Politicians
propos.; bureaucrats dispose. Whet
have you don. about your bureau.
crate?" The more successful organise.
dons like NIIDO and MA were
designed to shortcut bureaucratic
clumnels. For lack of that authorityi
some nations' efforts remain hobbled
despite the best intentions.

Numerous investment promotion
agencies have branches In the United
States. Reflecting their independence,
thee, are not connected to embassies
or consulate. Other nations treat do
velopment as a sideline for diplomatic
personnel.

At the urging of a staff member,
Adly abd el Meguid V Egypt, the Unit.
ed Nations triduttrial Development Or.
ionisation (UNIDO) in 1478 set up a
program to help governments develop
their own investment promotion co
pitchy. The U.S. Oversees Private tn.
vestment Corporation (ODIC) helped
fund the Project. Several countries run
their promotion efforts out of UNIDO
In New York. Sri Lanka wee one of the
first and more successful graduate. of
that program, The country's success
reflects location and commitment,
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Representative LUNOREN. Thank you very much.
Again, I thank you both for your testimony and the quality of

the preparation.
Let me just ask a general question of both of you for your com-

ments.
We've had regions of this country known as the smokestack re-

gions that were predo, inant for some period of time, and we now
have the Sunbelt that some refer to, talking about the nature of
the businesses in some cases, talking about the weather in other
cases.

Is high tech and a high-tech strategy or high tech as a dominant
element of the industrial mix possible for every State or region in
the country?

How do you define high tech in that sense, and are there oppor-
tunities o aside the Nation's generally accepted three high tech
complexes: Silicon Valley, Route 128, and the Research Triangle
Park? I don't mean to be overly cynical about this, but are we sug-
gesting, in some ways by our emphasis on high tech, a goal that is
not appropriate for certain parts of the country?

Mr. BElLMAN. Let me comment by saying that it depends on the
individual State. North Carolina is a heavy manufacturing State,
and most new manufacturing jobs, about 75 percent, are coming
from the so-called high technology areas. Mr. Brennan has defined
those in terms of SIC codes, and I believe that the committee has
as well. If you are going to replace those jobs, then, of course, high
technology is the only logical place to go to get it. You can't replace
it with services. We are already a 70-percent service economy na-
tionally, and to suggest our balance of payments, we're going to
have to put nr.ore emphasis on manufacturing. And manufacturing
growth is coming primarily from advanced or modern technologies.

And so, it is a fundamental strategic need to identify and pursue
these new technologies and develop the innovative environment, asit is being done in North Carolina.

1 don't believe that there is a risk of too much of this activity.
Change is an evolutionary process and all of these State efforts are
going to help cultivate the environment for the technological
change which is inevitable.

The question of Route 128 and Silicon Valley, I think, has some
very interesting aspects to it, and I know you are going to have
some hearings in those areas, but I would suggest to you, you
might want to examine the influence of Federal spending in thoseareas.

Silicon Valley did not result just from the fact that Bill Hewlett
found he could build an oscilloscope in his garage. There were
enormous Federal investments over a period of time in Silicon
Valley and Boston. As was pointed out in one of Mr. Brennan's ar-
ticles there were Federal investments of $66 billion in semiconduc-
tor research alone in the 5 years from 1955 to 1961, much of it for
the benefit of those two areas. That ;s, by the way, a national in-
dustrial policy at least in part. And I think if you look at the Fed-
eral expenditures in R&D you'll find that they had a substantial
influence on what has happened in Silicon Valley and around
Route 128. The Research Triangle Park does not have any signifi-
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cant defense industry. The park has just developed as a result of
the long-term investment that's been taking place there.

Mr. BRENNAN, I think it is unfortunate in a way that so much of

the high-tech phenomenon has been so directed to the Silicon
Valley. The Santa Clara Valley phenomenon centered on Stanford
University I think, is unique. It differs even from that in the
Route 128 Boston area. Massachusetts is still very diverse as is all
of New England. It is still a very diverse economy, but you'd be
hard put to find much besides electronics and communications and
high technology industry, other than a few surviving plum yards,
between San Jose and Palo Alto. And when all of these other areas
start looking to be high technology centers, they want to model
themselves after that area. But there is an enormous market for
the technology.

Sometimes I think people lose sight of the fact that the technolo-
gy is not an end in itself. It exists and is developed to increase pro-
ductivity, to increase standards of living, to make existing indus-
tries more efficient. And that technology is being invested in the
automotive industry and in the steel industry. I understand now
that the smokestack States are beginning to turn around some-
what, not to what they were, but because they are bringing this
technology in. Michigan and Illinois and similar States have been
making tremendous efforts to bring this technology into their own
manufacturing processes. We have to look at what the ends are,
before we start talking about building little Silicon Valleys all over
the country. We don't need them that much,

Representative LUNCREN. I think you make a good point about
the smokestack industries, if, in fact, we are going to maintain
them, or at least make sure that they are not completely wiped

out, we have to apply high tech to those industries. And so you
don't necessary have a tremendous conflict between those two con-
cerns. You have a complementary effect. In fact, a necessary effect,
if smokestack industries are going to participate in the future at
all.

Let me ask you this question, perhaps I'll get a little different
observations from the two of you.

North Carolina, it's accepted, has excellent, great universities.
And you have the Triangle down there that is well-known, in terms
of its ability and its product of technology, yet there has not been
and you can correct me if I'm wrongbut as I understand it, in my
observation, it suggests there has not been much to suggest in the
spinoff of many small innovative companies to date.

Mr. Brennan, you noted that entrepreneurs can develop in areas
without great research centers or universities. You suggested all
you need perhaps is good ones. In some cases, if you have the
people with you, you may not even need that, at least at the very
beginning.

What does that say about State and local activities? Does it sug
gest that perhaps we ought not to overstate the necessity of the
great universities, in order to support high tech industries, particu-
larly spinoff industries? Does it suggest that those spinoff indus-
tries may take place in areas that we can't even anticipate now,
because of perhapsin some ways, the very eccentric reasons, per-
haps, why a company might start up at one place or another?
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Mr. BRENNAN. I don't think that you should draw too large a
generality from these few examples. Research Triangle is a very
important development in North Carolina, but it has, in fact,
takenwhat, 25 years?

Mr. BEILMAN. Yes, just about 25 years.
Mr. BRENNAN. About 25 years to get to the point where it is

more than an attracter of large companies that want to set up re-
search institutions and research organizations, based on the educa-
tional infrastructure there.

One of the things I only touched on hereI'm talking about the
one company I talked to in North Carolina, which applies else-where toois the infrastructure that organizations like the Re-
search Triangle, like the Route 128 area, like the Minneapolis-St.
Paul area, do provide to companies a support structure that any
business needs, from specialized machine shops to overnight devel-
opment of printed circuit boards. I really have to question whether
or not people near Glacier National Park or out in western Nebras-
ka will find that support nearby.

Despite the excellent transportation that you have to practically
anywhere, I have to wonder whether the fellow out in Montana
can get what he wants immediately, or if he has to wait 3 or 4 daysor maybe 1 week or 1 month to get the things that he needs.
People who have set up companies in a developed center have
access to all that support,

Mr. BF,ILMAN. North Carolina does have a lesser amount of these
new entrepreneurial developments taking place. There are cultural
kinds of factors involved. For example North Carolina has been a
relatively poor State and has been highly agricultural even though
there are large manufacturing areas and a large manufacturing
work force.

Also, the universities have not had intellectual property rights
provisions that were very attractive. There has been 15 percent
participation on the part of inventor and that has just recently
been changed to 25-percent gross participation.

Financial incentives are very important to the entrepreneur and
we expect, through a new task force on innovation to see a great
deal more entrepreneurial activity. But the entrepreneurial spirit
is cultural and you do need a supporting infrastructure. I would
put North Carolina in a kind of a takeoff phase. Those phases can
also be developed in other places where there are good universities
and where there is not already the kind of proliferation of new
businesses as exists in Silicon Valley or Route 128.

Representative LUNGREN. How important are these incubator fa-
cilities in encouraging the entrepreneur? Obviously we have a
finite number of them, and are they as important as we like to be-
lieve they are? Because, obviously, some get in and some do not. Is
there an appreciable increase in the number of businesses that are
generated and then actually developed through the use of incuba-
tor facilities?

What I'm trying to get at is this. Often times in our Government
we say, OK, we established this program and here are our success-
es. But %.-e never look at what would develop without the program.
We never look at what would have developed if that capital wasn't
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used in that endeavor aid instead was used in a program some
where else.

What are the unique characteristics of the incubator facilities
that lead you to believe, Mr. Beilman, that this will help in North
Carolina being successful in the spinoff companies that we've
talked about?

Mr. BEILMAN. Well, I think the incubator approach is extremely
important. There are certain levels of cre itivity that exist that do
need special support, in a technical sense, for marketing or manu-
radii ring or finance or just management in general. The incubator
facility provides that. However, if you triple the incubator facilities
you're not going to triple the number of successes. I think there's a
certain level of incubator effort needed to accommodate those good
ideas that are coming aong. I also think that there will be an ex-
ponential number of new good ideas as people get more confidence
and more role models in developing areas.

So, I think there's a necessary level of incubator capability but I
don't believe that is the solution to the ,problem. If you look at at-
tracting industry, and much of industry is new industry that comes
from exiAing companies that need a new location, the amount of
jobs you can bring into an area like Nroth Caroling by attracting
major corporations far exceeds in the short tet in, +he number of
jobs you can get through incubator facilities or new entr
al activities. But in the long term, of course, those activit.is
become very important as this exponential factor takes hold.

Representative :WREN. Mr. Brennan, would you have a com-
ment on that?

Mr. BRENNAN. I don't know that much about the incubator facili-
ties. I know that there is one that works very well out at Carnegie
Mellon, at Carnegie University in Pittsburgh. That was developed
out of c.in MIT program, if I remember correctly. Also, there are
some around Minneapolis-St. Paul that are based on the university
there and the Minneapolis programs, or the Minnesota programs
that are very entrepreneur intensive.

But you have to make a distinction here. We're talking about at-
tracting n6. industry. Between pirating industry from an area and
legitimrtely attracting the expansions of companies that are set-
ting up, just growing. I think that di the States can legitimately
compete to attract a new IBM facility or a new general electric fa-
cility or whatever the case may be

I think that an organization like the Research Triangle is in a
very strong position to attract that type of hidustry that is more
than merely assembly, which can go anywhere. As Bob Premus has
put it, lo it loose. But that requires a very high level of technology
input and that's not pirating jobs. That's generating new jebs. I
think this is where ore' tations like Resea..ch Triangle become
particularly important.

And the other thing is that it is a generational thing. The
single most important hi: 1 think for developing new industry is
a good university, as I ad in my remarks, that is in and of the
community. That actively interacts with the enterpreneurs in the
neighborhood and with goy rnment officials and the private enter-
prise in the neighborhood.
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If you have that kind of a university then I think you can get th,
people who graduate to stay in the neighborhood and not go to an-
other State. It was said to me at the University of Illinois, for ex-
ample, that they were training people For Silicon Valley. Same
thing said about the University of Hawaii. They graduate 125 elec-
trical engineers a year. There are only jobs For 25 of them. As Mr.
Moore said to me, the staff or the Faculty at the Li; :versity looks
upon its mission as a training ground for Silicon Valley. Well, that
doesn't do flawaii any good.

I think the educational system From the ground on up is the key.
Representative LtINGRKN. Mr. Beilman, you indicate in your tes-

timony, generally speaking, what the North Carolina Microelec-
tronics Center is, but could you be more precise as to its mission
and how it is utilized in this important area of' technology transfer?

Mr. 14:11.MAN. Yes; it is 11 consortium of the Five universities, plus
the Research Triangle Institute. Its a nonprofit company and has a
hoard of directors which includes the chancellors of all the univm.-
sit ies.

It is designed to support the universities. That is it's primary
role. We yore Funded by the Department of Commerce not from edu-
cational Funds and it, therelbre, represents incremental support For
universities. It's job is to assemble the kind of talent that's neces-
sary to address the next generation of integrated circuits. That sub-
micron generation which our international competitors see as the
key to economic success:; in a whole range of industries, We've tar-
geted that technology because of its unique scientific content. That
is, it will be more like pure science on the manufacturing floor.

Putting In million transistors on an integrated circuit and get-
ting productive; yieki, and quality, is a unique scientific challenge.
Rather than having the universities directly develop production
technology, which is not their role, we act as an interface between
the universities and industry. The university people work with our
staff in the building doing basic research and industry works with
us, identifying what. their requirements are. All working together
in the same high technology integrated circuit facility in order to
get this technology transferred. Technology transfer takes place
through people working together not through reports.

And, so, our role is to enhance the ability of the universities to
do research and to attract more people to the university. We've
brought in over 30 people from industry, to the universities, revers-
ing the traditional flow to support the almost crisis proportions of
faculty vacancies in that field. We also provide a centralized invest-
n,, it for the universities. Our $30 million facility is essential for
doing first class work in the universities but a single university
cannot afford that kind of an investment and the upkeep associat-
ed with it, so we provide capital concentration and thus capital le-
verage for t hem.

The other thing we do is to help leverage human resources.
Were putting in a $6, million two-way dynamic color television
system so that, for example, a faculty individual at North Carolina
;4tate can teach live, simultaneously at all five institutions and
have interactive associations With the students. There aren't
enough faculty to go around to fill all of the vacancies and so one
of our roles is to leverage, human resources, as well as capital re-
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sources, and to provide s unique mechanism, a neutral laboratory
that will preserve the university and address the industry require-
ment for technology transfer in this uniquely difficult field.

Representative LUNGREN. In your relationship with industry are
you predominantly working with large companies or is there a mix
with small companies as well?

Mr. I3EILMAN. Yes, we have different levels of association. Many
large companies are working with us or considering working with
us. But we also have affiliation with smaller companies and we
also have a unique relationship with North Carolina companies be-
cause of the fact that our funding, almost $50 million to date,
comes from general revenue sources. If entrepreneurs see an inte-
grated circuit need, they can come to us and we'll provide some
technology selection guidance, let them use our integrated circuit
design system and we 11 fabricate prototype quantities for them.

So, we have a relationship with large companies, intermediate
and small companies in North Carolina.

Mr. BRENNAN. What's your relationship to the microcomputer
center in Austin?

Mr. BEILMAN. The MCC does not have this semiconductor re-
search capability but I believe there are two new joint development
companies with objectives similar to ours, being considered bv
large companies, One is named after the VHSIC program and the
other is called the Leapfrog Program with the objective to develop
the next generation of semiconductor processes. But currently
we're the only people who have a facility and program in that
area.

Mr. BRENNAN. I see.
Representative LUNGREN. Let me ask thisboth of youfrom

your perspectives. Do you believe the Federal program, such as the
small business innovation research program requiring a certain
percentage set aside from Federal agencies R&D budget for small
business, has been helpful to State and regional development ef-
forts in the high-tech area and have the States done enough in
working with this program to integrate it with the other things
that they are doing or wish to do to attract, maintain and expand
their high tech base?

Mr. BElLMAN. Well, as you know, that program is really in its
early phases. The impact should be very substantial as the budget
increases and I believe that States are going to recognize the oppor-
tunity to enhance the winning probabilities of their own people. If
you look at the winning ratios, they average 1 of out 10. Some
ittb 05 are doing better at one out of four, five, six and others doing
worse nt one out of much larger numbers.

I think States will recognize that it is a healthy and attractive
area for getting support for small business and really could be con-
ceived of as an extension of State SBIR programs.

Representative LUNGREN. Mr. Brennan.
Mr. I3RENNAN. I have nothing further.
Representative LUNOREN. OK.
I want to thank both of' you for testifying here. You've given us

different perspectives as did the Governors on this question. I think
many of the comments that Mr. Brennan made indicated the
human, personal aspect of many of the decisions in many of the
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factors that go into making up decisions for the location of busi-
nesses or the relocation of businesses or the expansion of business-.
es.

And one of the things I'm trying to focus these hearings on to a
certain extent is how we take that into considering in our observa-
tions and in our decisionmaking process.

Mr. BRENNAN. If I could modify that just one bit. I think it's im-
nortant to stress when we're talking about the personal aspects of
locating a business, you're really talking about the small entrepre-
neurial business where the decision is made by the person who
started the business or a very small group of people. This doesn't
really apply to the large corporation that is making a sound busi-
ness decision about where to locate a new facility.

Representative LUNCIREN. Well, I understand that very much.
One of the things we have to realize is, however, that much of the
job generation we've had in this country over the last decade has
not taken place with respect to large businesses, it's taken place
with respect to the small ones, the startups or the ones that have
been small for a certain amount of time and now are trying to
expand, but would not be considered under any stretch of the
imagination as large. And obviously I'm concerned about big busi-
ness and how they would do but I'm more concerned about how we
encourago the small entrepreneur to develop.

And in some ways, on the Federal level, we often have general-
ized about all business from the experience we've had with the
large established firms. Well, that's great. That tells us how the
large established firms got to be established over the last 80 years,
but it really doesn't tell us a whole lot about how the large estab-
lished firms 30 years from now are being developed now and how
we can assist in that development.

So, I appreciate your distinction there, but I think your observa-
tions are very important for us.

Mr. BRENNAN. Some of the large established firms were very
small firms once. Hewlett-Packard is a particularly good example
of that, in the way the company started and where it first located
outside of California, which was Colorado. That is where David
Packard came from.

Mr. HEILMAN. At the risk of being redundant, the most impor-
tant element that I see in the small business rime, in addition to
all State activities and the Federal level, is the fact that all of
these larger companies are having to form joint development com-
panies to compete. The results of those developments are not going
to be made available to small business until 3 years later, which
could be a fatal interval for many of them. Something must be
done, in my estimation, to make sure that all of these new emerg-
ing firms, the Hewldtt-Packard's of the future, do have timely
access to the very sophisticated kinds of technology that are being
developed. Right now there's really no mechanism for such access
and I think it s an area that needs some attention.

Representative LUNOREN. I appreciate it. Of course, as you know,
we've just recently passed the joint R&D antitrust bill, which is to
assist in allowing all companies, no matter what their size, to
engage in joint research and development without the worry that
they have had about running afoul of antitrust laws.
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One of the first things we found when we had a hearing on it
was the document that was put out by the Justice Department
Antitrust Division, which was quite thick and which indicated all
the things that if followed you would not find yourself running
afoul of the law. However, there was a forward at the beginning
which said that despite everything that was in there, it may or
may not apply in your case and it did not restrict the Federal Gov-
e-nment from going after you in an antitrust suit later on. And
people wonder why that did not encourage entrepreneurs to get in-
volved in joint research and development.

We've at least taken that step, but I think you're right, we ought
to make sure that it is something which is compatible with small
companies as well as large.

Again, I want to thank both of you for appearing before us. It
looks like we hit it just right. We have a vote on the House floor
for the first time today. Thank you.

The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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APPENDIX

STATIMINT OF EDWARD V. EWAN, COMIPTROLLIR, STATE OF Nsw YORK

Mr. Chairman:

The President's Commission on Industrial Competitiveness was established in
June 1983 to identify ways to increase the long-term competitiveness of
U.S. industries at home and abroad. The Commission consists of 30 members
from industry, universities, unions, and government. It is chaired by John
Young, president and CEO of Hewlett-Packard. The Commission will complete
its work in December of 1984.

The Commission is identifying recommendations in four major areas: R&D and
manufacturing, human resources, capital resources, and trade. While much
of the Commission focus has been on actions at the national level, I have
asked as a member of the Commission to lead a special study of how state
governments are promoting innovations in these areas. This study is being
carried out by SRI International of Menlo Park, California, with the
assistance of Chemical Bank of New York.

Today, much of the action on competitiveness issues in the United States is
occurring at the state level. Our report will summarize the broad range of
initiatives now under way and highlight specific innovations. It.will be
completed by the October 23, 1984 Commission meeting.

Based on our review of state initiatives to date, we find the range of
activities in progress in the areas of technological development, human
resource development,, capital resources, and export trade to be impressive.
The states are once again serving as the "laboratories of democracy."

In technological development, numerous efforts are under way to increase
the utilization of new technologies by encouraging university-industry
research arrangements. The linkages that develop can play a vital role in
the revitalization of mature industries. Recent initiatives include
research and development partnership, targeted technical assistance, and
technology commercialization programs: Michigan's Centers of Excellence,
Indiana's Corporation for Science and Technology, and Pennsylvania's Ben
Franklin Partnership are particularly noteworthy examples of state action
in this area.

In human resource development, states are also taking the initiative
particularly in education reform and employee training and retraining.
Nearly every state has recently made some effort to improve the quality of
its schools. Under the direction of Governor Hunt, North Carolina has
become one of the national leaders in educational reform. Their
comprehensive program includes the establishment of minimum competence
exams for high schools, summer institutes for teacher retraining, and a
special fellowship program to attract exceptional teachers, as well as the
creation of public-private model partnership programs in eight local
schools. Florida has developed an innovative master plan for its state
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university system, emphasizing the university's role in economic

development. Michigan has become a leading state in implementing

comprehensive elementary and secondary school
improvement programs on a

school-by-school basis. More generally, states have increasingly

reexamined teacher
certification and pay systems, graduation requirements,

and the level of support for their univiersities. As in the field of

technology development,
cooperation between state governments.

corporations, and universities is playing a vital role.

In the area of employment training and retraining, more effective state

government/business communication has begun to encourage the growth of

programs that are more sensitive to business skill needs. Many states now

offer customized training on a firm-by-firm basis to new or expanding

companies. Illinois' High Impact Training Services, Indiana's Training for

Profit and Masschusetts' Bay State Skills Corporation are prime examples.

In the capital resources area, several states have established programs to

support new product development, to encourage private sector investment in

now enterprises, and to provide venture capital for fledgling companies. A

leading example is Connecticut's Product Development Corporation, which is

a quasi-public agency organized to provide risk capital to existing

businesses for new products and procedures. The Corporation underwrites up

to 60 percent of the development of new products by making direct grants to

the firm. In return, the Corporation receives royalty payments from the

sale of successful products. Another innovative program is Indiana's

Corporation for innovation
Development (CID) which was created to provide

venture capital funds to new and existing small businesses for job creation

and to encourage researcn and development activities in the state. CID is

designed to attract private
investors from within the state and operation

as a private corporation. Finally, in some cases, states themselves have

become lending agents. For example, the State of Michigan has liberalized

its public retirement funds laws, making it possible for public pension

funds to invest between two percent and five percent of their portfolios as

venture capital in small businesses. The funds invest in firms that have

excellent growth potential,
profitability, and equity appreciation.

In the export trade area, the 1982 Export Trading Company Act has

encouraged the formation of state level export trading companies that

address the needs of small and medium-sized businesses.
One of the more

innovative programs is the Port Authority Trading Company Oaxwa A bi

state, quasi - public
organization operated by the Port Authority of New York

and New Jersey, XPORT provides a range of services, including on-site

Commerce Department assistance, available in the form of "one-stop

shopping" for domestic companies. Another
innovative initiative is the

Minnesota Export Finance
Authority (MEFA) which was created to facilitate

the financing of exports by small and mediam-sized
businesses in the state.

MEFA provides up to a 90 percent guarantee on
working capital bark loans to

exporters.

In addition to these areas, a special focus of the study is to identify

state initiatives that encourage entrepreneurship. These efforts are

extensive and diverse. They include initiatives
that promote new ventures,

such as Texas A&M's INVENT program
(Institute for Ventures in New

Technology). They also include initiatives which provide technical

assistance to potential
entrepreneurs, such as the Utah Innovation Center.,
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In addition, over 150 colleges and universities offer academically oriented
entrepreneurship programs at the graduate and undergraduate level. Rutgers
University offers one of the oldest such programs, while Florida A&M has
broken new ground by offering a program geared toward fostering minority

0 entrepreneurship.

Overall, these state level activities reflect new views about economic
development that mark a significant departure from earlier state efforts.
Whereas traditional state economic development focused primarily on
attracting new industry, largely through tax breaks and public subsidies;
new economic revitalization efforts have focused more on encouraging new
enterprise development, retooling the workforce for new technology jobs,
revitalizing mature industries, and promoting the comparative advantages of
industries in the state and region. This is an imporant shift because it
allows states to nave away from "zero-sum games," in which one state's gain
is another state's loss, to a more productive situation where all states
benefit by creating new jobs and new wealth for their residents. The role
of new technologies in both stimulating the growth of new enterprises and
helping to revitalize traditional industries is key to these new types of
state-level economic strategies.

In addition, the importance of public-private collaboration in addressing
state-level issues mutt be emphasized. states that are succeeding in new
revitalization efforts are those states that have built a strong bridge
between the public and private sectors in developing new efforts in
technology, human resources, capital, and exports.

Finally, our work in documenting state initiatives highlights the fact that
many of they key issues in compe." +4vones8 must be implemented through a
federal s stem. States play major roles in such areas as education and
tra rung, pub tic university involvement in technology development, and
regulation of banking practices that affect the availability of capital
assistance to new and small businesses. To achieve many of the national
level objectives suggested by the Commission, actions by the federal
government as well as state governments will be required. For this reason,
it is important to be aware of how state-level innovation can complement
and augment federal action and action by the private sector in addressing
key competitiveness issues.

We would be happy to provide you with any additional information on this
project and we hope that you feel free to share your findings with us.

Thank you, Mr. Chairnen.
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STATEMIINT OF WILLIAM C. NORRIS, CHAIRMAN AND cloy EXICUTIVR OFFICIIHt
CONTROL DATA CORP.

I am pleased to participate in your hearing on ways to improve
the climate for innovation in the United States. For more than
a decade, I have been devoting a substantial amount of my time
to that issue. This effort has been largely focused on
expanding technological cooperation because that is the single
moat cost-effective way to expand innovation. Cooperation must
be broad-based and must include technological cooperation among
large companies; among industry, universities and government:
between large and small companies; and at the community level
among all sectors. In addition, states should form regional
organizations to promote technological cooperation among
themselves and with foreign countries. I will elaborate on
each area.

LARGE COMPANIES

Beginning with large companies, it is important to emphasize
that we should not only encourage increased cooperation in
research, but also strive toward cooperation which is in
support of competition. A properly constituted cooperative
research venture represents cooperation now in support of
enhanced competitive performance in the 'Mute.

Let me be more specific and turn to the myriad U.S. industries
which can be characterized in at least several of the following
ways:
- rapid technological advance:
- growing costs of assaulting each succeeding scientific and

technological barrier to progress (the bet-your-company
syndrome):

- shortage of skilled research-oriented personnel:
- insufficiency of research facilities:
- too little research to support reasonable scientific and

technological progress:
- substantial and growing competition from non-U.S. firmm in

both U.S. and other markets:

Par more industries than you may at first recognize display at
least three or four of these attributes and thus are candidates
for the establishment of a cooperative research venture. It
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should also be noted, however, that a high degree pf reliance
on science and technology by an industry is neither a necessary
nor sufficient condition for the proper establishment of a
cooperative research venture.

To help further get matters in perspective, we should note that
the decline of U.S. post-World War II market dominance in many
industrial areas was inevitable. First, the rapid rise of the
international enterprise catalyzed the process. Second, the
unprecedented open attitude of the U.S. government and the U.S.
science establishment contributed materially to the
international diffusion of scientific achievements. Third,
the U.S. institutions of higher learning welcomed, even sought,
students from around the World. Finally, of course, certain
nations, most notably Japan, are able to concentrate
disproportionate resources on exploiting scientific outcomes
through market-oriented innovations because they have been and
are significantly relieved of the necessity to pursue science
on their own, given the openness of the U.S. research programs
and results.

The U.S. benefitted materially from its science and technology
transfer programs and activities for perhaps twenty or
twenty-five years following the end of World War II.
Moreover, we probably could have continued along this path
without jeopardy but for two "failures" of our own policies,
both public and private. First, the U.S. was increasingly
wasting the resources necessary for research and development
through the growing needless duplication of efforts, especially
with regard to basic and applied research. This was due
importantly, though not exclusively, to poorly thought-out
antitrust attitudes and laws. Second, U.S. firma failed to
acquire the rights to the technologies and techniques developed
overseas on the basis of U.S. science, as a quid pro quo for
the transfers.

But the stage is set for change. At last the U.S. is coming
alive to at least some of the problems it faces with regard to
U.S. competitiveness. One of the principal manifestations of
this awareness is the mounting interest within both U.S.
industry and government in cooperative research ventures.
Properly constituted, such a venture is a joint activity which
allows firms to share research results which they can then
individually apply to WWITEaucts, processes, and services for
markets of their own choice. A cooperative research venture
can obviously cut the costs of certain types of research and
thereby free resources to expand the technological
possibilities available to the participating firms and to its
licensees. It is this latter result which can have the most
dramatic effect on progress -- measured both through gains in
U.S. productivity and greater, intqrnational competitiveness.
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Avoiding the waste of R&D resources caused by the needless
duplication of research is another common underpinning of
cooperative research ventures. As earlier stressed, market
competition should and must be preserved between firms
participating in cooperative research ventures. But the
preservation of such market competition does not require that
each firm be encouraged to devote its indepenaiiit and separate
resources to every research task at hand. Generally, if the
frontiers of science and technology which underlie an
industry's products and services can be expanded more quickly
and economically, those innovative and competitive products and
services which generate both public and private benefits will
emerge in profusion -- and do so more efficiently. In this
connection, with regard to research outcomes, let me comment
briefly about the Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corporation, MCC., the first of the new wave of cooperative
research ventures. MCC was launched in 1981 and presently has
16 participating companies. Control Data is one of them and
the benefits to us in terms of the availability of research
results will be significant. More specifically, we have
calculated that our commitment of $14,000,000 to several
MCC research programs will give us over a three-year period
access to research results of interest costing some
$119,000,000. Not a bad bargain for us -- and for the nation
considering other shareholders are gaining similar advantages.

Let me elaborate just a bit more on conversion of rasearch
outcomes into competitive products: cooperative research
ventures in general should properly be confined to the research
end of the process of innovation. The research results and
technological possibilities emanating from research cooperation
should be exploited by individual firms which carry out product
development, production, and marketing in competitive rather
than cooperative environments. The Japanese electronics
industry has adopted this strategy with great success, to cite
but one example.

The availability of the research results of cooperative
research ventures is a crucial issue. And it has broad
implications for both public and private policy. Cooperative
research ventures certainly must make their research results
available to participants in a timely, efficient manner. Buto,
in my view, they should also be required to license such
outcomes to others, after sponsors have enjoyed a suitable leatl
time (three years is about right for most industries) and, of
course, such research results and technologies should command tl
fair price from non-participating licensees.

Equally important, cooperative research ventures should be
encouraged to make a special effort to provide their research
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results to small enterprises. As will be emphasized morey later, small business sn the United States is an especiallyimportant source of innovations. This is not to say thatlarge firms -- the sorts of entities primarily supportingcooperative research ventures -- are unnecessary to generateinnovations. It is rather that small firms are critical tothe maintenance of U.S. innovative performance across a broadindustrial front.

Often, for example, the small enterprise can justify theearlier introduction of a new product or service because thepotential returns relative to the size and investment of thefirm are so much greater than is the case for its largercompetitors. In this way, and others, the small businesscommunity provides long-run benefits to all who participate insuch markets through the competitive spur it provides and theever-improving products and services that result. Largerfirms also benefit from the early testing of the marketacceptance of innovations; they can then concentrate onimproving the products which result and expanding the ma .m.sfor them.

Importantly, because of its new-found interest in what is beingreferred to as "United States competitiveness,' the federalgovernment, including Congress, is showing mounting support forthe encouragement -- rather than discouragement -- ofcooperative research ventures. Such support is both timelyand crucial to the establishment of pro-competitive researchcooperation. At the present time, there are some half-dozenbills in Congress intended to encourage the formation ofcooperative research ventures. While the approaches differ,all should be welcomed as reflecting a new vision on the partof the administration and of our national legislature.

UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY-GOVERNMENT

A close linking of university, industry and government is, ofcourse, another essential underpinning for expanding innovation-- both to more efficiently create and transfer new knowledgeand to better train more people.

Critical U.S. shortages of scientific and technical personneland inadequate laboratory facilities and instrumentation inuniversities, have all been well documented.

MEIS: An exemplary model of
industry-university-governmentcooperation addressing these problems is the Microelectronicsand Information Sciences Center at the University of

Minnesota. The center founded in 1980 has an initial fundingof six million dollars by industry and there will be more to
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follow. In addition, last year the State of Minnesota
appropriated 1.3 million in funding, and the center is
receiving federal research grants.

The center will greatly expand work/study programs by providing
more instruction at work. Computer-based education will play
an important role in helping to deliver instruction and
administer examinations, thereby avoiding additional burdens on
the faculty caused by the remoteness of the students from the
university.

Even though a major part of the industry funding is provided by
big business, another important and essential aspect of the
program is that others, especially small enterprises, will have
access to the results of the R&D. It is contemplated that
many new companies will be spawned.

The final point to be made about the center is that there are
strong beliefs by both industry and university participants
that academic integrity and the cooperative advancement and
application of technologies are compatible.

SMALL & LARGE COMPANY COOPERATION

In order to fully appreciate the enormous potential of greatly
increased cooperation between large and small business, it is
necessary to review a few more relevant factors about hnth.

First, small business is uniquely important in Parmrican
society. It was the foundation on which our country was built
and achieved greatness. It still is the primary means for
encouraging and rewarding individual initiative. And it
provides more products, services and jobs, relative to our GNP,
than does small business in any other country.

Second, studies show that during the last decade small firms
generated a high percentage of all new jobs; and third, small
companies produce 24 times more innovations per dollar than
larger ones, and they produce two and one-half times more
innovation per employee than large companies.

Fourth -- we have a well developed securities market where
equity capital can be raised by small entrepreneurs. It is
unique to America.

And fifth, with respect to big business, is that in addition to
the prodigious amounts of unused and underutilized technology
in their laboratories, large companies have contingent assets
in the form of underemployed management and professional
personnel.
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By making available its underused technology, and by offeriur
its professional and management assistance to a small compal4,a large company can realize additional income from past
investment. And, through equity investments in and R&D
contracts with small companies, large companies can gain more
economical access to new products and markets. Pour years
ago, my company started making equity investments in small
companies, many of which are now developing products and
services which will be marketed by Control Data. In fact,
quite a few of those products and services were developed by
the small companies using Control Data technology,

Such programs accentuate the strongest attributes of both large
and small enterprise. To further elaborate on the advantages
of small companies it should be noted that they are inherently
more creative and flexible, with lower overhead. Hence, they
can frequently develop new products and services sooner for
less cost: whereas larger companies, with greater resources,
can provide efficiencies in production and marketing.

The potential of cooperation between large and small business
can hardly be overemphasized. Since this opportunity is not
as readily available to other countries, we must capitalize on
it, just as other countries, especially the Japanese,
capitalize on the unique attributes of their culture.

But cooperation won't happen unless there is a widespread
dedicated effort focused on that objective. In response to
that need and the accompanying business opportunity, Control
Data has developed numerous services to facilitate the process
of large companies, universities and government laboratories
working with small companies. At this time, / will only
elaborate on two of them: Quest for Technology and Business &Technology Centers.

9PT;, Quest for Technology, or OPT, as the name suggests, is a
process to facilitate identification of technologies with
commercal potential in the laboratories of business, academia
and government. Quests are conducted by a team of
professional and executive personnel from appropriate fields.
Promising technologies are listed by Technotec, a data base of
technologies available for commercialization or technologies
wanted.

STO: Our Business and Technology Centers provide various
combinations of consulting services: shared laboratory,
manufacturing and office facilities: and other services to
facilitate the start-up and growth of small businesses.
Economies of scale make it possible to provide occupants of the
centers with needed facilities and services of much higher
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quality and corsidorably Wm. coot than any occupant would be
capable of obtaining or providing for irsolf.

Control Data is also assisting small business by fostering
public /private cooperation at the community level. More
specifically, we are helping to launch and have been
participating in the operation of community-based organizations
with those objectives. I will describe two types: a
coop/ration office for small business and a seed capital fund.

CO: A cooperation office fosters the start-up and profitat.e
growth of small businesses. It is a non-profit corporation
financed during the early years by contributions and grants
with the expectation that the organization will eventually
become selfsupportin3 from client fees dnd funds generated by
investments in clieri companies.

A cooperation office's board of directors consists of leaders
irom all major sectors of society. The approach is Pimple:
an entrepreneur has an idea for a new product or servieq anm
wants to start a company -- the cooperation office he.ps
develop a business plan and obtain financing. The permanent
staff is small, but the cooperation office draws on a volunteer
advisory panel of engineers, scientists and executives for the
specific expertise required to evaluate and help prepare the
business plan. Because these plans are expertly conceived,
the chances of receiving adequate financing and achieving
economic viability are ubstantially increased.

Seed Capital Fund: Seed capital is often not available for
new :ompanies during their initial formation and early
development stages from more conventional sources such as
venture capital companies and banks.

Because of these realities, a seed capital fund is needed.
The first one, the Minnesota Seed Capital Fund, was founded in
19/9. It is receiving growing support. Recently, three
pension funds became investors and several more are considering
investment.

Job Creation Network: The cooperation office, the seed fund,
wa-rwraTrawreauwa a moment ago constitute what is called A
network for job creation, which provides the support needed by
small enterprises to become successful. Unfortunately, in our
present economic system, sue. assistance is left too much to
chance, with an undue burden on the entrepreneur. As a
consequence, a high percentage of new businesses fail.

On the other hand, through expanded initiatives and cooperation
among industry, government and universities, the necessary

0 I 11
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support can be provided to vastly increase the success rate for
new enterprises. The network is being widely replicated.

STARCO: To stimulate the participation by business and
industry in job creation, another program has also been devisedcalled Start-a-Company. It has the objective of facilitating
the process whereby well established companies assist in the
startup of small enterprises. Assistance takes the form of
technology spinoff, management and professional consulting,
and/or equity investments.

The first program was launched in Minnesota last May. It is
planned that larger companies in Minnesota will assist in thestartup of two companies each and that smaller companies willassist in the startup of one company each. Thirty-three
companies have committed to participate. Also, nine
University of Minnesota senior faculty members have agreed toassist in identifying and transferring technologies to help getsmall companies started.

A final point to mention is that all types of companies can
participate successfully, not just manufacturing companies, but
also banks, insurance companies, retail companies, utilities,
law firms, public accounting branch offices and so on.

Institutionalizing Innovatipnt, There is one other function ofa job creation network which merits mention -- it can help
people to gain a better understanding of the critically
important role of technology in society, especia)ly the fact
that most new jobs result from the application of technology bythe process of innovation. Most people do not know where jobs
originate, nor how terribly difficult it is to create them.
That low level of understanding can easily accommodate the
belief that the stork brings jobs, although in the U.S., thestork has been preoccupied with the more traditionally
prescribed role.

A network in a community provides a perspective on job creation
that can be widely understood because of local participation in
the process. In other words, this is the way that the culture
of technology must be implanted at the grass roots of society,
because otherwise experience shows that most people won't
become involved and assume theic.ohare of the responsibility
for creating the jobs so badly needed.

L.EGISLATION

Getting the necessary support for a job creation network is a
long, hard process. In fact, financial incentives are needed
to stimulate the required level of support. Last year
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Minnesota passed legislation to encourage support for job
creation networks. Briefly, it provides:

o a 50% tax credit for contributing to cooperation offices.

o a 30% tax credit for investments in new small companies, up
to a maximum of 000,000.

o and a tax credit equal to 30% of the value of technology
transferred by large companies to small businesses.

Let me elaborate on the reasons for these incentives. A major
one is that, frankly, too many of our leaders in business,
government, academia, foundations, labor and churches are
simply unwilling or unable to face up to the seriousness of our
problems -- too often it's everything as usual, with little
inclination to accept the changes and commit to the effort
necessary to make significant moves in new directions. As a
cf.:sequence, the difficult process of job creat'on is often
made even more difficult tad takes twice as long as
necessary. In some communities, it isn't even possible to get
the cooperation and support required for an effective job
creation program.

Almost five years have passed since the effort commenced to
establish the first cooperation office in Minnesota. Raising
the necessary funds was a challenging exercise. The concept
was new and unemployment at that time in Minnesota wasn't
nearly as high as it is today. Even after gaining acceptance
of the merits, it was still necessary to overcome the barrier
of established patterns for charitable contributions, which are
very hard to change.

And, in spite of demonstrated success, it continues to be
difficult to obtain adequate funding for the Minnesota
Cooperation Office. Hence, the reason for the legislation
granting a 50% tax credit for a contribution to a cooperation
office or a similar type of organization. Incidentally, this
same type of incentive is available in Pennsylvania and Indiana.

Establishing a seed capital fund is also difficult. Like a
cooperation office, it requires dedication and arm twisting.
Armin this is reason for the Minnesota state .ax credits for
investments in new business startups.

Another problem is to co./ince executives in well-established
businesses of the merits of assisting in the startup of small
enterprises. Earlier, I mentioned that 33 companies are
participating in the Start-a-Company program. On the surface,
this appears good -- and, everything considered, it is --
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except it has taken four years to gain the understanding
necessary to let this level of participation, which has comeabout through urging their support for the cooperation office
and the seed fund, and the track records of success which bothA are building. Hopefully, tax credits for technology transferand investment will help stimulate more attention to the
potential of cooperation with small businesses.

REGIONAL APPROACH

Now let me move from community cooperation to describe a
regional approac:, for promoting technological cooperation amongindividual states and between those states and foreign
countries.

A major objective of the approach is to establish a systemwhich will foster increased technological cooperation and
eguitible technology exchange between a reyion of the U.S. and
foreign countries. Por reasons to be discussed later, Japan
and Great Britain should be the first foreign countries
targeted. Implementation can occur simultaneously and
independently witL each country.

Before providing a few highlights about the approach, I should
also mention that the states which have been tentatively
selected for a regional group are the members of the Midwest
Governors Conference. A Steering Committee consisting of
representatives from each of these states has been formed. Itis chaired by Minnesota Governor Rudy Perpich. The Steering
Committee will consider and recommend policies and the type of
organizational structure to implement the program.

Auval A major reason for selecting Japan for a regional
program is simply that our federal government lacks the
leadership and ability to achieve a consensus on solving the
extremely serious problems in technology and trade with that
country. A regional grouping of states in a public/private
technology and trade consortium, however, can devise the
necessary actions and marshall the support needed to
effectively address them. Such a consortium could move faster
and more flexibly than the U.S. as a whole, while bringing a
critical mass to bear that no single state can achieve alone.

The moat significant problem is that access by the United
States to Japanese technology is pitifully small compared to
the technology access that the U.S. provides to Japan.
Research results from Japan are less accessible by other
countries than from any other non-communist country. Most
research in the U.S. is perfermed in universities and is
accessible by other countries through the movement of raduate
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students, the widespread licensing of research results, and the
practice of open publication of research results. In
contrast, much of Japan's research is carried out in government
laboratories and private companies whose laboratories are
closed to mariedn corporations. Thus, transfers of
technology between the U.S. and Japan are heavily imbalanced in
Japan's favor.

Furthermore, Japanese companies frequently obtain licenss for
advanced technology developed in this country at low costs
which inadequately reflect the cost of the technology, the
risks assumed in its pursuit, or the time it takes to perfect
it. This is particularly true of licenses obtained from
universities and small companies.

In contrast to the open flow of low-priced technology from the
U.S. to Japan, all advanced technology licenses flowing from
Japan require approval by the Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI), which allows no bargains.

Cornerstones of the regional approach are equitable bilateral
technology exchange, technological cooperation among states and
between the region and Japan, and equitable bilateral trade
agreements between the region and Japan.

Trade agreements normally should follow after technology
exchanges and result from cooperative projects.

Cooperative projects should be selected which normally would
not be undertaken by industrial firms because of high risk,
lrig development cycle, or resource requirements too great for
private sector funding. One area which comes to mind is the
development of technology to recycle and/or dispose of toxic
wastes. Other possibilities can be selected from such fields
as energy, new materials and health care for the aging.

State and private sector funds would be used for financing
cooperative technology projects and technology transfers.

Participation should be voluntary. The involvement of state
governments would assure the cooperation of state
universities. Large companies would find new opportunities
for technological cooperation, and new markets for their
products and services. Small companies would be able to
improve their bargaining position in technology transactions to
either establish or expand trading opportunities. For
example, small concerns desiring to sell technology for cash
rather than exchanging it for other technologies would have the
option of selling to the consortium rather than Japan, thereby
meeting their own cash-flow needs while enabling the consortium
to get equitable technology in return.
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"Value for value" would be the motto for the consortium. The
surest method of achieving equity in the area of technology is
simply to exchange it. That is, to import from Japan
technology of a value equivalent to that exported.

Having outlined the essence of the regional approach and the
reasons for selecting Japan as one of the initial partners, let
me now review the two main reasons for selecting Great Britain
as the other initial partner. One is that past studies have
shown that Great Britain is second only to the U.S. in the
number of technological possibilities, that are generated from
its research and development effort. In contrast to its great
creativity in generating technology however, Great Britain has
consistently lacked the ability to exploit it through the
complete process of innovation. On the other hand, the U.S.
has a much better innovation record. Hence, the stage is set
for a highly productive technological cooperation between the
U.S. and Britain.

The second reason for choosing Great Britain is the similarity
in culture between the two countries. Any broad-based
cooperative program will be confronted with many problems, and
cultural differences will tend to exacerbate them. Hence,
progress is initially likely to be faster with Great Britain,
where the differences are relatively minor, and this experience
can be used to good effect in solving more difficult problems
in a Japanese cooperative effort. However, aside from
cultural differences, competition provides advantages to all
parties.

The administration of a regional approach to technology and
trade would not be easyt however, there is adequate experience
to draw on to assure its success. The payoff will be the
establishment of a system which will promote open, competitive
and equitable conditions for technological cooperation and
trade.

CONCLUSION

What the United States needs most of all is a surge of
innovation on an unprecedented scale to improve productivity
and create the new jobs so badly needed. The broad sweep of
cooperation I have outlined is the centerpiece of such a
program. It is do-able and affordable. Do-able because all
parts, with the excerstion of the regional approach, are being
successfully implemented today, albeit on too small a scale.
Purthermore, there aren't any technical frontiers to break with
the regional approach -- success depends primarily on
dedication, and I believe there is a desire to do it.

And the program is affordable because its main thrust is to
increase the efficiency with which we utilize present resources.
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STATRMIINT OF PLANK S. SWAIN, CRISP COUNCIL FOR ADVOCACY,

U.S. SMALL SUOIN1198 ADMINISTRATION

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the crucial tole

small business plays in the states' high technology strategies.

economic growth and job generation process.

Office of Advocacy

The Office of Advocacy was cteated within the Small Business

Administration (SBA) under Public Law 94-305. As Chief Counsel

for Advocacy. my responsibilities include representing the

views and interests of small businesses before other Federal

agencies. We are also statutorily mandated to develop a small

business data base and to foster analytic information from

which economic policy affecting small businesses may be

developed. This data base can be used to examine job

generation and economic growth within the states.

My statement will focus on the contribution which the high

technology sector makes to employment growth. State economic

development efforts to stimulate innovation and growth in high

technology industries including incubator programs. Small

Business Innovation Research (SUR) and venture financing

programs will also be discussed.
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The High Industries. Job

pusinesses

The high technology industry is a fairly modest part of the

national ineustrial base. It is not purely small or large

business, but a mixture of various sized firms in different

industries. High technology development is important from the

standpoint of industrial innovation, quality of life and other

factors, but it is not as important as many think from the

perspective of job generation. high technology industries have

and will continue to generate about ten percent of the new jobs

in the country. Approximately 1.1 million of the 11.5 million

jobs created during the period 1976 to 1980, were in the high

technology sector. 1

High Technology Definitions

There are wide variations in the definitions of what a high

technology industry is. The popular perception is that high

technology is synonymous with continuous innovation, but high

technology industries ate, in fact, engaged in marketing

'Catherine Armington, Candle Harris, and Marjorie Odle,
"Formation and Growth in High Technology Businesses: A
Regional Assessment" (Washington, D.C., prepared for National
Science Foundation under Grant No. ISi 8212970 with additional
analysis prepared for Office of Technology Administration,
September 30, 1983). Original data development work was funded
by SBA Contract No. 2641-0A-79; hereafter "Formation andGrowth".
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recently invented products. In reviewing definitions, a recent

study concluded 0. . . no empirical criteria are used to

distinguish high technology from other industries.02

The most widely accepted formal definition, developed by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics. equates hiPh technology industries

with knowledge-intensive
manufacturing industries that employ

larger numbers of engineers, scientists and technical workers

than in manufacturing Ile:wally, and have a high level of

research and development expenditures.3 Recent research

studies have broadened the scope of this definition to also

include service industries that meet these criteria. Under

this formal definition, most high technology industries are

dominated by large businesses since it is large firms, with 500

or more workers each, that employ 94 percent of U.S. scientists

and engineers, and that account for 96 percent of R&D

expenditures, including both companies' own and federal

funds.
4

saa.01

2Marjorie Odle, *Nigh Technology vs High Growth

Industries,* talk delivered at Small Business Research

Conference, Bentley, Massachusetts, March 1983.

3$ee, for example, Richard Riche. Daniel N. Hecker. and

John U. Burgan, "High Technology Today and Tomorrow: A Small

Slice of the Employment Pie." Monthly Labor Review. November

1983, pp. 50 -59.

40Trends in Small Companies' ROD Expenditures." report

prepared by the National Science Foundation (Washington. D.C.

National Science Foundation, June 1904).
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Although these 'industries are receiving a substantial amount of

attention, they are actually a very small component of the

United states' industrial base. Only 2 percent of the business

establishments in the U.S. are in high technology industries.

They account for slightly more than 7 percent of all private

sector employment.5 Within the manufacturing sector, high

technology industries represent percent of business

establishments and 21 percent of manufacturing employment.

In spite of this limited economic role, the new employment

opportunities generated by these industries and the increasing

dispersion of new technologies have focused attention on them.

S"Formation and Growth." p.
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According to estimates developed by Advocacy's Office of

Economic Research. there are 31.000 small businesses each with

less t'an 100 employees in the high-technology industry

groups. In total, these groups
(three-digit SIC level) account

for 34,000 business enterprises.

gmolovment Growth in Web TechnQloav Industries

High technology employment grew by 19.4 percent from 1976 to

1900 while non-high technology manufacturing employment

expanded by only 6 percent.
6 Research developed for the U.S.

Small Business Administration, Office of Advocacy utilizing the

Small Business Data Base found that:

"Growth rates in the high technology sector were 66

percent higher than in low technology industries, but

the small size of the sector limits its current

contribution to net job creation (about 1.1 million of

the 11.5 million jobs created between 1976 and 1990).

kande* S. Harris. " High Technology Intteprensurship in

Metropolitan Areas,* forthcomin publication in LOW Economic

s us , edited by Edward Bergman

(Durham, N.D.: Duke University Press, 1904): hereafter "High

Technology entrepreneurship."
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Within the high technology sector. employment growth

rates vary widely across (the 90 industries. Despite

high average growth rates for the sector. almost

one-fourth of the high technology industries experienced

net losses of employment between 1976 and 1990.

A region's high technology growth is largely a

reflection of its overall economic performance.

There appears to be a redistributive effect in that

those regions with the smallest share of high technology

employment experienced higher growth rates.

Growth depends primarily on business formations: a

region tends to capture approximately the same share of

formations in each industry sectoc."7

Small Firms in Rich Technology Industries

Across the 08 high technology industries studied by Harris.

small independent firms grew in employment and "independent

firms in all industrial sectors had much higher growth rates

than affiliates of larger firms between 1976 and 1900,"°

7"Pormation and Growth." p. 01 $ 92.

thHigh Technology Entrepreneurship." p. 4.
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This is particularly noteworthy because the proportion of

employment held by small businesses is sized (see Table 1).

The greatest share of employment by small firms, with less than

100 workers each. is found in the industrial patterns industry

(SIC 3565) where 9.756 jobs or 92.5 percent of the employment

is in small firms. At the low end of the spectrum. only 0.3

percent or 1.424 jobs out of the 474.631 in aircraft (SIC 3721)

are in small businesses.

Yet, even in the largo business dominated high technology

industries where employment has declined. small firms are

consistently generating jobs. To illustrate the performance of

the small business component.
employment data for ten high

technology industries is presented by firm size in Table 2 on

the "1976-02 Employment Qrowth by Firm Site in Selected High

Technology Industries." This table shows the small firm

contribution in terms of the absolute numbers of jobs and in

percentage terms.

Although the industries shown were selected at random. there is

a pattern of particularly high employment growth rates in the

smallest size category of firms. In each of the industries.

small businesses with 0-19 workers were generating jobs at

rates substantially greater than the average growth rate for

the industry.
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Code Type of Industry

TARE 2

191642 Implootent Growth by fir* Site In Selected Wloh Technology Industries

Total WNW Employment Change by Deployment Share

21---W11)M- _____El_nillte Number $ (Percent) In Smell Firm
1976 Total 0-19 20-99 5001 with 100 Employees

Percept

Kloh Growth, Small Business Ocimittatod
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5568 Mechanical Per Iranial$S1011 Equitation n.e,. 16,452 2,167 507 514 824

(14.4) (58.5) (33.0) (6.1)
5823 Industrial Ink.rument 78,822 24,881 5,655 5,011 10,629

(71.6) (139.8) (89.9) (17.5)

1.9

51.5

20.8
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(-51.3) (140,5) (157.9) (62,7)

Mote: SBA's office of Advocacy defineS an lndustrf as small busInesS-daminated when 60 percent or more of the Industry's employment Is found
In businesses with fewer than 500 employees; an Industry Is large business-dominatedwhen 60 percent or more of the Industry's omplo,lint Is In
firm with at least 500 workers,

Source: U.S. Smell Business Achtinistrotion, office of Advocacy, Smell &alms Data Base, unpublished data.
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State Experimentation ip High Totpllagaggy_DenlppuritjOncelm

In order to facilitate business growth and thereby stimulate

job generation, several states have developed a variety of

specific programs focusing on start-up firms which are

primarily small businesses. Some target high tech firms while

others are more broadly structured.

One approach that cities, counties, public and private firms

and unl 'ereities are undertaking is to start small business

incubators. Incubators encourage entrepreneurship and minimize

obstacles to new business formation and growth, particularly

for high technology firms, by housing in one facility a number

of fledgling enterprises which share an array of services.

Thee shared services may include reception and meeting areas;

secretarial services such as collation, telephone answering.

and mail handling; accounting and bookkeeping; research

library; on-site financial and management counseling; parking;

flexibile lease acrangevints; and computer word processing

facilities.
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From a public policy perspective. job creation and retention

are usually the primary goals of incubator programs that use

public monies. A successful incubator program can mean an

expanded tax base for a community through new business revenues

and personal incomes. In addition, many incubator programs

have begun to revitalize decaying neighborhoods by

rehabilitating old or vacant vluildings.

Business incubators have existed in some form or another for

over two decades, but only recently have they received national

attention. Since 1970, about 50 incubators have been

established.

For example, North Carolina, under the auspices of the

Technological Development Authority administers an incubator

facilities program. The incubator facilities are intended to

be community projects drawing on the resources of local

colleges and universities, business and financial communities

and the public sector. Localities may apply to the Authority

for one-time grants of up to $200,000 per facility. However.

these grants must be at least equally matched in cash or real

estate. Incubator facilities and any improvements must be

owned by the state.
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In the State of Kansas. H. S. 2652 provides for the

establishment of one or more incubator facilities within the

state. and authorizes the state's Secretary for Economic

Development to select sites for the facilities using the

following criteria:

1. unewployment rate

2, the need for industrial and economic diversification and

development: and

3. the interest by the localities in the establishment of a

facility.

The Secretary can also make one-time grants, in an amount not

to exceed $50.000. to non-profit corporations associated with

community industrial development committees to establish the

facilities. These grants must be matched in cash or real

estate value by local government units or other intermits.

Several other states have either proposed or enacted

legislation providing for the development of incubator

facilities. These include Michigan. Kentucky, Massachusetts.

Mississippi. Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
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Universities involved in incubators have done so because the

facilities could potentially become the seeds for a new high

technology economic base for the surrounding areas.

One example is the Rennselaer Polytechnic Institutes (RPI)

incubator, known as "Building J." This old building houses

thirteen businesses in a unique incubator program that gives

start-up firms cheap, office space, access to university

resources such as faculty members and computer time, and

management and financial assistance. Some of the founders and

executives of the companies are RPI faculty and staff. The

University administration believes that the environment of

Building 4 has many advantages beyond giving fledging companies

a better than average chance for a successful start. The

companies serve as business laboratories for RPI students

trained more as engineers than entrepreneurs and also provide

potential tenants for a new 1.200 acre RPI owned

industrial/technology park.

This 3 year old program has hatched at least one successful

companyRoster Technology, Inc., a fast growing computer

graphics company which was formed by RPI graduate students in

1981. The company moved to Boston's Rt. 128 high tech tree

once it became successful. However, other companies are
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getting ready to leave the program and settle in surrounding

areas in the state. The companieu that populate Building J run

the high tech gamut. 0o far the program has not had one

failure.

With the success of the incubator program. BPI officials say

they have been contacted by a large number of universities

interested in setting up their own similar programs. According

to the facility managers "the incubator program has made a

profound statement across the country about what a university

can do to foster innovation and help entrepreneurs."

Private developers have also seen the advantage of applying the

incubator concept to joint ventures and other related

activities in which they have a vested interest, most notably

Control Data Corporation in Minneapolis. Minnesota. Since

1979, Control Data has established business and technology

centers in 10 cities. These centers provide entrepreneurs in

technology-oriented industry with a broad range of professional

services and cost-effective space.

Some incubators target high tech firms and others hope to

attract labor-intensive industries. Privately financed

incubators typically look for high growth companies with good

investment potential. while the publically funded projects have

economic revitalization goals.
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In summary, a conducive business climate. an adequate small

business formation rate, and a potential for strong alliances

between the public and private sectors are the necessary

ingredients for successful incubator'. projects. There is

adequate evidence that these ingredients exist in both large

and small communities throughout the United States.

SBA's Private Sector Initiatives office is encouraging the

formation of incubator programs by bringing together

individuals, organizationi, and various levels of government

interested in sponsoring incubator facilities. The office

assists incubator sponsors in refining their financial and

administrative plans. and helps locate financing from both the

private and public sectors. In addition. the office

collaborates with SBA,' Management Assistance Office to provide

counseling and advice to firms in the facilities.

111011 Business Innovation Research Programs

The SBA also coordinates and monitors the overall activities of

twelve Federal agencies participatiing in the Small Business

Innovation Research (SBIR) program. Under the Small Business

Innovation Development Act, P.L. 97-219. small, high-technology

firms must get at least a minimum share of research and

development (R&D) awards made by Federal Agencies.

\ at - en o no-st,
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There are three phases of an R&D award in the SBIR progre.m:

Phase I Generally R50.000 or less for research projects

to evaluate the scientific and technical merit

and feasibility of an idea.

Phase II Awards of 4500.000 or less will made to further

develop projects exhibiting the most potential as

a result of Phase I funding.

Phase III At this stage. private-sector investment and

support is relied upon to bring an innovation to

the marketplace. When appropriate. this phase

may also involve follow-on production contracts

with a federal agency for future use by the

Federal Government.

Although quite diverse. the states have generally modeled their

local EMIR programs after the Federal program in an effort to

attract high tech businesses. provide assistance to start-ups,

and help existing firms to expand.

For example. Utah's SBIR program. handled through the

Department of Community and Economic Development, is designed

to help Utah small high tech firms gain more of the Federal
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SBIR program grants and to comply with the Federal criteria

established for Phase 1. Phase II. and Phase III funding. The

program provides funding between the first two phaseu of the

Federal program in order to allow businesses to sustain

operations and develop their products during this possible

funding gap. It may also provide some of the Phase III

financing for very promising business products.

In Pennsylvania, the Ben Franklin Partnership Fund. also

patterned after the Federal OBIR program for small business

research, was designed to: help small and start-up businesses

in the research and development phase'of their businesses;

further develop or introduce advinced technology into the

marketplace; strengthen the technological position of

Pennsylvania's economic base; and, create new sources of

employment through an increase in the commercial application of

research results. The state also has a "Seed Grant" program

which can provid., up to $35,000 to entrepreneurs who can meet

the established criteria.

The North Carolina SBIR program is administered by the Small

Businesses Assistance Division of the State Department of

Commerce. The program is designed to increase R&D

opportunities in the state for high tech firms and to raise the

awareness of Federal R&D opportunities. The state provides

sore financial and technical assistance to qualified firms.
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Other ways in which the states are addressing the early stage

financing needs of small. high tech firms are discussed in the

next section on venture financing programs.

State Venture Caoital_enjlerinancino Strateaies

Several states have recently developed venture and early-stage

financing programs to foster new business formation and

innovation. By the end of 1983. states had invested over $300

million in venture financings, not including tax credit

programs. This compares to the private venture industry which

has a capital pool of over $12 billion outstanding.9

Over the years. many states found that the private venture

industry, while offering an important contribution to economic

development. often invests in too few regions and industries to

meet their diverse needs. For example, in 1983 sixty-nine

percent of private venture dollars was invested in four states.

California. Massachusetts, Texas and New York, and sixty-seven

9Capital Publishing Corporation. "Venture Capital Journal."
July 1984, p.4.
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percent of the companies were in computer hardware and system.

software and services. telephone and data communications and

other electronics industries. 10 Conversely, the states

target their venture financing programs to meet individual

economic development needs and the needs of local innovative

businesses which may or may not be categorized as high

technology firms.

State-initiated venture programs exist in less than half the

states. They are generally still in an experimental stage with

funding levels for individual programs typically less than $10

million. States such as Connecticut, Indiana. Iowa. Louisiana.

Massachusetts, New Mexico, New York and Wisconsin offer more

than one type of venture financing vehicle. one or more of

which is usually high teOlnology-specific. The number of

transactions funded are typically under 20 deals per year.

However. such low volume is also typical of private venture

firms.

Underwriting Standards

State-initiated venture programs, particularly those which are

independently opeLated and privately capitalized. will

generally use private venture standards as their guide.

Private venture capital firms and state programs expect to

participate to some legree in the management of nearly every

venture they back.
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A substantial investment by the entrepreneur is almost always

necessary, if not in money then in time and energy. Financing

is typically provided to relatively small, new and existing

firms exhibiting above-average growth rates. a significant

potential fcr market expansion and in need of additional

financing for sustained or new growth or further research and

development. Other factors weighing the venture investment

decision include: the competition, the uniqueness of the

product and the distribution patterns.

The type of instruments which may be used include: equity, debt

or some combination of both offered through convertible

debentures or debt with warrants and stock options. The

convertible debenture is a hybrid debt/equity financial

instrument employed to gain the fullest participation in the

rewards of ownership, while also permitting effective control.

The state program administrators generally indicate a

willingness to co-invest with private venture firms or other

types of financial institutions depending upon the requirements

of each transaction, i.e.. necessary industry expertise, total

capital needs and riskiness.

For some state programs, the method of realizing a return on

the investment can be different from that of a private venture

firm. The private venture firm must ultimately dispose of its

0 A -
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investment to realize its return and recover principal.

Normally this occurs either through a public offering of stock

or the outright sale of the company whichever makes more sense

at the time. Other options could include the venture capital

firm establishing a contractual right to "put" the sale of its

position to the principals at a predetermined ratio (i.e.. 5

times earnings). Whereas, several state programs allow for a

more flexible method of return. For example, in New Mexico

repayment occurs only if the business is successful; then the

business must repay to the state general fund 2 percent of

gross sales for S years up to a maximum of three times R&D

contract investment.

Structure/Form of State Programs

following is a discussion of state venture financing vehicles

which often have m high technology focus: pension fund

initiatives. tax credit incentives, research and development

grant and royalty programs other than SB1R's and state

chartered capital firms.

pension_Furga:

Rapidly growing state nd local government pension (or

retirement system) funds provide a unique source of capital to

all economic sectors, particularly for new or expanding
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business tinancing needs. In recent years, states have begun

expanding their pension funds, list of legal investments to

allow for higher returns and alternative investments including

small business and venture capital financings--usually in

limited amounts of up to two percent to five percent of assets.

In the case of the Ohio Public Employees Retirement System

(PERS), up to five percent of its aseetn or $350 million are

set aside for equity investments. Four transactions for

approximately $55 million were fuh44ed through existing internal

management. The remainder of the targeted funds are being

privately managed by a venture capital fund which utilizes

similar restrictions and return objectives, PERS is limited to

investing its venture funds in companies which are: 1)

headquartered in Ohio. or 2) have 50 percent of their assets in

Ohio, or 3) have 50 percent of their employees in Ohio. The

types of f'undings have been diverse, including leverage,

buy-outs as well as funding. at three stages of growth:

start-up: second-round: and expansion linancing.

The Washington State Retirement System participates as a

limited partner in several private venture capital

partnerships. concentrating on investments in high technology

industries and computer-oriented transactions. The desired

rate of return on investments is at least 25 percent per

annum. With no geographic designations or limitations, by

year-end 1903, over $6 million haU been invested.
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In the states where 100 percent private financing is preferred

for the publicly-chartered corporations, tax credits appear to

be the most attractive method to reach private investors.

Montana Capital Companies, still in organization, will be

privately owned and operated venture firms, capitalized and

organized by private citizens who in turn qualify for a 25

percent tax credit on Montana State taxes, subject to a total

tax credit availabiliti of $1.5 million. To date, two capital

companies have been approved: Investors receive a 25 percent

state tax credit in return for their investment in these

companies which must reside in Montana.

Indiana established its Corporation for Innovation Development

under 1981 legislation as a fer-profit, privately owned and

operated venture firm. Seventy-three investors bought shares

totaling $10 million in return for a 30 percent state tax

credit. CID was created to overcome the capital shortfall in

the state, c-eate a more attractive environment foi businesses,

and encourage the development or innovative new businesses from

within the state rather than attempting to attract firms from

outside the state. The Corporation has raised "0 million from

individuals and corporations.
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States offer an assortment of research and development equity

or grant programs in addition to SBIR-modeled programs.

The uniqueness in New Mexico's program lies in its funding of

research and development contacts. Under 1961 legislation, the

New Mexico Energy Research and Development Institute (NMERDI)

was designed to provide research and development assistance to

private sector entrepreneurs or existing businesses conducting

research in energy related industries, R & D contracts are

designed to bring products to commercialization in a maximum of

two to three years. As stated earlier, repayment, if any only

occurs if the business is successful and then up to 2 percent

of gross sales up to a maximum of three times of the contract.

If the business moves out of New Mexico. the repayment is S

percent of gross, NMERDI receives its annual funding from the

state's severance tax, (oil, gas, uranium taxes) income fund.

NMERDI's program objective is to create a job in the state for

less than $S,U00,

The Connecticut Product Development Corporation targets its

program to financing the research and development stage of

firms, In return, CPDC receives royalty payments as a percent

cf sales. Since its initial funding in early 1970's of

$300,000 and $6 million in general obligation funds, CPDC has
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funded the creation of approximately 700 jobs. In 1983, the

legislature subsequently increased funding levels to $11

millions and separately approved $2 million for high technology

new product development.

In Indian,, the nonprofit Corporation for Science and

Technology was established by the Indiana legislature in 1982

to provide: grants to universities for research determined to

aid in the economic development of the state; seed money for

the organization and implementation of one or more industrial

institutes: research park development; and research programs in

conjunction with the National Science Foundation and/or other

federal agencies.

Other states which provide research and development funding

include Wisconsin and Iowa.

Publicly Chartered Corporations

State-chartered corporations that specialize in early stage or

seed capital funding for new. start-up and/or existing

innovative small business enterprises are a relatively recent

phenomenon. In return for tax and/or regulatory relief, these

corporations appeal to financial institutions and private

investors for capitalization. The programs and structure of

the corporations can be quite varied: for-profit: nonprofit;
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private or publicly funded and managed; or some variation of

public-private co-investment. Often with minimum public

Intervention and public funding, these corporations will

achieve public policy objectives of inducing small business

development, while simultaneously maintaining or creating new

jobs and generating new tax revenues. Because of their

newness, however, cost effectiveness and return on investment

is indeterminable (i.e., Indiana 1981, Montana 1983, Louisiana

1981, and Utah 1983).

The Utah Technology Finance Corporation (UTFC) is in the

process of developing a venture capital fund which will be

privately managed and capitalized by $1 million from the state

and $4 million from private investors. The program is still in

the developmental stages; however, UTFC will target its efforts

towards technologically innovative small business.

The Massachusetts Technology Development Corporation, an

independently operated, nonprofit venture capital firm, has

been highly successful in providing venture capital to

otherwise overlooked ventures, and has come to be a model for

similar initiatives in many other states. MTDC helps new high

technology companies and inventors achieve commercial success

by providing debt, equity, or royalty arrangements. Initially

capitalized with both state and federal funds of $5 million,

MTDC has invested in over 17 start-up or early stage companies

since its inception.
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Other Financings

The California Innovation Development Goan Program (CIDP) was

created in 1981 with a $2 million RDA grant and $2 million

state appropriation. CIDP provides management, technical, and

financial assistance to innovators and small businesses engaged

in the production of new, innovative products or services who

have had difficulty finding funding from other more traditional

sources. Some start-ups have been funded but companies must

begin repayment immediately.

The Illinois Venture Investment Fund was established to finance

new product development at the pre-prototype stage as an

outgrowth of the Governor's Task Force recommendations on high

technology development.

8dvocacv Research

In a report developed by my Oftice entitled. "State Activities

in Venture Capital, Early-Stage Financing, and Secondary

Markets.' we summarxzed state financing strategies which meet

(
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the start-up and expansion needs of young firms. A copy of ti

this report is attached.

Some of the findings regarding state venture capital or early

stage financing programs are as follows:

1. Very few state initiated venture programs exist

relative to state guarantee or industrial development

bond programs.

2. The ideal program is different for every state

depending upon economic conditions, business

c..mmunity, type of industries. universities. private

venture capital flows. etc.

3. Direct or state entity investment in firms may be

forbidden by state constitution or statute.

4. State governments lack the expertise to become

effective investors by themselves. The programs often

flounder or never get off the ground unless

professional venture capitalists are hired or

financings are undertaken with experienced venture

firms.

) r
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5. Management and technical assistance is rarely provided

as an adjunct service; but typically is needed both

begot"( en..aftielthe tjrm secures the financing.

6. Funds are seldom allocated to these programs to

educate businesses as to the availability of funds and

how to qualify for financing.

CORCIUSiOn

States are attempting a variety of projects to provide an

environment more conducive to the growth of the high technology

industries such as electronics. telecommunications. medical

equipment, research and development, and aerospace. As

important as these efforts are, the number of jobs in high

technology industries is not as great as is often imagined and

state policymakers should not look to high technology companies

alone for short-term job growth. However, state efforts to

foster high technology development are important to economic

growth and small firms play a key role in this growth. To the

extent that a state's primary goal is to increase employment.

it is important to Dear in mind 'Afire high tech job growth came

from. Not all high tech industries show job growth in recent

years, although even where a high tech industry has shown

overall job loss, employment in small firms is often increasing

nevertheless. These employment patterns atrongly suggest that

concern for high tech jobs ought to focus on small business

development. The reduction of financial. regulatory, and

economic barriers to small firm formation and growth are

critical to the success of state high technology industry

development efforts.
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